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ABSTRACT 
This thesis represents a new 'tool' for a special hermeneutic of Mircea 
Eliade's writings. Its function is to analyse his fiction with the help of his 
academic studies, and it attempts to prove the influence of the latter 
upon the former. Although theoretical studies on this subject have been 
published, no real endeavour to prove this influence has been done. In a 
way, this thesis is a response to an academic need. On the other hand, 
the entire oeuvre of Eliade constitutes not only a vast field of research 
in itself, but an 'opener' of original paths and theories. This leads to the 
need to bring into play new terms (e.g. 'personal hierophanies', 
'chronophanies', 'diastimophanies' etc.), new concepts (e.g. the 
quadrifold structure of the labyrinth: psychological, philosophical, 
metaphysical and mythical), theories (e.g. on the evolution of the 
symbolic language, on the linear or circular structure of the labyrinth) 
and parallels (e.g. between the myths of Orpheus and Dionysus; 
between the works of Nae lonescu and Mircea Eliade). During the 
whole thesis, our main aim was to preserve a balance between the 
scholarly writings of Eliade and his fiction. This accounts for ou'f' 
undertaking to keep critical references to the minimum. It is QU r hope 
that the present thesis proves that the dichotomy of the Eliadean 
oeuvre is only an apparent one, and his academic works put their 
imprint on his literary creations. 
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This thesis was written with the intent of not only putting a specific 
body of materials at the specialist's disposal (a textual comparison of the 
academic and the literary writings of Eliade had not yet been done 
because part of his fiction had not been translated from Romanian), but 
also to answer certain questions that his oeuvre raises. The structure of 
the thesis presents itself as an 'initiatory' journey through the labyrinth 
of Eliade's writings. This is the reason why we have tried to maintain 
throughout a balance between his two main modes of expression. The 
path is strewn not with dangers (like the one of the archaic hero) but 
with varied themes: archetypal lines and symbols, Romanian reference 
points, universal myths and motifs, academic concepts. Eliade's entire 
work is an opera aperta, and consequently one cannot claim to be 
exhaustive. \,Y/e have just endeavoured to propose to the reader a short 
journey through religions, psychology, politics, literature and philosophy, 
under Eliade's guidance. This periplus is also envisaged by us as having 
the function of a homage to the multilateral personality of Mircea Eliade. 
We would like to express our greatest gratitude to our supervisors, 
Dr Julian Baldick and Dr Vanessa L. Davies, without whose help, 
encouragement and invaluable observations we would not have 
completed the present work. w.fJ- are particularly grateful to Dr Julian 
Baldick for the materials he gave us and for his continuous support, and 
to Dr Vanessa L. Davies for her enthusiasm, which prompted the 
undertaking of our project in the first place. \iie also offer our most 
sincere thanks to Mrs Heide Whyte and the library team of Middlesex 
University, Enfield, who enabled us to consult material from the British 
Library. We are indebted to all those who. at different stages. revised 
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our English and especially to Duncan and Gina Milroy and Mihai Ion 
Giuran who devoted much time to help us finish the thesis in its present 
form. We should also mention here the constant support of our former 
Romanian teacher, Maria Cogalniceanu, and 00 r former colleague, Adam 
Michaelson for his assistance in the field of information technology. To 
all of them, our warmest gratitude. 
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PRELIMINARY NOTES 
Anyone immersed in the vastness of the Eliadean oeuvre can remark the 
relationship uniting his volumes. Mircea Eliade himself always insisted 
upon the consideration of his work as a whole. Some compositions are 
relevant to others in either a direct way or a general way, while 
recurrent characters or very similar ones appear in distinct literary 
pieces. The book titled The Quest - History and Meaning in Religion, 
which highlights the identity between two literary key characters: 'Ia 
Yedova' (from 'At Dionysus' Court') and Madonna Intelligenza (from 
'Dayan'), is an example of the influence exerted in a direct way. 
Eliade's studies in From Zalmoxis to Genghis Khan (e.g. the chapters 
about Zalmoxis and Miorita) are pivotal in understanding certain 
episodes from the novel The Forbidden Forest, while certain analyses 
from Myth and Reality (e.g. that of the amnesia of Matsyendranath) are 
responsible for the meaning of the central theme in Nineteen Roses. In 
a general way Eliade's writings on eschatology are essential for 
comprehending the novella 'Dayan', while those on yoga shed light upon 
stories like: 'Nights at Serampore' and' The Secret of Dr Honigberger'. 
Sometimes questions from one book are answered in another one, such 
as, to give but one example, the famous riddle from 'With the Gypsy 
Girls' which is solved in 'At Dionysus' Court'. Apart from recurrent 
characters in disparate works (e.g.: Albini, leronim Thanase, Maria Da 
Maria), there appear what we shall call 'mirrored characters', 
symbolically identical pairs: Oana (The Old Man and the Bureaucrats" 
and Cucoanes ('A Great Man'); Dayan ('Dayan') and Dominic Matei 
('Youth without Youth'); Ileana (The Forbidden Forest) and Euridice 
(Nineteen Roses); Gavrilescu ('With the Gypsy Girls') and lancu 
Gore (,Twelve Thousand Head of Cattle'); Mavrodin (,Stone Diviner') 
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and Doftorul ('The Old Man and the Bureaucrats'); Leana (,At 
Dionysus' Court') and Niculina (Nineteen Roses). 
These comparative aspects form only one of the thesis' frameworks, 
which is organized as a double periplus (scholarly/literary) through 
different aspects of Eliade's oeuvre: recurrent archetypal lines and 
symbols, myths and motifs (Romanian and universal), essential concepts 
(the 'degradation' of myths, the Sacred/Profane relationship), parallels 
(Nae lonescu - Mircea Eliade). Several parts of the present work explain 
particular aspects dealing with the Romanian background of the author 
(e.g. the importance given by Eliade to the myth from the fairy tale 
'Youth without Old Age and Life without Death'). We also tried to 
open different doors for future researchers, doors that could lead to 
specific paths (e.g. the chapter dealing with Symbolism) or enrich the 
cognitive levels of the Eliadean compositions. For the sake of clarity we 
have 
introduced new concepts and terms and we fexpressed personal 
theories (e.g. the 'evolution' of the 'symbolic' language). Making evident 
the religious structure of a writer's literary imagination could be, in the 
last instance, an analysis that enters the psychological domain, but also 
places the artistic texts concerned within the sphere of universal values. 
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RECURRENT ARCHETYPAL LINES AND 
ESSENTIAL SYMBOLS IN ELIADE'S LITERATURE 
Motto: Symbolic thought makes the immediate reality 'shine', but without 
diminishing or devaluating it in its perspective the Universe is not 
closed, no object is isolated in its own existential ness; everything holds 
together in a closed system of correspondences and assimilations. 
(Mircea Eliade, Symbolism, the Sacred, and the Arts, p.6) 
Given the fact that Eliade's oeuvre, in its entirety, is situated on 
co-ordinates that suppose at least a symbolical element (with a 
mythological frame), the need to decipher and establish the order of the 
respective elements is a natural product of the central place held by the 
symbols. Analysing some of the most frequent archetypal lines that 
appear in Eliade's literary writings, we shall look at the interpretations 
given by different researchers, expressing - where appropriate - our 
own point of view. Ultimately, in the critique of Eliade's fiction, we 
favour the particularaccertatiol1that the historian of religions himself 
ascribed to certain symbols/archetypal lines in his scientific works. It is 
our belief that, consciously or not, Eliade provided the reader of his 
literary books with a 'decoder' in his own academic writings. Rene 
Guenon notices I that as language itself is nothing other than symbolism, 
there can be no opposition, therefore, between the use of words and 
the use of figurative symbols. He showed that these two modes of 
expression should be complementary one to another. In his narrative, 
Eliade did precisely that: he brought to the 'surface' the hidden, 
symbolical meaning of the words, integrating the concept expressed by 
I Rene Guenon, Fundamental Symbols _ The Universal Language of Sacred Science 
(Cambridge, Quinta Essentia, 1995), p.13. 
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them in a whole system of connotations. For example, the 'initiated' 
reader could perceive the symbolic quality even of a simple word like 
'coffee'. As the symbol is 'open'2, 'coffee' could signify: black magic, 
occult powers, the 'profane' equivalent of a divine drink (e.g. soma or 
ambrosia; inferno - if hot; transcendency or death - if cold). It is the 
context and the reader's level of understanding that bestow different 
meanings to the same word-symbol. And, as with any symbol, 
underneath the different layers of interpretation there is an ultimate, 
immutable signification that transcends space and time. The role of 
symbolism is considered by Rene Guenon useful for all people, as it 
helps them to understand the truths in question 'more or less 
completely and more or lass profoundly, each according to the nature 
of his intellectual possibilities'3. For him the highest truths can be 
communicated only by their incorporation into symbols 'which will hide 
them from many, no doubt, but which will manifest them in all their 
splendour to the eyes of those who can see'4. This is precisely what 
Eliade does: through his whole literature he first teaches his readers to 
'see' (that is understand) inside the words, in order to broaden their 
SInce. 
perception of the world, hidden in the profane appearances -V-nature 
'put the mask of the visible over the invisible' 01. Hugo). If the 'world is 
like a divine language for those who know how to understand it'S, Eliade 
re-constructed the 'divine' role of the language by giving back to the 
words their 'open' function, that is their full symbolic quality. 
In order to illustrate the mechanism used by Eliade we took as an 
example the Japanese language, which still preserves an intermediary 
2 •••• the symbol makes a concrete object "explode" by disclosing dimensions which are 
not given in immediate experience'. Mircea Eliade, Symbolism, the Sacred, and the Arts, 
ed. by Diane Apostolos- Cappadona (New York, Crossroad, 1985), p.13. 




phase of development between its archaic organisation and a newer, 
more explicit one. The split between the primordial role of the language 
and its contemporary use could clearly be shown. The 'degradation' of 
Japanese language is evident in the use of five or six different words 
employed to express the same reality/concept (according to various 
degrees of formality) while the word-symbol from which the 
significations emerged is missing. A comparison between the archaic 
structure of the meanings that started from a word-symbol and today's 
Japanese language, which preserves specific archaic attributes (e.g. there 
are more words expressing the same thing, in different circumstances) 
could lead to the conclusion that in fact a certain significance of the 
symbol pertained to a certain level of understanding through 
which a person perceived the world, and this level was expressed by the 
person's status. A person's status, being directly related to the 
degrees of formality, has the result that the contemporary Japanese 
formal wordlD is equivalent to the significancelll of the archaic 
word-symbol, the formal wordl2) is equivalent to the significance{2} and so 
on. To put it simply, each member of the community took from the 
word the very meaning that suited his/her cultural elevation and it is 
probably this phenomenon that originally gave rise to the richness of 
symbolism. If intelligence resides, as some modern psychologists assert, 
in the capacity to make connections between apparently disparate 
things, we could understand the superior condition of the archaic man 
that not only dealt with comparisons all the time, but had a whole 
system in which everything (from a cosmic to a spiritual level) could 
become interchangeable. The more meanings a person could find to a 
symbol, the higher his/her status in the group. It is later only that a 
formal word acquired an unique, well-defined meaning. PreViously this 
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was just one of the many understandings of a concept. The schema we 
draw as an example. shows this shift: 
Archaic function of the language 
SIGNIFICANCE I 








Contemporary function of the language 
IMMUTABLE TRUTH/ 
CONCEPT 





In Eliade's fiction it is precisely the archaic function of the language 
that is employed, whereby a single word-symbol has multiple 
significances that stem from a single immutable truth or concept. The 
technique reminds one of the 'crepuscular language', employed for 
example in Indian religious writings, according to which the text could 
have at least three interpretations (vulgar, mystical, erotic); of the 
erotic/mystic interpretations of the Bible or of the infinite variety of 
readings employed by the Kabbalah. In order to restore the multiple 
readings of one single text, Eliade made use in his fiction of the symbolic 
function of certain words. We could say that he formed 'a language 
within a language'. Along with other researchers, the historian of 
religions himself acknowledged the identity symbol=language: 
... the symbol itself may be considered as a language which. although 
conceptual. is nevertheless capable of expressing a coherent thought on 
existence and on the World. The symbol reveals a pre-systematic ontology to 
us. which is to sayan expression of thought from a period when conceptual 
vocabularies had not yet been constituted.6 
By using word-symbols in his literary works Eliade reached deeper 
levels of the psyche in a more diversified way and one more synthetic 
than the 'usual' words could reach. The following simple schema on the 
next page shows this: 
hEliade, Symbolism ... , p.3. 
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I USUAL WORDr-------4 MEANING 
I USUAL WORDI ·1 MEANING ~--.... SYSTEM 
IUSUAl WOR4 ~ M;A~~~ 
MEANING 
WORD-SYMBOL~---f MEANING ~-_~ SYSTEM 
MEANING 
By not using words susceptible of a single meaning, but word-symbols 
with an infinity of meanings, it can be said that Eliade rediscovers the 
sacred function of writing: to reveal and hide at the same time. That is 
why his fiction needs a special type of 'translation', similar to the Persian 
poetry he studied in his youth. For this purpose we group the types of 
the word-symbols he used, into two main groups: I) typical (meaningful 
in themselves) and II) atypical (the context gives the meaning). The 
first category is the most complex, and we divide it into two subgroups, 
consisting of I. the sacred and 2. the ritual words and 
expressions. The sacred words in their turn can be divided into what 
we call 'hierophanic words' (making manifest some modality of the 
sacred), 'kratophanic words' (manifestations of power) and 'epiphanic 
words' (standing for manifestations of the Supreme Being). The table 






'guide', 'gold', 'moon', 'stars', 'love', 'labyrinth', 'Grail', 'stone', 
'hot'f'cold', 'wedding', 'shadow; etc. 
Kratophanic expressions: 'thunderbolt', 'giant', 'sea', 'fire' etc. 
Epiphanic expressions: 
'mule', 'walking over waters', 'lilies', 'Paradise', 'serpent', 'rose', 
'beach', 'tree', 'road', 'garden', etc. 
2. RITUAL WORDS AND EXPRESSIONS: 
'round', 'drum', 'dancing', 'mirror', 'diviner', 'Gypsy', 'flight', 
'prayer', 'painting', 'monk', 'wine', 'cellar', 'mask'/'gloves', summer 
soistice', 'church', 'piaywright', 'blind~ etc. 
iI ATYPICAL: 
'coffee', 'house', 'watch', 'lamp', 'book', vase~ etc. 
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The 'atypical words' are the most controversial, as they change their 
meaning according to the context and the spiritual level of the reader. 
What is essential, though, is that they always preserve this quality of 
connoting something other than their immediate meaning. 
At the end of this short introduction we have to mention that many 
important archetypal lines and symbols (like: heat and fire; dance; 
gloves; vehicle; number three; circle and mandala; tree and wood; 
painter; musician; coffee~ etc.), although recurrent in Eliade's work, are 
not tackled here, as space did not allow. Also, our aim is focused on 
highlighting different aspects of Eliade's oeuvre (not only its symbolism) 
and opening the path for future researchers who, we hope, will make a 
glossary of Eliadean terms? Furthermore, we did not feel the need to 
expose here the theories on symbolism expressed by the historian of 
religions himself, as these are fully explained in his books and studies. 
For those interested we can recommend specific titles: Patterns in 
Comparative Religion, The History of Religions - Essays in Methodology 
(edited by M. Eliade and J.M. Kitagawa), Symbolism, the Sacred, and the 
Arts (edited by Diane Apostolos-Cappadona), The Sacred and the 
Profane, The Two and the One. 
7 A dictionary of symbols already appeared in Romania. See Doina Ru~ti, Diqionar de 
Simboluri "in opera lui Mircea Eliade (Bucharest, Ed. Coresi, 1997). 
THE DEVIL I DOUBLE; MAGICIAN; 
WITCH; VAMPIRE-WOM AN 
THE DEVIL 
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Motto: The Devil is a creator as vast as God himself. If the Devil were not 
great and real, our life wouldn't have any meaning. 
(Mircea Eliade, Isabel ~i apele diavolului, pA7) 
In two of his scientific writings: The Myth of Reintegration and The Two 
and the One, Eliade examines the central role occupied by the image of 
the Devil in the folklore of different countries. The comparative method 
allowed him to draw the conclusion I that the need to give a main place 
to the Devil, next to God existed in a widespread area, among 
populations of Central Asia and in an Europe which had already been 
Christian and Muslim for a long time. The historian of religions also 
-r~o" 
remarked the fact that in many beliefs the Devil represents an answer 
to the Creator's loneliness and a certain 'sympathy' between these two 
divine Beings is present. 
Servant, collaborator or supreme adviser to God, the Devil is at the 
same time destructive and creative. In the cosmogonic myths 
analysed by Eliade, He takes part in Creation, next to Divinity. Even the 
Old Testament hints at an after-Fall 're-Creation' of Man and the 
I Mircea Eliade, Mefistofel ~i Androginul (Bucharest, Ed. Humanitas. 1995). p.SO. 
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World, 're-Creation' triggered by the Devil's initiation. It is this very 
activity of Satan as initiator that interests Eliade, not only in his 
scientific writings, but in his fiction as well. Analysing Goethe's Faust he 
emphasizes Mephistopheles' role in stimulating human activity: 
'Mephistopheles stimulates Life. He fights against the Good, but in the 
end he makes the Good. This demon who denies Life is nevertheless a 
collaborator of God2• Also, in his book on Shamanism, Mircea Eliade 
studies the initiation powers of the Devil in the shamanistic rituals. Thus, 
the 'first shaman' of the Tunguz of Turukhansk created himself, 'by his 
own powers and with the help of the devil'3, while among the Yakut, the 
old shaman adjures the new disciple 'to renounce God and all that he 
holds dear, and makes him promise to devote his whole life to the 
"devil", in return for which the latter will fulfil all his wishes.'4. Raymond 
de Becker classified the images of the Devil and Magician in the paternal 
or male series, which is part of the father archetype, the Devil 
representing 'une imago paternelle dont Ie reveur a peur's. Eliade 
explored the richness of the Devil's symbolism in his fiction and under 
preCisely this paternal image Satan appears in one of his 
parable-stories: 'I, the Holy Devil and the Sixteen Puppets'. The story is 
about a king who led his life under the guidance of the Devil, who had 
taught him the art of 'creative imagination' to the point of perfection. 
While isolated from the 'real' world outside his palace (because of his 
great riches and wisdom), the king is entertained by the company of 
sixteen strange golem-characters, conceived by the Devil's imagination. 
The relationship king-Devi: is one of disciple-mentor, and the youth's 
confession reveals a spiritual bond that touches devotional accents: 
libid .. p.73. 
'Mircea Eliade. Shamanism· Archaic techniques of ecstasy (London. Arkana. 1989). p.68. 
-libid .• p.1 13. 
5Raymond de Becker. Interpretez vos reyes (PariS. N.O.E. 1969). p.126. 
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In the beginning I was afraid of his companionship. My body was trembling with 
emotion and I was pressing my palms against my eyes. But soon, the Devil 
became the most never-failing friend. He used to come every time loneliness 
-to-
tortured me and'CIisappear at my slightest sign. The hours spent together, the 
hours in which he offered exquisite thoughts to my mind and obscure, strange, 
foolish desires to my soul, those hours will remain for ever dearest to me. The 
Devil was my most valuable teacher.6 
(La inceput mi-a fost team:i de tovara~ia lui. Trupul meu era cutremurat de fiori 
~i eu 1mi apasam palmele deasupra ochilor. In cur.ind, Insa, Diavolul imi ajunse 
cel mai nelipsit prieten. EI venea de cate ori singuratatea m~ chinuia ~i se ~cea 
nev:1zut la cel mai mic semn al meu. Ceasurile petrecute 1mpreuna, ceasurile in 
care d:iruia min~ii me Ie ganduri alese ~i sufletului meu dorinfi nein~elese, 
ciudate, nebune~ti, 'imi vor ram1ne 1ntotdeauna cele mai scumpe. Diavolul mi-a 
fost cel mai de pref invrtptor.) 
Apart from projecting a paternal image, the Devil stimulates spiritual 
creativity. The king from Eliade's story makes a clear distinction 
between 'his Devil' (who tempts the mind) and the others' devil (who 
tempts the flesh): 'You, people! Do understand that your devil is not my 
Devil L .. Your devil... is the devil of the flesh. That's why I tell you: don't 
be afraid of the real DeviL.' ('Oameni! 'jn~elege~i ca diavolul vostru nu e 
Diavolul meu L .. Diavolul vostru ... e diavolul carnii. De aceea va strig: nu 
va teme~i de adevaratul Diavol...'r. 
In order to make evident the role Eliade ascribes to the Devil, we 
have to take into account his youth philosophy, where 'the dangers of 
the spirit', the symbolic death and madness, played an essential part. In 
Eliade's vision, Man's soul suffers a process of continuous splitting in the 
battle between two essential currents of the spiritual life: the 
Dionysian (as a synthesis of Pan and Apollo) and the Christie: 
6Mircea Eliade. 'Eu, Sfantul Diavol ~i cele ~aisprezece papu,si'. Maddalena (Bucharest. Ed. 
'Jurnalul literar', 1996), pp.131-32. 
7ibid., p.136. 
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What I understand by personality is but a supreme syntheSiS, imperiously 
demanded by the spiritual dynamics, through which Pan and Christ are 
enthroned in their rights. It is a re-elaboration of values given to life. pleasure, 
Cosmos, Godliness.s 
(Ceea ce numesc eu propriu-zis personalitate nu e dec~t 0 suprem~ sinteza 
necesar ceruta de dinamica spiritual1, prin care Pan ~i Christos sunt 'insc:luna~i 
1n s1lp~nirile lor. E 0 reelaborare de valori date vietH. placerii. Cosmosului. 
Dumnezeirii. ) 
A series of experiences tempts Man in his path towards the realization 
of the Self. In Eliade's view, Man is close to God by sublimating his 
sexual impulses but, at the same time, he has to resist the charms of the 
'white Devil' within, Dionysus, who tempts with the pleasures of the 
mind. In this acceptance Eliade writes about the will's strain in which Evil 
does not disappear through the realisation of Good, but grows with it, 
while seducing and endangering it. Following this vision, the trdde.d1 of the 
situation results from the duality in which 'the soul does not defend 
itself against the flesh, but against the soul born of flesh' (,sufletul nu se 
ap~ra numai 'impotriva trupului, ci ~i a sufletului nascut din trup').9 
Inscribed in the context of Eliade's early philosophy, his story 'I, the 
Holy Devil and the Sixteen Puppets' reveals its complex construction, 
moulded upon its author's beliefs. We could assert that independently 
of Jung and probably before him, Eliade had the intuition of a quadri-fold 
structure of the psyche. The schema we made shows Eliade's division of 
the psyche, as it could be understood from his writings: 
8Eliade. 'The Male Tragism', Maddalena. p.27. 
'iibid .. p.2S. 
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CHRIST I DEVIL ,\---SUBLIMATION STAGE (III) 
DIONYSUS 
TITANIC ElEMENTI GOOl Y ELEMENT TRANSITIONAL STAGE (II) 
PAN ApOLLO NTAGONISTIC STAGE (I) 
-
Eliade alluded to three stages in the formation of the personality, which 
we call: I) the antagonistic stage, where the opposite forces of the 
Pan- and Apollo-principles are in a continuous fight; 2) the transitional 
stage, in which the principle of Dionysus shows a precarious 
- ) 
integration (the temporary 'madness' of the god Dionysus) between the 
primary principles (Pan, Apollo); and a striving towards the 3) 
sublimation stage of the personality, according to the Christ-principle 
or the Satan-principle, the principle depending on the result of the 
previous stages. A fragment from the narrative 'I, the Holy Devil and the 
Sixteen Puppets' in which the hero attempts to express his condition, 
reflects the structure of our scheme: 
I am a man. similar to you. people. But I was born from the Devil... A man 
could be born two or three times. For the first time he is born out of sin. in 
order to sin. Flesh blossoms in the man of flesh and he measures everything 
with flesh. 
The second time. man is born of spirit and for spirit. He travels all over the 
skies. without raising his body .... 
The third birth of man is from the Devil and for the Devil: ... the man. if he 
wants - and ifthe Devil wants too - can c.hoose and create His own world. 'O 
1"Eliade. 'Eu. Sfantul Diavol...', Maddalena ,pp.137 -38. 
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(Eu sunt om asemenea youel, oamenilor. Dar nascatorul meu a fost Diavolul... 
Un om se poate na~te de doua sau de trei ori. Pentru India oa~ se na~te din 
p1cat, pentru p~cat. Carnea 1hflore~te fn omul drnii ~i el toate Ie m~soara cu 
carne. 
A doua oara, se na~te omul din duh ~i pentru duh. Cutreiera in v~zduhuri ~rt 
sa-~i inalfe trupul... . 
A treia na~tere a omului e de la Diavol ~i pentru Diavol. ... omul, dad vrea - ~i 
daca vrea ~i Diavolul - poate s:i-~i aleaga ~i sa-~i faureasc'a EI lumea.) 
The Devil is endowed with as great powers as God, and Eliade insists 
on the 'saintly' character of the former, as both have the -same 
'philosophy' (the play) and they are both creators. In this short story, 
the Devil is described as having the hands of a 'saintly virgin', while his 
words are like 'a source of celestial songs' and he is 'white, a saint, and a 
monk', preaching the renunciation to the world. Even the language 
employed by Eliade to describe Satan has cadences reminding one of the 
Biblical style." In the novel Isabel and the Devil's Waters, the same 
motif of the Devil's sanctity is highlighted by the hero nicknamed The 
whiff.-
Doctor': 'My effort to catch theraevil's creation under its sacred aspect, 
that is real and eternal - was so frightfully misunderstood ... (,Efortul meu 
de a surprinde crea}ia diavolului alb sub aspectul ei sfant, adica real ~i 
etern - a fost adt de cumplit ne1n~eles .. .')'2. 
The Romantic vision of the Devil as stimulating creativity is easily 
recognizable in these writings. The idea of a Faustian pact with the 
'malefic' forces is evident in both the story and the novel we have 
spoken about. In his analysis (see the studies The Myth of Reintegration 
and The Two and the One) of the Mephistopheles-God relationship 
from Goethe's Faust, the historian of religions stressed the Devil's 
quality of bringing out the creative forces of man. This aspect 
11 ibid., p. I 3 I (e.g. 'And blessed is the one who hears'). 
12Mircea Eliade. Isabel si apele diavolului (Craiova, Ed. Scrisul Romanesc, 1990). p.34. 
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was constantly explored by Eliade in his fiction. 13 Since Romanticism, the 
most important currents to make use of this idea were Freudian 
psychoanalysis and Jung's analytical psychology. The story of Tartini, the 
composer and violinist (1692-1770), quoted by Freud in his 
Interpretation of Dreams is well known 14. As far as Jung's theories are 
concerned, we will tackle them later. 
Eliade's novel, Isabel and the Devil's Waters, makes the difference 
between the two types· of Devil evident I) the 'white Devil' who 
inspires, provokes the upsurge of the original ideas and 2) the 'black 
• prih~{ Devil' who represents the evil principle. The V ' hero, 'the Doctor' 
suffers a deep psychological crisis when a man looking like a devil 
approaches him: 
No. it wasn't CIIhallucination. It was a man that looked like a devil. And he 
wasn't like my Devil, the real Devil, the Devil challenging and fighting God. I 
don't know what happened in my blood when the man that seemed a devil 
approached me, touched my body, took my hand and whispered: 'invoked I 
was and here I am'. I remember that an immense disgust. .. seized me. ls 
(Nu, nu era nalucire. Era un om ce parea diavol. ~i nu era asemenea diavolului 
meu. diavolului adevarat, diavolului vrajma~ind ~i luptand cu Dumnezeu. Nu ~tiu 
ce s-a petrecut fn s~ngele meu cand omul ce parea diavol s-a apropiat, mi-a 
atins trupul, mi-a apucat mlna ~i mi-a }optit 'chemat am fost ~i am venit' . 
Mi-amintesc d un desgust nespus ... m-a cuprins.) 
13'1 would smile and I would be frightened by my blood which flows down towards you. 
drop by drop. But I am not afraid. I have a lot of blood and the Devil is my friend. 
Float down, sheet written with blood, into the midst of the. reo~/e '. 
Mircea Eliade. 'I, the Holy Devil and the Sixteen Puppets', Maddalena, p.137. 
1~'Tartini... is said to have dreamt that he sold his soul to the Devil, who thereupon 
seized a violin and played a sonata of exqUisite beauty upon it with consummate skill. 
When the composer awoke. he at once wrote down what he could recollect of it, and 
the result was his famous "Trillo del Diavolo" '. Sigmund Freud, Op. cit. (London, 
Penguin Books, 1991). p.774 (footnote I). 
J 5Eliade, IsabeL., p.36. 
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The distinction between the Devil-principle incarnated in certain people 
and the inner-demon of the creative spirit which resides in artistic 
personalities is evident. The Devil could be not only a friend, but a 
challenger as well, who initiates his chosen ones in higher truths of 
transcendental value. And because the closeness to the sacred is 
dangerous for 'normal', profane people, he has to select his 'pupils' 
carefully. This role of initiator in the mysteries of life is ascribed to the 
Devil in Eliade's nove(fa 'Miss Christina'. The vampire Christina makes 
Egor (the main male character) experience the 'reality' of the Devil 
inside himself: 
Egor started to feel something, unseen and unknown around him ... He felt as if 
he was watched by somebody else, whose terror he did not experience before. 
His fright appeared to him in a different way; as if he suddenly woke up in a 
foreign body, disgusted by the flesh and the blood and the cold sweat which he 
felt, and which was no longer his. The pressure of this foreign body was 
unbearable. It strangled him, it absorbed his air, exhausting him.'6 
(Se sim~ea privit de altcineva. a carui groaza nu 0 mai fncercase. Frica i se 
l:tmurea acum cu totul altfel; ca ~i cum s-ar fi trezit deodata "intr-un trup strein. 
dezgustat ~i de carnea, ~i de sangele, ~i de sudoarea rece pe care 0 simtea ~i 
care nu mai era totu~i a lui. Apasarea acestui trup strein era peste putinJ:,a de 
suferit. II gatuia. Ii absorbea aerul, istovindu-I.) 
The- 5dtne il7lf(~ . ::fJ,/+uncfion hdS+helJevil/serren1 in the story 'The 
Snake'. In this writing the Devil assumes the identity of a young aviator 
called Andronic. He joins a group of travellers, who - like a sort of 
modern pilgrims - wanted to spend some free time in a monastery. The 
Devil/serpent 'teaches' them essential existential truths that could be 
summarised in the tripartite biblical drama of the first man: Eros -
Chronos - Thanatos. 
Another Devil-figure with initiatic powers is Ahashverus or the 
Wandering Jew, from Eliade's novella 'Dayan'. In Gilbert Durand's view, 
IOMircea Eliade. Domnisoara Christina - Proll Fantastic::l vol. I (Bucharest. Ed. Fundafiei 
Culturale Romane. 1991), p.82. 
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the image of Ahasverus is part of 'the Romantic epos of the synthesis 
and mythical rehabilitation of evil"? In Mircea Eliade's story, the 
physicist Dayan finds the ultimate equation - for which he searched all 
his life - only with the help of Ahashverus, who takes him for a revealing 
journey in Time and Space. 
If in some writings of Eliade, the Devil appears as initiator par 
excellence, in others what is emphasized is his status as brother/friend 
in relation to Divinity or certain mortals endowed with exceptional 
qualities. In scientific books like The Myth of Reintegration or Patterns 
in Comparative Religion, the author dwells on themes of brotherhood 
and convertibility between God and the Devil. Eliade grouped the 
myths dealing with this aspect under the name of myths of polarity 
(or by-unity) and reintegration: 
There is a major group of mythological traditions about the 'brotherhood' of 
gods and demons ... , the 'friendship' or consanguinity between heroes and their 
opponents .... There is another category of myths and legends illustrating not 
merely a brotherhood between opposing figures, but their paradoxical 
convertibility. IS 
It is this very same idea that sustains the structure of a novel of Eliade's 
youth, The Light Dying Away. The book is the Faustian story of a 
librarian and researcher who, following a fire, suffers a shock that 
changes his personality. The Jungian theory of the Shadow and the Self, 
applied to the novel, sheds light on the relationship between this 
character and Manoil (an alter ego of the Devil),~elationship on which 
the whole book is constructed. The librarian (Cesare) is a 'rational' 
being, living only for his manuscripts. He has repressed his unconscious 
17 Gilbert Durand. Structurile Antropologice ale Imaginarului - Introducere In 
arhetipologia generala (Bucharest. Ed. Univers, 1977), p.363. 
18Mircea Eliade, Patterns in Comparative Religion (London, Sheed and Ward, 1987), 
pA17. 
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urges so much that he is prone to a personality breakdown. (In his 
studies, Jung examined the condition of the modern man who 'does not 
understand how much his "rationalism" (which has destroyed his 
capacity to respond to numinous symbols and ideas) has put him at the 
mercy of the psychic "underworld" '19). Asexual, unable to express any 
feelings, Cesare has led a life devoted to study. But the sudden blaze 
experienced in the library releases the powers of his unconscious, 
making evident his own Shadow (=Manoil) to him. Manoil, like Cesare, is 
frighteningly intelligent and incarnates the evil principle. He tempts 
Cesare with the powers of the mind. There follows in the novel what in 
Jungian terms is called a 'battle for deliverance', which reedits the 
struggle of primitive man to achieve consciousness, a conflict expressed 
(according to Joseph L. Henderson) by the contest between the 
archetypal hero and the cosmic powers of evil.20 As a consequence of 
the fire Cesare is threatened with blindness. His gradual loss of sight 
increases his 'inward' vision and the subsequent struggle between him 
and Manoil is in fact, the fight between his ego and the Shadow. The plot 
preserves reminiscences of Faust, whose hero, failing to live to the full 
an important part of his early life, was an incomplete, unreal person 
'who lost himself in a fruitless quest for metaphysical goals that failed to 
materialize'21. Mephistopheles is the repressed part of Faust's ego, and in 
the same way Manoil is the Shadow of Cesare's ego. The two are inter-
linked. Meditating on his relationship with Cesare, Manoil makes his 
power evident: 'We two are linked, because to one of us the promise 
was made and he refused, while the other of us cOI1.t.lered what was 
19Carl Gustav jung, 'Approaching the Unconscious', Man and His Symbols, ed. by Carl 
Gustav Jung (London, Picador, 1978), p.84. 
20joseph L. Henderson, 'Ancient Myths and Modern Man' in Man"' J 
pp.IIO-11. 
21 ibid., p.112. 
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promised to the first.' ('Noi doi suntem lega}i, dici unuia i s-a fagaduit ~i 
a refuzat, iar celalalt a cucerit fag:1duinta.')22. The last scene of the book 
is a final confrontation between Manoil and the blind Cesare, on a 
seashore. Manoil after threatening and beating Cesare, kills himself in an 
ultimate gesture of revolt, leaving Cesare alone in his endless night. In 
that very moment when the hands of the librarian discover the dead 
body of Manoil, he understands that, indirectly, he himself killed 'his 
brother'. On a psychological level, this is the drama of the intellect 
destroying the senses. The monologue of Cesare on the beach is 
symbolic: 
Manoil is there, motionless, warm .... he calls him, he embraces him, Abel, his 
brother .... He understands, now he understands everything. From now on he 
is alone, deserted. He knows that without Manoil the nothingness I.JrlJ~rnlines 
him. Bridges linked him to Manoil, and Manoi I is dead. All meanings come 
through him. Without Manoil, he is nothing, is nothing.23 
(Manoil e acolo, nemi~cat, cald .... 11 striga, 11 'imbral:i~ea~, Abel, fratele lui. ... 
In~elege, acum 1ntelege tot. E singur de acum, pustiu. ~tie c~ fara el nimicnicia il 
surpli, bra: Manoil. Pod uri il legau de el, ~i e mort. T oate fn~elesurile vin prin el. 
~ra el e nimic, e nimic.) 
Cesare is the man who kills his Shadow, realizing that in fact, he 
destroys himself, as it is impossible to live without a Shadow. 
The motif of the double, treated in many Eliadean literary writings, 
appears under a sublimated form in the novel The Forbidden Forest, in 
the interchangeable destinies of two men who resemble each other 
physically: Ciru Partenie and Stefan Viziru. The tragic death of the first 
one (mistakenly shot by a a State Security agent) acquires a special 
significance: it is equivalent to1h.esymbolic death of Stefan Viziru, his alter 
ego. The latter experiences a feeling of culpability, as it was he who was 
22Mircea Eliade, Lumina ce se stinge, vol. \I (Bucharest, Ed. 'Odeon', 1991), p.75. 
23 ibid., p.1 15. 
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the person wanted by the murderer of Ciru Partenie: 'He was shot 
because of me', continued Stefan. 'He confused Partenie with me. In a 
sense, I am the one who killed him.' ('Din cauza mea I-a impu~cat, 
continu:i ~tefan. L-a confundat cu mine. Intr-un anumit sens, eu I-am 
omorat.'f4. 
Apart from the two main images of Devil as I) initiator and 2) 
brother/friend, the motif of 3) the fight with the Devil occupies a 
central part in Eliade's fiction. The fight with the Devil takes two 
aspects that could be translated as I) the struggle of the ego to 
integrate the shadow by avoiding a disintegration of personality and 2) 
the fight between two principles in a 'disguised' re-construction of the 
primordial battle amid Light and Dark, the Created and the Uncreated, 
Time and No-Time. The first type of the ego-personality's struggle to 
integrate the Shadow is, according to Carl Gustav Jung, a 'moral 
problem': 
.. .for no one can become conscious of the shadow without considerable moral 
effort. To become conscious it involves recognizing the dark aspects of the 
personality as present and real. This act is the essential condition for any kind 
of self-knowledge, and it therefore, as a rule, meets with considerable 
resistance.25 
This moral effort is sometimes translated into a temporary 
disintegration of personality that could lead to an initiatory 'madness'. 
SyntheSizing the symbolism of the Shadows, Mircea Eliade highlighted 
their equivalence with Wisdom, as for example, the future shamans 
must undergo a stage of madness, considered a preliminary phase of 
their spiritual growth (,creativity is always in relation to a certain 
"madness" or "orgy", unifying the symbolism of Death and Shadows.')26. 
24Mircea Eliade, Noaptea de Sanziene, vol. I (Bucharest. Ed. Minerva, 1991), p.237. 
25Carl Gustav Jung, Aspects of the Feminine (London, Ark Paperbacks, 1992), p.165. 
2°Eliade, Symbolism ... , p.1 I. 
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In Eliade's novels the exceptional characters only suffer from a schizoid 
split of personality, understood as yet another trial in their strive for 
perfection. In The Return from Paradise, the hero Pavel Anicet 
experiences a double life (he loves two women at a time) that leads to 
the dissolution of his personality, preceded by the typical psychological 
symptoms like thought insertion27 and external control: 'And strangely, I 
am not bothered at all by the mediocrity of my conversation. As if it 
doesn't belong to me, as if somebody else replies in my place: ('~i e 
ciudat, nu m:i sup:Ir~ deloc mediocritatea convorbirii mele. Ca ~i cum nu 
mi-ar apar1ine mie; ca ~i cum ar raspunde altul pentru mine:)28. Unable 
to recover his lost unity, Pavel Anicet commits suicide. 
Another character suffering from thoughts insertion is 'the Doctor', 
from the novel Isabel and the Devil's Waters. His personality fights a 
powerful complex whose nucleus is formed by his Shadow. His triumph 
over the shadow does not mean victory, though, but the destruction of 
all his creative urges, in favour of a material, mediocre life. (Instead of 
pursuing his studies and fulfilling his ideals, out of guilt, he decides to 
marry Isabel and dedicate his life to her child as if it were his own 
progeny.). 'The Doctor' has the lucidity to acknowledge his failure: ' ... by 
renouncing the Devil - I gave up everything that was left great and 
elevating in my soul: (' ... renun}and la diavol - am renuntat la tot ceea ce 
mai ramasese mare ~i rnalt Tn sufltul(sic) meu.')29. The Shadow 
represents in this novel the source of the creative impulses and 
destructive urges, as jung described it, reminding one of the fact that in 
27 •••• thoughts are inserted into one's mind from outside and are under external 
influence'. Richard D. Gross, Psychology - The Science of Mind and Behaviour (London, 
Hodder & Stoughton, 1992), p.946. 
28Mircea Eliade, Intoarcerea din Rai (Bucharest, Ed. Cugetarea-Georgescu Delafras, 
1943), p.77. 
29Eliade, Isabel. .. , p.35. 
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a highly creative person the Shadow may overwhelm the ego and cause 
temporary insanity30. 
For the second category of the battle between Light and Dark, 
Created and Un-Created, Time and No-Time, Eliade's novel The 
Light Dying Away is exemplary. The confrontation Manoil-Cesare on the 
seashore, at dawn, is moulded on the paradigmatic fight between two 
giant brothers representing opposing principles. The victory of Cesare 
over Manoil symbolizes the emergence of Life out of Waters, of Light 
out of Shadows and 'the creation of the Universe as well as the 
beginning of History'31. 
Analysing the Devil's image in Eliade's books we could say that he 
was one of the pioneers in 'rehabilitating' this archetype in the religious 
domain32 (e.g. by studying the many beliefs in the consanguinity 
God-Devil) and explored its complex symbolism in his literary writings. 
The effects he obtained in his fiction, by making use of the Devil's 
symbolism, are not only striking, but beneficial for the reader in search 
of his/her own Self. Starting with a teenage fascination for the Romantic 
theme of the pact with the Devil (his first published major story, 'How I 
discovered the Philosophers' Stone' exploits this motif), Eliade reached 
through the religions' path, what Jung succeeded by his 
analytico- fsychological path: to re-establish the major status of the 
position held by the Devil/Shadow. 
30Gross, Psychology .... p.924. 
31 Eliade, Symbolism, ... p.7. 
32The Romantic current rehabilitated it in literary writings. 
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THE MAGICIAN 
In his academic writings Eliade studied in depth the condition of the 
Alchemist or the Shaman, revealing a long-cherished33 nostalgia for the 
process of understanding the structure of a superior being. His fiction is 
also enriched witha ,,,;.ttitlJde. of characters like yogis, doctors/charlatans, 
lithomants, mythical guides with archetypal powers.l etc., all of which we 
grouped under the generic symbol of the Magician. The magic itself 
could be broadly divided into three types: I) occult powers; 2) 
'scientific' miracles and what I named 3) mythical magic. In the 
first category, the occult powers, three early writings of Eliade could 
be ind<..d,ed, as they use YogidTantric themes: 'Nights at Serampore', 
'The Secret of Dr Honigberger' and The Light Dying Away. In the novel, 
magic is used as a pretext in order to organise the plot. The 
Magician/Devil figure is Manoil who performs a Tantric rite of black 
magic (together with a professor of Slavonic Languages and a frigid 
secretary, Melania), whose consequences is the setting on fire of the 
library where the action takes place. In his confession, Manoil explains 
his desire to acquire a Godlike condition by accomplishing a Tantric rite; 
'A rite, that's what it was. A rite through which is worshipped, is "fixed" 
the most uncertain function of the species: sex. The abolition of 
voluptuousness, that's what I tried and verified'. ('Un rit, aceasta a fost. 
Un rit prin care se divinizeaza, se "fixea~" funqiunea cea mai incerta a 
spe~ei, sexul. Anularea voluptatii, aceasta am Tncercat Si verificat eu.')34. 
33Eliade's first important short story. 'How I discovered the Philosophers' Stone'. has an 
alchemist as a central figure. 
34Eliade, Lumina ... , vol. II. (1991). p.72. 
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The reader familiarised with Eliade's scientific writings on Yoga can 
easily detect in this novel the description of the Tantric rite called 
maithuna. Through it, Manoil attempts to become like Buddha: 
omniscient and master over magic forces.35 
If in this novel the magic is just a pretext, in the short story 'Nights at 
Serampore' it forms the very foundation of the plot. Suren Bose, the 
yogi-magician, plays with time and space, inducing by his rituals the 
dislocation of past towards present or the insertion of present into the 
past. One of the heroes in the group who was projected in time to 
witness a crime that happened one hundred and fifty years earlier, tried 
to solve the mystery of the happening: 
... either Suren Bose was feeling our approach and, in order to make us leave 
the place of his terrifying ceremonial, he bewitched us; or just through the 
simple accomplishment of his secret ritual, some forces were unleashed that 
projected us ... into another space and time ... 36 ~ 
. ( ... fie dl Suren Bose simJea apropierea noastra, ~i atunci, pentru a ne indeparta 
de locul terifiantului s:iu ceremonial ne-a v~jit, fie c-:i prin simpla 'fmplinire a 
acestui ritual secret s-au dezlan~uit fOr}:e care ne-au proiectat. .. 'intr-un alt 
spatiu ~i timp ... ) 
The underlying idea of this short-story resides in the well known 
philosophical concept of maya: everything is illusion. William Coates 
cJf!:OlI 
already remarked 37Tfhe recurrent character of this theme in several 
writings of Eliade and consequently we do not dwell on it. The short 
story 'The Secret of Dr Honigberger' projects - in the first plane - the 
supernatural powers that could be obtained by Yogic techniques. 
35Mircea Eliade, Yoga - Nemurire si libertate (Bucharest, Ed. Humanitas. 1993). p.225. 
36Mircea Eliade, 'Noptile la Serampore', Secretul Doctorului Honigberger - Proza 
Fantastica, vol. II (Bucharest, Ed. Fundatiei Culturale Romane, 1991), p.89. 
37William Coates. 'Litterature fantastique. meta~sique et occulte' in L'Herne, Paris 
(1978»fP' 325 -31. 
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Ultimately, Dr Zerlendi - the main character - disappears in Shambala, 
the miraculous country, reached only by those initiated in Yoga. 
"fhereare 
In the second category of magic, the 'scientific miracle' , two 
that 
novellaslcould be r'ace d . 'Youth without Youth' and 'Les trois 
graces'. The first one is the story of an old teacher who - hit by 
lightning - instead of dying is rejuvenated and acquires supernatural 
powers. This condition is otherwise examined by Eliade in his religious 
studies: 
¥~a-ti"e 
The man hit by lightning, without consequences, acquires a 'sensitivity' 
inaccessible to the profane experience's level; the revelation ofthe divine 
'choice' manifests itself through the destruction of all previous structures: The 
chosen one' becomes 'another one': he feels not only 'dead and resurrected', 
but revived for another type of existence which ... is based on different 
existential dimensions.38 
Dominic Matei, the hero from the novella 'Youth without Youth', 
performs miracles like, for example, making things appear or happen 
just by thinking of them. The episode with the roses he thinks of and 
materialise in seconds is exemplary in this sense. Also based on the 
so-called 'scientific miracle' is the story 'Les trois graces'. The same 
theme of rejuvenation is present in the plot. 'Les trois graces' is about 
three women who, undergoing a cancer treatment, are restored to 
youth. But because of the treatment's interruption they suffer a 
Persephone's fate: for half an year they are young, while the other half 
they are back to their normal biological condition. The 'magician'-figure 
is represented here by a medic called Tataru, the one who discovered 
the miraculous vaccination. At the root of his research were certain 
allusions from the Old Testament (e.g. after the original sin the human 
body lost the secret of periodic regeneration). 
38Mircea Eliade, Mituri, vise Si mistere in Eseuri (Bucharest, Ed. Stiin~ifica, 1991), p.18S. 
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The mythical magic, the third type of magic in Eliade's oeuvre, 
occupies the central role in many of his writings, being by far the best 
represented category. Andronic, the main hero in the novella 'The 
Snake' performs magic rituals with a serpent. Another character of the 
story, captain Manuil~, the profane man par excellence, is caught under 
Andronic's spell, like all the others witnessing the scene: 
Andronic murmured something, ... Strange syllables could be heard. As if he 
didn't speak Romanian. Words with many, long drawling vowels. However 
Andronic was saying something, because he heard the word ~arpa many times. 
Probably, somesr~r1.. 3~ 
(Andronic murmura ceva, ... se auzeau silabe stranii. Parca nu vorbea 
romlne}te. Cuvinte cu vocale multe, lungi, ~rag<'inate. $i totu~i, spunea ceva 
Andronic; c~ci de mai multe ori auzi cuv!intul ~arpa. Vreo vraja .... ) 
Andronic is the mythical king of Serpents, a magician who charms the 
young girl Dorina into his world of primordial beauty. Another magician 
image appears under the guise of a lithomant in the story 'Stone 
Diviner'. In thitorIC of riteraiureJ ideas based on Eliade's sco{arl'1 books, 
like the 'worship of stones', cat) be detected: 
... in the so-called 'worship of stones' not all stones are held to be sacred. We 
shall always find that some stones are venerated because they are a certain 
shape, or because they are very large, or because they are bound up with some 
ritual.40 
Beldiman, the lithomant, chooses carefully his stones, according to their 
shape, colour or position, and he symbolises the archaic stone-
worshipper who considered stones as powerful hierophanies. For 
39Eliade. '~arpele'. Domni~oara .... vol. I. p.195. 
, 
4oEliade, Patterns .... p. 13. 
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Beldiman, stones foretell the future, so they reveal 'something outside 
their normal status as things'41. 
The Wandering Jew from the novella 'Dayan' is another character 
who performs miracles: he makes Dayan see with the eye he usually 
could not see with, he transcends different times and spaces, walks 
through walls and knows all the mysteries of the Universe, apart from 
his own fate. Anima mundi, he is a benefic guide who helps Dayan to 
walk the path towards the own Self, container of all truths. Even if in the 
profane realm his magic indirectly triggers Dayan's death, in the sacred 
one, Ahashverus' initiation means not only salvation, but eternal 
Knowledge. 
In the contemporary world, magic is rejected as charlatanry. This 
idea leads to the concept of unrecognizability of the sacred, that 
worK... 
Eliade used in his religious writings and is present in his narrative"laS 
well. In the story 'A Fourteen-year-old Photo', one of the protagonists, 
Doctor Martin/Dugay (he has a double identity) performs miracles like 
Christ. He asserts that nobody will recognize the real God when He will 
decide to appear again among people, in the street or in a pub. Another 
figure at the boundary between magic and imposture is Doftorul in the 
novella 'The Old Man and the Bureaucrats'. Of all the literary figures 
created by Eliade, he best resembles the shaman. His name in Romanian 
is a word whose meaning is between 'doctor' and 'wizard' ('doftor' = 
'dodor'; 'vraci'). In one of his scholarly books (Shamanism - Archaic 
techniques of ecstasy) Eliade describes the shaman as a magician and a 
medicine man: 'he is believed to cure, like all doctors, and to perform 
miracles of the fakir type, like all magicians .... But beyond this, he is a 
psychopomp, .. .'42. Recounting the miracles performed by the o ofto r, the 
41 ibid., p.13. 
42Eliade, Op. cit., pA. 
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teacher Farama from the story 'The Old Man and the Bureaucrats' 
remembers the aquarium in which the magician used to walk smoking, 
without dumping his clothes. (This is clearly an allusion to the 
sacredness of the primordial waters kmologated to the amniotic liquid. 
Doftorul is in fact performing a degraded shamanic ritual consisting in a 
regression into the Great Mother's uterus.) The 'sorcery' with the 
coffer into which a lot of people entered and which was afterwards 
shrunk by the Doftor until it disappeared, is part of the same scenario 
of initiation. Doftorul in reality wants to teach people - in an original 
way - the old beliefs, like for example, the possibility of communication 
with different worlds. 
Taking into consideration all the literary works employing the symbol 
of the Magician, it can be said that Eliade preferred the positive side of 
it: its initiatory function into the mysteries of the Cosmos and Life. 
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WITCH - VAMPIRE-WOMAN 
Eliade's female characters in his fiction are in their majority archetypes. 
Their types could be extreme: virginal like the nuns (e.g. Irina from 
The Forbidden Forest, Madonna Intelligenza from 'Dayan'), licentious 
like the prostitutes (e. g. Christina from 'Miss Christina', Nora from The 
Hooligans). Also they could oscillate between extremes like, for 
example, Irina from The Hooligans who suffered of periodic crisis of 
fervent Catholicism and libertine behaviour. But the most frequent 
archetype that could be related to Eliade's female characters is the 
Witch. The heroines could be classified into three types: I) the 
ambivalent woman (witchlfairy) who reveals mysteries and initiates; 
2) the tempting woman who is an obstacle par excellence and 3) the 
malefic woman who 'destroys' through her passion. 
The ambivalent woman - witch or fairy, she-devil or goddess - has 
a main characteristic: inaccessibility. She slips through fingers and cannot 
be possessed except by those who are predestined to do so and 
consequently are endowed with exceptional qualities (e.g. strength of 
character, ability to perceive the sacred. etc.). The reasons for their 
'inaccessibility' are various: Maitreyi (from the novel with the same 
name) is from a Brahmin caste which does not allow certain links 
with 'outsiders'; Oana ('The Old Man and the Bureaucrats') has a 
giant, goddess-like stature and no normal man can match her; the 
young women from the story 'With the Gypsy Girls' have the 'bad 
reputation' of 'prostitutes' attached to them; Marina ('The Old Man 
and the Bureaucrats') is 'too old' for her lover Darvari; Niculina 
(Nineteen Roses) is already engaged to another man and Ileana ~ 
Forbidden Forest) disappears all the time, travelling in and out of the 
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path of the hero, Stefan. Fairies or witches, they are all fascinatingly 
beautiful and give the impression that they came into this world from 
another realm. They also seem to perform some kind of sorcery. Oana 
from 'The Old Man and the Bureaucrats' practices ritual nudity and 
casts spells over a magic plant ('Deadly Nightshade'), calling its spirit to 
help her find a male counterpart. {In his study of witchcraft, Eliade 
showed the symbolic meaning of ritual nudity as not only a powerful 
magico-religious force, but an expression of the nostalgia for a beatific 
human eXistence.)43 The three young women in 'With the Gypsy Girls' 
dance on the huge bronze drums, play amongst folding screen and 
mirrors, disguise themselves and make riddles for the enchanted piano 
teacher, Gavrilescu. They resemble the fairies who adore to sing and 
dance, but who can become dangerous and cruel, maddening those 
around them. Marina from The Old Man and the Bureaucrats' (similar 
to Niculina in Nineteen Roses) possesses a 'special technique' by which 
she changes her ages like her clothes and knows secrets about the 
other realm. Both heroines, Marina and Niculina love the theatre and 
this is a 'degraded' way of performing archaic rites and communicating 
transcendent ideas through them. Maitreyi, in Eliade's early novel, is a 
teenage Hindu girl, in love with a tree. She bewitches Allan, the 
engineer, with an incantatory ceremony of a ritual 'engagement': 
I swear upon you, Earth, that I will belong to Allan and to nobody else. I will 
grow from him as the grass grows from you. And the way you wait for the. 
rain, I will wait for his arrival, and how the ~un-rays are for you, the same hiS 
body will be for me .... Let our embrace be like the fist day of the monsoon. 
Rain be our kiss.44 
.OMircea Eliade, 'Occultism, Witchcraft and Cultural Fashions - Essays in Comparative 
Religions (Chicago & London, The University of Chicago Press, 1993), p.90. 
44Mircea Eliade, Maitreyi in Maitreyi. Nunta in Cer (Bucharest, Ed. Minerva, 1986), 
pp.1 06-1 07. 
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(Ma leg pe tine. pam1ntule. d eu voi fi a lui Allan. ~i a nimeni altuia. Voi cre~te 
din el ca iarba din tine. ~i cum a~tep~i tu ploaia, a~a 1i voi a~tepta eu venirea, ~i 
cum i~i sunt tie razele, a~a va fi trupul sau mie .... Sa fie imbra9~rea noast~ ca 
cea dinUi zi a monsoon-ului. Ploaie s~ fie sa:rutul nostru.) 
Allan is afraid even to touch her, so 'forbidden' and charmed she 
seemed to him. But the most mysterious of them all is Ileana, from The 
Forbidden Forest. She is a typical fairy (she has the name of the most 
popular fairy in Romanian folklore, Ileana Cosanzeana) who appears in a 
forest, during St John's Night. As soon as the main character Stefan, 
sees her, he becomes possessed and cannot regain his tranquillity 
except by meeting her again and again. Their paths cross many times, 
but the always young Ileana disappears because of Stefan's inconstancy 
and mistakes. After twelve years of searching for her and for his Self, 
the hero realises that in fact his destiny is irretrievably linked to hers. 
They die in a car accident, facing together the most important 
existential trial: their own death. The ambivalent character of Ileana as 
angel of death and fairy, is highlighted in the final scene of the book. 
All these ambiguous, ambivalent women reveal mythical and 
transcendental mysteries like: predestination in love, the cycle of 
reincarnation, the secret of death, immortality and freedom 
(understood as exit from preconditioned space and time). They are 
modern, 'sublimated' witches that, at the same time charm and initiate 
their elected ones into a superior condition. 
A character that could be framed in the second category, the 
tempting woman - a Circe-like obstacle - is Mrs Zissu from The 
Forbidden Forest. She attempts to impede the real journey of ~tefan 
towards Ileana and himself. Mrs Zissu's passion is devouring. It subdues 
and confines ~tefan to the law of the flesh. While Ileana represents the 
spiritual level, Mrs Zissu stands for carnal temptation, a trial for ~tefan's 
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senses and a psychological step that has to be surpassed in his way 
towards accomplishment of the Self: 
... maybe he would have still remained for a long time caught in Circe's spell, 
Stella Zissu's spell, because he was without doubt bewitched, he couldn't 
separate from her ... , he was unable to break away from her charm, following 
her everywhere, waiting with fear to see her getting close to him with her 
half-open and very red mouth, with her white teeth, shining threateningly .... 45 
( ... poate ca ar fi ramas 1hc~ mul~ vreme prins 'fn vraja Circei, a Stellei Zissu, 
cad tara 'fndoialct fusese fermecat, nu se mai putea desparp de ea, ... incapabil sa 
se smul~ din vraja ei, urm:irind-o pretutindeni, a~teptand, cu team a, s-o vad:1, 
apropiindu-se de el cu gura tntredeschisa ~i foarte ro~ie, cu dintii albi, stralucind 
amenin~tori... ). 
The third category, that of the malefic woman who destroys her 
partner through her passion, is best represented by Una, the heroine 
from The Return from Paradise. Pavel Anicet, her lover, renounces his 
spiritual life in favour of erotic pleasures. Not being able to cope with 
the continuous tension between his inner structure and the pressures of 
a possessive liaison, he kills himself. The name he gave to his lover, 'Una' 
(in Romanian means 'One') has a connection with the 'green OrphiC 
girl', praised by a poet (Dan Botta), and the Etruscan Goddess Uni, 
equivalent of Venus, the goddess of Love. Alluding to her destructive 
frenzy of desire for Pavel Anicet, his friends mockingly recite to him 
Botta's verses: 'Oh, she endlessly calls me / The pale, the mad one I The 
Green Girl Una, I And her stone of blood I Starts stirring me. COh, m~ 
cheama-ntruna / Palida, nebuna, I Fata Verde Una, I Si-n mine se strange 
I Piatra ei de sange .. .')46. Love becomes for Pavel a path to 
disintegration, an 'anaesthetic' for the critical spirit, intellectual pride 
and artistic sensitivity. He feels like a prisoner47 and the role played by 
45E1iade, Noaptea ... , vol. II (1991), pp.394-95. 
46Mircea Eliade, Intoarcerea din Rai (Bucharest, Ed. Rum-Irina, 1992), p.150. 
47'And what a terrifying thing to be sure of this, to know that it doesn't matter what 
happens, somebody will continue to love; ibid., p.57. 
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Una is reminiscent of a malefic anima. Their relationship could be 
inscribed in the typical series of demonic eroticism described by 
Northrop Frye: 
The demonic eroticism becomes a powerful passion, destructive, which plots 
against loyalty and frustrates the one who experiences it, being generally 
symbolised by a prostitute, a witch, a mermaid or any other tempting woman, 
a physical object of passion ... 48 
The same situation is experienced by Alexandru, from the novel The 
Hooligans. If in The Return from Paradise the man suffers the 
consequences of a devastating relationship, in this novel it is the woman 
who commits suicide, as a result of the doubly destructive character of 
such a bond. Deciding to leave her, Alexandru tries to liberate himself 
from a suffocating and damaging love affair that was limiting his 
aspirations: 
But my opinion is that the woman who loves you in absolute way is driven by 
a demonic force, powerful, obscure, which finishes by crushing you. Such a 
woman annuls you, decomposes you. She is a far more powerful force than 
yoU.49 
(Parerea mea,lnsa este ca femeia care te iube~te absolut e stapaniu de 0 forta 
demonidi, puternica, obscurn, care sfflr~e~te prin a te strivi. 0 asemenea 
femeie te anuleaza, te descompune. Este 0 fo~ mult mai tare decat tine.) 
Nevertheless the most powerful image of the woman-witch is the 
vampire-woman. From the representations of Hecate (goddess of the 
darkness and black moon, female demon and nightmare, considered by 
Hesiod mistress of madness, somnambulism and dreams), to that of Kali 
Durga (anthropophagous with terrible teeth who drinks blood from 
48Northrop Frye, Anatomia Criticii (Bucharest, Ed. Univers. 1972), p.18S. 
4YMircea Eliade. Huliganii (Bucharest. Ed. Rum-Irina. 1992), p.38. 
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skulls), the theme of the woman-danger, negatively valued as 
representing bloodthirsty femininity, appears in popular beliefs and 
literary works all over the world and in all times.50 Two other typical 
examples are the Algerian Lalla Imma TifellDt, a she-demon whose love 
meant death (she caused twenty-seven young men to disappear) and the 
Moroccan A'isha Qandisha, a very libidinous she-demon who indulged in 
seducing young men.51 It is the very idea of blood and peril that gives to 
all these woman-images a powerful aura of sensuality and attractiveness. 
As Gilbert Durand remarked, blood is not only master over life and 
death, but it is also the first human horologe, the first human sign that 
could be correlated to the lunar drama.52 
The archaic idea53 of the link between a human being and a 
supernatural one (vampire-woman) constitutes the plot of Eliade's 
novella 'Miss Christina'. Christina is a vampire-woman with Botticellian 
suavity, who falls for the painter Egor. Her transcendent love takes 
forms of pure carnality. Mistress of the moon (like the mythical 
vampires), Christina travels between the two realms, in a carriage 
driven by resurrected horses to haunt Egor's dreams with her fragrance 
of violets. Her behaviour towards Egor is a mixture of ingenuity and 
shyness, while people's stories about her, when alive, describe a girl 
with a libertine conduct. In the times of the bloody peasant revolt for 
land, 1907, Christina allegedly called the plough men to distribute them 
her land, in exchange for her life: 
50Durand. Structurile ... , pp.91-92. 
51Julian Baldick, The Legend of R3bfA of Ba~ra: Christian Antecedents. Muslim 
Counterparts'. in Religion (1990) 20. pp. 233-47. 
52 Durand, Structurile ... , p.136. 
53S. Comhaire-Sylvain observed over 250 fairy tales and myths from Europe. America 
and Africa built on this theme. ibid .. p.1 08. 
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People say that peasants came from other estates and she called them two by 
two. into her bedroom. to give them parts of her property ... In fact she 
allowed them all to rape her in turns. She herself urged them to do so. She 
received them naked, two by two. Until the administrator came and killed 
her.54 
(Oamenii spun c:1 venisera ~ranii de pe alte mo~ii ~i ea i-a chemat c~te doi. dte 
doi, 'in iatac. sa Ie 7mparta: averea ... De fapt se lelsa siluita pe rand de toti. Ea Ii 
'indemna. chiar ea. Ii primea goala. pe covor doi cate doL ~na a venit vechilul ~i 
a impu~cat-o.) 
The paradoxical behaviour of Christina could be understood in the light 
of Eliade's studies on occultism and witchcraft: 'Over against a 
dangerous crisis ... , indiscriminate and excessive sexual intercourse 
plunges the collectivity into the fabulous epoch of the beginning.'55 
Christina tried to exorcize, through a 'licentious' ritual, the dangerous 
historical event (the violent peasant revolt) into the beatific stage of the 
world's beginnings. At the same time, Christina's conduct hints at a 
superior understanding of the world. Similar to the archaic witches56, 
she hopes to transmute her own condition, by breaking the sexual 
taboos and partaking in 'demonic' orgies. Although the vampire 
Christina tries to protect Egor (she did not take any blood from him), 
he is destroyed by the mere impossibility of their love. She is the typical 
otherworldly creature that gets sincerely involved in a passionate affair, 
without realising her own negative powers: 
On ne saurait dire que la femme fatale simule toujours une passion quO elle 
n'eprouve pas. II arrive qu'elle aime sincerement celui qu'elle perd. Par la. elle 
est elle-meme victime du destin dont elle est I'instrument et revele sa 
dimension tragique.57 
54Eliade. DomniSoara .... vol. I. p.49. 
5sEliade, Occultism ... , p.88. 
56'b'd 91 I I .• p .. 
57 Claude Olivieri et aI., Dictionnaire des types et caracteres litteraires (Paris. Fernand 
Nathan, 1978). p. 74. 
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Like Circe, the sorceress who sent Ulysses to Hades in order to see his 
mother Anticleia, Christina guides Egor into the Underworld, where he 
recognizes his dead friend, Radu Prajan. A vampire's instincts could be 
detected in the behaviour of Simina as well, the little sadistic girl, a 
miniature of Christina. She humiliates Egor's senses in a cellar, precisely 
where Christina's remains are buried. 
Another teenage girl, Agripina, from the short story 'The Captain's 
Daughter', is attracted by the demonic condition of vampire-witch. She 
'threatens' her friend, a peasant boy who accompanied her for a walk, 
describing herself as an ogre: 
Are you afraid of my mouth, the mouth of a big and greedy frog, of my long 
and sharp teeth, of these ugly and restless teeth, ready to attack you, to tear 
you and break you to pieces, to eat you bit by bit ?S8 
-(Ji-e frica de gura mea de broasca mare ~i lacom~, de dintii mei lungi Ji ascu~i~i, 
de dinJii ~tia ural:i ~i neodihnip, gata sa se repeada in tine, sa te sfcirtece ~i s~ te 
f~rame, s1 te fnghiet bucatica cu buca~ic~ ?) 
In general, in Mircea Eliade's literary writings, the young woman who 
inspires fear, is also irresistible for some categories of men. She 
constitutes a challenge for the male characters with a 'knight-type' 
personality, always in quest of something to conquer through arduous 
ordeals and great risks. Such a relationship has, besides its obvious 
dangers, certain rewards: access - through love - to another realm and 
another mode of being. It can be said that this is, in fact, a different form 
of the famous pact with the Devil. The pact is replaced by a consuming 
love (spiritual or -physical), and the devil by a highly attractive 
woman-witch I fairy I vampire. 
The symbolic line starting with the archetypal image of the Devil and 
provoking a chain reaction (Double - Magician - Witch - Vampire -
58Eliade, 'Fata Capitanului' in Secretul..., vol. II, p.148. 
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- Woman) was constantly rendered valuable by Eliade in his narrative. 
The explanation lays in the fact that these images make a direct link with 
transcendency. And this confers them a special condition: they are 
somehow the 'bearers' of certain secrets of the Universe. 
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ACTOR I MASK; JESTER; 
THE BLIND PERSON I THE ONE-EYED; 
MILITARY MAN I UNIFORM 
ACTOR I MASK 
Motto: Entre la creation divine et la creation artistique, il y a peu de 
difference, taus les artistes sont des apprentis-sorciers et aussi des 
alchimistes. 
(CI. Olivieri et al.)Dictionnaire des types e~ caracteres litteraires, pp.18-19) 
Searching for perfection, 'the artist's desire is too strong for him to be 
part of this world'i. In Eliade's fiction the condition of the actor is 
considered exemplary, for he embodies an atemporal being, the closest 
'equivalent' to the archaic man. The actor re-lives with each role the 
universal religions, for what are plays, if not 'degraded' scenarios of 
ancient myths and rituals ? In his book Myths, Dreams and Mysteries, 
Eliade wrote about 'the mythological precedents of the majority of 
) 
spectacles; emphasizing the two specific dimensions of a drama: the 
'concentrated Time' and the mythological structure2• In the context of 
Eliade's literary writings, the story 'Goodbye !' is structured as a 
dialogue between a team of actors - as 'initiates' into existential secrets 
IOlivieri et aI., Dictionnaire ... , p.19. 
2Eliade, Mituri..., in Eseuri, p. 136. 
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- and their spectators3. The artists explain their special status, to the 
audience: 
You live in the XXth century, in precisely 1964, and you cannot go back in TIme. 
We can, because we are actors, that is we participate at the mystery, we 
relive in a concentrated way, the whole history of religions.4 
(Dumneavoastra traiti in secolul xx. exact 1'n 1964, ~i nu va putep ihtoarce mapoi 
in TImp. Noi putem, pentru ca suntem actori, adica participam la mister, 
retraim condensat intreaga istorie a religiilor.) 
All the actors in Eliade's literary works are endowed with two 
essential features, they are able to I) exorcize Time and 2) 'create' 
life. These two characteristics are the very traits of Divinity, but the 
artists have certain limits. While they possess the powers to exorcize 
Time and play with History, they themselves are not deathless. 
Concerning the creativity, they can 'create', but imaginary lives only. 
(These limits are responSible for the feelings of non-fulfilment and failure 
that haunt Eliade's characters.) Still the capacity to exit time brings the 
real freedom, by an escape from the laws of history and through the 
attainment of absolute knowledge, of a transmundane nature. This is the 
message that Eliade's heroes try to convey to the 'profane' people, 
symbolized by spectators: 
These things happened a long time ago and, consequently we, the actors, we 
can play them between us, because we are free to live - that is to act - in any 
century, in any historical epoch. And for us, these thi.ngs are highly importan; 
but, obviously, we play, so we can afford to really believe, to pray, to curse ... 
-'This technique of improvised play through a dialogue between actors and spectators is 
reminds of the Commedia dell'Arte style. 
~Mircea Eliade, 'Adio!', In Curte la Dionis (Bucharest, Ed. Cartea Romaneasca, 1981), 
p.l? 4. The underlining is mine. 
5ibid., p.I?? 
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(Astea s-au petrecut demult ~i, deci, Ie putem juca noi, actorii, intre noi, pentru 
ca noi suntem liberi sa tr~im - adica sa juc':im - in orice secol, in orice epoca 
istorid. lar pentru noi, lucrurile acestea sunt extraordinar de importante, dar, 
evident, noi juciim, deci ne putem permite sa credem cu adevarat. sa ne rugam. 
sa blestemam ... ). 
The same idea is proclaimed by another Eliadean character, the 
playwright Dan Bibicescu, in the novel The Forbidden Forest. For him a 
theatrical performance's function is to help actors and spectators alike 
to go back to the iIIud tempus and live the ecstasy of a no-time 
dimension: 'The spectacle, gentlemen, the spectacle is the great 
supra-temporal beatitude which is allowed to us... (,Spectacolul, 
domnilor mei, spectacolul este marea beatitudine supra-temporal~ care 
ne este'ing:fduita .. .')6. 
In his last novel, Nineteen Roses, Eliade connects the idea of 
'spectacle' to the one of freedom. Real freedom means for Eliade the 
capacity to refuse the temporal duration in which one is 'programmed' 
to live, and be able to enter any period of humanity's history. The 
dramatist Pandele intuits this specific function of the theatre: 
... in our days, the spectacle is our only chance to experiment the absolute 
freedom, and this function will be better proved in the near future. I specify, 
absolute freedom, because this has nothing to do with those freedoms of a 
social, economic or political order !7 
( ... fn zilele noastre, spectacolul este singura noast~ pns~ de a cunoa}te 
libertatea absoluet. ~i acest lucru se va adeveri ~i mai mult'in viitorul apropiat. 
Precizez: libertatea absoluta, pentru ca n-are nimic de-a face cu liberta~ile de 
ordin social, economic sau politic !) 
The dramatic art has also a thaumaturgic quality by its professed 
perpetuance of the sacred. Eliade envisages theatre as a unique way 
through which humanity can be 'saved'. leronim Thanase (from 
6Mircea Eliade, Noaptea de S~nziene, vol. II (PariS. Ed. loan Cu}a. 1971). p.147. 
7Mircea Eliade, Nouasprezece trandafiri (Bucharest, Ed. Romanul. 1991). p.78. 
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Nineteen Roses), the stage producer with a monk's name, considers 
spectacle a magic art, an 'ultimate instrument of illumination, more 
precisely: of the crowd's salvation'8. The theatre can still reveal to the 
people the symbolical dimension of every gesture or special event. The 
underlying concept is that people live in a sacred world and they could 
be free, but their 'jail' is represented by their own 'opacity' to myth. In 
this context, attending a show, constitutes a preparation, a rite of 
passage with an initiatory role. One of the characters of Nineteen Roses 
mentions this acceptation of dramatic spectacle as 'a new eschatology or 
a soteriology, a salvation technique' ('0 noua eschatologie, sau 0 
soteriologie, 0 tehnica a mantuirii't In this novel, the artistic 
performance is equivalent to a re-working of myths. People have to 
'remember' to 'wake-up' from their amnesia and perceive the sacred 
dimension of the world. That is why the main function of the actors' 
play is to provoke a process of amnesia in their spectators. This is 
precisely what happens to the main character Pandele, who, after being 
exposed to a series of archaic scenarios, acquires liberty by going out of 
his time-dimension. We cannot fail to recognize here some of the ideas 
encountered in Eliade's scientific works. In his view, dances and 
pantomimes have a profound religious significance and the actor is in 
fact, an ancestral being. AnalYSing for example, the attitude of the Yuin 
tribe towards 'spectacle', Eliade notes that they actualize the mythical 
event, 'thing that allows the new initiates to assimilate the religious 
heritage of the tribe 'o. The belief in salvation through art is also 
Xibid., p.87. 
'!ibid., p.88. 
lilMircea Eliade, Nasteri mistice (Bucharest, Ed. Humanitas, 1995), p.2? 
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expressed by one of the characters of the story 'A General's Uniforms': 
'As long as we are able to dress up and play, we are saved !' ('Cat timp 
ne vom putea costuma ~i vom putea juca, suntem salvaFi '!) II. 
As we mentioned earlier, the actor's ability to 'create' life is limited 
to the imaginative power. Nevertheless, the artist is still endowed with 
a divine-like omnipotence in his own-made world. He can intervene in 
his creation and change it. leronim, the hero from 'A General's 
Uniforms' tries to extend these attributes over the real world, which is 
nothing, but another kind of show: 
Not being afraid of anything means watching all the world's happenings as 
spectacle. This means that we can intervene any time. by imagination. and we 
can modify the spectacle, the way we wish to ... 12 
(A nu-ti fi frica de nimic1hseamn:i a privi tot ce se petrece1n lume ca spectaco/. 
Asta inseamna c~ putem interveni oridnd. prin imaginatie. ~i putem modifica 
spectacolul a~a cum vrem noi...). 
The creative side of the actors' performance replenishes the lack of 
fantasy characterizing contemporary people's imagination. In order to 
help ordinary persons 'remember' their creative powers, the artists 
gather in choruses (allusion to the choruses of angels or the ancient 
dramaturgy) and, by certain mnemonic techniques and intonation, they 
attempt to trigger a process of anamnesis in their audience. This theme 
appears in three of Eliade's short stories: 'Incognito in Buchenwald', 
'Good-Bye !' and 'In a Barrack'. One of the heroes from 'Incognito in 
Buchenwald' complains about the individuals' loss of imaginative powers: 
II Eliade, 'Uniforme de General', In Curte .... p.434. 
Ilibid., p.449. 
Nearly nobody have imagination anymore. We live hard times. Who has the 
time to still imagine another world, with different people, a more poetic and 
therefore a truer world ? 13 
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(Aproape nimeni nu mai are imagina~ie. T raim vremuri grele. Cine mai are timp 
sa-~i imagineze 0 alta lume, cu altfel de oameni, 0 lume mai poetidi ~i deci mai 
adevaraa ?) 
In Eliade's fiction, an important role is played by the theatrical 
costumes and masks. The special costumes are not worn by the 
actors so much to disguise their real personality, but to construct or 
acquire a new 'reincarnation'. Similar to a serpent's skin, changing a suit 
or a dress could signify: the cycle of metempsychoses, the aspiration 
towards immortality and the capacity of the artist to play with time and 
space (as costumes could be from different epochs and geographical 
areas). Pandele, the character from Nineteen Roses, explains the 
symbolism of the costumes which accomplish different modalities and 
existential situations of man: 'Every time he undresses a costume, the 
actor liberates himself from a certain modality of being.' ('De dite ori 
dezbraca un costum, actorul se elibereaza de un anumit mod de a fi.'}'4. 
Laurian and Niculina, other two protagonists of the novel, not only 
change, as if by magic, their clothes while performing, but they change 
their appearance and 'age' too. Niculina, the modern version of a 
shamaness, wears a strange dress like an 'itinerant wardrobe' which 
contains many different accessories, permitting the actress to transform 
her aspect during representations. Pandele's secretary remained puzzled 
by her skill: 
i3Eliade, 'Incognito la BUchenwald', In Curte ... , p.408. 
14Eliade, Nouasprezece ... , p.31. 
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I did not understand how Niculina changed her T-shirt, in the beginning it was a 
silvery one. afterwards a black one. after that it took a ripe plum's colour. 
afterwards it became black again; I could not understand how the veils and 
scarves appeared and disappeared ... '5 
(Nu in~elegeam cum 'i~i schimba Niculina tricoul. la 1nceput argintiu. apoi negru. 
apoi de culoarea prunelor coapte. apoi din nou negru; cum ap:ireau ~i dispareau 
voalurile. e~arfele ... ) 
In the novella 'The Old Man and the Bureaucrats', three female 
characters: Zamfira, Arghira and Marina, have this skill of 
metamorphosis: they transform their look with the help of differently 
coloured dresses, or strange dresses, so many times modified, that they 
did not resemble anything any longer. The three women seem to be 
different reincarnations of a single woman, this idea hinting, in our 
opinion, at a possible identity between the teller of their story, the old 
teacher F:irama, and the Wandering Jew. The same inclination to modify 
her clothes has the heroine Leana, from 'At Dionysus' Court'. After 
receiving as gifts several silk and velvet black dresses, 'she modified 
them all, she adapted them to her own style of elegance... .'('Ie 
modificase pe toate, Ie adaptase propriului ei gen de eleganp ... .')16. 
Apart from costumes, the mask plays a special role in Eliade's 
writings. Roland Barthes highlighted that 'the temptation of the absolute 
mask (the mask of antiquity, for instance) perhaps implies less the theme 
of the secret (as in the case with Italian half mask) than that of an 
archetype of the human face."? Eliade, in his turn, divided the types of 
masks into three categories: ritual masks, war masks and spectacle 
masks. 's However, the historian of religions specifies that ultimately, all 
IS·b·d 44 I I .• p .. 
16Eliade. In Curte .... p.496 .. 
17Roland Barthes. Mythologies (London. Paladin/Grafton Books. 1989). p.62. 
I xEliade. Symbolism .... p.64. 
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practice of painting the head and body, the earliest known 
magico-religious disguise"9. Worn by the living or masks of the dead, 
they represent a superhuman state, triggering the transubstantiation of 
the wearer. In our view, Mircea Eliade used the symbolism of the mask 
in his fiction, mainly with two significations: I) the 'camouflage' of 
the sacred in the profane (the modern unrecognizability of 
transcendecy) and 2) the realm of the dead. 
The idea of the mask's role as disguising the sacred appears in the 
novella 'At Dionysus' Court'. The heroine Leana, a 'bearer' of 
transcendent 'messages', tries to make people open themselves towards 
myths and perceive the sacred function of art. She is Eurydice and, at 
the same time, the archetype of the ultimate woman, Madonna 
Intelligenza. She not only sings archaic songs for ordinary people, but 
she refuses to put on fancy dresses or wear masks, in order to make 
those around her, 'see' and 'understand' the world of signs behind the 
world of appearances. In his journey to meet her, Adrian/Orpheus 
enters the land of the dead ('behind the rotunda with mirrors')20, 
described as a 'ballo in maschera' ('a masked ball'). It is easy to 
recognize in this 'ballo in maschera' a Mysteric, 'camouflaged' type of 
gathering. The search of Adrian/Orpheus for Eurydice is transformed 
into an initiatory seeking for Madonna Intelligenza, disguised as 'La 
Vedova'.21 The gathering takes place in the realm of the dead that 
I"ibid .. p.64. 
2°Eliade, In Curte .... p.5 12. 
21 Writing about the spiritual initiation through Love, Eliade analyses the role and 
meaning of 'La Vedova' in the Fedeli d'Amore movement "'The Woman" symbolizes the 
intellectual transcendent, Wisdom. The love for a woman awakens the adept from the 
lethargy into which the Christian world fell because of the spiritual unworthiness of the 
Pope. In the writings of the Fedeli d'Amore's members we encounter allusions to "a 
widow who is not a widow": she is Madonna Intelligenza, who remained "a widow" 
because her husband. the Pope, died for the spiritual life by dedicating himself 
exclusively to ephemeral things.' Eliade, Nasteri. .. , pp.164-65. 
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Eliade recurrently describes in his literary writings as carnival, party 
or masked ball. In his eschatological journey Adrian/Orpheus meets 
three young women wearing masks, and he has to guess his beloved one 
among them. But unlike the hero Gavrilescu from 'With the Gypsy 
Girls', who randomly tries his luck, Adrian/Orpheus is 'initiated', he 
knows that the riddle's answer is that they are all images of Death: 
'They could be the same'. thought Adrian ... Because. as anybody can see. the 
masks. although different. are the same. To find out their identity I still have a 
handy means. just one: a question. But I will not ask them yet. .. Because, in fact. 
what sort of identity could I discover? The woman that interests me is the 
same. under any mask. 22 
('Ar putea fi acelea$i', spuse Adrian ... Caci, dupa cum se vede. ma~tile, de$i 
diferite. sunt ace/ea~i. Ca s:l Ie identific. mai am la Tndem~n'1 un mijloc. unul 
singur: 0 intrebare. Dar 'inca n-am s-o pun ... Pentru cl, in fond. ce fel de 
identitate a~ descoperi ? Cea care m'1 intereaza pe mine e aceea~i. sub orice 
masca.) 
The connection between demonology, a nightmarish world and the idea 
of carnival is also present in the short story 'I, the Holy Devil and the 
Sixteen Puppets'. Eight figures disguised in domino23 costumes, make a 
strange bet: they have to tell the story of their lives and the one who 
was considered to have had the most uninteresting life, was doomed to 
die while keeping his anonymity. But, to their horror, the main 
character who is the devil's creature starts to name the figures' 
identities, even though they were all masked. As the main hero is the 
only one who is going to die (by his choice), he is also the only one who 
remains anonymous (in death any identity is lost). 
22Eliade. In Curte .... p.522. 
23Dominoes are symbols for a transcendent condition: 'The geometrical design 
expresses the remote. the nonhuman. the transcendent.' Eliade. Symbolism ... , p.69. 
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The immobility of features (the mask's main characteristic) 
highlights its transcendent trait: 'only gods or the dead present such 
immobility of expression .. .'.24 Adrian/Orpheus from 'At Dionysus' Court' 
is the only one alive in death's realm, and the masks in the great room, 
which preserve a rigidity of death, make him feel uncomfortable: 
Then his gaze fell upon the masks, which, petrified, scrutinized him from their 
tables, from the platform. 
C What happens to them ?'he asked anxiously.'Why do they stand stone-still 
like that 'fl5 
(Atunci dadu cu ochii de ma~tile care-i priveau, 'impietrite, de la mese, de la 
estradci 
ICe se fntampl~ cu ei r'intreb:i turburat. 'De ce-au ramas a~a ?') 
In the novel The Light Dying Away, the mask is a symbol of 
depersonalization and alienation. The heroine Marta is anguished by the 
presentiment of death, by her 'solitude among masks'26. The other 
characters feel like spoiled puppets in a world dominated by the Absurd. 
Cesare examines Jacob's face, sure that 'he will find his mask's ties'27. 
Cesare himself undergoes initiatory experiences that destroy his 
Oneness, his perfect Self and disperse him into shattered pieces of 
foreign personalities, becoming 'from a whole and certain man, a man 
with one hundred masks.'28. As a symbol of automatism the mask 
represents Paul's feeling of estrangement from this world, in the novel 
The Return from Paradise: 
2~Eliade, Symbolism .... p.69. 
25Eliade, In Curte ...• p.528. 
26Mircea Eliade. Lumina ce se stinge (Bucharest. Ed. Cartea Romaneasca, 1931). p.376. 
nObod 266 I I .• p. . 
2xobod 73 I I ., p .. 
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When I read, when I answer Mr Jerbea's questions, when I work for my boss. 
when I waste my time with some mammal - I am not myself. I catch the first 
mask that is handy and I behave with its specific reactivity.29 
(Cand citesc, dnd ~spund la 1htrebarile d-Iui Jerbea, c~nd lucrez pentru ~ef. 
cand 1mi pierd vremea cu vreun mamifer - nu sunt eu. Apuc cea dintii masca ce 
mi-e la tndemana, ~i m~ port cu reactivitatea ei specific~.) 
But in the whole of Eliade's fiction, the mask is associated with 
transcendency and with the idea of time. It is the very symbolism on 
which the historian of religions focused in his scholarly writings: 
Whatever sort of mask is worn, the wearer transcends earthly time. Whether 
ritual, funerary, or for any spectacle, the mask is an instrument of ecstasy. He 
who wears one is no longer himself, since he is projected beyond his temporal 
identity. He becomes 'other', even when the mask is his own portrait.30 
In a close analysis of the central role played by the symbolism of the 
actor in Eliade's fiction, this discloses a certain relationship between 
theatre/art and religion. Eliade found in theatrical time, a 
disguised/'degraded' version of liturgical time, both of them allowing an 
exit from profane time. The same process happened with the literary 
imagination, as being Simultaneously mythical imagination as well, a 
mythical imagination that can get to the roots of metaphysical truths. 
2YEliade, Intoarcerea .... (1992). p.71. 
30Eliade. Symbolism, .... pp.70-71. 
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THE JESTER 
Another sort of artist is the jester, the artist of the paradox. From a 
psychoanalytical point of view he represents the first stage of infantilism, 
the return to childhood, although in our opinion, he could also signify 
the return to humanity's childhood, that is the mythical iIIud tempus. The 
buffoon also symbolizes the dark categories of the human psyche like: 
madness, uncertainty, anguish. For C. G. Jung31 , he is the collective 
symbol of the shadow. The jester is the one who surpasses the limits 
without the others noticing it, he breaks conventions and because of his 
perfect disguise, he can do anything he wants. Not man, nor woman 'as 
if he were still a child, he is specially dressed, that is disguised'32. In 
Mircea Eliade's fiction the disguise of this wise fool is the very symbol 
of the sacred 'camouflaged' in the profane and it represents the 
Golden Age of humanity. It was also acknowledged that in literature 
the jester represented the ancient morality as he was hiding a great 
wisdom underneath his almost ritual 'cheekiness': 
L'intervention du bouffon en litterature est I'intrusion de la morale, mais d'une 
morale a la fa~on de 'moralites' anciennes, ces 'soties' qui recelent une grande 
sagesse de la vie et du monde ne sont qu'un spectacle plein de 'bruit et de 
fureur', et Ie plus fou n'est pas toujours celui qu'on pense. 33 
It is in this context that Eliade makes use in his literary works of the 
jester's image. The mad boy from the early short story The Death of a 
Lunatic' is the fool who perceives the world differently from the others, 
a blue world that hints at the idea of 'another', supernatural world: 
310livieri et aI., Dictionnaire ... , p.35. 
'
2
°bod 35 - I I ., p. . 
33 ibid., p.33. 
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' ... my lunatic sees blue trees, blue birds, but this is something serious, 
very serious .... The fool sees the people blue !'(' ... nebunul meu vede 
pomi alba~tri, paseri albastre, dar e ceva grav, foarte grav .... Nebunul 
vede oamenii alba~tri !)34. In Romanian fairy-tales the other realm is 
always described as a world with blue trees, while the blue bird is the 
symbol of the unattainable ideal searched for by heroes, a sort of a Holy 
Grail. Similar to the shaman, who has to simulate madness in order to 
gain access to the secrets of the other worlds, the fool from the story 
has access to existential truths and this confers wisdom upon him. A 
revealing scene is the one in which the mad boy swallows some matches 
and, with the fire in his hands, he starts shouting: 'I found, 1 found!'. 
The jester in Eliade's oeuvre is also the symbol of an artist-oracle 
who, in ancient times, would 'perform' for the gods. It is the change of 
audience (from the sacred one to the contemporary one which lost its 
direct access to the sacred) that obliged the artist to disguise himself as 
a jester. This way, 'camouflaged' as a fool, he was able to fulfil his 
ambivalent role: to spread his 'messages' to those who could 
'understand' them and, at the same time, puzzle the uninitiated. This 
later function of puzzling, as an initiatory way towards 
illumination is reminiscent of the Japanese Rinzai Zen technique, in 
which the koans (mind-bending questions) are used to obtain satori 
(enlightenment). The buffoon challenges authority, and in his riddles 
might hide some truths of a transcendent nature. In this perspective 
Eleazar, one of the protagonists of The Return from Paradise, ascribes 
the jester's condition to Christ's: 'Christ as well was in his time a 
buffoon. I am not afraid of ridicule; a man alive seems always a buffoon 
amongst dead people.' ('Si Christos a fost la timpul lui bufon. Nu mi-e 
34Eliade, 'Moartea unui nebun', Maddalena, p.241. 
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teama de ridicol; un om viu pare tntotdeauna bufon printre mOrJi.')35. 
This position of being the object of ridicule reminds one of the 
behaviour of certain monks in the Roman Empire, who deliberately 
provoked public opprobrium ('Some monks used to make clothes from 
coloured patches for themselves ("harlequins") and they were behaving 
as if "out of their minds .... .'.)36. 
Often, the wise people and the buffoons (as counterparts) are 
inseparable, reflecting the continuous challenge between two types of 
'wisdom': logic and folly. In one of his short stories, The Man who 
Wanted to Keep Silent', Eliade followed precisely this line of thought. 
One of the protagonists creates, by the power of his mind, an entire 
transcendent world, with Golem-like creatures. Falling in love with the 
daughter of a blind king, the hero breaks his vow of silence and speaks 
to the king and his people about his imaginary kingdom, making them 
'see' his unique creations: 
Look. this is the world which I kidnapped from the silence, a realm higher than 
the clouds and more difficult to reach than the region of death ... These are the 
maidens of silence and these are the old men .... And these are the wise ones, 
and these are the buffoons and these are the knights ... 37 
(Ia~ aceasta este lumea pe care eu am ~pit-o tacerii, tl~m mai inalt ca norii ~i 
mai greu de ajuns dec1t plaiurile mor1ii... Acestea sunt fecioarele tacerii, ~i 
ace~tia sunt batranii. .. , lar acestia sunt'inteleptii si acestia bufonii ~i ace~tia 
cavalerii... ) 
In the story 'A General's Uniforms' the buffoon's decadence, from an 
artist of the gods, to an ordinary saltimbanc who makes people laugh in 
fairs, is expressed in a direct way: 
35Eliade, Intoarcerea ... , (1992), p.1 05. 
36Mircea Eliade, lurnal, vol. II (Bucharest, Ed. Humanitas, 1993), p.152 
37Eliade, 'Omul care a voit s~ tac~', Maddalena, p.127. The underlining is mine. 
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... he, the famous artist, the unsurpassed jester and juggler, had betrayed his 
real vocation, which was, in a certain way, religious, and he had become, like all 
the others in his guild. a simple craftsman of fairs, flattered and happy that he 
could amuse all sorts of people. from lords and ladies of castles to their farm 
hands and servants ... 38 
( ... el. faimosul artist, neintrecutul saltimbanc ~i jongleur r~i tradase adev~rata lui 
vocafte, care era, intr-un anumit sens, religioasa, ~i ajunsese. ca to~i cei din 
breasla lui. un simplu me~te~ugar de balci, flatat ~i fericit ca poate amuza 
oameni de tot felul, de la castelani ~i castelane, la arga~i ~i slugile lor. .. ) 
In the betrayal of the buffoon's religious vocation Eliade envisages the 
betrayal of the sacred by the modern age. 
In the novel Marriage in Heaven, the writer inserts39 a medieval story 
recounted by Anatole France about a jester turned monk. Not being 
able to bring a better homage to the Virgin, he performed all the tricks 
and talents of his craft in front of the Madonna's statue. This story 
makes evident once again the connection between the artist/buffoon 
and the sacred. The jester is, in Eliade's fiction, one of the 'degraded' 
artists whose original 'vocation' was in essence religious. 
-,sEliade, 'Uniforme de General', In Curte ... , pA22. 
-~()Eliade, Maitreyi..., p.268. 
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THE BLIND PERSON 
The symbolism of the blind person plays an emblematic role in Mircea 
Eliade's literary works. The wide dissemination - in time and space - of 
this symbolic figure accounts for its deep roots in the human psyche, as 
a representation of the unconscious: 
From the blindfolded Eros-Cupid. forerunner of our modern libido. up to 
that 'Old King' who appears as a constellation in all countries' folklore. and 
alongside the so very famous and terrible Oedipus, the profound part of 
consciousness is represented by the blind character from the legend.~o 
Integrating the symbolism of the blind person in the series: double -
devil - mirror - madness, Gilbert Durand sustained the first 
interpretation of blindness as 'infirmity of intelligence', for the 
superficial, ordinary understanding of blindness as being opposed to 
clear-sightedness. Nevertheless, a second level of interpretation 
reveals the link of the eye or eyesight with transcendency, a 
relationship attested by universal mythology and also supported by 
psychoanalysis.41 
In Eliade's fiction the symbolism of blindness could be given two main 
interpretations: I) 'degradation'. opacity towards the sacred and 
2) transcendency. openness towards the Self. wisdom and 
approach of death. In the first category come the novel The Light 
Dying Away and the story 'The Man who Wanted to Keep Silent'. The 
novel is a remake of the first man's primordial drama: the Fall. The 
perfect being, Cesare, lives a pure spiritual life, unaware of the 
materialistic world. Caught in the blaze provoked by Manoil, Cesare sins 
-i()Durand, Structurile ... , p.1 14. 
41 ibid., pp. I 15, 187. 
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by throwing away his precious manuscripts in order to save the naked 
woman Melania (=Eve), who appears from the fire as a numinous 
symbol of the Anima. His punishment is a gradual weakening of his 
'eyesight', that is a loss of his sacredness, his superhuman power. With 
just little time left before being seized by blindness, he embarks on an 
initiatory journey in the materialistic world he previously ignored. As on 
a path strewn with Pandora's malefic gifts, step by step, he becomes 
aware of all human vices: empty glory, money and greed, sexual 
perversions, false friendship, superficial love. The more he immerses 
himself in the 'profane', the more his eyeSight 'deteriorates', that is his 
contacts with the sacred world are weakened. 
The same idea of the Supreme Spirit 'blinded' by matter, appears 
expressed, in philosophical terms, in the short story 'Ivan'. The image of 
a dying soldier, Ivan, becomes the expression of the soul, 'jailed' in body, 
or the one of the spirit 'blinded' by matter: 
You had in front of your eyes, as upon an interior screen, the image of Ivan, 
somehow buried in his own body. And you wanted to say that God, the 
Supreme Spirit, sometimes looks like that, captured, closed in Matter, blinded, 
alienated, ignoring his own identity .... You were thinking of the Gnostic myths, 
of the Hindu concepts about Spirit and Matter.42 
(Dumneata aveai 'in fa~, ca pe un ecran interior, imaginea lui Ivan oarecum 
fnmormantat rn propriul trup. ~i voiai s:{ spui c:( a~a arata uneori Dumnezeu, 
Spiritul Suprem, capturat, fnchis fh Materie, orbit, alienat, ignorandu-~i propria 
lui identitate .... Dumneata te gandeai la miturile gnostice, la concep~iile indiene 
des pre Spirit ~i Materie.) 
The same loss of contact with the sacred, made evident through 
blindness, is the theme of Eliade's early story 'The Man who Wanted 
to Keep Silent'. The king was blinded by a black magician and the only 
one who could make him 'see' is the silent traveller who had brought an 
-+2Eliade, 'Ivan', In Curte ... , p.391. The underlining is mine. 
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imaginary world to life. The foreigner, in fact, 'teaches' him the art of 
active imagination and the path in this hidden world, situated at the 
same time inside and outside the 'dreamer'. While the king and his 
countrymen are caught in the vision of the traveller's wonderful world, 
the doctor of the court cannot see it. He is totally 'opaque', unable to 
perceive the creatures of the spirit as a consequence of his own 
disbelief in them. 
In an intermediate state, between sacred and profane is the 
one-eyed mathematician Dayan, from the novella with the same name. 
Like Odhin from the Scandinavian mythology, Dayan's price for his 
wisdom is one of his eyes. In order to help him traverse different times 
and spaces, the Wandering Jew starts by a process of initiation: he 
moves the healthy eye of Dayan from the left orbit into the 'right' one. 
This enables the mathematician not only to see better, but to perceive 
the 'right' way, that is in the transcendent realm. This symbolic gesture 
lends itself to an interpretation connected with the Vedantin writings, 
whereby the left eye represents the moon and the past, while the 
right eye represents the sun and the future.43 At the end of the 
novella, as soon as he acquired full wisdom, Dayan could 'see' with both 
eyes44• The closeness of death is also an important factor in explaining 
the hero's supernatural sightedness (he sees through walls, in time and 
space). 
Usually, in Eliade's fiction, the approach of death brings blindness, 
but a blindness of a transmundane nature, equivalent Simultaneously to 
-+3For more information on this symbolism see Guenon, Fundamental Symbols ... , p.294. 
-+-+The perfect opposite of Dayan is another one-eyed character called Vadastra, from 
the novel The Forbidden Forest. In his case, his eye made of glass symbolizes precisely 
'the spiritual infirmity', the ambitious man full of complexes and totally immersed into 
the profane life. 
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an 'isolation' to the profane world and an 'openness' towards the 
'other', the sacred world. In the short story 'The Bridge', a blind old 
woman is led by a girl in a magic, eschatological journey towards her 
country where she wants to be buried. They do not have passports 
(symbol of the profane), but a book and a map. Their voyage is initiatory 
in character, similar to the one of Dayan and The Wandering Jew 
('Dayan'). They cover geographical spaces and different times (the girl 
changes her ages) without turning from their path. The heroine from 
another story 'A General's Uniforms', the General's wife, gets blind 
before dying and, like an itako miko45 in the Japanese tradition, she 
acquires nearly shamanic powers of divination. On her death bed she 
reveals the sacred dimensions of the world to her nephew, leronim 
Thanase, who, in his turn communicates this message further, to the 
others, through improvised shows. 
Another character acquiring supreme wisdom before dying is the 
blind man called Mo~u, from the story titled 'The Ditches'. He wakes up 
from his bed and in a ritual final effort leads the villagers towards a 
hollow made by dynamite. Taking the scattered stones in his hands, one 
by one, he attempts to show the others that the real treasure they 
were seeking for is their land with its mythical past. On their way from 
his home towards this spot, where he dies, the group of people 
accompanying Mo~u is stopped by the German officer, Von Balthasar: 
'But where do you want to take him?' exploded von Balthasar .... 'Can't you see 
that he is blind and deaf ?' 
'He isn't blind', answered lIaria, stopping and turning her head. 
But Mo~u pulled her towards him. He was stepping slowly, frail, and maybe 
he would have collapsed if lIaria had not sustained him .... 
'He isn't blind. He knows where to go, but he doesn't want to tell us.' 46 
45 Miko is a shamaness. The majority of miko from the itako category are blind and have 
oracular powers which enable them to perceive the world, despite their infirmity. 
-I°Eliade, '$anturile' In Curte ... , p.354. 
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(,Dar unde vre~i s~-I ducep l' isbucni von Balthasar .... 'Nu-I vede~ Q e orb ~i 
surd ?' 
'Nu e orb'. spuse lIaria oprindu-se ~i 7ntorcand capul. 
Dar Mo~u 0 trase dup~ el. alea incet ~i ~ubred. ~i poate c~ s-ar fi pr.'ibu~it dac~ 
nu I-ar fi sprijit lIaria .... 
'Nu e orb. ~tie unde vrea sa mearg1. dar nu vrea sa ne spun:t.') 
The villagers contest Mo~u's blindness (which is obvious for von 
Balthasar) because they understand another thing by it. For them Mo~u 
has great wisdom: he is not 'blind' except for the external world, and 
consequently he is able to orientate himself perfectly, like the souls on 
the eschatological journey. 
In the novel The Forbidden Forest, transcendency and blindness 
merge in the fulgurant image of a saint with whom Crtt;tlina falls in love. 
She describes him simply: 'I met a saint .... He is blind. I fell for him .. .' 
('Am Tntalnit un sfant .... E orb. M-am rndragostit de el...' )'~7. 
Signifying I) degradation, opacity towards the sacred or 2) 
transcendent opening towards the Self, wisdom and 3) the 
closeness of death as a supreme initiation, the blind person's figure 
remains a recurrent symbol in Eliade's fiction, a symbol moulded 
perfectly on his conception of the dialectic Sacred / Profane. 
-PEliade. Noaptea .... vol. 1 (1971). p.42. 
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THE MILITARY MAN I UNIFORM 
In Mircea Eliade's literary co-ordinates the image of the military man has 
a special function: the one of 'creating' atmosphere. Sometimes the 
military men are I) patriarchal, picturesque or beneficent figures; 
at other times they 2) represent the traumatic forces of war, or 3) 
embody virility, discipline and brutal force. Among the I) 
patriarchal figures whose role is to provide a picturesque 
configuration is Agripina's father, from 'The Captain's Daughter'. His 
portrait is one of Eliade's most ironic descriptions: 
The captain was waiting for him in front of the gate, in shirt and braces, 
smoking nervously. He was a middle-aged man, tiny, rather fat, with too 
short legs. His face was round, his eyebrows pinched, and he gathered his 
scarce hair from the top of his head and stuck it on his forehead, as if he was 
vainly trying to give himself a sarcastic and somehow ferocious expression.48 
(C~pitanulll a~tepta 'in fa}a pOl1ii, 'in cama~~ ~i bretele, fumand nervos. Era un 
b~rbat lntre douci varste, maruntel, aproape gros, cu picioarele prea scurte. 
Avea fa}a rotund:i, sprtncenele ciupite, ~i p~rul rar din cre~tet ~i-I adunase }i 
lipise pe frunte, parc:t ar fi 1'ncercat, zadarnic, sa-}i construiasca 0 expresie 
sarcastic:l ~i oarecum feroce.) 
Another mediocre character is Captain Manuila, from the novella 'The 
Snake'. He is the profane man par excellence and his 'opacity' towards 
the sacred makes him ridiculous. The fact that he loses Dorina, his 
'projected' bride, is explained by his too straightforward and narrow 
thinking. He is defeated in the tacit confrontation with Andronic who 
represents the forces of the sacred. The clash between the two is 
reduced to the old idea of conflict between the sacred and the profane. 
'Memories from a Retreat', a short story written by Eliade when he was 
fifteen, describes a brief journey undertaken by an soldier (orderly) and 
4XEliade. 'Fata Cipitanului', In Curte .... p.126. 
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a child, in order to avoid an invasion of the enemy troops. Although the 
construction of the piece remains the work of a teenager, the 
personality of the soldier with a saint's name (Pavel) is framed by the 
writer in one of the finest psychological cameos of his fiction. As a 
matter of fact it is one of the few works of Eliade to present the military 
man as a symbol of caring protection. The writer does not make any 
physical portrait of Pavel, his image being constructed only by his 
gestures: he confronts the hostile Bulgarian soldiers with just a carabine, 
guards his little friend while this one is asleep and gives his own portion 
of bread to the child. But this sketch remains an exception among 
Mircea Eliade's writings. Usually the military men represent the 2) 
traumatic force of war, as in the short stories 'Ivan' or The Ditches' 
and the novel The Forbidden Forest. In The Return from Paradise, the 
major Dragu is an elderly man who was traumatized by his experience 
on the front, in Moldavia. He makes an attempt to communicate his 
anguish to his son, David, in a delirious pseudo-monologue strewn with 
existential questions: 
'Not death, I don't want to know what's death, that I'll find out by myself; 
another thing I want to know ... : why did I survive, why did this misery called 
man's life happens .... A shell, you see it, it rolls you over, tears you to pieces; 
or somebody else catches it, stops it like in a net. The destiny, where is it, in 
the shell or in yourself ? . .'49 
('Nu moartea rna, nu vreau s~ ~tiu ce e aia, am s-o aflu; altceva, ... de ce am 
trait, asta vreau, de ce se'intimpla, mizeria asta, viap omului... Un obuz.11 vezi. 
te rastoarn;1, te face praf; sau 11 prinde cineva, il opre~te in drum, ca intr-o 
piasa; destinul ? unde e, in obuz sau In tine ? . .') 
In spite of all the old man's trials, a 'communication' between him and 
his son remains impossible. The two of them, father and son, are 
'+"Eliade. Intoarcerea .... (1992). p.142. 
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distinct generations and the estrangement produced by the war in the 
first one cannot be realized by the cynical, hyper intellectualised son, 
who fights his emotions. Consequently the major becomes frustrated, 
and retreats more and more into his world of past heroic behaviour, 
losing touch with the present. David instead, has dreams of being the 
son of a glorious colonel with an adventurous life, who fought in the 
colonies, travelled all over the world and was recurrently injured in 
battles. His imagination creates a fictitious father who could describe to 
a circle of young men 'his nightly attacks in the dessert, his diplomatic 
missions among the tribes' leaders, his journeys in the North of 
Indochina .. .' ('atacurile lui de noapte in de~ert, misiunile diplomatice la 
~efii triburilor, calatoriile lui In Nordul Indochinei...')so. One of Eliade's 
beliefs at the time is expressed in this novel: the incompatibility between 
the generation of the war and the following one, who constituted the 
writer's own generation. (He expressed these views in twelve 
feuilletons published in the newspaper The Word, a series printed 
under the generic name of 'Spiritual Itinerary,.sl) 
The military men in Eliade's fiction stand for 3) discipline and 
brutal force as well. The psychoanalytical point of view favorizes this 
interpretation, as 'the combative or warrior instinct', which is held to 
represent 'a deviation of the sexual instinct which aims to possess a 
territory by conquering it.'.s2 Alexandru, the hero from The Hooligans, 
is a sardonic young man who joins the army, just to understand 'the 
youths' thirst for esprit de corps, for military discipline and the life in 
SOEliade. Intoarcerea ...• (1992). p.146. 
51 For more information on these articles see the excellent study of MacLinscott 
Ricketts in Mircea Eliade, The R.omanian R.oots, 1907-1945 (New York, Columbia 
University Press, 1988). pp.245-95. 
52 Olivieri et al.. Dictionnaire ... , p.1 12. 
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common pushed to its extremes.' ('setea tineretului pentru esprit de 
corps, pentru disciplina militara, pentru via~ asociata dus:1 la extrem.')S3. 
It is no accident that a young girl commits suicide for the cynical 
Alexandru when he breaks off their affair. 
But military brutal force is best exemplified in Eliade's fiction by the 
special position he ascribed to gendarmes and secret police forces. 
the clash between a group of demonstrators and gendarmes is skilfully 
constructed by a nearly photographic technique employing a 
description-collage of fragmented movements and focusing on disparate 
elements: 
The lieutenant who hits with his boot ... The gendarmes who tread the 
passers-by under foot. .. Those bony and heavy hands, hands of public guards, 
charging with their rubber batons at the students aligned in front of the Faculty 
of LawS.54 
(Locotenentul care love~te cu cizma ... jandarmii care cald trecatorii in 
picioare ... ~inile acelea osoase ~i grele, maini de gardieni pUblici, ~arj~nd cu 
bastoanele de cauciuc; studen~ii 'fncolonati In fa? Faculta~ii de Drept.) 
The secret police, with their specific role of traumatizing people, are 
treated by Eliade as modern inquisitors, similar to eschatological 
divinities whose role is similar: to torture. Through their psychological 
portraits, Eliade introduces a Kafkaesque surplus of tension, in 
opposition to the inoffensive army captains or the legendary colonels or 
generals from other writings. The secret police agents playa pivotal role 
in several short stories and novellas of Eliade: The Cape', 'Les trois 
graces', 'Dayan', 'In the Shadow of Lily'. Profane spirits, endowed with 
perspicacity and without scruples, the police employees treat cruelly 
those people whose superior condition they cannot understand because 
53E1iade, Huliganii, '" p.168. 
5-1Eliade, Intoarcerea ... , (1992), p.168. 
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of their 'opacity' towards the sacred. The mathematician from the 
novella 'Dayan' is under two of his colleagues' surveillance: he will be 
interrogated by Albini (name that in Romanian reminds one of the word 
'albin:\' = 'bee') and finally killed by the state security service. In The 
Cape' three of these modern evil forces (Nastase, Ghibercea, Pantazi) 
search, with sophisticated methods, for a conspiracy that does not exist, 
while in the story 'In the Shadow of a Lily', the Romanian emigrants' fear 
for the secret police, takes on absurd aspects. The suspects are 
sometimes under surveillance (e.g. Dominic Matei from 'Youth 
without Youth' or Dr Zalomit in 'Les trois graces'), sometimes 
endlessly interrogated (e.g. the teacher Farama in The old Man and 
the Bureaucrats'), and some other times even killed in feigned accidents 
or under torture (e.g. Biri~ in The Forbidden Forest, Calinic from 'Les 
trois graces'). 
In general, there are two common denominators linking all the 
characters representing secret agents: I) their total incapacity to 
'understand' the sacred and 2) their gradual tactic, which usually 
starts with mistrust, surveillance, interrogation and ends in torture and 
death. The most interesting case in our opinion is presented by the tacit 
'confrontation-interrogation' between the old teacher Far~ma and the 
security forces, in the novella 'The Old Man and the Bureaucrats'. 
Arrested without any reasonable reason (just because he wanted to visit 
a man suspected by police), Farama is subdued to a series of 
interrogations. Mythical figure strikingly reminiscent of The Wandering 
Jew, the old teacher has a memory of a collective type and starts to tell 
his inquisitors all sorts of 'stories'. In this process, Farama introduces 
the sacred dimension into the profane mentality of the agents, by 
following an ancient method of narrating: jumping from subject to 
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subject, from character to character, mixing ages and places, combining 
historical time with a mythical one and, predominantly significant, never 
ending his stories. This way, without even noticing, his inquisitors will be 
the ones subdued by Faram~ to a permanent 'interior interrogator'. As 
time goes by, the old man becomes more and more relaxed, in perfect 
opposition to his suspicious listeners, who gradually get more and more 
tense. The reason for this is that Faram~ - by his very complex 
'confidences' (in reality 'camouflaged' mythical stories), mixed and 
contained one in another - proposes to his accusers an initiatory path 
through a labyrinth. The fact that the teacher's interrogators grow 
quickly tired, asking him to focus on specific aspects, is an indication of 
the old man's triumph over his enemies, by his ability to destroy their 
capacity of understanding and selection. Under the appearances of an 
amnesiac, he not only hides a collective, giant memory with roots in the 
mythical past, but he also freezes time. His interrogators change, some 
being fired or becoming suspected themselves, but FcIr:ima is always the 
same, closed in his own primordial Time, which the others refuse with 
obstination. Under the most dreadful circumstances the old teacher is a 
free man, while the 'others', the evil spirits of the contemporary society 
are 'jailed' in his stories, condemned to wander through the labyrinth of 
his rich imagination. 
Another aspect that Eliade tackled in his fiction in an original way, is 
the implication of the uniform as playing a part in the personality make 
up of the military men. From expressing I) a combative, virile spirit 
(as in The Forbidden Forest) to representing 2) a heroic past (as in 'A 
General's Uniforms'), up until 3) the initiatory function into the 
mysteries of the Universe ('The Cape'), the uniform becomes in Eliade's 
writings a highly complex symbol. 
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Spiridon Va:dastra, the character with a glass eye from The Forbidden 
Forest, has a nearly perverse attraction for the military uniform of his 
lieutenant friend, Baleanu. Both, frustration of his sexual instinct and 
the 'Caesar-complex' (the power complex) could be detected in his 
abnormal passion for the uniform he fraudulently puts on and wears in 
the street. The episode of stealing his friend's coat bears almost erotic 
con notations: 
The military coat, of which Spiridon dreamt in his childhood, still exerted a 
great attraction for him. He looked at it with much care .... In the end he 
couldn't resist, he took off his coat and put on. nearly shivering. the lieutenant's 
jacket. .. Only in this uniform with enormous shoulders, with its manly cut line, 
did he find himself again; he had always imagined himself like that, and now he 
was contemplating his image, flesh and bone, as he had never caught sight of 
himself, except in his reveries.55 
(Haina de militar, pe care Spiridon 0 visase'in copil:lrie, avea'lnca 0 foarte mare 
atrac~ie pentru el. 0 privi cu multi aten~ie .... In cele din urm~ nu se mai putu 
stapani, r~i scoase haina ~i imbrnd, aproape tremurand, vestonul de 
locotenent ... De abia 'in aceas~ uniforma cu umeri enormi, cu linia b:1rb:ttesc 
taiati, se regasea pe el insu~i; a~a se v~zuse el fntotdeauna. ~i acum se 
contempla in carne ~i oase a~a cum nu se intrezarise dec~t 'In propria lui 
fnchipuire.) 
Unlike the significance of the uniform in The Forbidden Forest, in the 
short story 'A General's Uniform' the uniform represents the heroic 
past and accomplishes the same function as the ritual costumes of 
archaic peoples: the link with transcendency. The 
'search-exploration' of two youngsters for gala uniforms in the garret of 
an old house takes on initiatory traits. After putting on the 'discovered' 
uniforms, the boys descend in the dining room where one of them - a 
talented precocious actor - reveals their reason for wanting the 
uniforms of his ancestor, the General: 
55Eliade. Noaptea ... , vol. I (1991), p.55. 
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... in a week or two, we play Hamlet at the experimental theatre, our theatre. 
I shall play Hamlet's father, and how could I express more dearly a phantom's 
condition than wearing this uniform of a Romanian General, the uniform of a 
hero from the First World War ?56 
( ... lntr-o sap~mancl, dou~, judm Hamlet la teatrul experimental, la teatrul 
nostru. Eu voi interpreta pe tatil lui Hamlet, ~i cum a~ putea exprima mai dar 
condi~ia de fantom~ dedt 1mbracand aceast!i uniform~ de general rom~n, 
uniforma unui erou din primul razboi mondial ?) 
The fact that the teenager leronim wants to play masked and to be at 
the same time Hamlet and the phantom of Hamlet's father reinforces 
the symbolical interrelationship between uniforms and 
transcendency. An initiatory function as well has the cape of 
Zevedei, from the story 'The Cape'. The uncle of the hero, a colonel 
who died nearly a hundred, represents the symbol of another, mythical 
time. Zevedei wears his ancestor's uniform in an attempt to transfer the 
colonel's personality to his own. The unique cape from the feudal epoch 
not only contributes to a differentiation of Zevedei from the others57, 
but becomes a concrete way of perpetrating the sacred. The epaulets 
(signifying the stars, the sacred) of the cape were covered with patches, 
suggesting the 'camouflage' of transcendency in the profane world. 
Like the mask for the actor, the uniform is for the military man 
something evident and, at the same time, a disguise, a symbol of 
coincidentia oppositorum and ultimately of anything sacred in the world, 
meaning 'something else' while remaining the very same thing. 
56Eliade, 'Uniforme de General', In Curte ... , p.429. 
57 One of the characters remarks: 'Zevedei is a strange man; he wants to be different 
from other people and then he resorts to any distinctive sign .. .' . Mircea Eliade, 
'Pelerina', Nuvele inedite (Bucharest, Ed. Rum-Irina, 1991), p.22. 
Motto: 
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WATER I RAIN I SNOW I THIRST" , 
MIRROR; ISLAND; CAVE 
What persists above all is the ambivalent feeling of fear and attraction 
to water which at once destroys ... and germinates. which at once kills 
and assists birth. 
(Mircea Eliade. Patterns in Comparative Religion. p.20S) 
WATER I RAIN I SNOW I THIRST 
The symbolism of water is complex and takes part, according to Eliade 
(Patterns in Comparative Religion) in at least two archetypal lines: spiral 
snail - woman - water - fish - fertility and water - cosmic cave -
happiness - Fertility - Wisdom. In order to analyse Eliade's fiction, we 
have chosen, from the plethora of meanings conveyed by this symbol, 
three main co-ordinates, preponderantly used by him: I) Eros-
Thanatos - Rebirth; 2) Time and 3) Sacrality. According to Gilbert 
Durand, the water's waves symbolizes the woman's plaits ('the hair 
suggests the aquatic image') I or the menstrual cycle. Now these are 
attributes quintessential to femininity. The women figures linked with 
water, apart from being endowed with malefic forces, have also and 
irresistible charm that goes beyond the conscious level of their victims. 
Their relationship to water (especially to the attractive and destructive 
qualities of the wave) accounts for the woman's seductive attributes. 
Also, through its germinative powers, implying fertility and 
I Durand. Structurile .... p.121. 
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sensuality, water is the perfect complement to orgies. Like the earth, 
the liquid unleashes the creative forces. In Eliade's novel The Hooligans, 
the author describes the orgy of a group of adolescents, a carousal not 
randomly happening near the sea. Like the priestesses in the sacred 
temples of antiquity, the mystical young woman Irina is seized by a 
licentious impulse: 
Next morning, the matutinal holiday makers could see her on the beach. 
naked. surrounded by a group of drunk young men. trying to balance three 
glasses of champagne on the exranse of skin between her breasts and navel. 2 
(A doua zi de dimineata. vilegiaturistii matinali au putut-o vedea pe plaja. goala. 
fnconjura~ de un grup de tineri beti. fncercand sa echilibreze trei pahare de 
~ampanie pe bucata de piele dintre sani ~i buric.) 
But water means thanatos as well. Its flow and destructive powers 
gave birth to the mortuary significations that a great many traditions 
ascribed to water. From the classic image of Acheron, Styx, Phlegeton 
and up to the biblical Deluge, water was considered a great epiphany of 
death.3 In Eliade's system of thought it symbolizes more a dissolution 
which leads to a rebirth: 
... both at a cosmic level and at an anthropological level. the immersion into 
Waters is equivalent not to a definitive disappearance. but to a temporary 
reintegration into the non-differentiate, followed by a new creation, by a 
different life or by a 'new man', depending on the moment which could be: 
cosmic, biological or soteriological.4 
In his fiction, Mircea Eliade used this particular acceptation of water 
symbolism in writings like 'Ivan', The Light Dying Away and 'The Snake'. 
In the short story 'Ivan', the image of the river wrapped in grey mist 
2Eliade, Huliganii..., p.34. 
JDurand, Structurile .... p.l 17. 
-+Mircea Eliade, Sacrul ~i profanul (Bucharest. Ed. HUlT'anitas. 1995). pp.113-14. 
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re-edits the significance of the river Styx. Reaching the water is the goal 
and the end of a journey undertaken by a group of soldiers: 
The river was flowing slowly, majestically, silent, a few hundred metres in front 
of them. Its other edge couldn't be seen because the rain continued to fall, fine, 
as if it was weaving a veil of fog, which the uncertain, pale light through which 
the dawn could already be guessed, was unable to penetrate.5 
(Fluviul curgea lin, majestuos, t1cut, la cc1teva sute de metri Tn fafa lor. Nu i se 
urea celalt mal, c~ci ploaia continua sa cada, marunta, ~es:lnd parca 0 perdea de 
m:lgura, pe care lumina incerta, palida,1n care se ghiceau deja zorile, nu izbutea 
s-o strapunga.) 
A funerary significance as well has the sea in The Light Dying Away. 
Threatened with a gradual blindness, the 'fallen' Cesare decides to reach 
the sea, before losing his eyesight. The choice is not fortuitous as water 
regenerates. purifies and restores the primordial Time: 
Immersion in water symbolises a return to the pre-formal, a total 
regeneration, a new birth, for immersion means a dissolution of forms, a 
reintegration into the formlessness of pre-existence; and emerging from the 
water is a repetition of the act of creation in which form was first expressed. 
Every contact with water implies regeneration .... 6 
Consequently the final scene in which Cesare enters and emerges from 
the sea is highly symbolic. He returns a strong man and is able to 
destroy his evil double (personified by Manoil). 
A complex view is expressed in the novella The Snake', where the 
feminine-erotic symbolism of water is conjugated with the one of death. 
In this case water represents a boundary between life and death, 
profane and sacred. In order to enter the realm of her supernatural 
sEliade, 'Ivan', In Curte ... , pA02. 
°Eliade, Patterns .... pp.188-89. 
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lover, Dorina, the heroine from the story, has to 'die' and be 'born' 
again, thus achieving a mythical condition. The lake which she traverses 
in dream has the function of a primordial matrix and her immersion in 
water acquires not only an eschatological value ('Immersion is the 
equivalent, at the human level, of death .. :f, but also means a regression 
into the pre-formal, undertaken in order to obtain a sacred initiation: 
... Dorina stopped, shivering. It seemed to her that in front, beyond the 
threshold, there were waters. Hidden but deep, black, cold waters, which an 
unaccustomed eye would have taken for a carpet. 
'I'm scared', she whispered. 
'Don't be afraid, you won't get drowned', the woman calmed her.s 
( ... Dorina se opri, tremura.nd. I se parea c;\ dincolo, peste prag, este apa. 0 apa 
ascunsa, dar adanca, neagra, rece, pe care un ochi nedibaci ar fi luat-o drept 
covor. 
'Mi-e fric~'. sopti ea. 
'Nu te teme, nu te-neci', 0 lini~ti femeia.) 
There, under the water, she enters the castle of her fiance, the Serpent, 
and has access to the underworld mysteries. Her final voyage on the 
lake (in a boat) has the symbolic implication of a return to the origins, 
in the primordial Time: 'Water purifies and regenerates because it 
nullifies the past, and restores - even if only for a moment - the integrity 
of the dawn of things'9. Finally, on the paradisiacal island, she attains the 
condition of a mythical being and can see with new eyes the sun-rising, 
understanding it as a re-enacting of Creation. 
The same mixture of eros and thanatos symbolized by water is 
present in the short story 'Stone Diviner'. Adriana, nicknamed 'the 
Empress' is famous for her beauty and her spectacular swimming under 
7 ibid .. p. 194. 
xEliade. '~arpele' DomniSoara .... vol. I, p.215. 
')Eliade. Patterns .... p.195 
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the sea. Her femininity /~ re. cio Ie r, t ::) ( the series of ambivalent ) 
figures from the Greek epic: Circe, Calypso, the Sirens. Adriana 
exorcizes the main hero who waits for her in trance, as for the 
predestined woman from another life: 
But he had seen her already, swimming unusually quickly, '" and he did not dare 
to move, as if all his blood would have suddenly trickled out of his veins .... He 
caught himself late, waiting for her, smiling and happy at the same time ... ID 
(Dar 0 urise deja, 'inotand neobi$nuit de repede, ... ~i nu mai fndrazni s~ se 
mi~te, parc~ tot sangele i s-ar fi scurs deodata din vine .... Tarziu, se trezi c:'t 0 
a~teapta zambind $i fericit in acela~i timp ... ) 
Another concept linked to the water symbolism is Time. The idea of 
irreversible time is connected to the flowing of waters: 'Water is the 
epiphany of time's ire, it is the definitive clepsydra' ". The best 
connection between the idea of water and temporal duration is made 
by Eliade in his novel Isabel and the Devil's Waters. The main hero, 
nicknamed 'the Doctor' (an alter ego of the writer himself) is caught in 
an initiatory labyrinth, a consequence of his travelling to India. His maze 
has not only a spatial and qualitative dimension, but a temporal one too. 
Changing cultures means - at a certain level - changing the pattern in 
which the time flows. While the hero found himself projected in the 
non-homogenous time of India (with its intermittence of profane and 
sacred dimensions), he fights with his 'native' time, the time of his 
country, which flashes into his mind, disrupting the stream of his new 
life: 
lOEliade. 'Ghicitor tn pietre·. In Curte .... p.1 00. 
11 Durand. Structurile .... p.1 17. 
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I had an alive and a dead memory. And the thought of the life water and death 
water from fairy-tales ... was forcing me to close the book and admit that, like 
that Prince Charming, I could kill myself (that is out of self-forgetfulness) and I 
could rise from the dead (in the sense of experiencing the feeling of presence) 
only by drinking from those two precious waters. 12 
(Aveam 0 memorie vie ~i alta moarta. lar gandul apei vii ~i apei moarte din 
basme ... m~ silea sa 1nchid cartea ~i sa recunosc c~, asemenea acelui 
F~t-Frumos, eu ma puteam ucide (Tn sensu I de uitare de sine) ~i ma puteam 
fnvia (in sensu I sentimentului de prezen~) numai band din cele doua ape 
nestemate.) 
An essential characteristic of water upon which Mircea Eliade insists 
in his scientific studies is its sacredness. The historian of religions 
makes evident the quality of water to confer prophetic gifts upon 
certain people. He analysed the Greek tradition whereby, for example, 
oracles were situated near waters and the pythia prepared for divination 
by drinking water from the Kossotis fountain. In Eliade's opinion 'these 
traditions show very clearly the sacred importance and consecrating 
power of water'13. Also the ritual lustrations and purifications with 
water serve 'the purpose of bringing into the present for a fleeting 
instant "that time", that iIIud tempus, when the creation took place; they 
are a symbolic re-enactment of the birth of the world or of the "new 
man" t14. Eliade made use of the water symbolism in this acceptation (as 
endowed with consecrating power) in his novella 'Dayan'. During a 
journey in space and time, Dayan has to discover, with Ahashverus' 
help, his own Self and he undergoes for this a series of initiatory trials. 
One of these consists in chOOSing the right stream of water (on the 
right-hand side) to appease his thirst. Obviously, Dayan's journey is 
doubled by an eschatological labyrinth with an initiatory value, the 
funereal connotations being otherwise implied by the hero's thirst: 
12Eliade, IsabeL, p.49. 
13Eliade. Patterns .... p.21 O. 
l-libid .. p.2 12. 
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Orobete made his way in a hurry. nearly running. towards the grove. He knelt 
in front of the source, he united his hands like a cup, and he started to drink 
aVidly. 
'Dayan!' he heard a voice calling him, 'you chose right, but don't drink too 
quickly."S 
(Orobete se 1hdrepra cu graba:, aproape alergcfud, spre cr~ng. Ingenunche in 
dreptul primului izvor.l$i 1mpreuna m'ciinile ca 0 cupa. $i fncepu set bea, lacom. 
'Dayan !' se auzi strigat din urma, 'ai ales bine, dar nu bea prea repede·.) 
The interdiction of drinking too much liquid is related to the sacredness 
of water. In fact Dayan drinks 'wisdom', 'knowledge' and 'death'. That is 
why the Wandering Jew advises him to be moderate. As in 'initiation 
rituals, water confers a "new birth" '16, Dayan is a new being, endowed 
with supra-individual powers, who has access to original wisdom and 
eternity. 
In general, in Eliade's literary oeuvre the water symbolism occupies 
an essential position enhancing the richness of the texts. The motifs of 
the rain and snow are also employed by Eliade in his fiction, the first to 
signify a regenerative I disintegratory personality change and the 
second to imply the imminence of transcendence of another 
realm. Although the motif of the rain appears in many of his writings 
('Ivan', 'Stone Diviner', The Forbidden Forest, 'Dayan'), there are two 
literary works that are exemplary in this sense: the novella 'Youth 
without Youth' and the novel The Hooligans. Dominic Matei, the main 
character from 'Youth without Youth' is hit by lightning and instead of 
dying he suffers a process of rejuvenation. For Petru Anicet, the hero 
from The Hooligans, the storm in which he is caught represents a 
symbolical parallel reflecting his personality change. The episodes 
describing the three coloured lightnings are pivotal for the novel's 
15Mircea Eliade, 'Dayan', La Umbra unui Crin - Proll Fantastid. vol. V (Bucharest, Ed. 
Funda~iei Culturale Romane. I 992), p.145. The underlining is mine. 
I (lEliade, Patterns .... p.189. 
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psychology. Similar to a crumbled house, Petru's personality begins to 
shatter in synchronicity with his reactions during the storm: 
... a green flame, flickering, blinded him, immediately followed by an 
explosion .... As if the house would have crumbled. Petru instinctively put his 
hands over his eyes and he bent his!ltoul<kfSJ.o avoid being hit by something. A 
terrible void inside him, inside his thorax, in his stomach, in his neck; as if all his 
being emptied suddenly, without blood, his knees started to tremble. He no 
longer felt his bones or any verticality. 17 
( ... 0 vaMitaie verde, palpit'and, 11 orbi, urmata imediat de 0 explozie... . Pard 
s-ar fi surpat casa. Petru duse instinctiv m-.l.inile la ochi ~i-~i plec~ umerii, s~ nu-I 
loveasca ceva. Un gol cumplit 'jnl~untru, 1n piept, in pantece, in grumaz; parca 
toata faptura lui s-ar fi golit deodata, supn de s~nge. Genunchii thcepurn sli-i 
tremure; nu-~i mai sim~ea nici un os, nici 0 verticalitate.) 
The metamorphosis is obviously transmuted from an exterior level to 
an interior one. After this experience, Petru Anicet is a 'different' man, 
stronger in his acts,determined to push 'experience' to its extremes and 
overcome any moral obstacles that might interfere with his convictions. 
The rain made him undergo an initiatory death and rebirth, a thing that 
conferred on him a surplus of energy. He' became a perfect 'hooligan', 
able to experience anything, freed from any interdictions and limitations. 
The motif of snow as well acquires multiple significations in Eliade's 
fiction. The main symbolical translation of 'snow' in his writings is 
transcendency, another realm, accessible only to a few people of 
'superior' condition, who are initiated into the sacred and have a 
knowledge of myths. The circumstances in which the symbolism of the 
snow is expressed are varied: Haruni, a character from The Light Dying 
Away dies in the snow; Ileana's magic car - death vehicle - from The 
Forbidden Forest is imagined by $tefan as covered in snow; the writer 
Pandele (Nineteen Roses) disappears into another realm while travelling 
in a sledge in the snow and so forth. The regenerative powers of 
17Eliade, Huliganii ... , p.1 02. 
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snow could change the profane level into a transmundane, sacred one; a 
certain time into another. For Mr Lecca from The Hooligans, the snow 
triggers memories of his own self, from forty years ago: 
He was feeling rejuvenated, this night. The fragrance of snow, the darkened 
sky, his lonely walk through the park - all these were making him return in a 
time he did not re-live for long. He discovered with emotion that the fresh 
snow smelled identically with the one from forty years ago. 18 
(Se sim~ea intinerit, fh astisear.i. Mirosul de ~pad:t, v1zduhul intunecat, 
plimbarea lui singuratic~ prin pare - toate acestea 11 ihtorceau Tntr-un timp pe 
care de mult nu-I mai retraise. escoperi cu emope d tot ~a mirosea ~pada 
proasp1ta, acum patruzeci de ani.) 
The epiphany of the snow as revealing mysteries of a divine essence 
followed Eliade himself in his reveries. In this autobiography he notes 
one of his transcendent revelations: 
At dawn, when I went to bed, the trees were filled with snow. In the light of 
the lampposts, they looked artificial. As if somebody put them there stealthily -
it was enough to 'realize' this as if somebody, to feel a passionate, thrilling 
fervour, which sprang up from my depths and cut my respiration. 19 
(In zori, dnd m-am dus s:t m~ cuk, copacii erau incarca~i de ~pad1. La lumina 
felinarelor p1reau artificiali. Ca ~i cum cineva i-ar fi pus acolo pe furi~ - mi-a fost 
de ajuns sa 'realizez' acest ca ~i cum dneva pentru a resim~i 0 fervoare 
pasionad, ihfioratoare, care ~nea din profunzimi ~i imi taia respirapa) 
Another motif which appears with frequency in Eliade's narrative is 
thirst. It has to be underlined that thirst is linked to alienation 
at a superficial level only and that its fundamental meaning is 
expressed by death. As Eliade underlined in his book The Island of 
Euthanasius, in a mythical sense 'the water that appeases the dead 
person's thirst ends the experience, helping him to truly "die", to 
definitively detach himself from the human condition: ('apa care 
18ibid., p.324. 
19E1iade, lurnal, vol. I, p.341. 
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potole~te setea mortului curm~ experien~, ajutandu-I sa "moar~" cu 
adevarat, sa se desfaca definitiv de condi~ia umana.')20. This explains why 
all the characters of the Eliadean fiction who suffer from thirst are 
related in one way or another with death. lancu Gore from the short 
story 'Twelve Thousand Head of Cattle' re-lives an episode from the 
past (an air-raid) and by witnessing the other people's last moments he 
undergoes an initiatory death. The piano teacher from 'With the Gypsy 
Girls' is not able to calm his terrible thirst that represents a preliminary 
stage in his eschatological journey in the prostitutes' house. This 
particular novella is based on a concept that Eliade expressed in his 
religious studies: 
In none of the various conceptions of death. do the dead die completely: they 
are given an elementary form of existence; it is a regression. rather than a total 
extinction. While waiting ... to be finally delivered. the soul of dead suffer and 
that suffering is generally expressed as athirst 21 
Thirst as a transitional phenomenon from the profane to the 
transcendental level is rendered valuable in the novella 'Dayan' and the 
last of Eliade's novels Nineteen Roses. During his travelling in different 
times and spaces, Dayan becomes very thirsty. This shows not only that 
he is undergoing an eschatological journey, but hints at his 'thirst' for 
wisdom as well, his desire for acquiring the knowledge of the absolute 
truth, that is the 'ultimate equation'. As Mircea Eliade wrote in his study 
'Locum refrigerii', the human condition's torment was expressed in 
religions by 'thirst': 'The maximum of human suffering was always 
expressed by "thirst". The more the man suffers, the more he is thirsty 
for God, for truth, for tranquillity, for love'. ('Maximul de suferin~ 
omeneasca a fost formulat intotdeauna prin "sete". Cu cat omul sufera 
2°Mircea Eliade. Insula lui Euthanasius (Bucharest. Ed. Humanitas. 1993). p.82. 
21 Eliade. Patterns ...• p.198. 
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mai mult, cu atftt emai1hsetatdeDumnezeu.deadevar.delini~te.de 
iubire.')22. 
Dayan's thirst for knowledge could be equated with the thirst for 
'freedom' of Pandele, the main hero from Nineteen Roses. Pandele, at 
some point in his youth, suffered an amnesia following which his life 
changed radically. The crucial detail in this episode he failed to 
remember until late in life> was his terrible thirst, a transmundane thirst 
that could not be appeased with water: 
For some moments I didn't feel anything, as if I swallowed air, and sleepy as I 
was, the terror seized me: I wondered whether I could ever quench my thirst. 
I continued to drink, more and more frightened.23 
(C~teva clipe nu sim~eam nimic, pardi a~ fi 'inghi~it aer, ~i somnoros cum erarn, 
m-a cuprins groaza: nu cumva n-am s~-mi pot potoli niciodad setea ? Am 
continuat s~ beau, din ce'in ce rnai speriat.) 
The fear had the value of an initiation into a superhuman condition. 
Only the souls of the dead, the spirits are tormented by an insatiable 
thirst. Consequently Pandele's amnesia is triggered during an 
eschatological/transcendent adventure and it is precisely the terror of 
encountering the profane death that provoked his loss of memory. In 
conformity to Eliade's views, love and death, if merged, can help a 
mortal to surpass his limited condition and attain complete freedom. 
Love was represented in the novel by 'Eurydice', an actress with whom 
Pandele had a one-night adventure, in a solitary cottage, situated in the 
woods. Next morning, awakened by 'thirst', he encountered Death 
under the form of a blonde woman (a 'fair' fairy) who made him a sign 
in the window and disappeared. Later, the male secretary of Pandele, 
Eusebiu, while in the same magic cottage, feels a strange thirst. a 
22Mircea Eliade, Op. cit., in Drurnul spre Centru (Bucharest, Ed. Univers. 1991), p.218. 0, . ~. Hade, Nou~sprezece ... , p.141. 
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consequence of his partial initiation into the mysteries of the sacred (he 
was present at some mythical spectacles). But the secretary cannot 
accede to a transmundane condition like his mentor, as he 'sinned' by 
falling asleep during the ritual shows. Pandele had suffered from the 
amnesia of the original man who forgot the sacred. It is a team of actors 
who help him remember his 'thirst' for a divine condition enabling him 
to transcend space and time, thus acquiring absolute freedom. 
All the symbolic series water - rain - snow - thirst have, in Eliade's 
fiction, the existential meanings linked to the cycle birth - life - rebirth. 
Through their richness the symbols pervade the texts and their function 
of sustaining some of the most elaborate thought constructions of the 
author can be easily remarked. 
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MIRROR 
Motto: The trees were rosy, the grass was glittering, the lake was like a 
mirror of gold. 
(Mircea Eliade, The Snake', p.237) 
Among the many representations of the water series one of the most 
often encountered in Eliade's fiction is the mirror. Gilbert Durand 
equated the mirror with the procedure of halving the ego's images and 
he considered it the symbol of the dark double of consciousness.24 
Eliade used the mirror in his literary works to express four main 
concepts: I) the obscure double; 2) the narcissistic image; 
3) femininity and 4) the threshold of another realm. 
The mirror reflecting the obscure double appears in the novel 
Isabel and the Devil's Waters. The main character (called 'the Doctor' ) 
has a conscience crisis after his physical experience with the young 
sportsman, Tom: 
Tom was sleeping. His wall was in the dark. my wall was in the light. The fan 
was wheezing softly and the projection of my bust among the Japanese 
paintings seemed an enchantment, an image in a magic mirror. My thoughts 
were chasing one another, were coming back, were descending into depths. 
Into the depths of a soul with a memory split in two halves. 25 
(Tom dormea. Peretele lui era In umbra:, peretele meu fn lumin~. Ventilatorul 
~uera ca un zvon ~i proiec~ia bustului meu printre cadrele japoneze p;irea 0 
vraj~. 0 imagine de oglind:i magid. Gandurile me Ie se fugareau. se'intorceau 
1hapoi. se coborau 'in adanc. In a~ncul unui suflet cu memoria rupta 1n doua: 
juma~1i.) 
'-+ . 
- Durand. Structunle ... , p.122. 
2.5Eliade. Isabel..., p.49. 
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The book is constructed on a play of mirrors, the main hero suffering 
from intermittent splits of personality, and many times being taken over 
by his Shadow. In this novel, a common feature of Mircea Eliade's 
literary writings appears, that is to say a phenomenon we may call 'the 
mirror syndrome'. When his characters suffer from disintegration of the 
ego or madness, or have suicidal tendencies, it is the symbol of the 
mirror that announces the crisis. 
One of the most bizarre Eliadean short stories, The Thirsty-First of 
December' is set in a psychiatric asylum. The writing is constructed 
using a flash-technique that reveals disparate images from the hospice 
mixed with fragments of the psychiatrist's thoughts. In a gloomy 
atmosphere, the author makes a subtle description of a gradual seizure· 
that leads the doctor of the asylum to lose his mind. The situation is 
paradoxical, as the only security man in the hospice who accepted to 
work on New Year's Eve is afraid not of the mentally ill interned, but of 
the medic's looks announcing the imminence of a turning point. His 
presentiments were right, as after switching off the lights in order to 
calm the patients, the security man was strangled in cold blood by the 
already mad doctor. The unleashing of the crisis is announced by the 
medic's staring in a mirror: 
He had looked in the mirror. His physiognomy had amazed him this night. And 
it shouldn't surprise him. He was frightened looking at his features. He hissed 
words, until his face disappeared in the fog and his eyes only remained there. 
Two fixed, foreign eyes, which he didn't recognize and which scared him like an 
abyss.26 
(Privise oglinda. In noaptea aceasta 1"1 uimise chipul lui. ~i nu trebuia sa-I 
uimeasca. S-a infiorat privindu-~i chipul. A ~uierat cuvinte, p-ana ce falA- i s-a 
pierdut1n ceata ~i nu i-au mai r~mas dec~t ochii. Doi ochi fiqi, str-:tini, pe care 
nu-i recuno~tea ~i care 11 insp~imantau ca 0 p~pastie.) 
26Eliade, 'Treizeci ~i Unu Decembrie', Maddalena ... , p.75. 
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The tension created between the psychopathic patients and their 
doctor, who murdered the security man, takes on a complex 
psychological aspect. This story, written by Eliade (on 31 December, 
1926) when he was nineteen, already reveals his literary inclination for 
cinematographic effects and original discrepant situations. 
The mirror as prelude to madness appears in a sketch of a story 
that Eliade ultimately abandoned: The Water from the Basin'. The 
author starts the piece with the apparently normal thoughts of an 
adolescent called Lucian, who decides to write a novel titled A 
Madman's Torment. But little by little all sorts of ideas invade the boy's 
mind: about his father, a clerk who died insane; about his hysterical 
mother, a nurse who during the day was studying botanies and strangled 
children at night; about his difficult courses at school. He is seized by 
masochistic violence and starts to injure himself up to the point in which 
is finally discovered by his landlord 'pale and smiling, soaked in water 
and with his mirror broken.' ('palid si zambitor cu apa varsata pe el ~i cu 
oglinda sparti.'f7 
In the novel The Return from Paradise the broken mirror 
constitutes the symbol of a broken ego. The hero Pavel Anicet admits 
in his introspections that his personality is in disintegration and 
compares his Self to a broken mirror: 
Why can't I maintain myself in the same tension and on the same position for a 
longer period? Why do I crumble and contradict myself like a smashed 
mirror ?28 
(De ce nu rna pot men~ine eu la aceea}i tensiune ~i aceea~i pozi~ie mai mult 
timp ? De ce rna risipesc ~i mrt contrazic. ca 0 oglind~ spa~ ?) 
:/Eliade. 'Apa din lighean·. Maddalena ...• p.238. 
,:xEliade. Intoarcerea .... pp.217 -18. 
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This symbolic image of the mirror announces the future suicide of Pavel 
Anicet. If for this character the mirror reflects his own shattered ego, 
for David Dragu, a hero with a strong personality, it becomes a 
narcissistic double of the Self. Pavel tries to understand David's 
perspective: 'The mirror is the only object appreciated by Dav; it is not 
faked, it is not feminine, that is what he says. What did Dav mean by 
that ? .. ('Oglinda e singurul obiect apreciat de Dav; nu e trucata, nu e 
feminin~, asa spune el. Ce-o fi vrand satn~eleaga Dav ? .. )29. 
In the early fiction of Eliade the mirror represents the symbol of the 
Selfs crisis, while in his later writings, the mirror becomes a 
hierophany, the image of a transcendent realm whose borders 
with the profane world are nothing else but the surface or the edge of 
the mirror itself. The 'chosen' ones could even have an initiatory 
journey into an underworld with mirror effects, like Dorina, the heroine 
from the novella 'The Snake', who is led by a woman into another 
realm: 'She took her by the hand and she showed her the back of the 
room. It looked as if another room was there and at the end of this 
other room, another one appeared, without end, as amongst mirrors.' 
('0 lu~ de mana ~i-i arata fundul odaii. parca se deschidea 0 al~ 
1ncapere acolo ~i la capatul ei alta, la nesfar~it, ca intre oglinzi.')30. The 
underworld looks like an infinite room, rich in lights and covered in 
mirrors and the reigning atmosphere amongst the dead people is one of 
carnival. This funerary connotation of the mirror's symbolism 
reminds the function of the reflecting surface as receptacle for the 
'soul-shade' among the shamans of Northern Manchuria: 'Looking into 
29 ibid., p.79. 
30Eliade, '~arpele' Domni~oara ... , vol. I, p.214. 
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the mirror, the shaman is able to see the dead person's soul'3'. In the 
novella 'With the Gypsy Girls', the magic house of the three girls 
contains a looking glass that restrains the real world's space, while 
dilating certain scared dimensions (represented by separate 
folding-screens), merged inside the reflecting surface: 'in fact, what he 
was seeing were just two or three separate folding screens which united 
their images in a large mirror with greenish-gold reflections.' ('de fapt, 
ceea ce vedea el erau doar doua sau trei paravane separate care-~i 
impreunau imaginile fntr-o mare oglinda cu ape verzi-aurii'.)32 The 
mirror is in fact a sacred centre that 'doubles' the image of the profane 
world with a mythical one. The whole room of the Gypsies is otherwise 
full of folding screens and mirrors, all symbols of borders between the 
transcendent realm and the profane one, indicating the alternance of the 
'normal' space with some sacred breaches. Apart from these meanings, 
the mirrors are also related to the femininity of the three young girls. 
Like a new Ariadne, one of the Gypsy girls leads the hero through 
folding-screens and mirrors that form an eschatological labyrinth. 
Similar to its role in this novella the mirror represents femininity 
and another realm in another writing, 'At Dionysus' Court'. The main 
character, Adrian, 'had to turn round a circular hall with mirrors, 
towards which all the women seemed to direct their steps' ('trebuia sa 
ocoleasca rotonda cu oglinzi, catre care pareau di se 1ndreap~ to ate 
femeile')33. The mirror is also seen by the hero like a green cave and the 
symbolism of the cave is strongly linked to the image of the woman who 
undresses. Again, the centre of the 'hotel' (a modern disguised version 
of the underworld) is by 'a too large mirror', slightly inclined, its 
31 Eliade, Shamanism ... , p.154. 
32Eliade, 'La tiganci', Secretul ... , vol. II , p.182. 
33Eliade. In Curte ...• p.509. 
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position suggesting the communication that takes place between the 
two worlds: the sacred and the profane. 
The symbolism of the mirror takes on unique connotations in the 
short story 'A General's Uniforms'. As in other writings, the looking 
glass shows another world with the difference that this could be either 
an astral world or the Earth in the archaic times of Genesis: 
... kept in the darkness for many years, the mirror's waters are no longer 
what they used to be. Little by little they lose their transparency and all sorts 
of shapes, indifferent colours, start to appear in the back of the looking glass. 
Some of these forms have a rare beauty, as if they are not from this world ... 
While others seem more bizarre, they are similar to the mountain caves or to 
the rocks from the bottom of the sea, or to a volcano's opening after 
• 34 
eruption .... 
( ... ~inute I'll intuneric de ata~ia ani apele oglinzii nu mai sunt ce-au fost. 
Treptat, treptat7$i pierd transparenpi, $i tot felul de forme ciudate,1n diferite 
culori,1ncep s:1 apara 1h fundul oglinzii. Unele din aceste forme sunt de 0 rara 
frumuse~e, de parca n-ar fi de pe lumea asta ... In timp ce altele par mai stranii, 
seamctna cu pe~terile de munte, sau cu rocHe din fundul marii, sau cu vreo gura 
de vulcan dupa erup~ie .... ) 
leronim, the child who dances with archaic movements in the mirror of 
the She-General, accomplishes in fact a ritual of the world's 
re-enactment in the same way that Siva, the Indian god, created the 
Earth through play and dance. 
Similar to the water (with its regenerating stages: rain, snow), the 
mirror delimits, in Eliade's literary writings, a sacred space in which the 
miraculous can be revealed without its 'camouflage'. The situation is 
somehow paradoxical, because the water and the mirror alike multiply. 
But with Eliade this multiplicity acquires a philosophical meaning 
reminiscent of Plato. Instead of reproducing the profane world, the 
mirror 'reflects' its representations imperfectly, or rather changesthem 
34Eliade, 'Uniforme de General', In Curte ... , p.441. 
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into transcendent ones. That is why it could be said that in Mircea 
Eliade's fiction waters do not accomplish their 'replica-function' and the 




The view is stirring, the Ganges's green waters suddenly opening 
themselves as in an emerald lake, an island with jungle vegetation in 
its middle, and with the side of a rocky hill on the left-hand side, from 
which the Ganges descends from glaciers. 
(Mircea Eliade, India, p.140) 
The image of the island, although rarely used by Eliade in his fiction (it 
appears in an extensive way only in the novella The Snake'), is one of 
the symbols mostly analysed by the historian of religions in his scholarly 
studies. The main signification of the island could be classified under 
three headings: I) transcendent I mythical realm; 2) creation and 
death; 3) woman. As Eliade noticed, 'the island participates in a 
mythical geography, not a real one'35. Analysing a short story by Mihai 
Eminescu36 called 'The Island of Euthanasius', Mircea Eliade compares 
this island with a mythical one, Svetadvipa from the Buddhist tradition. 
(YVe do not repeat here the parallel made by the historian of religions, 
as our aim is to highlight only the sacred character of the island.) 
Svetadvipa, being a spiritual place, could not be reached except through 
a magic flight, undertaken by the initiates (Yogis and Hindu hermits).3? 
Territory isolated by waters but in a direct connection with the sky and 
cosmos, Svetadvipa triggers the process of return in time, to the 
primordial beginnings, and, through this, it becomes a 'centre' of final 
liberation. The role ascribed to the island as a transcendent/mythical 
35Mircea Eliade, Despre Eminescu ~i Hasdeu (Iasi, Ed. Junimea, 1987), p.14. 
-~6Mihai Eminescu, the Romanian national poet, had also written short stories of a 
fantastic type. 
37Eliade, Despre Eminescu ... , p.18. 
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territory is recurrent in other Eliadean analyses. He notices, for 
example, that in the Guarani tribe 'the original myth of Paradise did not 
mention anything else but a kind of Island of the Happy ones, in the 
middle of the ocean, where death was not known'38. Consequently the 
aboriginal people were seeking the fabulous island, in order to acquire 
immortality and live in a spiritual communion with their gods. In his 
novella 'The Snake', Eliade employs the symbol of a primordial island to 
suggest another zone of being, a mythical place freed of taboos and one 
which could only be entered by certain characters: 
It was as if she was preparing for a great transformation and unknown forces 
were flowing inside her, announcing to her the transition into another realm. 
Dorina jumped from her boat and started to inspect the edges of the island.39 
(Parca se pre~tea de 0 mare prefacere ~i tarii necunoscute izvorau 1nlauntrul 
fiin~ei, vestindu-i trecerea intr-un alt tru~m. Dorina sari din barca ~i 'incepu s:i 
cerceteze malurile insulei.) 
The island of the two lovers, Dorina and Andronic, is a fallen Paradise, 
cut from the sky and fallen into waters, a luxuriant round, sacred space 
where the consciousness of death does not exist. A biblical 
interpretation, applied to Eliade's text, hints at the idea of a 'second 
birth' - through a Fall - of the primordial couple, while the island 
preserves Eden's magic qualities. In the novella 'The Snake', Dorina, 
once inside the island's sacred space, suffers a process of inner 
transformation, in accordance to the place's supernaturalness: 
38Mircea Eliade. Nostalgia Originilor (Bucharest, Ed. Humanitas. 1994), p. 170. 
3lJEliade. 'Sarpele' DomniSoara .... vol. I. pp.23 1-32. 
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With every step she was making. it seemed that that unknown fortitude was 
growing more powerful in the mysteries of her being. a fortitude that was 
blossoming in her flesh and blood. changing her breath. rhythm. mind. 
Everything could have happened then. Golden. magic birds could have detached 
from those sleeping branches and called her name. Trees' trunks ... could have 
come alive. transforming themselves into giants and dragons .... Nothing would 
have scared her; no encounter. no miracle.40 
(Cu fiecare pas pe care 71 f;icea in jurul insulei. pard. ~i mai puternic cre~tea in 
tainele fiin~ei ei taria aceea ne~tiuta. care Ii Inflorea carnea ~i sangele. 
schimbandu-i rasuflarea, ritmul, mintea. Totul se putea 'indmpla acum. Paseri de 
aur. m~iestre. s-ar fi putut desprinde din ramurile ace lea adormite ~i ar fi 
putut-o chema pe nume. Trunchiurile de copaci. .. s-ar fi putut 'lnsufleti 
prefc1dndu-se in uria~i ~i zmei .... Nimic n-ar fi speriat-o: nici 01ntalnire, nici un 
miracol.) 
Apart from transcendent/mythical space, the island symbolizes 
best the principle of coincidentia oppositorum, as it is the territory par 
excellence where Creation and Death are organically intertwined. 
Exemplary for Creation and 'similar to the lotus from the Asiatic 
iconographies, the island implies "firm establishment", the centre around 
which the whole world was created' ('ca lotusul din iconografiile 
asiatice, insula implic~ "stabilire ferma", centrultn jurul caruia s-a creat 
lumea'intreaga.')41. The funerary signification of the island could also 
be encountered in may traditions. Eliade had written42 about heroes like 
Peleus, Cadmus, Achilles, who were 'living' on such abstract, ideal 
islands, as a reward for their deeds, performed during their lives in the 
profane realm. The same significations - Creation/Death - acquires the 
island in Eliade's novella 'The Snake'. In order to reach it, Dorina has to 
undergo an initiatory death, while Andronic changes his condition (a 
symbolic death), from man into serpent, once every sunrise. 
Apart from the meanings we highlighted before, the island is strongly 
linked to the woman's archetype. Jones asserted that the island is 
40ibid., p.232. 
41 Eliade. Despre Eminescu ... , p.IS. 
42 ibid., p.14. 
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'the mythical image of woman, virgin, mother', while Badouin noted that 
the vocation of the insular exile was nothing but 'a complex of seclusion, 
synonymous with a return to the mother' .43 Also the circularity of the 
island, charged with the symbolism of vegetation and water, suggests 
feminine, maternal valences. 
Commenting on Eminescu's short story, Eliade pinpoints the central 
role of the island, which 'solves the characters' drama'44 by enhancing 
any potentiality. The researcher stresses the fact that the short story's 
male character, leronim, falls for Cezara only after he contemplates her 
naked on the island. Moreover, Eliade himself exploits this theme in his 
novella The Snake', which bears striking similarities with Eminescu's 
The Island of Euthanasius' (they even have common elements like: 
magical nudity, solitude, luxuriant island, etc.). The island, as a symbol of 
femininity enhances Dorina's charms in the eyes of the hero Andronic. 
In her turn, Dorina is enchanted by the island: 
She didn't feel anything but a strange, dizzying and unclear happiness. which she 
didn't try to understand; as if the smooth passage from dream into a real island. 
invaded by grass and unknown trees, suddenly was opening up to her a new 
way, Godlike. in which she could walk with her womanly feet. 45 
(Nu sim~ea dec~t 0 stranie. ame~itoare ~i nelamurita bucurie. pe care nu 
tncerca sa 0 patrunda; parca trecerea lina din vis fhtr-o insula aievea. cople~ita 
de ierburi ~i de copaci necunoscu~i. 1i deschidea dintr-odata 0 cale noua. 
dumnezeiasc~. pe care 0 putea de acum bate cu piciorul ei de femeie.) 
Clearly in 'The Snake' the island's magic supposes, amongst other 
significations, certain erotic connotations. As a matter of fact, it should 
be noticed that the three major meanings of the island's symbolism. 
transcendecy I mythical place, Creation I Death, woman merged 
-f"Quoted by Durand. Structurile .... p.297. 
-f-fEliade. Despre Eminescu .... p.14. 
-f)ibid., p.232. 
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in Mircea Eliade's fantastic story 'The Snake', enriching both its 




... Dieu (=I'Esprit) est enterre en nous comme dans une grotte; il 
n' est pas mort. mais cache seulement la-bas quelque part. Brahman, dit 
Katha Upanishad (v.6), est gihyam, 'cache'. Cela veut dire que I'Esprit 
est semblable a 'I'habitant d'une grotte'. Le coeur - OU les Upanishads 
situent la presence du atman - est une 'grotte'. 
(Mircea Eliade, Fragments d'un journal, p.314) 
In order to understand the role played by the cave and its 
'substitutes' (cellar, ruins, garret, air-raid shelter, solstice) in 
Mircea Eliade's fiction, we have to examine the essential meanings of 
this symbol. First of all the cavern represents a concrete indicative of 
passage into another world. But more than this the grotto connotes 
the image of the world, as 'the cave must form a complete whole and 
contain in itself the representation of heaven as well as of the earth'46, 
while the final exit from the initiatory cave is considered by Guenon47 
'an exit from Cosmos'. 
As a place governed by the rule of coincidentia oppositorum, the 
cavern's symbolism unites Heaven and Earth, Fright and Delight, Light 
and Darkness. Eliade called it a 'total space'48 and it is evident that in the 
image of the cave all three vital initiatory levels are merged: obstetric, 
erotic, eschatological. All of these levels correspond to certain 
symbols conveyed by the grotto: obstetric - Magna Mater I universal 
Matrix, egg, chrysalis; erotic - heart; eschatological - the unconscious. 
-+6Guenon, Fundamental Symbols ... , p.141. 
-+7 ibid .. p.IS6. 
-+xMircea Eliade, De la Zalmoxis la Genghis-Han (Bucharest, Ed. ~tiin~ifica ~i 
enciclopedic~, 1980), p.4S. 
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A scene of initiation in prehistory, the cavern was assimilated to a 
labyrinth or ritually transformed into a labyrinth.49 This labyrinth is, in 
our opinion, not only horizontal, but vertical as well, as all three levels 
we mentioned before suppose initiatory trials and a certain ritual 
orientation ('geography'). We canalso talk about a 'temporal' maze, not 
in the sense of a profane duration (which is abolished), but in the sense 
of a sacred organisation of the rites of passage: birth - marriage - death. 
The symbolic (I) obstetric level is moulded on the likeness of 
Mother Earth, which is compared to the body of a giant woman. Eliade 
stressed the fact that entering a labyrinth or a cavern was equivalent to 
a mystical return to the Mother: 'Evidently, if the mines' galleries and 
the mouths of the rivers were assimilated to the vagina of Mother-Earth, 
the same symbolism is applicable a fortiori to grottos and caverns'so. The 
correspondence Cave - Mother explains the dialectic of certain cave 
symbols, like the ~ and chrysalis. The (2) erotic level is 
acknowledged by the celebration of specific mythological weddings 
in cavernsSI and also, as Guenon pointed out, by the symbolism of the 
cave, which is closely related to the one of the heart.s2 The grotto is a 
sacred territory where the funereal rites are performed, this making 
evident the (3) eschatological level of its symbolism. Besides, the 
initiatory 'death' to the profane world followed by the 'descent into 
Hell' was compareds3 to the journey in the subterranean world to which 
the cave allows access. The adjoining symbol of the 'eschatological cave' 
is - from an analytical psychology point of view - the unconscious. As 
4'JEliade, Mituri, vise ~i mistere in Eseuri. .. , p.259. 
50ibid., pp. 259, 260. 
51 ibid., p.260. 
52Guenon, Fundamental Symbols ... ,p.141. 
:'3 ibid., p.140. 
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Carl Gustav Jung suggested: 'The cave represents the darkness and 
seclusion of the unconscious; ... '54. But the typical initiatory cave is 
illuminated from within as it is the space of a 'second birth' and thus 
equivalent to illumination. The grotto is a sacred space par excellence, 
where initiation could be translated into wisdom, oracular dreams and 
exorcistic powers, and specific revelations. This belief is widespread 
from the Eskimo population to the North American shamans or Greek 
heroes. Thus, among the Smith Sound Eskimo, the aspirant must walk at 
night straight into a cave, in order to prove that he is 'chosen' by the 
spirits to become a shaman, while the North American novices have to 
dream about their helping spirits in caves. 55 Mircea Eliade also quoted 
the legend of Epimenides of Crete, who 'slept' for a long time in Zeus's 
cave on mount Ida, and, when he left the cavern, was a master of 
'enthusiastic wisdom' (the technique of ecstasy).56 There is one more 
essential aspect that should be considered when tackling the complex 
symbolism of the cave and this is its transcendent value as cosmic 'cave', 
having two 'zodiacal' gates that correspond to the two solstitial points. 
Guenon57 considers one of these points an entry ('gate of men'), and the 
other exit ('gate of gods') 
All the aspects we discussed so far concerning the symbolism of the 
cave are present in a more or less evident way in Eliade's fiction. In his 
novella 'The Old Man and the Bureaucrats', the initiatory cavern which 
gathers all the attributes of a transcendent realm appears in a dream of 
the heroine Oana. She describes the oneiric cave to her friends: 
54Carl Gustav Jung, Dreams (London, Ark Paperbacks, 1991), p.227. 
55Eliade, Shamanism ... , pp. 51, 52. 
56ibid., p.389. 
57Guenon, Fundamental Symbols ... , pp.158, 159, 160. 
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... I suddenly penetrated under the earth and I reached a cave without end, 
shiny, with its walls covered in precious stones and lit by thousands of candles. 
And a priest. .. whispered: 'It's Easter, that's why they lit so many candles·. But 
I heard a voice from the unseen saying at the same time: 'Around here there is 
no Easter, because in this realm we are still in the Old Testament !,58 
( ... m-am pomenit deoda~ c:1 p:rtrund sub p:tm~nt ~i ajung intr-o pe~ter.i fclr:t 
s~r~it, sclipitoare, cu pereti batuti in pietre scumpe ~i luminata de mii de 
lumanari. Si un preot ... a ~optit: 'E Pa~tele, de aceea au aprins atatea lumanari'. 
Dar eu am auzit fn acea clipa un glas din nevazut 'Pe-aici nu e Pa~te, pentru c:1 
pe t:aramul acesta suntem fnca i'n Vechiul Testament !') 
The precious stones covering the walls of the cave and the thousands of 
candles are symbolizing 'illumination', the initiatory quality of the sacred 
space where time is in fact the mythical no-time. The cavern from 
Oana's dream is otherwise strikingly similar to an initiatory dream of a 
Samoyed Shaman that Eliade recorded in his book on shamanism: 'He 
saw an opening before him and entered a bright cave, covered with 
mirrors, in the middle of which there was something like a fire.'s9 
Another hero of Eliade's novella, Lixandru, searches for the cave he saw 
only once and could not find again because an entrance to another 
realm is always difficult to reach: 'I can't see it anymore! It was like a 
very big light .... It was like a diamond cave, ... and lit as if a thousand 
torches were burning .. .' (,N-o mai gasesc ! Era ca 0 lumina mare de 
tot .... Era ca 0 pe~tera de diamant ... , ~i lumina~ de parca ardeau 0 mie 
de fclclii... ')60. As a matter of fact, the theme of the bright grotto is 
widely attested (e.g. Christian legends about the lit cavern from 
Bethlehem, the legend of the twelve 'Wise Kings' from the Zugnin 
Chronicle, where there appears a Cave of Treasures invaded by a 
supernatural light).61 
58Eliade, 'Pe Strada Mantuleasa', In Curte ... , p.283. 
59Eliade, Shamanism ... , pAl. 
()oEliade. 'Pe Strada Mantuleasa', In Curte .... p.223. 
61 Eliade. De la Zalmoxis .... pp.44. 45. 
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In the story 'Youth without Youth' the image of the grotto signifies a 
sacred, secluded place for meditation, where the heroine, Veronica 
BUhler, pretended to have lived in a previous life, as a Yogi called Rupini. 
But the most important aspect that the symbolism of the cave takes in 
Eliade's fiction is its development into what we called 'profane 
substitutes': cellar, ruins, garret, air-raid shelter. This process is 
in line with his scientific works' ideas, according to which the sacred 
must be camouflaged in the profane, in order to be paradoxically made 
accessible and inaccessible at the same time (accessible = the sacred 
enters the language and understanding of modern society; inaccessible = 
the sacred can no longer be differentiated from the profane by the 
non-initiates). Eliade ascribes to these 'profane substitutes' the same 
mythical features as to the cave: threshold facilitating the entry into 
another realm and another mode of existence; initiatory place triggering 
illumination and absolute freedom. 
The cellar appears in some of the major Eliadean literary writings 
('The Old Man and the Bureaucrats', 'The Snake', 'Miss Christina', The 
Forbidden Forest) and its essence is the same in all of them: magic 
centre where all three cosmic levels (underworld - world 
supraworld) and three initiatory labyrinths (obstetric - erotic -
eschatological) are superimposed. Thus - analogous to the cave - the 
cellar acquires the attributes of the totality of the world. Some of the 
young characters from 'The Old Man and the Bureaucrats' are in search 
of a special cellar, a magic place from where the passage into another 
realm could be realised. In the novella 'The Snake', a monastic cellar 
constitutes the epiphanic nucleus of certain Mysteries, an initiation led 
by Andronic, who tells to the monks and his companions, in the light of 
the candles, legends linked to that place. Egor from 'Miss Christina' also 
performs some exorcistic rites in a cellar, where the remains of the 
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vampire Christina are, and he experiences in the same spot a 
masochistic erotic experience with a little girl, Simina. In this cellar all 
three initiatory levels are merged: obstetric (the vampire Christina 
comes to life every night in here); erotic (the adventure with Simina); 
eschatological (here is the soul of Christina that Egor symbolically 'kills' 
with an iron bar). In the novel The Forbidden Forest, the hero Stefan 
Viziru, obsessed by myths and their 'camouflaged' condition, intuits that 
Ileana, the woman he loves, is a sort of 'messenger' who could reveal to 
him the way towards transcendency. This is the reason for which he 
asks her - with no apparent connection - if she had an old cellar at the 
country house where she used to live: ' ... she was talking to him about 
Zinca's estate, and he interrupted her with a guilty smile: "Do you have 
an old, deep cellar, at Zinca ? .... , (' ... ea ti vorbea despre mo~ia de la 
Zinca, ~i el a lntrerupt-o, cu un zambet vinovat: "Ave~i 0 pivnita veche, 
d~ )( I Z' '" ')62 a dncd, a Inca. ... . 
The ruins take the meaning of the cave in Eliade's novel Nineteen 
Roses. There the ruins amongst which the team of leronim Thanase's 
actors play archaic scenarios suggest a magic grotto to the character 
Eusebiu Damian. In here the space is elastic, the time disappears and the 
identification of the ruins with a cavern signifies not only a return to the 
origins, to the myths, but the transition from a profane to a sacred 
world, from a world-jail to complete 'freedom': 
It could have been said I was entering a cave whose walls 1 felt sometimes near 
us. to our right and left. other times quite far. and whose vault was rising the 
more we advanced.63 
(S-ar fi spus ca patrundeam fntr-o pe~te~ ai drei pere~i 1i ghiceam dnd. . 
aproape de noi.1n dreapta ~i tn sdnga noast~. dnd destul de departe. ~I a e'Irel 
bolta se fmil~ cu c'at 7naintam.) 
62Eliade. Noaptea ... vol. I (1991). pAS. 
63Eliade. Nouasprezece .... p.65. 
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These ruins are clearly the image of the cosmic 'cave', unlimited and 
changing constantly. 
Another 'profane substitute' of the cavern is the garret from 'A 
General's Uniforms'. The garret in the story is closer than any other 
'substitute' to the idea of labyrinth. There initiation takes place mainly 
through the emblematic significations of some old costumes preserved 
in big coffers. the two youngsters searching the trunks discover in fact, 
the transcendency of the world (symbolized by the collection of 
butterflies) and its camouflage (symbolized by the uniforms of General). 
They are initiated into myths (by the discovery of the traditional, 
peasant costumes) and the mysteries of love (the wedding dress that 
once unfolded cannot be pressed back into its place) and death and 
resurrection (the green dress with black-laced collar made for the 
daughter of the She-General who died in a bombardment). 
In 'Twelve Thousand Head of Cattle' the eschatological place of 
initiation equivalent the cave is represented by an air-raid shelter. The 
character lancu Gore assisted, without realizing, to the last moments of 
a group of people who had dead in a blitz. By entering the shelter, he 
breaks in fact into another realm, with a different time and rules (e.g. no 
one seems to notice his presence). 
The transcendent value of the cosmic 'cave' with the two gates 
corresponding to the summer solstice and winter solstice is fully 
exploited by Eliade in The Forbidden Forest and 'Dayan'. Rene Guenon 
noticed that in the annual cycle the solstice of winter and summer are 
two points that correspond respectively to North and South in the 
spatial order: 
i06 
The solstices are truly what may be called the poies of the year, and these poles of the 
temporal world ... take place .... in virtue of a correspondence that is real and in no way 
arbitrary, of the poles of the spatial world.64 
This interpretation sheds a new light upon Eliade's novel The Forbidden 
Forest. The hero Stefan encounters Ileana in the very night when the 
summer solstice begins and this corresponds to the 'gate of men'. Thus 
the magic forest where the two meet acquires initiatory values that lead 
towards illumination in the end, when both lovers leave the profane 
level through the 'gate of gods' (again, in a forest and during the 
summer solstice). Although the forest is different (on other geographical 
co-ordinates) and their encounter happens twelve years later, the 
spatial and temporal axis formed by the solstices annuls the profane 
differences, preserving only the transcendent quality which is immutable. 
In the novella 'Dayan' the approach of the solstice foretells the chance 
of the character to enter another realm of complete freedom, devoid of 
space or time. 
It can be said that the symbol of the cave in its proper or figurative 
sense not only enriched Eliade's literary writings, but the historian of 
religions succeeded in adding new dimensions to the cave's symbolism 
by his creation of 'profane substitutes'. 
().fGuenon. Fundamental Symbols .... p.158. 
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THE SERPENT 
Motto: When we'll all be in Paradise, in the shadow of a lily, I will understand 
what this lizard tells me now ... 
(Mircea Eliade, La Umbra unui erin, p.126) 
Considered 'one of the most important symbols of the human 
imagination' I, the serpent received diverse interpretations, both for its 
features (its ability to change its skin, to hipnotize, to be, at the same 
time, poisonous and healing, and so on) and for the role it plays in 
religious ceremonies: fecundating god, representative of time or master 
of ill-fated temptation. The serpent is the central symbol in one of 
Eliade's novellas and, in order to value the 'mythical fabric' of this 
particular writing, it is necessary to highlight some of the snake's 
connotations. As in the case of other essential symbols, the richness of 
meanings of this symbol hints at completeness. The signification of the 
serpent could be divided into three main groups, each being able to be 
framed under certain emblems: I) Chronos; 2) Eros and 3) 
Ancestral perenniality (e.g. links with transcendency and the 
guardian of the final mystery: death). The first category, under the sign 
of Chronos, lumps together all the temporal connotations of the 
serpent. The reptile has links with the sun and moon (planets ruling 
the temporal law), represents the high tide and low tide and - under 
its ouroboros (symbol depicting a snake swallowing its tail) form -
becomes a cyclical symbol directly related to the zodiacal wheel 
and metempsychosis. 
I Durand, Structurile .... p.393. 
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In his book The Myth of the Reintegration, Eliade uses certain ancient 
Indic texts in order to prove the identity serpent=sun {e.g. he quotes a 
text, Pancavimsa Brahmana, in which it is directly specified that 'the 
serpents are suns'f The bond between the serpent and the moon is 
even clearer, as the serpent is a lunar animal. Gilbert Durand pointed 
out that there are many legends that make a lunar animal the first 
husband of all women and that sometimes it is precisely the serpent 
who mates with them3• Also similar to the moon which governs the 
secret of immortality (it dies to rise again), the serpent changes its skin 
and consequently undergoes a symbolic revival. As a representative of 
the moon, the serpent was believed to appear and disappear in the 
same rhythm as the planet and to have the same number of rings as the 
number of days in a lunar cycle.4 Also the idea of moon's appearance (its 
light) is represented in iconography under the form of a serpent 
swallowing a hare.s 
But the most important aspect that relates the ophidian symbolism to 
the idea of time is the serpent's capacity to abolish duration through 
regeneration. In many traditions the serpent embodies the concept of 
victory over death, not only by his capacities of entering the earth 
(=underworld), or by changing its skin {like the seed)6, but by governing 
the secret of immortality as well. This last feature explains its affiliation 
to the symbolism of vegetation. Besides, the cyclic shape of the 
ouroboros implies the 'eternal return' of time and thus implies the idea 
.::'Mircea Eliade, Mitul reintegn'frii (Bucharest. Ed. Vremea. 1942), p.349. 
'Durand, Structurile ... , p.126. 
~ibid .. p.394. 
)Mircea Eliade. Antologie de filosofie romaneasca. vol. V (Bucharest, Ed. Minerva, 1988). 
p.161. 
6Durand, Structurile ... , p.84. 
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of mythical time that is equivalent (from a profane perspective) with 
no-time. 
The second category of significations, under the sign of Eros, 
highlights the ambivalent status of the serpent as uniting the contraries 
malelfemale. Concerning the feminoid characters, Eliade demonstrated 
the strong bond between serpent - femininity - fecundity and considered 
the ouroboros the symbol of the egg or vulva.? Along with these 
feminine traits, the male phalloid signification of the serpent 
remains evident. According to Gilbert Durand the serpent replaces the 
phallus in the palaeo-Oriental and Mediterranean cultures, the 
researcher quoting in support of this theory the capacity of Priapus to 
be ophidiform or the mystic union with the serpent that was performed 
in the Eleusian Mysteries and the Mysteries of the Great Mother.8 Both 
the feminoid and the masculinoid features of the serpent are very 
strong, each in its own right, and this hints more at a yin-yang type of 
balance rather than an androgynous state where both traits should be 
sublimated. 
The third category, under the sign of ancestral perenniality invests 
the serpent with three main attributes: initiator, liberator, obstacle. 
From the biblical interpretations which attributed to the serpent the 
role of initiator in a cycle of mysteries and up until its association 
with the forces of thanatos, underworld or his medical I 
pharmaceutical virtues, the serpent was always linked to 
transcendency, with the great secrets of nature and universe. The 
initiatory role of the serpent stands for particular beliefs in its magic 
powers: 'Anybody who eats the serpent acquires the force of 
7Mircea Eliade. Traite d'Histoire des Religions (Paris. Payot, 1990). p.15!. 
8Durand. Structurile .... p.397. 
A ",.1'-' 
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clear-sightedness; the serpent is at the origin of many magic powers for 
Chinese people, for the Hebrews and Arabs.9 The serpent is also a 
participant in cosmogony. In the Egyptian Book of the Dead, the god 
Atum was supposed to retake his ophidian form when the world 
returns to Chaos, because Atum is 'the supreme and hidden God'lo, 
while in Indian mythology the great monster Vrtra has the shape of a 
serpent from whose splittings the Cosmos appears II. The snake is also 
linked to the cosmic, primordial waters. 
Apart from being an initiator (in death or immortality, in the crucial 
existential mysteries) the image of the snake is conjugated - in the 
conception of certain Gnostic sects - with the attribute of liberator. 
According to them, the biblical serpent revealed to the primeval pair 
their condition of God's slaves. But the serpent could also become an 
obstacle in man's way towards something superior. According to 
numerous myths a lunar animal cheats the first man, changing the 
immortality of the primordial man into fault and fall. '2 One example in 
the same line is the Gilgamesh Epic, where the snake steals the plant of 
immortality from the King. Victor Kernbach attributed to serpent the 
status of man's rival. In his opinion the second tree from the Garden of 
Eden, whose fruit, if eaten, triggers the Fall, is not the Tree of 
Knowledge, but of Death. 13 In our opinion though, knowledge is nothing 
else in this context but death-awareness. 14 Apart from the 
l)ibid .• p.398. 
IOMircea Eliade. Istoria credintelor ~i ideilor religioase. vol. II (Bucharest. Ed. ~tiinJific~ ~i 
enciclopedic~, 1981). p.91. 
I I Eliade. Mitul reintegrnrii. .. , p.46. 
12Victor Kernbach, Biserica 111 involutie (Bucharest. Ed, Politica. 1984). p.140. 
I-'ibid .• p.140. 
I-+In the Bible God acknowledges the mortality of Adam (1.3.22): 'And God went on to 
say: "Here the man has become like one of us in knowing good and bad. and now in 
order that he may not put his hand out and actually take [fruit] also from the tree of life 
and eat and live to time indefinite:::. 
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connotations we mentioned before, the snake could take the identity of 
the mystic ancestor and also represent meteorological light and natural 
force in general. 
In his literary writings Mircea Eliade used the three main emblematic 
characteristic of the symbol: I) Chronos, 2) Eros and 3) ancestral 
perenniality. The novel The Light Dying Away is exemplary for the 
temporal qualities of the serpent's symbolism. The main hero, Cesare, 
had his eyes operated on and the first image he sees when his bandages 
are taken off after darkness is 'a strange tapestry of thick serpents, 
woven one into another and moving their rings'IS. Moreover the 
chapter is entitled 'Chapter with Serpents', highlighting the 'fall' of 
Cesare and his new spiritual birth. The erotic attributes of the snake are 
used by Eliade when describing the hair of some of his heroines (e.g. 
Maitreyi, Niculina from Nineteen Roses), in order to suggest their 
femininity. Also, the engagement ring that Maitreyi offers to her lover, 
Allan, conveys an erotic message: 
I've chosen the stone for your ring, Maitreyi told me, while untying from her 
sari's corner a green-black gem, in the shape of a viper splashed with a brightly 
red hue on its head. 
She started to explain the ring to me. It will be crafted according to the Indian 
wedding ceremonial - from iron and gold - like two intertwined serpents. one 
dark and one yellow, the first one representing virility, the other one 
femininity.'6 
(Ti-am ales piatra pentru inel.lmi spune Maitreyi, dezlegand din col~ul sari-ei 0 
nestemata verde-neagrn 7n forma unui cap de ~op~rla strab~tuta 7n cre~tet de 0 
geana s~ngerie. 
Incepu sa-mi explice inelul. Va fi lucrat dupa ceremonialul casatoriei indiene -
din fier }i aur - ca doi }erpi 7ncolaci~i, unul7ntunecat ~i altul galben, cel dindi 
reprezen~nd virilitatea, celalalt feminitatea.) 
15Eliade. Lumina ... , (1931). p.39. 
IOEliade, Maitreyi ... , p.1 05. 
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Cobra's hypnotic powers are detailed in a travel book, India, in which 
Eliade recalls an episode in the jungle. '7 The relationship man-snake, 
under the sign of a paradisiacal nostalgia, is evidenced in the novel The 
Forbidden Forest and the last Eliadean short ,story, titled 'In the Shadow 
of a Lily'. The hope in a return to the beginnings is directly associated 
with a virtual rehabilitation of the primordial harmony, when man was 
still able to communicate with serpents. The author's message is 
explicit: by trying to understand his bond with animals, man 'will start to 
wake up and marvel at the splendours of his own existence' ('va incepe 
sa se trezeasca ~i se va minuna de splendorile propriei lui existen~e')18. 
In The Forbidden Forest the hero ~tefan is obsessed by the 
paradisical condition that enabled man to understand other creatures: 'I 
once read a book, ... a book with a young I!kln who was calling the 
serpents and was talking to them. I am sure that these things are 
possible.' ('Am citit oda~ 0 carte, ... 0 carte cu un tan~r care chema 
~erpii ~i st:1tea de vorb~ cu ei. Sunt sigur ca lucrurile acestea sunt cu 
putin~.')19. 
For Eliade the serpents are not only representatives of a paradisiacal 
syndrome, they are also messengers from beyond, knowledgeable 
about eschatological secrets. The most complex symbolism of the 
reptile is to be encountered in Eliade's early novella 'The Snake'. The 
significances of the serpent could be framed in the big series moon -
17'A gigantic cobra fixed its looks of a blue steel upon the eyes of a dove .... The bird 
cried that night-call that stirred us. but couldn't fly. The cobra was streaming down its 
fascination through the same gaze of telluric spirit. waiting. But my companion ... shot 
the cobra. 
We both approached the wild dove. It was dead as well. of fright. . .'. 
Mircea Eliade. India (Bucharest. Ed. Cugetarea. 1934). p.I?6. 
18Eliade. 'La Umbra unui Crin·. Nuvele .... p.13? 
I <)Eliade. Noaptea .... vol. I. p.8. 
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dance - magic- myth - sorcery, and, in this writing, the author merged all 
its three essential attributes: I) representative of eros and phallic 
symbol; 2) messenger of thanatos; 3) temporal symbol. The 
central episode of the story describes the apparition of a snake and the 
magic ritual undergone by Andronic to make him leave without harming 
anybody present. The serpent's movements trigger a flow of powerful 
sensuality that catches one of the female characters in a net of 
oneirico-erotic visions: 
It was as if the closeness of the serpent was draining her breath, dispersing her 
blood from the veins, melting all her flesh in a terror blended with an unknown 
thrill, of cursed love. It was a strange mixture of death and erotic respiration in 
that hideous undulation, in the cold light of the reptile.20 
(Apropierea ~arpelui ti scurgea parcc1 r~suflarea risipindu-i sangele din vene, 
topindu-i carnea 1ntreaga intr-o groaza tmpletint cu fiori necunoscuti, de 
dragoste bolnav~. Era un amestec straniu de moarte ~i respirafie erotic~ 'in 
le~narea aceea hidoasct, 'in lumina rece a reptilei.) 
The other female characters as well have intense visions alternating 
between fright, fascination and voluptuousness. Liza is fascinated by the 
masculine play of the serpent, 'as if that arrow of unnatural flesh would 
have penetrated her too deep' ('parca ar fi patruns-o pe ea prea adanc 
sageata aceea de carne nefireasca.')21. Even the not so young Mrs 
Zamfirescu feels an erotic upsurge, conjoining horror and irresistible 
attraction, in a typical fantasy: 'Does she really want the serpent to 
approach her, feel it climbing up on her breasts. descending boldly. with 
its new and terrible sliding ?!' ('Sa se apropie ~arpele, sa-I simta 
urcandu-i-se pe sani. coborand indraznet. cu lunecarea lui noua Si 
ingrozitoare ?!')22. It is evident that in this novella the serpent is 
':I)Eliade, '~arpele', Domni~oara ... , vol. I, pp. I 96-97. 
21 ibid., p.197. 
22ibid., p. 199. 
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primarily employed as an erotic symbol, the love spell that heads the 
writing being an additional reason to consider this interpretation first. 
But the snake also represents the forces of thanatos, and in the story 
the heroine, Dorina, traverses - in a dream - a river with mortuary 
connotations in order to reach Andronic - the King of serpents. In the 
plot of the novella an ambiguous atmosphere, of suspension between 
eros and thanatos, between the material and transcendental planes, is all 
pervading. And finally, the temporal symbolism of the reptile is 
highlighted by the magical game in the woods, during which all the 
protagonists have supernatural visions. Vladimir, one of the characters, 
has a mythico-temporal vision that fits perfectly the lunar and temporal 
character of the ophidian: 
A phosphorescent dial. which became bigger and bigger. until it blinded him 
with its green lights. lunar; and. in the middle. the serpent. ... Imperceptibly the 
arrow of the clock had started to grow, enlivened. until Vladimir saw. 
frightened. the serpent's rings appearing, he saw how they glittered and thrilled 
under that phosphorescent Iighe3 
(Un cadran de ceas fosforescent. care se f~cea tot mai mare ~i tot mai mare. 
pan~ ce-I orbi cu luminile lui verzi. lunare; ~i. In mijloc. ~arpele. '" Pe nesim~ite. 
limba ceasului tncepuse s~ creasca. fnviorata. p~n~ ce Vladimir uri insp~im~ntat 
cum mijesc inelele ~arpelui, cum sclipesc ~i se fnfioara ele sub lumina aceea 
fosforescenta. ) 
As it can be noticed, the image of the serpent - with its symbolism 
endowed with multiple valences - constantly appeared in Eliade's fiction. 
From the statuary representations of serpents all over the world, the 
allegorical images of the Egyptians (where the sky is considered a pair of 
open wings) or the image of the Great Serpent, Sarparaja from India, up 
until the connotations of the fourth guardian angel from the Korean 
~3ibid .• p.200. 
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frescoes24 the ophidian symbol traversed the epochs and meridians as 
part of the archetypal heritage of the world. It is a consequence of this 
interpretative richness that made a researcher in the study of religions 
like Eliade to render this symbol valuable in his fiction. 
24Bang. Hwan Djou. La culture nationale de la Coree (Pyongyang. Korea. 1988). p.27. 
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THE BULL 
Both the bull and the serpent are part of the same archetypal series 
and consequently their symbolism shares the main connotations: I) 
Chronos, 2) Eros and 3) Ancestral perenniality. Similar to the 
serpent, the image of the bull could be found spread all over the world, 
playing a central role in many traditions. In Egypt, for example, the 
taurus was sacred, and the Egyptians believed that people were born of 
animals of other species', while also supporting the idea that gods were 
embodied in certain animals, like the buWs. In the Iranian tradition the 
god Verethragna used to appear in front of Zarathustra under different 
aspects, 'sometimes under the form of a horse, other times under the 
one of a taurus .. .'26 In other parts of the world, like Numibia, the 
development of the bovines' tradition is remarkable, and bull heads 
were discovered on some tombs27, suggesting some kind of funerary 
ritual. Also the Kafirs (a population living in Afganistan and on the other 
side of its border with Pakistan) used to venerate the bull as a singular 
deity.28 Archaeology has produced a lot of data related to the image of 
the bull. We need only call the discoveries of Mojenjo-Daro and 
Harappa (e.g. seals with engravings representing human masks with 
horns, and a bull's body, hoofs and tail)29 and those at Knossos (e.g. The 
Great Sacred Horns made out of porous stone, a rhyton - libation vessel -
called Bull Head, and a fresco entitled T auromakhia depicting the 
25Constantin Daniel, Cultura spirituala a Egiptului Antic (Bucharest, Ed. Cartea 
Romaneasca, 1985), p.456. 
'6 S . I 
- Durand. tructunle ... , p. 00. 
21 Constantin Daniel, Pe urmele vechilor civilizatii (Bucharest, E~. Sport-T urism, 1987), 
p.15. 
28 ibid., p.125. 
2'Jibid., P 124. 
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favourite game of the Minoans: acrobatic exercises with a religious 
signification)30. Given the vast area in which the bull was part of the 
religious and ritual life of diverse populations, it is no surprise that its 
symbolism is very complex. As with the symbolism of the serpent, we 
have grouped its meanings under the three main headings that seem to 
us essential: I) Chronos, 2) Eros, 3) Ancestral perenniality. 
The bull's capacity of being in turn or concomitantly lunar or / and 
solar, its cyclical symbol as a representative of the zodiacal wheel 
and the strong interrelationship between taurus and pharmacopoeia 
are all characteristics that situate the symbolism of the bovine under the 
sign of Chronos. One example of the lunar or solar symbolism of the 
animal is the Mysteries of Mithra, where the sacrifice of the bull takes 
place in a cosmic cave, in the presence of the Sun and Moon. Inscribed 
on the coincidentia oppositorum line of significations, the taurus, as Gilbert 
Durand noticed, takes part in the great scheme of lunar androgyny: 'If 
primarily the bull is chthonian ... , it is, without distinction, solar or 
lunar'3'. The French anthropologist also highlighted the unity of the 
contraries present in the symbolism of the lunar, female deities with a 
bull's head, who bear the sun between their horns (symbols of the 
moon's horn)32. The symbolism of the taurus bears a cyclical 
connotation as the animal is the absolute master of time and of the 
zodiacal wheel. The Mysteries of Mithra for example evidentiate this 
through the cosmic structure of the bull's sacrifice, 'indicated by the 
twelve signs of the zodiac or by the seven planets, by the winds' and the 
four seasons' symbols'.33 In the Irano-syncretist ritual the link taurus -
30J. M. Christoforakis. Knossos (Crete. Greece. 1978). pp.64-65. 
31 Durand. Structurile .... p.98. 
32 ibid .. p.98. 
33Eliade. Istoria .... vol. II. p.315. 
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plats I pharmacopoeia is also exemplified when the neophyte kills the 
animal to obey the Sun's order. In the description of the ritual is 
specified that from the bull's body appear 'the good herbs and plants'; 
from its spinal marrow, the wheat; and from its blood, the vine.34 
The symbolism of the taurus also lies under the rule of Eros. As 
Durand remarked, 'in the animal's anatomy the horn, which does not 
enter into putrefaction and whose long shape is directly suggestive, will 
symbolise extremely well virile power.'35 An example of the relationship 
taurus - Eros is the cult of Siva, in which the god - venerated as a 
phallus - is sometimes represented by the bull Nandi36. Other examples 
in which the bull replaces - on a symbolic plane - the virility of the 
neophyte are the cult of Cybele and The Mysteries of Attis: 
... the neophyte was sanctified with a bull's blood ... , taurobolium. Probably the 
sacrifice was replacing the self-mutilation of the mystes, because this one was 
offering the genital organs of the victim to the goddess. He was admitted into 
the 'nuptial chamber· ... or 'under the baldaquin' as a mystical husband of 
Cybele .... 37 
As a symbol of ancestral perenniality the taurus became, at the same 
time and paradoxically, an initiatory obstacle and a means towards 
transcendency. Similar to the serpent that had to be eliminated for 
immortality to be obtained, the bull was doomed to a ritual sacrifice. 
Also, among the Arabs for example, the sacred drink from the taurus's 
marrow and grease could make people deathless38, in the same way that 
soma obtained from the serpent conferred immortality on its 
'-+ibid .. p.314. 
35Durand, Structurile .... p.174. 
-,oMihai Martis, De la Bharata la Gandhi (Bucharest, Ed. ~tiinrifidl ~i enciclopedic':l. 1987). 
p.67. 
37Eliade, Istoria ... , vol. II, p.279. 
3!libid .. p.314. 
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consumers. But the ancestral perennity of the animal is best evidenced 
by the connections between taurus and cosmogony encountered in 
many traditions, although the bovine can signify the destructive force 
at a cosmic level as well. In the palaeo-Oriental cultures for instance, 
the bull embodies meteorological and ill-fated force, while the 
isomorphism between this mammal and waters or thunder is 
widespread.39 (Durand showed that the Sanskrit term 'ge' means 
'taurus', 'earth' and 'noise'.)40 
The richness of the taurine symbolism stands for its presence in one 
of the most complex Eliadean novellas: The Old Man and the 
Bureaucrats'. This writing is made up of various narrative nuclei, each of 
them containing a mythical episode. The tensional centre of the novella 
is the episode of a sexual union between Oana - heroine with mythical 
dimensions - and a taurus (=the primordial bull). The beast 
accomplishes an initiatory function and its relationship with Oana enters 
a magico-ritualistic sphere. In this novella, the old teacher Farama tells 
the story of the giant girl, Oana, who was 'beautiful like the statue of a 
goddess'41, like Venus. The woman is presented wrapped in a mythical 
aura. She has a magic condition: she bathes naked in rivers when it is full 
moon; instantly tames the shepherds' dogs; prays at the moon and is 
able to exorcize the spirit of the Mandrake plant. As in the myth of the 
Minotaur, a curse appears in the story: Selim (the friend of Oana's 
father) cursed all the descendants of her father to mate with animals 
and Oana must live this curse. As a consequence, she is fated to unite 
with a lunar, Venusian wild bull: 
39See example in Durand. Structurile .... p.99. 
411'b'd 98 I I .• p .. 
41 Eliade. 'Pe Strada M~ntuleasa'. In Curte .". p.247. 
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Oana threw off her ragged dress and she was walking naked. day and night. And 
in the nights when the moon was visible, the taurus was bellowing so that it 
could be heard across seven valleys, and people awoke frightened. and that's 
how all of them saw her running naked over the hills, with her hair waving over 
her shoulders and the bull following her.42 
(Oana a Mrlit treanpt de rochie de pe ea ~i umbla goal:i, zi ~i noapte. lar in 
noptile cu lun:t, mugea taurul de se auzea 'In ~apte v;ti, ~i se trezeau oamenii 
tnfrico~a~i, ~i a~a s-a fc'lcut de au vazut-o to~i aler~nd goal:t peste dealuri. cu 
parul falfaindu-i pe umeri, si cu taurul in urma ei.) 
The association of the girl with the bull is not only a re-editing of a 
primordial sin, but a necessary initiatory trial in order to assimilate the 
spirit of the nature and the sacred, through a direct and extra human 
contact. Oana (like Cybele) surpasses this obstacle by a sexual union 
which, in the last instance, could be equated with a ritual transfer of 
magical virtues (the primordial taurine powers) through semen virile. 
The episode can also correspond to a cosmic re-creation of the world. 
Because of the ritualistic union with a taurus, Oana enters another 
condition, achieves a new understanding of the world and immerses 
perfectly in nature, thus realising the divine state in which the human 
limitations are dissolved. Consequently the erotic symbolism of the bull 
is converted into one of transcendency, as Oana's alliance with the 
taurus means also a victory over time and over the weak human part 
left in her. In the story's finale, the bull is killed and it can be said that 
only after accomplishing Selim's curse, Oana becomes a real Goddess, 
like Cybele the Phrygian (in the cult of Cybele and the Mysteries of Attis) 
who used to receive the sexual organs of a taurus as an oblation. 
-i':ibid., p.252. The underlining is mine. 
Motto: 
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MYTHS AND MOTIFS 
ROMANIAN FOLKLORE-
THE ROMANIA-COMPLEX 
I incessantly think of home .... Everything remained there: my 
youth, my past, family, friends, and all I have done and I have not 
done, my papers from adolescence, the manuscripts, my 
correspondence with so many friends who are no longer living, the 
books. the files with all my articles from secondary school and 
University, absolutely everything. Here, in the 'Occident' I am but a 
fragment. 
(Mircea Eliade, lurnal vol. I. p.243) 
To talk about the Romania-Complex in Eliade's oeuvre three 
intertwined aspects should be taken into consideration: I) the early 
activity as journalist and the influence of his ideas over his 
contemporaries, 2) the penetration of Romanian folkloric elements 
(myths, symbols, beliefs, customs, spells) in his novels, short-stories and 
articles; and 3) the image of his native country as an element of 
Equilibrium/Self/Centre/lthaca. These three dimensions present 
such complex meanings that each of them could represent a topic for a 
separate thesis. Consequently, we limit ourselves to a presentation of 
the first two axes in their essentialness and without exhausting the 
possibilities of interpretation. 
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I. THE CONCEPT OF 'COSMIC CHRISTIANITY' 
As it is already known, the young Mircea Eliade was one of the best 
journalists of his country and the spiritual leader' of his generation. His 
series of militant articles had an obvious impact on Romanian sOciety 
between the two World Wars. Romania was undergoing a period of 
change: the permanent instability existing in public life gave rise to 
political manoeuvres from inside and outside the country. In the climate 
of a general discontent and fight for power, characteristic to all parts of 
Europe of that period, a new nationalistic group emerged in 1927, under 
the name of The Legion of the Archangel Michael (Rom. Legiunea 
Arhanghe/ului Mihail). This will form the nucleus of the movement known 
later under the name of The Iron Guard. A highly controversial 
organisation2, The Iron Guard had a tremendous influence upon the 
Romanian intellectuals, precisely because it included in its ideology the 
latest currents of thought. As Eliade notes in his autobiography: 'the 
legionary movement had the structure and vocation of a mystical sect, 
and not of a political movement' ('mi~carea legionar~ avea structura ~i 
vocatie de secta mistica, iar nu de mi~care politica')3. The most 
important personality at the time, whose ideas came to be heavily 
utilised by The Iron Guard, was the University lecturer Nae lonescu, the 
creator of a philosophical current called trairism (from the verb 'a 
trai'='to live'), characterized albeit controversially by Francisco Veiga as 
'It was said that in fact there were two leaders (both Nae lonescu's students): Mircea 
Eliade and Mircea Vulcanescu. The later died in a Communist jail. 
2See the study of Francisco Veiga, Istoria Garzii de Fier, 1919-1941, Mistica 
Ultranationalismului (Bucharest. Ed. Humanitas, 1991). p.170. 
3Eliade, Memorii.. .. vol. II. p.30. 
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'a sort of mystical existentialism'4. Around him, a group of intellectuals 
formed a circle under the name ofAxa. Among them there were Emil 
Cioran - the philosopher - and Mircea Eliade (for whom Nae lonescu 
played the role of a spiritual gUideS). In response to ethnic and political 
tensions, this group put forward the idea of national affirmation, 
expressed through religious feelings, that is Orthodoxy. They also 
redefined the concept of 'virility' (an influence of Papini's term 
'maschilita ') as being asceticism and experience, intellect and eroticism 
at the same time (Eliade). Another feature of their ideology was the 
advancement of the notion of a New Man, that is the young 'hooligan'6 
(Eliade); or they experienced life as a continuous negation (Cioran). 
Amongst the multitude of personal directions and credos, the 
central-coagulative element of their writings was the nationalistic 
feeling. Emanating from Nichifor Crainic's idea that the spirit of 
Orthodoxy was part of the cosmic singularity of the Romanian people, 
Mircea Eliade, influenced by Nae lonescu's lectures, used extensively, in 
his articles, the notion of Cosmic Orthodoxy. He defined it as a religion 
which 'on the one hand projects the Christological mystery upon the 
whole of Nature, and on the other hand disregards the historical 
elements of Christianity, insisting, on the contrary, upon the liturgical 
dimension of man's existence in the world.' ('pe de 0 parte, ea 
proiecteaza misterul cristologic asupra naturii 'intregi, iar pe de alta, 
neglijeaza elementele istorice ale cre~tinismului, insist~nd, dimpotriva, 
asupra dimensiunii liturgice a existen~ei omului in lume'r. He considered 
Cosmic Orthodoxy (along with the others) an original religious creation of 
4Veiga. Istoria .... p.170. 
sEliade. Memorii....vol. II. p.12. 
6Far from having pejorative connotations. the term was used to express the notion of 
freedom. liberation from all constraints. 
7E1iade. De la Zalmoxis .... p.246. 
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South Eastern Europe. The note of nationalistic Messianism is evident, as 
this phenomenon differentiated the Romanians from their neighbours 
(Poland, Hungary - Catholics, Russia - Slav Orthodox, Turkey -
Muslims), giving them a sense of identity under a common denominator: 
a unitary religion (the political context of Romania dictated the 
reinforcement of territorial unity). The identity and unity of the 
Romanian people under a common original religion was the first 
derivative of the concept of Cosmic Orthodoxy. A second one was the 
negation of the Old Testament by bringing forward the awareness 
of a superior autochtonous South-Eastern religious creation. This way, 
the Romanians had a religion 'of their own', enriched with nuances of 
integration into the cosmic circuit: 
The mystical solidarity with the cosmic rhythms. violently attacked by the 
Prophets of the Old Testament and hardly tolerated by the Church. was the 
centre of the religious life of the rural populations. especially of those from 
South-Eastern Europe. For all this part of Christianity. 'Nature' is not the 
world of sin. but God's creation.8 
(Solidaritatea mistic:l cu ritmurile cosmice, violent atacat:i de profetii Vechiului 
Testament ~i de abia tolerat.:{ de biserica. se aflcYin centrul vieJii religioase a 
populatiilor rurale. mai ales ale celor din Europa de sud-est. Pentru toata 
aceasU' parte a cre~tin1taJii. 'Natura' nu este lumea pacatului. ci opera lui 
Dumnezeu.) 
The originality of this form of Christianity was evident and negated any 
approach to a new form of Paganism or Pagan-Christian syncretism. 
According to Eliade, the Cosmic-Christianity represents 'an original 
religious creation in which eschatology and soteriology are affected by 
cosmic dimensions ... ('0 creatie religioasa originala Tn care eschatologia 
8Mircea Eliade, Aspecte ale mitului (Bucharest. Ed. Univers, 1974), p.161. 
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~i soteriologia sunt afectate de dimensiuni cosmice ... Y. In our opinion, 
the pivotal elements of this religion could be reduced to three: I) 
cosmic rhythms assimilated to a cosmic liturgy; 2) Nature 
sanctified by the presence of Jesus and 3) rejection of Old 
Testament's ideas. 'The Romanians', wrote Eliade in one of his early 
at 
articles, 'prolonged until nowadays the magnificentaftemrt TChristianisation 
of the Cosmos, started by the Fathers of the Church, but interrupted in 
the Occident during Middle Ages.' (,Romanii au prelungit p~n~ In zilele 
noastre acea magnifica: 'incercare de 1ncre~tinare a Cosmosului, Tncepu~ 
de Sfin~ii Pa:rin~i, dar 1ntrerup~, din diferite motive, 1n Cursul Evului 
Mediu,1n Occident.')lo. A third consequence derived from the concept 
of Cosmic Christianity was its catalyst role in the crystallisation of the 
Eliadean theory known as the terror of History. The fact that Cosmic 
Christianity ignored any historical elementll made from this religion a 
means for ordinary man to 'fight' History. This was a conservative view, 
and Eliade highlighted preCisely its archaism, as this type of Christianity 
(the most ancient form) was wiped out by History in other parts of the 
world: 'As a consequence, the conservatism and the archaism of 
Romanian folklore saved a patrimony which belonged to Christianity in 
general, but which was annihilated by the historical process.' ('Prin 
urmare, conservatismul ~i arhaismul folclorului romanesc au salvat un 
patrimoniu care apa~inea cre~tinismului In genere, dar pe care 
procesele istorice I-au anihilat.')12. The concept of 'fighting History' - in 
the mystical way of Christian meditation -, moulded on Nature's 
rhythms, responded to a specifically Romanian necessity of finding an 
9ibid .• p.161. 
IOMircea Eliade. 'Destinul Cufturii Rorriane~ti' in Profetism Rominesc. vol. I (Bucharest. 
Ed. Roza Vanturilor. 1990). p.147. 
II Eliade. lurnal.... vol. I. p.534. 
12Eliade. 'Destinul Culturii Romane~ti' in Profetism ...• vol. I, p.147. 
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answer to the historical vicissitudes which hit the country for centuries. 
This way, the Cosmic Christianity became 'a passive revolt against the 
tragedy and injustice of History, that is, against the fact that evil does 
not manifest itself exclusively as an individual decision, but especially as a 
transpersonal structure of the historical world.' ('0 revolta pasiv~ 
'impotriva tragediei ~i a nedrep~~ii istoriei, in fond, 1'mpotriva faptului c~ 
raul nu se manifesta exclusiv ca 0 hot~r~re individuala, ci mai ales ca 0 
structura: transpersonal:t a lumii istorice.')'3. We can also talk of a 
certain elitism, present in this messianic theory, which envisages the 
Romanian people as the Chosen People. Eliade used it as an argument for 
underlining Romania's importance and ascribes to this country a central 
role in the spiritual dialogue between Europe and other continents l4, 
while later he noticed the enriching qualities of this form of religion for 
Christianity itself 15. 
Eliade's adolescence in Romania - described in his autobiographical 
pages - preserves the aura of an 'exemplary' Time, a time of freedom of 
expression, thought and inner development. expressed in the unlimited 
possibilities of choice: 
In the Romania of my adolescence and youth I could develop myself in a natural 
way. 'Religion' revealed itself to me, more like a form of culture. Eastern 
Christianity. 'Orthodoxy' was part of the Romanian people's history. I was free 
to examine the spiritual expressions and historical creations without any 
complex. I could judge them, I could criticise them and I could reject them 
without any risk. 16 
13E1iade, Aspecte ... , p.162. 
14' ... this sympathetic attitude towards the archaic ways of sensitivity and thinking makes 
it able, more than the Occidental cultures, to understand the spiritual situations of the 
non-European world and sustain the dialogue with this world.' Eliade, 'Destinul Culturii 
Romane~ti'. Profetism ... , vol. I. p.146. 
15' ... Christianity in general and "Christian Philosophy" in particular, are susceptible of 
renovations if they develop "the Cosmic Christianity". with which the Romanian people 
came into maturity.' Eliade, lurnal..., vol. I, p.535. 
16Eliade, lurnal.. .. vol. II. p.163. 
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(In Romania adolescen~ei ~i tinere~ii mele am putut cre~te 7n chip firesc. 
'Religia' mi se dezvcl'luia mai degrab~ ca 0 form:l a culturii. Cre,stinismul 
rtsaritean, 'ortodoxia', facea parte din istoria neamului rom~nesc. Eram liber 
sa examinez aceste expresii spirituale ~i crea~ii istorice fa~ complexe. Le 
putem(sic) judeca, Ie putem (sic) critica, ~i Ie putem(sic) respinge, tart nici un 
risc.) 
Derived from nationalist and anti-communist feelings, Eliade's theory 
was part of a cultural current promoted by the Romanian intellectuals, a 
current whose central aspect was the accent put upon religion. This 
expressed a general attitude of the Romanian 'intelligentsia' at the time. 
As regards The Iron Guard movement, this co-ordinated its own 
ideology of nationalist mysticism I 7 with the latest intellectual fashion and 
consequently adopted some of the ideas we discussed earlier. The first 
basis of The Iron Guard's ideology was laid by lorga's nationalistic 
ideas (this historian's policy was later rejected) and was based upon 
Nichifor Crainic's concept of Romanian Orthodoxy. Later it was 
orientated towards Nae lonescu's philosophical system. All these 
Romanian movements formed part of a larger wave of neo-mysticism 
and religious spirituality of Europe in the I 920s, a wave which was 
represented by French neo-Thomism, Italian neo-mystics, Tagore and 
Chesterton. 18 
Eliade's concept of Cosmic Christianity probably had a trigger in his 
nationalistic convictions: 'I think that in any kind of nationalism, this love 
for the nation's eternity lives more or less evidently. And it seems to 
me that there is only one means to serve your people and country: to 
fight. in any way, for their eternity. A fight which everybody understands 
according to his/her inner nature and love.' ('Cred ca in orice fel de 
171n the conception of Corneliu Zelea Codreanu (the leader of The Iron Guard), writes 
Eliade, 'the Legionary movement did not constitute a political phenomenon, but it had 
an ethnic and religious essence.' ('mi~carea legionara nu constituia un fenomen politic, ci 
era de esen~ etic~ ~i religioas~'), Memorii.... vol. II. p.26. 
18For more information on these currents, see Veiga, Istoria ... , p.168. 
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na~ionalism traie~te, mai mult sau mai pu~in manifest, aceasta iubire 
pentru eternitatea neamului. Si mi se pare ca nu exista decat un singur 
fel de a-}i sluji neamul ~i ~ara: de a lupta, pe orice cale, pentru 
eternitatea lor. Lupta pe care fiecare 0 in~elege dupa firea ~i iubirea 
IUi.')19. Preconditioned or not, Eliade's concept of Cosmic Christianity 
(with the implicit idea of the refusal of time), played an essential role in 
the development of his universally applicable concept of 'the terror of 
History'. History meaning for him the political events that sabotage not 
only the important cultural creations of Man, but his identity itself, his 
equilibrium and imaginary universe. 
19E1iade. 'Romania In eterni+c~ Profetism ...• voLlI, p.127. 
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2. FOLKLORIC ELEMENTS 
'In this part of Europe - considered lost after the establishment of 
Ottoman domination - were preserved treasures of spirituality which 
were once at the centre of European culture: Dionysian Thrace and 
Orphic Greece, Imperial and Christian Rome merged in this part of 
Europe and created the most valuable achievements' ('In aceasta parte a 
Europei, considerat~ aproape pierdut~ dup~ instalarea domina}iei 
otomane, s-au pastrat comori de spiritualitate care au facut c~ndva 
parte din fnsu~i centrul culturii europene: c~ci Thracia dionisiaca ~i 
Grecia orphic:'i, Roma imperiala ~i cre~tina, th aceasta parte a Europei, 
s-au 'indlnit ~i ~i-au pl~smuit cele mai de seam~ valori')20, writes the 
young Eliade in his article 'The Destiny of Romanian Culture'. He 
considered folklore the essence of the Romanian spirit. This is the 
reason for which Romanian myths and motifs appear all along this entire 
oeuvre, scholarly or fictional. 
A central Romanian myth called ZburatoruP
' 
(The Flying Man' from 
Rom. 'a zbura'='to fly') is frequently integrated in many of his early 
literary writings: Isabel and the Devil's Waters, The Snake', 'Miss 
Christina', The Return from Paradise, The Hooligans. According to the 
literary critic George Calinescu, Zburatorul 'is an erotic myth, a 
personification of the puberty instinct', of love which is considered 
outside any participation at the conscious level of reasoning22. Most of 
the time the Zburator is imagined as a handsome man who erotically 
'tortures' young girls in dreams. On awaking, they cannot find the 
explanation of their feelings which are in fact the first arousal of love 
2oEliade. Op.cit.. in Profetism .... vol. I, p.ISO. 
211n other variants the word is spelled Sburi1toru/ .. 
22George Calinescu. Istoria Literaturii Romane - Compendiu (Bucharest. Ed. Minerva. 
1983). p.38. 
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itself, whose primary object is the ambiguous Zburcitor. In 'Miss 
Christina', Egor - the painter - 'plays' the role of the Zburmor in relation 
to the vampire Christina. She is attracted by the magical forces of 
voluptuousness which melt the barriers of Death. (,The souls of the 
dead thirst for any sort of biological abundance, or organic excess, for 
any such overflowing of life compensates for the poverty of their own 
nature and projects them into a swirling flow of potentialities and of the 
seeds of Iife.')23 Unbearable feelings overwhelm Christina, who, driven 
by passion, risks her privileged 'existence' for some moments of 'real', 
physical caresses: ' "Who taught you to caress, you Zbur~tor?!" the 
thought of Christina asked him. "Why do your hands burn me, why 
does your kiss kill me?" , (' "Cine te-a Inva~at s~ dezmierzi, zburatoru/e?!" 
11 fntreb~ gandul Christinei. "De ce m~ ard mainile tale, de ce ma ucide 
sarutarea ta?!" ))24. Christina lives at the boundary between life and 
death, and therefore is vulnerable to the laws of eroticism. (Excesses 
help, force life 'to move from one level to another, from one zone of 
reality to the rest. What was emptied of substance is replenished .... )25 
In a way she re-experiences the first symptoms of love in her new 
outwordly condition (as we saw earlier, the image of the Zburator is 
linked to the first arousal of love). She attempts to erase her profane 
past (marked by lust) and her passion for Egor takes the form of an 
aspiration to redemption. The Zburcitor-effects are felt in equal measure 
by the two mirrored feminine figures who move in parallel worlds: 
Simina (real life) and Christina (imaginary/oneiric life). The little girl 
Simina, a reincarnation of her aunt Christina, suffers in concreto the 
symptoms and expresses them in sadistic impulses towards the Zburator 
23EJiade, Patterns ... , p.350. 
24E1iade, Domnisoara ... , vol. I, p.123. 
25Eliade, Patterns ... , pp.356-57. 
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incarnated by Egor. While in the imaginary world Egor is the one who 
'torments' Christina (as in the myth), in a compensatory inversion 
Simina humiliates him in real life ( she asks him to kiss her shoe, she 
bites and scratches his face). In the novella 'The Snake' the Zburator is 
represented by Andronic, the main character with an ambiguous 
profane identity. His erotic nature is made evident by his links with the 
serpents (he is their 'king'), reptiles with phallic connotations. His 
powerful masculinity captivates the imagination of the heroine Dorina, in 
sequences of erotic phantasies. Andronic, a personification of the 
ZburCftor has this one's characteristic of belonging and not-belonging at 
the same time to the loved woman. As in the myth, his identity hovers 
between human and superhuman. 
In several novels and short stories, Eliade creates a 
charismaticlZburcUor-type personality for his characters: many of 
them are artists and live at a threshold between the normal and a 
superior condition. Egor ('Miss Christina') is a painter, Petre (The 
Hooligans) practices music, Pavel (The Return from Paradise) is a 
philosopher and the character called 'the Doctor' (Isabel and the 
Devil's Waters) is an intellectual genius. They not only trigger sexual 
feelings in young girls, but also destroy them in a direct or indirect 
manner. Pavel, from The Return from Paradise, hurts Ghighi - the 
innocent student - by his indecision (he is unable to choose between her 
and the refined Una). The result is a traumatic provoked abortion. Petre 
from The Hooligans, after making Ani~oara lose her virginity, drives her 
to steal money and jewellery from her aristocratic parents, thus 
shattering the girl's pride. The hero of Isabel and the Devil's Waters, 
'the Doctor', builds up contradictory feelings in the virgin Isabel, who 
consequently has intercourse with a soldier while thinking she is making 
love to 'the Doctor'. Pregnant, she is punished by the latter's gesture of 
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marrying her, a gesture which humiliates her to the point of death. The 
same happens in the short story 'Maddalena'. The student painter 
encourages the development of sexual feelings in Maddalena, as a 
gratuitous game, without wanting a real sexual relationship - behaviour 
typical of the Zburator. As a result she offers her body to the first 
comer. 
Eliade introduces a new element in the mythical dialectic underlying 
the construction of his literary texts. The Zburcitor from the myth is 
preconditioned to a superior condition and as such he never gets 
involved with his victims. This is not the case with the male Eliadean 
characters preserving the mythical creature's characteristics. Love, being 
such a strong feeling, destroys - in a proper or figurative way - the 
heroes themselves: Pavel (The Return from Paradise) kills himself, Petre 
(The Hooligans) becomes mad, "the Doctor" (Isabel and the Devil's 
Waters) suffers a sudden change of personality and repents of living 
through Isabel's child as his own child, and the painter from 'Maddalena' 
is stoned and treated as a pariah by his community. 
Apart from the Zburator myth, the popular belief in Blaj;n; (Rom. 
'the Gentle Ones') appears in one of Eliade's most original novellas: The 
Old Man and the Bureaucrats'. According to tradition the Blajini are a 
mythical people, the first men who inhabited the Earth. They 'live under 
the earth - in some versions, at the end of the earth or in the Other 
World, over Saturday's Water .... The Blajini live a pious and unworried 
life, based on virtue and their incapacity of doing evil.' ('traiesc sub 
p~mant -In unele variante la capatul p~mantului sau pe Taramul Celalalt, 
dincolo de Apa Sambetei.. .. Blajinii duc 0 via~a pioasa ~i lipsi~ de griji, 
'i'ntemeiata pe virtute ~i pe incapacitatea de a face rau.')26. The Blajini's 
26Kernbach. Diqionar .... p.80. 
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Easter (usually held on the first Saturday or the second Monday after 
the Orthodox Easter) is the commemoration day of these strange 
beings. Some researchers even identify these people with 'degraded' 
images of the Brahmins.27 Eliade used the motif in the novella The Old 
Man and the Bureaucrats' in order to reveal its deeper existential and 
eschatological meanings. One of the characters, searching for the 
Philosophers' Stone, discovers that the symbolic-key to the 
Underworld mystery is contained in the belief in Blajini.28 Apprehending 
that the real (=sacred) meaning of this custom hides an eschatological 
truth, he starts looking for this other realm: 
... lorgu realised that this belief hides a terrifying truth and that he who 
succeeds in understanding its meaning not only finds out the right place 
through which it is possible to descend into Blajini's world, but at the same 
time understands all the other secrets which the Church is not allowed to 
reveal.29 
( ... lorgu i~i f('{cuse parerea c~ credinpt aceasta ascunde un adevar cutremurator 
~i ca cine izbute~te sa-i 'inteleaga ~lcul, nu numai c~ afia pe unde se poate 
cobori fn lumea Blajinilor, dar fntelege In acela~i timp toate celelalte taine pe 
care biserica nu are tngaduinta sa Ie dezviluie.) 
Eliade's novelty consists in his method of linking the universal myth 
of the Philosophers' Stone with the Romanian belief in Blajini. 
lorgu Calomfir started to look for the Philosophers' Stone and, after some 
time (during which he met foreign alchemists) he learned that the secret 
is there, in his land, where his family died and people still preserve their 
original eschatological beliefs. The ultimate property of the Philosophers' 
Stone being the conferring of immortality, the world of Blajini - an 
27ibid, p.B I. 
28'lorgu remembered that the Romanian peasants, at Easter time, throw red eggshells 
into streams, and say that their water will carry them to the country of the Blajini, magic 
beings who live somewhere under the earth, and that the eggshells tell the Blajini that 
Easter has come.' Eliade, 'Pe Strada Mantuleasa', In Curte ... , p.262. 
29ibid ., p.262. 
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intermediate realm between life and death - implicitly acquires the same 
quality. 
Eliade employed his knowledge of folklore in other pieces of fiction 
as well. The novellas 'Miss Christina' and 'The Snake' are exemplary 
here. They are constructed on dense webs of incantatory spells, magic 
beliefs and Christian elements. The mixture of Christianity (the 
symbolism of the cross, prayers) and magic (belief in the miraculous 
powers of iron against vampires, exorcisms) not only signifies the 
superimposed layers of modern man's religiosity, but is part of the 
Romanian folkloric universe (see the concept of Cosmic Christianity). 
Interviewed in 1936, after publishing 'Miss Christina', Eliade explained 
his intentions: ' ... I tried, in this new novel, to get close to the pure 
Romanian feeling of the fantastic, to what could have been called the 
strange presence of the fantastic which we meet in Romanian folklore.' 
(' ... Am incercat in acest nou "roman s~ rna apropii de sentimentul 
fantastic pur romanesc, de ceea ce s-ar putea numi prezen}a fantastic~, 
a~t de stranie, pe care 0 lndlnim In folclorul rom'anesc.')30. The popular 
motifs specific to Romania create a magic, quasi-oneiric atmosphere, so 
characteristic of the Eliadean literary writings. In the short story called 
'Loneliness', the old tradition according to which the fall of a star 
signifies death is the keystone supporting the whole symbolic 
construction of the writing. In 'I, the Holy Devil and the Sixteen 
Puppets', the main character charms the Devil with spells whose 
rhythms are obviously taken from oral folklore. This explanation of the 
constant introduction and remaking of the Romanian traditional themes 
in Eliade's fiction should be searched for in the writer's early credo, 
3°Paul B. Martin. 'De vorb~ cu D. Mircea Eliade' (Bucharest. 'Rampa. year XIX. nr 5660, 
22 Nov .. 1936) in Aurel Sasu & Mariana Vartig. Romanul rom1nesc in interviuri - 0 
istorie autobiografidi. vol. I (Bucharest. Ed. Minerva, 1985). p.899. 
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expressed in his journalistic activity, in which he promoted the original 
values of his people: 
We have, just like any other people, some legends and central intuitions on 
death and life, and an ethics and philosophy of the original culture could be 
based on them. The Romanian contemporary essay has the mission of filling 
this gap and of make this literary genre autochtonous.31 
(Avem ~i noi, ca orice popor, cateva legende, c.iteva intuitii centrale asupra 
mOr}ii ~i viepi ~i pe baza lor s-ar putea organiza 0 etica ~i 0 filosofie a culturii 
originale. Eseul romanesc contemporan are misiunea de a umple aceas~ lacun!t 
~i a autohtoniza acest gen literar.) 
In his essays Eliade emphasised the particular rjchness of some 
Romanian folkloric themes. One example is the Gate, considered by 
peasants to be a magiC being who watches all the essential acts of 
people's life: 'The first passage under a gate means a near entrance into 
life, just outside real life. The Gate watches marriages, and the dead are 
taken to the grave under the gate. There is then a return to the 
primeval world; the cycle is closed and the gate lasts, year after year, to 
watch other births, other weddings, other deaths.32('Prima trecere pe 
sub poarta inseamn~ aproape 0 intrare in via~:i, in via~a reala de afara. 
Foarta veghem la cas~torie, ~i pe sub poam mortul e dus, solemn, 
spre laca~ul de veci. Este, atunci, 0 reintoarcere in lumea dinCai; ciclul e 
inch is, ~i poarta ramane mai departe, cu un an mai pu~in, s:i vegheze alte 
nasteri, alte nunti, alte morti.'). Eliade also encouraged the artists of his 
generation to make use of the popular traditions' themes in their work 
and select not the patterns or formal constructions, but the typically 
Romanian 'irrational source' from which they emerged. To sum up, he 
31 Mircea Eliade, 'Eseul european ~i eseul rom~nesc'. in Manuscriptum, 3/1986, (64) Year 
XVII, Bucharest. pp.86-89. 
32Eliade, Insula ... , p.309. 
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rejected cheap imitations of folklore and advised the intellectuals to 
look for the spirituality underneath. 
At the inauguration of the First Village Museum (Bucharest, 1936), 
Eliade did not fail to notice 'the amazing polymorphic aspect' of the 
peasant civilisation, which rejected aesthetic tenets the same way Indian 
architecture and iconography do. Romanian popular art shows its 
originality by the use of patterns, 'the technique of the "filled space" 
through endless repetition of the same form'33, thus ignoring the 
aesthetic cannons. 
After briefly reviewing Eliade's preferred themes and ideas 
concerning folklore, one inevitably come across the idea of the terror of 
History, a rejection of historical occurrences, sprung from the 
Romanians' desire to preserve their ethnicity. In one of his early 
articles34 Eliade states: 'Few people could boast such an ill-luck in 
history, as the Romanian people.' ('Pu~ine neamuri se pot mandri ca au 
avut adta nenoroc In istorie, ca neamul rom~nesc.'). Explaining the 
consequences of the Ottoman occupation of the country, Eliade 
highlights an essential feature of his co-nationals, that is their spiritual 
inwardness: 
The Romanians closed themselves even more inwardly against the danger 
represented by the Ottomans, and immersed themselves in their spiritual 
traditions. which were not only Latin-Byzantine. but pre-Latin as well. that is 
Geto-Thracian. The result was that the authentically Romanian folkloric 
genius emerged enriched from this secular process of interiorization. 35 
(Fa~ de primejdia pe care 0 reprezentau otomanii. romanii s-au inchis ~i mai 
mult tn ei. s-au adancit Tn propriile lor traditii spirituale. care erau nu numai 
latino-bizantine. ci ~i pre-Iatine. adidi geto-dacice. Rezultatul a fost ca geniul 
popular. autentic rom~nesc. a ie~it sporit din acest secular proces de 
interiorizare. ) 
33 E1iade. 'Muzeul Satului Rom~nesc'. Insula ... , p.I32. 
34Eliade. 'Destinul Culturii Romanesti', Profetism Romanesc vol. I. p.139. 
35ibid .• p.143. 
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Eliade's formative period took place in a country situated between two 
worlds: the Occidental, which considers history and rationalism 
essential, and the Oriental, based on contemplation, religion, 
mysticism. It is a paradoxical position, reminding one of the concept of 
coincidentia oppositorum. Consequently, the Romanian people took 
different aspects from each type of spirituality and made them fit into a 
coherent view of the world. This explains one of the mechanisms 
underlying the cosmic dimension of their Christianity, the dialectic 
Eliade called Cosmic Christianity, for Christianity promoted the notion of 
history in its modern acceptation, while the cosmic dimensions annulled 
it. In Eliade's views, the reason behind the Romanians' well developed 
traditional spirituality is that 'folklore does not take history into 
account: on the contrary, it sabotages and devalues it. In the spiritual 
horizon proper to folklore, history is equated to the ephemeral, the 
insignificant and illusory' (,folclorul nu ~ine seam a de istorie: dimpotrivtl:, 
o saboteaza ~i 0 devalorizeaza. In orizontul spiritual care e propriu 
folclorului, istoria echivaleaza cu efemerul, nesemnificativul ~i 
iluzoriul.')36. 
In an overall perspective one can realise how these formative ideas 
grew in Eliade's later system of thought. As Adriana Berger remarked 37: 
'Eliade's theory of art as ritualistic, archetypal, metaphysical, symbolic, 
and sacred originates in the influential writings of Evola and 
Coomaraswamy ... , in his own Indian experiences, and in the deep roots 
of Romanian orthodoxy, which bears an integrative vision of cosmic 
Christianity.' 
36ibid., p.144. 
37 Adriana Berger, 'Eliade's Double Approach: A Desire for Unity' in Religious Studies 





... the cult of Zalmoxis for example - like the myths. symbols and 
rituals lying at the basis of the Romanians' religious folklore - has its 
roots in a world of spiritual values that precedes the coming into 
being of the ancient great civilisations of the Middle East and 
Mediterranean. 
(Mircea Eliade, De la Zalmoxis la Genghis-Han, p.I?) 
A key-figure in Mircea Eliade's studies of Romanian folklore and 
re-occurring image in his fiction, is the Thracian god Zalmoxis. Before 
considering Eliade's analysis of this myth in his scientific studies, we shall 
first attempt to find the reasons determining the historian of religions to 
give an essential place to Zalmoxis' myth in his scholarly and literary 
creation. In his diary, Mircea Eliade writes: 
From time to time. 'I am seized' by passion for Dacia and Zalmoxis. I go back 
then to Herodotus' text, already read and reread for thirty-forty times until 
now. to other brief accounts about Getae's beliefs, .... Several days I am as if 
possessed; I do not do anything else but read again, dream over the documents 
and write countless pages with observations, commentaries, plans of study and 
future research. I 
(La r[stimpuri, 'm[ apudf pasiunea Daciei ~i a lui Zalmoxis. Ma re'intorc atunci 
la textul lui Herodot, citit }i recitit de vreo treizeci-patruzeci de ori pan~ acum. 
la celelalte m[rturii despre credin~ele ge}ilor, .... Qteva zile, sunt ca ~i posedat; 
nu fac dedit sa recitesc, sa visez pe marginea documentelor, }i scriu pagini 
nenumarate, cu observa~ii, comentarii. planuri de studii ~i cerce~ri ulterioare.) 
I Eliade, /urnal.... vol. I, p.260. 
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As Mircea Popescu noticed, Romanian folklore was always at the centre 
of Eliade's interest, not only for a sentimental reason, but also for its 
extremely remote primordiality.2 Moreover, Eliade had always 
expressed a preference for the myths involving an initiation scenario and 
for those difficult to 'decode' (mainly because of the documents' 
scarcity and incompleteness). These two last elements are, in our 
opinion other factors explaining Eliade's choice. The myth of Zalmoxis is 
also exemplary for the historian of religions' theory, according to which 
the popular creations are 'found somewhere between the level of pure 
principles (symbol, metaphYSiCS, magic, which are the origin of any 
popular product) and that of immediate historical reality (happenings 
and men, the memory of which is stored by popular memory and 
projected into mythical categories),3. It is precisely at this border 
between myth and historical reality that Zalmoxis' paradoxical 'status' is 
situated.4 In his book From Zalmoxis to Genghis Khan, Mircea Eliade (as 
he admitted)5 experimented with a method of tackling both the popular 
and the historical traditions (whose documents were imprecise and 
scattered) of the Dacians, the Romanians' ancestors. In the chapter 
devoted to Zalmoxis, the historian of religions analyses the main ancient 
sources (Herodotus - Strabon - Plato) on the origin and the existence of 
the god, his doctrine and the ritual aspects of the cult. For our further 
study we chose from the historical material and Eliade's hermeneutic, 
only those significant elements that could be detected - in a more or 
less 'hidden' way - in his narrative. 
2Mircea Popescu, 'Eliade and Folklore' in Myths and Symbols (Chicago & London, The 
University of Chicago Press, 1971), p.89. 
3Eliade, quoted by Mircea Popescu, 'Eliade and Folklore' in Myths ... , p.88. The 
underlining is mine. 
-fIn our opinion the alleged humble origin of Zalmoxis (former slave of Pythagoras, 
according to Herodotus' sources) so similar to Christ's condition, was an additional 
element that could have helped the rapid Christianisation of Dacia. 
'Eliade, Incercarea ... , p.89. 
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Herodotus records that, according to the Greeks from the 
Hellespont and Pontus, Zalmoxis was a slave of Pythagoras, who - after 
gaining his freedom and becoming rich - returned to his country: 
... wherefore he made himself a hall, where he entertained and feasted the chief 
among his countrymen, and taught them that neither he nor his guests nor any 
of their descendants should ever die, but that they should go to a place where 
they would live for ever and have all good things. While he was doing as I have 
said and teaching this doctrine, he was all the while making him an underground 
chamber. When this was finished, he vanished from the sight of the Thracians, 
and descended into the underground chamber, where he lived for three years, 
the Thracians wishing him back and mourning him for dead; then in the fourth 
year he appeared to the Thracians, and thus they came to believe what 
Salmoxis had told them.6 
Showing a certain preference for Herodotus' writings (History IV, 93-6 
being the oldest source of information), Eliade reaches the conclusion 
that the characteristics of Zalmoxis' cult were mysteric and 
eschatological: • ... Zalmoxis would have revealed the possibility of 
obtaining immortality through an initiation which supposed a descensus 
ad inferos and an epiphany, a ritual "death" followed by a "rebirth".' 
( •... Zalmoxis ar fi revelat posibilitatea de-a obtine imortalitatea cu 
ajutorul unei initieri care comporta un descensus ad inferos ~i 0 epifanie, 
o "moarte" rituala urmata de 0 "rena~tere".'r. Eliade also finds 
similarities between the Eleusinian Mysteries and the myth of 
Zalmoxis (e.g. the blissful post-existence) and highlights the 
resemblance of the Thracian god with Dionysus, Orpheus and other 
mythical characters8 endowed with certain powers which enable 
them to descend into the Underworld (katabasis). Rejecting the idea 
6Trans. of AD. Godley, Loeb Classical Library, vol. II, 1938, in Essential Sacred Writings 
From Around the World, ed. by Mircea Eliade (New York, HarperSanFrancisco. 1992). 
p.67. 
7Eliade. De la Zalmoxis .... p.80. 
81n DiCfionar al religiilor, Mircea Eliade and loan Petru Culianu compare Zalmoxis to 
Attis. Osiris and Adonis. (Bucharest. Ed. Humanitas. 1993). p.267. 
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according to which Zalmoxis would have had shamanic qualities (in 
From Zalmoxis to Genghis Khan, p.56 and Shamanism, p.390), Eliade 
considers instead the differences between the 'elitist' gods of the 
Mysteries (one of whom was Zalmoxis) and those of Death: 
The gods and goddesses of Death reign over a crowd of dead people. while the 
divinities of Mysteries accept around them initiates only. Besides, we are talking 
about two different geographical eschatologies; the bright realms which await 
the initiates of the Mysteries should not be confused with the subterranean 
underworlds where the dead people gather.9 
(Zeii ~i zeifele mortilor domnesc peste 0 mul~ime de mO'1i. in timp ce 
divinita~ile Misterelor admit pe langa ele numai ini~iafi. Pe deasupra este vorba 
de dou~ geografii eschatologice diferite; UMimurile stralucitoare care 1i a~teapU 
pe ini~ia~ii In Mistere nu se confund~ cu Infernurile subterane 1h care se aduna 
m°rtii.) 
The 'retreat' of Zalmoxis in an underground lodge is equated to a ritual 
and symbolic katabasis, a descensus ad inferos aiming at initiation. 10 Mircea 
Eliade links the meaning of the god's refuge with other mythical caves 
and grottos, considered in other traditions sacred spaces that 
symbolise an imago mundi or other worlds. Herodotus also provides 
information about two Thracian rituals related to the belief in Zalmoxis: 
I. the sacrifice of a messenger to the god and 2. the shooting of 
arrows skywards, during thunderstorms. In the first ritual, Eliade 
discovers behind the mythico-ritual scenario of human sacrifice (by 
being hurled aloft on a spear-point), 'an older and widely spread idea, 
that is, the wish to re-enact the primordial situation ... , when people 
could directly and in concreto communicate with their gods.' ('0 idee mai 
veche ~i mult mai rasp~ndita fn lume, adica speran}a de a reactualiza 
situatia primordiala ... , cand oamenii puteau comunica direct ~i in concreto 
()Eliade, De la Zalmoxis .... p.61. 
Illibid .. pA2. 
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cu zeii lor'.)". In a way, it could be said that the ritual brings about a 
disguised nostalgia of the eternal return to an iIIud tempus. The second 
ritual of shooting arrows also involves a way of communication 
between the humans sending their arrows towards the sky and their 
god. In Plato's texts, the image of Zalmoxis is enriched with new 
meanings. The deity is presented as being concurrently 
god-king-healer and the concept of 'soul' stays at the core of 
Zalmoxis' cult by supporting its ideology on immortality. As Mircea 
Eliade puts it: 'Zalmoxis is the healing-god who is primarily preoccupied 
with the human soul and its destiny.' (,Zalmoxis este zeul-terapeut care 
se preocupa inainte de toate de sufletul uman ~i de destinul sau.')12. 
Moreover, Zalmoxis was included in 'the special category of the 
Apollonian visionaries and healers, known under the technical name of 
"iatromants" ... )('in categoria speciala a vizionarilor ~i vindecatorilor 
apollonieni cunoscu~i sub numele de "iatromanJ:i" .. .') 13. 
In this brief presentation of the myth we chose, as we underlined 
earlier, those particular aspects which appear in the literary writings of 
Mircea Eliade. We lumped these in four groups: I. god's occultation 
and epiphany; 2. the symbolism of the underground lodge; 3. the 
significance of the two rituals (the human sacrifice and shooting of 
arrows skywards) and 4. Zalmoxis' personality. 
It is a known fact that, in his fiction, Mircea Eliade 'camouflaged' 
several myths and beliefs by thrOWing a transparent curtain of 'profane' 
appearances over them. The writer does not cover the religious 
structure, but protects it, since for Eliade the sacred is the only 
universally valid reference. In conformity with his idea that 'in the deep 
II ibid., p.63. 
12 ibid., p.63 
I3Eliade / Culianu, Dictionar al religiilor ... , p.267. 
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psyche, initiation scenarios preserve their seriousness and continue to 
transmit their message, to produce mutations'l\ the historian of 
religions employs the initiation scenario of Zalmoxis' myth in several of 
his stories and novels. The first element of the myth, the occultation 
(equivalent to a descensus ad inferos) appears in the novella 'Miss 
Christina'. The main character, a painter called Egor, visits a family and 
decides to remain there for a month. But strange things happen in the 
hosts' house, which seems haunted by the presence of a young girl, 
Christina, who died there, in a violent way. Another guest is an 
archaeologist doing excavations in the area, where he discovers a 
proto-historical settlement of a Greek-Thracian-Scythian civilisation. 
The real centre of the story is a cellar where the young Christina was 
buried. But this cellar is, in fact, a 'degraded' image of the underground 
lodge where Zalmoxis hid for three years. The magiC condition of the 
place is made known by Sanda, Egor's fiancee: 
Sanda showed them the stone steps ... and the back walled lodge. where one of 
their ancestors hid for three weeks underground; a faithful servant used to 
bring him. during the night. a pot with milk and white bread. Sanda also showed 
them the breach through which the servant used to enter the lodge. 15 
(Sanda Ie aratase treptele de piatra ... ~i Inc:lperea zidita din fund. unde se 
ascunsese un stmmo~ al lor ram~n~nd trei sap~m~ni sub pamant: un argat 
credincios li aducea. noaptea. 0 oal:i cu lapte ~i 0 paine alba. Sanda Ie amtase ~i 
sp~rtura prin care se strecura argatul.) 
The cellar is sacred and a different level of existence, with 'other' 
dimensions, reigns there: love and death become one, Time is abolished 
and profane rules disappear, everything is suddenly possible. It is in the 
cellar that Egor 'kills', in a ritual way, the soul of the vampire Christina, 
14Mircea Eliade. Myth and Reality (London. George Allen & Unwin Ltd. 1964), p.8? 
15E1iade, Domnisoara ... , vol. I, p.91. 
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with whom he had inescapably fallen in love. Death, as well, loses its 
connotations of finality and the suggestion of Zalmoxis' myth, with its 
concept of immortality, proves this. 
In the novella 'The Snake', Andronic is a character able to re-enact, in 
a 'masked' way, the cult of Zalmoxis. A group of men, in search of wine, 
descend into a monastery's cellar, guided by a monk. There, an 
'initiation' takes place, at the light of candles. Andronic falls into a 
strange ecstasy ('like a man drunk with another sort of wine')16 and 
begins to recount the story of the beautiful Arghira who died long ago, 
on that spot, after three nights of captivity. As death in a cellar cannot 
be 'definitive', the identity of Dorina (Andronic's future partner) could 
be deciphered as an epiphany of Arghira. This episode sheds light on a 
paradoxical scene in which Dorina makes an initiatory journey under 
water and sees there the dead Arghira, seated on a throne: 
'Look carefully at her and you'll understand who she is', the young man said 
again. And she suddenly stopped. shivering. The girl on the throne looked 
familiar, particularly those wide eyes, and her pouting lips ... 
'Don't you see that you are the she ?! the young man exclaimed triumphantly.' I? 
('Prive~te-o bine ~i ai sa rntelegi cine este'. vorbi din nou dnarul. ~i ea se opri 
deodata:. tremu~nd. Fata din tron i se paru atunci cunoscuta $i ochii aceia larg 
deschi~i. ~i buzele strnnse .... 
'Nu vezi di e~ti tu acolo ?! exclama biruitor tanarul.') 
But the greatest number of elements from Zalmoxis' myth are to be 
found in the novella 'The old Man and the Bureaucrats'. With this 
literary piece, Eliade attempted to 'bring out the particular significance 
of each symbol to exist and function in different contexts. lB. The Old 
16Eliade. '~arpele·. Domni~oara .... p.189. 
17ibid .. p.218. 
I xWilson M. Hudson. 'Eliade's Contribution to the Study of Myth' in Tire Shrinker to 
Dragster, 1968. vol.34. ed. Texas Folk Law Society. pp.219-41. 
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Man and the Bureaucrats' is, as we showed in the previous chapter, the 
story of a retired teacher (Zaharia F~ram~) who, arrested by mistake, is 
interrogated by police. The old man tries to answers the questions of 
his inquisitors, but his answers are stories running one into another, 
spreading in a ramification of archaic ideas inserted in new contexts. 
From this perspective, Farama is concomitantly an old man who 
unknowingly provides important information to the police (profane 
level) and an initiator, a 'camouflaged' god, creating another world 
through the power of his words (sacred level). The narrative unfolds on 
a double plan of reference: a profane one (Farama's interrogation by 
the secret police agents) and a mythical one (his stories). The Old 
Man and the Bureaucrats' is based on a texture of fragmentary myths 
and motifs and among these the main components of the Zalmoxian 
myth could be found: I) the image of Zalmoxis himself, as endowed 
with magic and therapeutic qualities; 2) the occultation and 
epiphany; 3) the andreon; 4) the underground sacred place as a 
threshold between two worlds; 5) the sacrifice of a messenger and 
6) the shooting of arrows skywards. The 'degraded' image of 
Zalmoxis is represented by the character called Doftorul, who is a 
magician, healer and an initiator par excellence: 
The people called him Doftorul because he knew all kinds of remedies and he 
used to travel to foreign, distant countries. He had a good knowledge of many 
languages, countless sciences and he cured people and cows with simple 
empirical medicine .... He was an unsurpassed prestidigitator. but he was 
illusionist and fakir as well. and God knows what else. because he used to work 
incredible things. 19 
(Oamenii 1i spuneau Doftorul pentru dl se pricepea.la f~1 de fel de leac~:i ~i t~t 
umbla prin tari str.line. departate. Cuno~tea multe hmbl. nenum~rate ~tlln~e ~I 
vindeca oamenii ~i vitele cu leacuri simple. babe~ti... Era un prestidigitator 
ne7ntrecut, dar era ~i iluzionist, ~i fakir, ~i Dumnezeu ~tie ce mai era altceva. 
c~ci f~cea lucruri de necrezut.) 
]lJEliade. 'Pe Strada Mantuleasa,' in In Curte .... p.235. 
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Without doubt, Doftorul is an alter-ego of Zalmoxis who - according to 
the historical data - travelled to Greece and Egypt, was an astronomer 
and had mantic knowledge. The so-called 'tricks' performed by Doftorul 
are, in fact, concealed miracles. He made a huge aquarium, full of fish, 
appear out of a glass ruler, and entered and got out of the aquarium, 
without getting wet. 'Aquarium' could signify either the primordial 
ocean or a symbolic death to profane life (immersion in water means 
leaving a way of being, while emerging from it implies the attainment of 
a new modality of being). Thus, the 'trick' of Doftorul is either a 
schematic cosmogony or an initiation scenario. Another 'scheme' of his 
is also pregnant with initiatory elements: 
After catching a small box out of the air, he enlarged it and asked Gana to 
keep it Gana was a gigantic girl who looked 'like a cariatid'. Then he made a 
ladder from some matches and enlarged it as well. He asked the spectators to 
enter the chest and thirty to forty people named by him, entered the trunk. 
The last to step on the ladder was a priest. Next, Doftorul began to decrease 
the size of the chest until it disappeared and all those who had entered it 
suddenly appeared amid the audience. 
This 'trick' contains, in our opinion, the essential co-ordinates of the 
myth of Zalmoxis: the experience of initiatory death through 
'disappearance' (occultation) and 'reappearance' (epiphany). The 
trunk represents a closed, sacred place, another world, and its 
connotations are reminiscent of Zalmoxis' underground lodge. Those 
who entered the chest, the 'initiated', had undergone the complete 
eschatological experience: profane death (the trunk symbolised the 
coffin) and immortality. (Doftorul had also the power to change the 
age and look of his 'disciples'.) A symbolic equivalent of the andrean 
where Zalmoxis entertained his guests and taught his doctrine, is to be 
found in the pub of Fa"nica Tunsu, precisely where the group of 'initiated' 
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youngsters used to spend their nights, and where one of them, 
Lixandru, was reciting Spanish poetry20. They specially enjoyed that part 
of the night - after three o'clock - when God 'descends upon the 
Earth'21. The underground lodge where Zalmoxis hid is symbolised in 
the novella, by a cellar. The search for this cellar - an underground 
threshold between two worlds - is an obsessive idea of the youngsters' 
group. Their quest for it began with Abdul, who taught his friends the 
'signs' that could help them identify the 'real cellar'. Lixandru, Aldea and 
lonescu look for it, each in his manner, while lorgu Calomfir installs a 
laboratory in his own cellar (he wants to discover the Philosophers' Stone) 
and Oana enters the cave during her dreams. Lixandru becomes the 
most fervent in reaching the magic cellar that provides a breach in 
profane space. He has a glimpse of the other world, which 'is as in 
fairy-tales'22 and witnesses the disappearance of his friend lozi - a rabbi's 
son - in an abandoned cellar. When police searches the place in order 
to find lozi, they only discover an old wall, which turned to be a 
mediaeval fortification with traces of human habitat underneath. 
'Decoded', the disappearance of lozi is the sacrifice of a messenger, 
from the myth of Zalmoxis. At one point, Lixandru confesses: 'If I knew 
where the arrow disappeared and where lozi were, I would know 
everything !' ('Daca a~ ~ti unde a disparut sageata ~i unde se afl~ lozi, a~ 
~ti tot !')23. The boys also had the habit of shooting arrowsskywards: 
20He recited verses from Calderon. Probably an allusion to La vida es sueno or € I cl ,'v' no 0 rfeo . 
21 Eliade. oPe Strada Mantuleasa', in In Curte ... , p.245. 
22ibid., p.223. 
23 ibid., p.259. 
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You used to gather on the vacant land and you shot arrows with your bow. 
You sh,ot the ~rrows ~pwards. of course. since you got scared because you 
c~uldn t find.Llxandru s arrow anymore ...• when it was Lixandru's turn. you saw 
his arrow flymg, you followed it for a while .... afterwards you couldn't see it 
any longer and you sat next to some stones. waiting for the arrow to fall back. .. 
But you waited like this around two hours and the arrow didn't fall back.24 
(Va aduna~i pe maidan ~i tragea~i cu arcul. T ragea~i. evident. 1h sus. de cand v-a~i 
speriat pentru c:( nu mai ~sea~i s~geata lui Lixandru ... cand a venit randul lui 
Lixandru. a~i v:izut s~geata zbu~nd. a~i um~rit-o dt aJ:i urm~rit-o ... apoi n-aJi 
mai v~zut-o ~i v-a~i a$ezat pe I~nga pietre. a~tep~nd s:f cad:t 1hapoi... Dar a~i 
a~teptat a~a vreo dou~ ceasuri. ~i sageata n-a mai cazut.) 
The link between this episode and the ritual practised by the Thracians 
who threw arrows towards their god, Zalmoxis, is evident. The 
elements of Zalmoxis' myth, scattered in this writing, prove the 
initiatory function of Far-ama.'s stories. He falls into the class of divine 
messengers or prophets who make sacred messages intelligible to 
mortals. By recounting the myth of Zalmoxis (and other mythical 
episodes) in a 'camouflaged' way, the character attains an illud tempus 
and thus freedom. Far from being defeated, Fa~ma is a conqueror who 
passes all the stages in his eschatological way to freedom. The rank of 
his inquisitors is higher and higher, the interview conditions change (he 
is even served with champagne) and his last cross-examiner is Lixandru 
himself (he represents the 'destination' of the old teacher who was 
looking for him in the first place, before his arrest).25 Even the original, 
Romanian title of the story, 'Pe Strada Mdntu/easa', supports the winner 
status of Farama: 'Mantu/easa' is a word derived from 'mantuire' 
'salvation', the approximate translation of the novella being, 'On the 
2-l ibid .. p.228 
25We disaprove of Eugen Simion's interpretation. according which the old man is 
defeated by destiny (' ... Farcima is predestined to an eternal purs~i~ .. The. labyrinthine 
trial did not save him ... This modern Scheherazade can expect difficult nights. The Shah 
changes. she has to indefinitely invent stories which will con.demn her more.') Eugen 
Simion. 'Nivelele textului mitic·. Postfa~ in In Curte .... by Ehade. p.633. 
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Street of Salvation'. Mircea Eliade himself expressed the idea of a 
triumphant Farama, as he represents the myth against the power of 
history, the Sacred defeating the Profane: 
The novel is also a parable of the fragile man. Fa:rama is the name of the old 
man and it means in Romanian 'crumb', 'fragment'. Now. it is precisely he who 
will survive, when the powerful ones fall. And this means that the one who 
is able to narrate can. in difficult circumstances. save himself.26 
(Romanul mai este 0 parabola a omului fragil. Fa:rama. este numele batranului. 
care inseamn~ In limba romana 'miez·. 'fragment'. Or. tocmai el va 
supravietui, pe dnd cei puternici vor c:idea. Dar aceasta 1nseamna c~ cel ce ~tie 
s:i povesteasc:i poate. in anumite 'Imprejurari grele. sa se salveze.) 
Another writing with direct references to the myth of Zalmoxis is the 
short story 'The Ditches'. The main character, Mosu (Rom. 'the old 
one'), lets the people of his village know that he will not be able to die 
until a 'buried treasure' (which he had dreamt of) is found. The peasants 
begin to dig in order to accomplish his last desire, oblivious that their 
country is at war. In this narrative Eliade described one of the many 
ways of escaping the 'terror of History', as the countrymen were in fact 
'digging' for their own past, for their mythology. But the profane 
historical events invade the place and Lieutenant Von Balthasar asks 
them to shovel in order to stop the advance of the Russian tanks. Von 
Balthasar, as a foreigner, remarks on the paradox of the situation: 'It is 
now that the treasures are found, when the world collapses ... 
Sarmizegetuza !: he exclaimed, his face brightening up suddenly. 'Do you 
still remember Sarmizegetuza ?' ('Acum se gasesc comorile, cand se 
prabu~e,ste lumea ... Sarmizegetuza !' exclam~ el, luminandu-se deodata la 
fa~. Iti mai aduci aminte de Sarmizegetuza?')27. Significantly, 
26Eliade. Incercarea ... , p.156. 
27Eliade, '~anturile' in In Curte .... p.347. 
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Sarmizegetusa, the old capital of Dacia, was allegedly the place where 
Zalmoxis reigned. Von Balthasar also notices the continuity of beliefs in 
these places: 
'Oh I Romania, Romania !', he exclaimed looking ... over the village, over the hill. 'What 
a country ! What a people !... You remain what you were for so many thousands of 
years. The gods were scattered, Zalmoxis forgot you. but you remained as your 
ancestors predestined yoU .. : 28 
('Ah ! Rom1nie, Rom1nie !' exclama el privind... peste sat, peste deal. 'Ce ~ra! ce 
neam!. .. Ati ~mas ce-a~i fost de atatea mii de ani. S-au risipit zeii, v-a uitat Zalmoxis. 
dar voi ati ramas cum v-au ursit str':lmo~ii vo~tri..:) 
The underlying idea of the text is the continuity of the sacred: although 
a deus otiosus, Zalmoxis could still function through the power of his 
myth. In accord with the Zalmoxian belief in immortality, the villagers 
are sure that Mo~u 'cannot die' and their conviction should be 
understood in the light of the mythical ideology: 
'He doesn't die', said Lixandru. 'We know him. He doesn't die.' 
Von Balthasar shrugged his shoulders and smiled. 
'We all die', he said with dreaming eyes. 'Even gods die. Even Zalmoxis died.' 
'God doesn't die', said Popa without looking at him. The real God doesn't 
die.29 
(,Nu moare', spuse Lixandru. 'II cunoa~tem noi. Nu moare.' 
Von Balthasar ridica din umeri ~i zambi. 
T o~i murim', spuse el visator. 'Chiar ~i zeii mort Pana ~i Zalmoxis a murit.' 
'Dumnezeu nu moare', vorbi Popa ar'a s:l-I priveasc~. 'Dumnezeu adevarat nu 
moare.') 
Mo~u is a keeper of the old beliefs and myths. He has the same 
I Zalmoxl's and thus he could be considered a initiatory ro e as 




intuits the real 'identity' of Mo~u: 'He can't see anymore, he can't hear 
anymore, he can't talk any longer and now, in an instant or maybe in ten 
minutes, he will die. But he still remembers. After one thousand years, 
he remembers ... .' ('Nu mai vede, nu mai aude, nu mai vorbe~te, ~i acum, 
1ntr-o clip~ sau poate in zece minute, va muri. Dar totu~i I~i aduce 
aminte. Dup:l 0 mie de ani, i~i aduce aminte... .')30. The villagers' 
initiation takes place before Mo~u's 'second death' (symbolically, Mosu 
was already dead: he was unable to see, to hear, to talk). He 
miraculously raises from his death bed (like Zalmoxis from his 
underground lodge) and, followed by his countrymen, he goes outside 
the village. After finding (with his walking stick) a certain spot next to a 
hollow, he makes certain sacramental gestures to teach those 
surrounding him that the real treasure is their mythical past, 'buried' 
there, on that 'spot' which History (symbolised by war and dynamite) 
tries to destroy: 
Mo~u found the stones torn out and smashed by dynamite. he bent his knees 
and stretched his hand: he started to touch around. He took in his hand. one 
by one. the stones he found. This way he reached the edge of the cavity made 
by the first charge of dynamite. He still touched the ground for a while, as if it 
would have been difficult for him to understand ... lIaria felt him soften all of a 
sudden and she caught him in her arms.3 I 
(Mo}u a dat de pietrele smulse ~i sTa~mate de dinamita. ~i-a plecat genunchii ~i 
a intins mana. a tnceput sa pipaie. Lua ih man:i. una c~te una. pietrele pe care Ie 
~sea. A ajuns a~a ln marginea gropii pe care 0 f<1cuse prima tncarcatura de 
dinamita. A mai pipait un timp, pardi i-ar fi fost greu sa int.eleaga ... lIaria I-a 
simtit deodata moale ~i I-a prins In brate.) 
As we attempted to show, the myth of Zalmoxis is recurrent in some of 
Eliade's most important literary pieces. The author adapted this myth -
more or less 'masked' - to the modern way of perceiving the world, 
'()'b'd 355 ' I I ., p. . 
3l ibid .. p.355. 
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while remaining perfectly aware of its impact on the reader ('initiatory 
symbols and scenarios survive on the unconscious level, especially in 
dreams and imaginary universes.'32). Nobody has yet noticed the highly 
therapeutic function of Eliade's narrative. The author makes the reader 
experience a complete renovatio of his/her mode of being, the stress 
being shifted from a profane to a sacred vision of the world: 
In a desacralized world such as ours, the 'sacred' is present and active chiefly 
in the imaginary universes. But imaginary experiences are part of the total 
human being, no less important than his diurnal experiences. This means that 
the nostalgia for initiatory trials and scenarios, nostalgia deciphered in so many 
literary and plastic works, reveals modern man's longing for a total and 
definitive renewal, for a renovatio capable of radically changing his existence.33 
The myth of Zalmoxis is characterised by optimism and hope, while 
preserving intriguing features like the ritual of shooting the arrows 
skywards and the ritual sacrifice of a messenger, characteristics 
that open ground to various interpretations. We employed the myth of 
Zalmoxis as a key to break the 'mythical code' of some Eliadean literary 
pieces, pursuing nevertheless the implications this process involves. 
'2Mircea Eliade, The Quest - History and Meaning in Religion (Chicago & London, The 




Motto: The legend alone 'accomplishes' that fantastic, irrational presence; it 
alone ... introduces us into a folldoric universe. where the inorganic 
~orld possesses animated life and laws identical to the ones of organic 
life. where houses and churches are living beings and could last if a 
human life is sacrificed to them. so that they could live from its blood 
and soul. for eternity. 
(Mircea Eliade, Insula lui Euthanasius, pp.325-26) 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the fundamental Romanian myths - the sacrifice required by the 
act of building a construction - is based on the legend called Monastirea 
Arge~ului (Trans. 'The Monastery of Arge~ I') or Me~terul Mano/e (Trans. 
'Master Manole'). Mircea Eliade analysed the significance of this myth 
from a multitude of perspectives. Its archaism, metaphysical ideas, 
similarities with ancient Mysteries and polyvalence of meanings made the 
historian of religions employ this myth extensively in his fiction as well 
('A General's Uniforms', Marriage in Heaven, The Hooligans). Before 
tackling specific topics of discussion we shall make a summary of the 
myth. 
I Arge~ is a region in the South of Romania, where the monastery was built. 
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The Romanian version of the ballad 'Mclnl1stirea Arge$u/ui' starts with the 
search of a king called Negru-Vodcf and his ten workers (nine builders and 
their leading architea, Mano/e) for a special place to build a monastery. The 
king asks a shepherd met on their way, if he saw an abandoned. unfi~ished 
wall. Following the shehherd's directions Neuru-Vorlif rp(Jrhpc; th~ h~rt;rlJl(Jr. r , 0 - - - - - _ .. - - -_. - r _. -. - -- - --
b!ace he was !oo!dn~ fi, or. It is there t .. hflt h~ "rrl~rc: th~ ~r~rti"n ,,{ fl m"nflc:t~nl I u -"" ,,- -, - ...... ..., '",, __ , _"",,,,,,,_" _, - "'_"_..., ........ ", 
to preserve his memory over the centuries. The ten workers begin the 
construction, but everything raised during the day, is crumbiing during the 
night. Manole has a dream in which he learns that the abbey will last only i( 
they sacrifice the first woman coming next morning to bring them food. 
Awoke, he tells his dream to the other masons, asking them, under oath, to 
keep the secret Next day, the first woman rushing towards the scaffolding 
was Manole's wife (Ana) herself The architea implores God to make the rain 
fall and blow a powerful wind, so that his wife would be forced to return. But 
nothing could stop his wife from continuing her journey towards her husband. 
Bound by his oath, Manole takes the woman in his arms and jokingly suggests 
to her a game: to wall her in. Soon, Ana realises that their play is, in (aa, a 
death game. She then confesses to her husband that the pressure of the wall 
around her body kills the baby she is pregnant with. Nearly mad, Manole does 
not stop until he finishes immuring her. Following Ana's immolation, the walls 
stop falling and the masons craft a superb monastery, unmatched in beauty. 
Once the building is finished, the king rejoices at the view of such a 
masterpiece, but, anxious, he asks Manole and his fellow workers if they are 
able to build an even more astonishing edifice than that one. When the 
masons answer affirmatively, fearing that the team might make another 
monastery for a different sovereign, the king orders his servants to take down 
all the scaffolds and leave the ten construaors to die on the roof The 
apprentices make wings (rom wood and try to land, but all are shattered into 
pieces, upon touching the ground. When Manole himself attempts to 'ffy', he 
hears the voice of his wife from inside the walls of the monastery, complaining 
that the walls are crushing her. He dies of pain before reaching the earth and 
(rom his fallen body springs a well with salt water (drenched by tears'). 
As Mircea Eliade highlighted, the construction ritual in general gave birth 
to a considerable number of legends about 'people buried alive at the 
2The Romanian historiographers Constantin C. Giurescu and Dinu C.Giurescu ~I.arified 
the fact that 'Negru Voevod' (falsely recorded under this name by po~ular tradition, 
monks and chroniclers of the time) was in reality Radu Basarab, the kmg who founded 
several monasteries and churches. The name 'Negru Voevod' was mistakenly 
transmitted, via churches and their chancelleries, for hundreds of y.ears. F~r. more . 
information see Constantin C. Giurescu & Dinu C. Giurescu, Istona Romanllor - Om 
cele mai vechi timpuri pan':i as~zi (Bucharest. Ed. Albatros. 1975,), p.263. 
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foundations of a palace, bridge, city, etc. These legends ... are found in 
many European and Asian regions, but only in south-eastern Europe 
were they enshrined in ballads, that is, autonomous literary products.' 
(,ritualul construqiei a dat na~tere unui numar considerabil de legende 
despre oameni 1ngropaJ:i de vii la temeliile unui palat, pod, cetate etc. 
Aceste legende ... se intalnesc Tn multe regiuni europene ~i asiatice, dar 
numai in sud-estul Europei au fost ele creatoare de balade, adic~ de 
produse literare autonome.')3. In his books, Commentaries of Master 
Manole's Legend and From Zalmoxis to Genghis Khan, the historian of 
religions makes a comparative study of different Balkan versions of the 
ballad (modern Greek, Macedo-Romanian, Serbian, Bulgarian, Albanian, 
Hungarian) and underlines the superiority of the Romanian version. 
Eliade quotes Skok, who spotted two elements of the ballad which 
appear only in the Romanian version: Manole's invocations of God in 
order to stop his wife's journey and the final Icarian flight of the 
architect.4 Other analysts, like Caracostea, pointed out Manole' 
central position in the Romanian variants and the ritual function of 
the ballad's beginning (the search for the magic place).5 Finally, Eliade 
himself attempts to prove that 'the Romanian ballad is not only superior 
to all the others in what concerns its equilibrium and artistic expression, 
but also because of its mythical and metaphysic content.' ('Balada 
romaneasca nu e numai superioara din punct de vedere al echilibrului ~i 
expresiei artistice, ci ~i datorita con~inutului sau mitic ~i metafizic.'t 
Describing the ritual of sacrifice in different parts of the world, the 
historian of religions makes the pattern of archaic mentality evident: in 
order to last, a creation requires 'a soul' which must be acquired 





through a violent death (as a violent, unexpected end of life still 
preserves potentialities which continue to manifest themselves under 
another form). Eliade finds that the violent death of Manole 
(transformed into a well) shows the intuition of the Romanian people, 
who created the only possible way of reuniting the husband and wife: 
It was his only means of finding his wife again. Not because he died as well; but 
because he met a 'violent death' which allowed him, even if in the form of the 
spring which started to flow on the spot where he fell, to remain close to his 
wife; more precisely, to exist on the same cosmic level with his wife. Not any 
form of death would have brought him nearer his sacrificed wife ... 7 
(Era singurul s~u mijloc de a-~i re~si sotia. Nu pentru c~ a murit ~i el; ci pentru 
c~ ~i-a 1nralnit 0 'moarte violen~', care i-a1n~duit, fie ~i sub forma izvorului 
care a lnceput s;i curgcl pe locul unde s-a prav~lit el. sa ramana aproape de so~ia 
sa; mai precis, sa existe pe acela~i nivel cosmic In care exista ~i so~ia lui. Nu 
orice fel de moarte I-ar fi apropiat de so,tia jertfita .... ) 
Eliade makes evident the feedback involved in the relationship between 
Manole's wife, Ana, and the monastery. On the one hand Ana gives 
her 'soul' to the construction, helping it to last; and on the other hand, 
she acquires another 'body', the monastery's 'body' which prolongs her 
life, lending her the characteristic durability of inorganic things. In our 
opinion, the heroine - half human / half monastery - acquires the 
capacity to last, at the same time, less and more than the mortals, her 
symbiotic situation accomplishing the archaic idea of coincidentia 
oppositorum. As Eliade noticed, 'the wife of Master Manole lives inside 
the monastery in the sense that the monastery itself forms her body' 
and' if the Master would have died normally, he could not have met 
her, for the simple reason that she was not yet dead.'8. This power to 
transform a ritual of death into one of creation was, in Eliade's view, 
7ibid., p.4S3. 
gibid .• p.454. 
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specific to Romanian people. (Both Master Mano/e and Miorita - the 
masterpieces of the Romanian folklore - are based on this idea.) The 
fact that this myth, with its ancient roots, was crafted into literary 
creations in only that part of Europe, shows that it was moulded on the 
autochtonous mentality: 
Even if this central myth has its roots in an ancient ecumenical metaphysics, the 
fact that it was chosen and fructified in the south-east and Romania proves 
that it accomplished a certain spiritual need, that met there a certain resonance 
it would not have met elsewhere.9 
(Chiar daca acest mit central f~i are radacinile intr-o metafizica straveche, 
ecumenic:r, faptul d el a fost ales ~i a fructificat'in sud-est ~i Romania, 
dovede~te ca satisf<lcea 0 anumita nevoie spiritualcl, ca rntalnea 0 rezonan~ pe 
care n-o inumpina aiurea.) 
THE ARCHAISM OF THE MOTIF 
Eliade was concerned with the archaism of the sacrifice ritual, found in 
traditions all over the world: prehistoric Italy, the ancient Middle East, 
modern India, Meso-American cultures, Indochina, China, Polynesia, 
Japan: 
... the discovery of skeletons in the foundations of sanctuaries and palaces from 
the ancient Middle East, in prehistoric Italy and in other parts of the world, 
leaves no doubt concerning the reality of this kind of sacrifice .... 
Sacrifices relating to construction are found almost everywhere in the world, in 
the form of attenuated ritual, legend or vague belief. fo 
'Jibid., p. 474. 
I (JEliade, De la Zalmoxis ... , p.185. 
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( ... descoperirea scheletelor 'in funda~ii1e sanctuarelor ~i palatelor din anticul 
Ori~nt .~propiat, 1n ltalia preistoric~ $i 1n alte p~rti nu las:i nici o1ndoial:t asupra 
reahtaj:1I unor asemenea sacrificii.... 
Sub formli de ritual atenuat, de legenda sau de vagi credin~e, sacrificiile de 
construc~ie se regasesc aproape pretutindeni 'in lume.) 
The paradigm of these forms of sacrifice, Eliade holds, is the 
cosmogony myth which explains Creation by the killing of a 
primordial being (giant, young girl, hero, Mother-figure)". The 
cosmogony myth par excellence carries within itself the schema of all the 
myths and rituals concerned with 'creation' in general. As the sacrifice 
aims at a transfer of life to the new construction, this procedure is 
accomplished 'in conformity with a divine model, repeating the initial act 
of creation.' ('in conformitate cu un model divin, repetandu-se actul 
ini~ial al Crea~iei.')12. Thus we can assert that the master Mano/e imitates 
Divinity as creator of the world. Also the immolation of Ana in the 
context of a ritual love 'game' - whose description is strewn with erotic 
elements - could be interpreted, in our opinion, as a hierogamy. Ana 
is the image of the Great Mother (her pregnancy is significant) who 
brings the feminine principle into the ritual, helping Manole achieve 
that balanced state, above human limitations, which triggers godlike 
possibilities of creation. (It is the same principle depicted in Tantric 
iconography: the god Siva entwined with his own 'power', Kali, the 
feminine deity.) Endowed with this new force, Manole surpasses himself 
(any 'creation' requiring an 'animation' 'revealed man's powerlessness to 
create apart from his own species"3) and enters the sacred realm (his 
miraculous death ultimately unites him with his wife on another cosmic 
level). As a rule, creation perfects itself through either a hierogamy or 
II ibid., p.IS7. 
12Eliade, Comentarii. .. , in Drumul. .. , p.428. 
13Eliade, Patterns ... , p.427. 
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a violent death, because it depends on sexuality and a voluntary 
sacrifice. 14 In Manole's case we can talk about the accomplishment of 
both conditions. According to Eliade, the presence of the initiation 
trials in the ballad shows traces of Mystery rituals whose scenarios 
presuppose a symbolical re-enactment of a divine hierogamy and 
revelations of an eschatological nature. As this hypothesis opens a 
path for our future investigation, we shall present it further. 
THE INITIATION TRIALS 
Masonry is an ancient occupation and was always associated with a 
certain hermeticism, owing to its internal function of 'creating' 
something new, 'giving birth' through artificial means, and by this, getting 
dangerously close to Divinity: 
The mason-masters preserved, until the last century, 'professional secrets' of 
an undebatable archaism .... construction works suppose a ritual and symbolism 
coming from a very ancient past. Any craft, but especially those of mason and 
smith, was charged with a ritual significance and a symbolism strictly reserved 
to the 'initiates'.15 
(Me~terii-zidari au conservat pan~ 1n secolul trecut 'secrete de meserie' de un 
incontestabil arhaism .... lucrnrile de construc~ie compora un ritual ~i un 
simbolism care ne vin dintr-un trecut foarte 'tndepartat. Orice meserie. dar mai 
ales cele de zidar ~i de fierar. era tnc1rcata de 0 semnifica~ie ritual~ ~i de 0 
simbolic:i strict rezervat!i 'ini~ia~ilor'.) 
This special status of the builders implies the condition of a close group. 
In this order of ideas. the oath made by Manole and his fellow masons 
to keep the secret of the future sacrifice might be an expression of the 
I-+Eliade. Mituri. vise ~i mistere in Eseuri. ... p.270. 
15Eliade. De la Zalmoxis .... p.179. 
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archaic mentality. Apart from this, the initiation trials which Ana has 
to pass before reaching the building site 'present evident affinities with 
the "obstacles" of the initiate in the ancient Mysteries."6. Eliade reaches 
the conclusion that 'If we were to accept this suggestion, we would 
interpret the travel of "the wife" towards the monastery as a journey 
towards the "centre", that is: an initiation, with all its known dangers 
and attempts .. .' ('Dac~ ar fi sa acceptam aceast~ sugestie, am interpreta 
drumul "so~iei" c~tre man~stire ca un drum spre "centru", adica: 0 
ini~iere, cu ~tiutele ei primejdii ~i incercari. . .')17. The elements proving 
the eschatological character of Ana's initiation are constructed in 
parallel sequences which bear incantatory significations. The rain-flood 
provoked by God (following Manole's first invocation), which made Ana 
traverse waters, clearly symbolises death, in the same way as does the 
hurricane-storm (following the second prayer) which destroys trees 
and overturns mountains. In our view, this is an apocalyptical scenario 
suggesting the destruction of the world and a return to a pre-formal 
state, the perfect environment for a future hierogamy of Ana-Manole. 
Not only does Ana have to overcome specific trials, but Manole himself 
is subjected to two particular tests: to build a monastery on a 
cursed place (the previous construction was abandoned and dogs 
barked around it as if they felt a demon around) and to sacrifice his 
wife and unborn child. In the first requirement we can detect the 
hidden motif of the fight with the Devil, as the site has to be snatched 
from malefic forces, which must be exorcised in order to return the 
land to its primordial sacrality (,monastery' represents sacrality par 
excellence). The second test is reminiscent of a doctrine of renunciation. 
16Eliade. Comentarii.. .• in Drumul..., pA73. 
17 ibid .• pA73. 
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Both Manole's trials, like Ana's, are reminiscent, in our view, of an 
eschatological scenario. 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF 'THE VIOLENT DEATH' 
The motif of 'violent death' in the archaic mentality is based on the 
principle of eqUilibrium which reigns over the Universe. Creating 
'something' requires the sacrifice of something equally valuable, in order 
to maintain the general flux of life in Cosmos. This theme of sacrifice 
required by creation is expressed in the myth of Master Mano/e on two 
levels: the sacred immolation of Ana and Manole's disappearance, 
both of them necessary for the construction to last. Ana's 
immolation occupies a central place in the ballad and her sacrifice 
perfectly fits the archaic schema: 
Only the ritual death (violent death) is creative, for the simple reason that it 
interrupts the thread of a life which did not exhaust all its possibilities, and 
therefore had not fulfilled its destiny; also the ritual death .... releases a force 
that not only makes possible the 'transmission' of life, but also ensures the 
perenniality of the creation to which it gave birth. IS 
(Numai moartea ritual;i (moartea violenra) este creatoare, pentru simplul motiv 
di ea 1nterupe firul unei vie~i care nu ~i-a consumat toate posibilita~ile, care nu 
~i-a lndestulat destinul; de asemenea moartea ritual~ ... , declan~ea~ 0 fo~ care 
nu numai c~ face posibila 'transmisia' vie~ii, ci asigur.i perenitatea noii creatii 
c~reia i-a dat na~tere.) 
In this light, Ana's pregnancy is envisaged as an element increasing the 
duration of the monument, as not only is the woman's life cut short, but 
that of the foetus as well. Both of them continue to exist in the 'body' of 
the monastery. Ana is finally reunited with her husband (she = 
18Eliade, Comentarii..., in Drumul..., p.4SI 
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construction; he = well), while the foetus is condemned to the eternal 
life of a Homunculus. Mircea Eliade pointed out that 'the existence of an 
architectonic "body" is not paradoxical, except for the modern mind .... 
The archaic mentality recognises a plurality of cosmic levels in which 
"life" and "Man" could both live.' ('Existenj:a unui "corp" arhitectonic nu 
e paradoxal:t dec~t pentru concepj:iile moderne... . Mentalitatea arhaic~ 
recunoa~te 0 pluralitate de niveluri cosmice in care "viata" ~i "omul" pot 
exista.') 19. Death in Master Mano/e's myth accomplishes the function of a 
'transfer' from one level of existence to another: from Profane to 
Sacred, from ephemeral to eternal, from human to cosmic level. 
An essential detail proving the archaism of the Romanian ballad is 
Ana's acceptance of destiny with resignation, while in the Balkan 
variants the wife tries to escape and protests vehemently.20 The 
explanation resides in the fact that the Romanian version is from those 
times when the functioning of the ritual was powerful and represented 
the supreme, unquestionable 'reality'. In his study, Mircea Eliade 
focused on the world-wide traditions which preserve the belief that the 
one who builds something should die when the construction is 
finished.21 This belief forms part of a more extended mythical schema 
according to which the first person who sees or is in contact with a new 
creation, has to die ('The first one brought by destiny is destined to 
die'f2 and thus, usually it is the master himself who is predestined to 
disappear. The explanation lies in the fear of perfection guiding the 
mentality of the popular universe, fear of perfection which becomes 
an alternative form of fear of death: 'Man cannot make anything 
19ibid .• pASS. 
20Th is difference between ballad's versions was noticed by Caracostea. See Eliade. De la 
Zalmoxis .... p.ISI and Comentarii... in Drumul... .. pA09. 
\ 21 Eliade. Comentarii.. .• in Drumul.. .• pAIS. 
22ibid .• pAl? 
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perfect, except with the price of his life. Only God could create 
something without depriving or diminishing his being. Man being himself 
created, is sterile as long as he does not animate the work of his hands 
with his own sacrifice .. .' ('Omul nu poate crea nimic des:ivar~it dedt cu 
pre~ul vietii sale. Numai Dumnezeu poate crea f~ra sa-:;i sara:ceasca sau 
sa-~i diminueze fiinJa. Omul fiind faptura, fiind el 7nsu,Si creat, este steril 
a~t timp cat nu-~i Insuflete~te crea~ia mainilor cu jertfirea sa .. .')23. There 
is a certain 'vampirism' of the inorganic life, of the created things which 
aspire to take part in the organic world, by pulling out the soul of the 
first mortal who enters into contact with them.24 In our opinion, it is 
this fear for the finished work (and not the pride as is generally 
interpreted) that makes the master masons from the ballad answer 
affirmatively to the king, when asked if they could build a more beautiful 
monastery. By sacrificing his wife Manole sacrificed himself and if we 
analyse his behaviour from this perspective, we can detect Manole's 
awareness of his own death's imminence, an awareness which could 
have led to his desire to keep his wife close to him (on a cosmic level) 
and consequently, to immure25 her. 
CHRISTIAN ASSIMILATION OF ARCHAIC ELEMENTS 
In the myth of death at the core of the Master Mano/e ballad Eliade sees 
'an archaic and at the same time, Christian vision: life is a sacrifice and a 
23ibid .. pA16. 
24ibid., pA3 I. 
25The archaeological discoveries (II B.C. - I AD.) linked to the funerary beliefs and 
practices ofthe Geto-Dacians (the Romanians' ancestors) testify the use of human 
sacrifice in certain situations (e.g. killing of wife and children at a husband's death. 
immolation at the foundation of a new construction). Valeriu strbu, Credinte si practici 
funerare. religioase ~i magice in lumea geto-dacilor (pornind de la descoperiri 
arheologice din Campia Brailei). (Gala~i. Ed. Porto-Franco, 1993). pAO. 
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mystery through which man perfects himself. acquiring a superior way of 
being in the world'. ('0 viziune arhaica si totodata crestina: moartea e 
jertfa suprema. e un mister prin care omul se desavarseste, dobandind 
un mod superior de a fi in lume.').26 In the Balkan area, he observed, a 
church or a monastery commonly symbolised the entire Cosmos, the 
celestial Jerusalem or Paradise itself. This new symbolism was in fact a 
'recent religious revaluation (Christianity) of an archaic symbolism: 
because the concept of a sanctuary as imago mundi and "Centre of the 
World" was already present in the palaeo-Oriental cultures 
(Mesopotamia. Egypt, India, China etc.' ('0 revalorificare... recent~ 
(cre~tinismul) a unui simbolism arhaic: c~ci sanctuarul ca imago mundi ~i 
"Centru al Lumii" este deja ate stat In culturile paleo-orientale 
(Mesopotamia, Egipt. India, China etc.).27 The Christian elements that 
were grafted in the ballad are multiple. Manole's prayers to God, 
invoking the Creator's help in order to impede the journey of his wife, 
are possibly a Christian interpolation. Als~ Manole's decision to sacrifice 
his wife could be interpreted as a supreme act of faith in Divinity. 
THE PERENNITY OF THE BALLAD 
The richness of the ballad's meanings allows several interpretations that 
could be directly linked with universal myths and mythical figures of 
civilising heroes (e.g. Icarus - the attempted flight of Manole and his 
fellow masons; Prometheus - the condemning of Manole to be 
isolated on the monastery's roof; Iphigenia - Ana's sacrifice; Job -
Manole's total faith in destiny). Apart from these there are, in our 
26Eliade. Profetism ...• vol.l. p.148. 
27Eliade. De la Zalmoxis .... p.IS3. 
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opinion, other myths and motifs which could be related to this ballad in 
an indirect way: the Faustian myth and the pact with the Devil 
(life in exchange for glory); the renunciation of the fruits of one's 
acts; the symbolical identity mason = smith I masonry = alchemy; 
the myth of Pygmalion and Galatea (mixture of creation and love up 
until their identity, desire to animate the stone). 
Eliade, recognising the perennity of the ballad, integrated or reshaped 
its elements in his literary creations. It is the identification of this myth 
with a central Romanian conception of life, death and creation that 
made the historian of religions not only study it in a scientific way, but 
incorporate it in his narrative. He acknowledged that 'the adhesion of a 
people to one or another mythical scenario, to one or another 
exemplary image says more about its profound soul than a great 
number of historical happenings.' (,Adeziunea unui popor la unul sau la 
altul dintre scenariile mitice, la una sau la alta dintre imaginile 
exemplare, spune mai mult despre sufletul lui profund decat un mare 
num~r de intampl~ri istorice.').28. 
In the Eliadean novel Marriage in Heaven the woman in love with a 
writer (Mavrodin) understands that the artist's condition is different 
from other peoples' lives. Although she wants a child, she renounces 
her pregnancy in order to set Mavrodin free to create: 
... How selfish I used to be ... I wanted to keep you for myself only ... Absurd ! ... 
You are not like the others, like us ... Master Manole's wife immured herself in 
the foundation of the building while I feared a much less important sacrifice ... 29 
( ... Ce egoisa eram1nainte ... Voiam s~ te pastrez numai pentru mine ... Absurd! 
Tu nu e~ti ca ceilalfi, ca noL.. So~ia Me~terului Manole s-a zidit pe sine la 
temelie, ~i eu rna temeam de 0 jertf~ mult mai ne'insemnata ... ) 
28Eliade, De la Zalmoxis ... , p.191. 
2YEliade, Nunta 1n cer in Maitreyi. ... p.259. 
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In the short story 'A General's Uniforms', Eliade employed this myth 
(beside other myths and motifs) in a such a 'camouflaged' way, that an 
informed reader could detect it only when he reaches the 'key' (some 
explicit verses of the ballad itself). The story develops on superimposed 
plans. As two different plots take place at the same time, in the same 
house, Eliade situated them on two spatial levels: garret and dining 
room. In the latter, a young girl (the exceptionally talented cellist, Maria 
Da Maria30) talks to a famous musician, Antim. In the garret two young 
boys, leronim Thanase3J - Antim's nephew - and his friend Vladimir 
lconaru32 search for the General's uniforms and a collection of 
butterflies. The first couple Maria-Antim re-enacts the pair Ana-Manole, 
their identity being disclosed in 'microdot-like' allusions, containing in 
brief and concentrated sequences (which we shall call decantations) 
fragments of the myth underlying the text. These decantations are 
peripheral to the main thread of the plot and consequently, difficult to 
spot at a first reading. One of these decantations is related to the trunk 
(discovered in the garret by the two boys) which belonged to an old 
owner of the house, a woman nicknamed 'The She-General'. She laid in 
the chest all the clothes that were considered of some importance for 
the family: folkloric costumes for carnivals, a bride's dress, her husband's 
uniforms, a green dress with a high, laced collaG etc. Opening the trunk 
after a long time, when nearly all the members of the family were dead, 
30The mnemotechnic of the name highlights the word 'aria' (musical aria): Maria Daria 
Maria. 
31 'leronim' has the connotation of 'genius' in Romanian, since the poet Eminescu wrote 
several novellas where the main character represents the Romantic image of genius. 
'Thanase' could be derived from 'Euthanasius', again another character equated to the 
image of genius in Eminescu's writings and 'Tanase' - the most popular actor in Eliade's 
time. 
32The name Vladimir (mHp = 'peace') is directly linked to the sacred condition of the 
boy who had a dove in his hand when leronim 'discovers' him and notices that he is a 
'bearer of an entire mythology'. 'lconaru' comes from the Romanian word icoana = 
'" , ICon. 
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the last descendant of this ancient and noble family, leronim, explains to 
his friend, Iconaru: 
How obvious is here. as in all the smallest details. the presence of the 
She-General's hand! She put things in a coffer the same way others. in other 
times. built monasteries or raised pyramids. Look at this beautiful bed sheet. 
white and well pressed, as if she had packed it yesterday, or the day before 
yesterday, and. look, let your hand feel its silky texture. similar to a shroud ... 33 
(Cum se vede ~i aid, ca in cele mai mici ama:nunte. mana generilesei ! A~eu 
lucrurile1ntr-o lad~ a~a cum al~ii, al~data. zideau m~nclstiri sau ridicau pi rami de. 
la prive~te ce frumuse~e de cear~af, alb ~i bine ihtins, pard l-ar fi a~ternut 
ieri-alaltlieri. ~i. uite, pune m~na ~i vezi cat e de m~~sos. parca ar fi un giulgiu ... ) 
Three symbolic equivalents of the monastery, alluding to the ballad 
Master Mano/e can be noticed in the story: the ancient, crumbling 
house, the trunk which belonged to the General's wife and the 
bride's dress found in the coffer. Another decantation regarding the 
myth appears in the commentaries of the same leronim (who, as an 
actor, has the role of revealing the sacred in a 'camouflaged' way). He 
disclosed to his friend the story of the General's daughter, who died in 
a bombardment. This apparently profane story in fact re-enacts Ana's 
immolation from the ballad Master Mano/e: 
'But she was terrified of bombardments, and when the alarm sounded, she 
took her children and they went to the air-raid shelter at the end of the street. 
at the junction with Popa Nan .... All of them were transformed into dust and 
ashes', he added. ' ... In vain the She-General fought, in vain she went to the 
palace to ask for a special squad to excavate the shelter and to search for 
them. To find her daughter at least.· 34 
J3Eliade. 'Uniforme de General' in In Curte .... pA14. The underlining is mine. 
J-+ibid., pA15. 
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(,Dar avea groaza de bombardamente, $i cand s-a dat alarma, ~i-a luat cop iii ~i 
s-au dus in ad~postul antiaerian din capatul strazii, col~ cu Popa Nan .... Praful ~i 
pulberea s-a ales de to~j', ad~uga.' ... Zadarnic s-a luptat gener.lIeasa, s-a dus pana 
la palat, sa ob~in~ 0 echipa speciala sa dezgroape adapostul }i s~-I caute. S:f-i 
~seasc:l m~car fata.') 
The couple Maria - Antim is a 'degraded' version of the mythical one: 
Ana - Manole. They search for each other in different lives, not being 
able to remain together, but in spirit. Both, Eliade's short story and the 
ballad contain in their ideation structure the triad: Creation - Love -
Death. Antim (called by his nephew by the fond name of 'Manolache', a 
diminutive of 'Manole') is followed in the street by a young girl who 
desires to take some music lessons with him. She is the 'bearer of 
sacred messages' par excellence, because she is 'the Foreign One' ('So, 
you are a foreigner. I repeat this to you because I always feel I find out 
the important, the significant news, from foreigners, from people who 
came from another part. In my imagination, they come from another 
world, ... .' (' Va s~ zica, e~ti strainCf. I~i repet asta pentru c:11ntotdeauna 
am sim~it c~ ve~tile importante, nouta~ile semnificative Ie aflu de la 
strrtini, de la oameni veni~i din al~ parte. In imaginaJ:ia mea, vin, din alta 
lume, .. .').35. Maria is obsessed by the misfortune of people bestowed 
with great talent, but leronim tells Antim and Maria they do not have to 
be afraid of their 'tragic destinies' and 'ill-luck' because these are the 
very conditions of the creative genius. The heroine accepts (like Ana in 
the ballad) her sacrifice with resignation: 'I do know what misfortune is, 
calmly interrupted Maria. Since I've known myself, I've been followed by 
bad-luck.' ('Eu ~tiu ce este nenorocul11tntrerupse calma Maria. De cand 
rna cunosc, rna urm~re~te nenorocul.')36. The allusions to the ballad are 
numerous: Antim could not find anyone to surpass him as a musician, 
35 ibid., p.419. 
3<libid., p.432. 
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just as Manole surpasses all the other masons in skill; the hero from the 
short story is preoccupied not to scare Maria, who will be immured - in 
a symbolical way - in a wedding dress; the inverse initials of their names: 
Maria - Manole and Antim- Ana suggest the interchangeability between 
the ancient and the 'new' couple and their symbolic androgyny (required 
in order to create something above normality and laws). Antim is not 
only a musician, but an exceptional chess player as well (art and 
mathematics = architecture), while Jeronim, the eternal child 
trapped in a mirror, could be a replica of the unborn child of the ballad, 
condemned to live in the form of art only. The great musician Antim is 
cursed in love. All the 'foreign' women he loved left him after he told 
them a story, with whose hero he identified. Their 'disappearance' is in 
fact a sign of death: as in the ballad of Master Manole, the closeness to 
creation kills. Laetitia, Melania, Maria Da Maria are one and the same 
woman, the Ultimate Woman, the Foreign One, which is Death. The 
General's wife, while alive, told Antim (who always awaited that 
unknown, inaccessible fiancee who deserted him 'some hundreds years 
ago'3?) that 'for a man, no woman is foreign. Men meet the Foreign One 
once in a lifetime, and then, in any case, it is too late.' ('pentru un barbat 
nici 0 femeie nu e strc1in(J. B~rbatii tn~lnesc 0 singura data In via~ 
Str~ina, ~i atunci, In orice caz, e prea tarziu.')38. Maria Daria Maria, the 
last woman, 'disappears' as well (although in a different way), after 
revealing her identity: she is the mythical Ana - Manole's woman39: 
37 ibid .• p.445. 
38ibid .• p.446. 
39We hope that our interpretation answers Eugen Simion's question: 'Other facts that 
should be decoded remain in the subtext. For example. who is the foreign one who 
appears and disappears from Antim's existence?' Eugen Simion. 'Postfa~' in Eliade, La 
Umbra .... vol. V. p.239. 
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'You don't recognise me anymore, maestro', she said in a very low voice. 'It's 
true, so much time has passed', she added. 
She remained silent for an instant and afterwards she began to recite: 
'Mano/e, Mano/e 
Master Mano/e ... 
Manole, Manole, master Manole, you didn't forget only the fiancee, but the 
engagement as well .. .'. 40 
('Nu m~ mai recuno~ti, maestre', spuse foarte 1ncet. 'E adevarat, a trecut atata 
timp', adciuga. 
Tcicu 0 clipli, apoi incepu sa recite: 
'Mano/e, Mano/e, 
Me~tere Mano/e ... 
Manole, Manole, me~tere Manole n-ai uitat numai logodnica, ai uitat ~i de 
10godmL.'). 
The engagement is one with Death herself, envisaged as a bride. Maria is 
symbolically 'immolated' by leronim (the continuator of Antim) who 
wraps her shoulders with the bride's dress41 he found in the old 
trunk from the garret. Antim's death is expressed by his disappearance 
in the mirror which symbolises the waters of the well into which 
Manole was transformed. The story which changed Antim's life was 
about a jester who suddenly, just before one of his shows, realises that 
his original job was to entertain gods, not people, kings or servants. His 
function was a sacred one.42 By identifying with the hero of the story, 
Antim becomes unable to play for people, equating his auditors with 
'decadence' and pursuing his search for perfection in itself. The same 
drama of decadence could be encountered in the ballad Master 
Mano/e. The master pays so dear a price (his wife), because he was 
4OEliade, 'Uniforme de General', in In Curte ... , p.446. 
411n the Romanian tradition (as in many other parts of the world) dead unmarried young 
girls are dressed in wedding dresses for burial. 
42The 'story' might be linked to a mediaeval legend wrote by Anatole France, about a 
jester who, after becoming a monk, used to perform his old tricks, closed in the chapel, 
in front of the Virgin Mary statue, as a homage to her. This legend is narrated in Eliade's 
novel Marriage in Heaven. 
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punished by God. He forgot that creation should be restricted to 
Divinity only; it was not intended for kings like Negru-Vod~. 
By studying a certain topic in depth in his scientific research (Le. the 
Master Mano/e myth) and using it in his literary writing, Eliade always 
established a special relationship between his two ways of looking at the 
same problem. There is always a bridge between them, due to what he 
called 'the personal factor'. In an interview (when 27 years old), Mircea 
Eliade pointed out the idea which was to become his lifelong credo: 
As a matter of fact. nearly all I write is personal; even when I write 
scientific books. For me, the entirety of culture has to be personal, visceraL, 
because at the basis of any cultural organism there is an irrational intuition 
which cannot be observed, which can neither be deduced nor co-ordinated, 
which cannot be transmitted through others' experience or learned:13 
(De altfel, cam tot ce scriu este personal; chiar c~nd scriu lucrari ~tiin~ifice. 
Pentru mine. intreaga culturn trebuie sa fie personala, viscerala .... pentru di la 
baza oricarui organism cultural exis~ 0 intui~ie ira~ionala care nu se poate 
observa, nu se poate deduce nici coordona, nu poate fi transmisa prin 
experien~ altora, nu poate fi'invaptil.) 
-+"Aurel Sasu & Mariana Vartig. Romanul rom~nesc in interviuri - 0 istorie 




... we have reasons to believe that the space where Zalmoxis. 
Orpheus and the Mysteries of Miorita and Master Mano/e appeared. 
did not exhaust its sources of creation: there. where Death is turned 
into a Wedding. the spiritual sources are intact. 
(Mircea Eliade. Arta de a muri. p.7S) 
Anyone wishing to analyse the essential Romanian myths has to consider 
the ballad Miori;a (Trans. 'The Ewe Lamb') because this particular 
folkloric creation is envisaged as an 'archetype of Romanian (popular) 
spirituality" (even if the creation is spread on a geographical area that 
goes beyond the national borders). Eliade tackled this subject from 
folkloric, religious and philosophical angles. He also used - in a 
sublimated way - the conclusions derived from his theoretical 
demonstrations in his literary masterpiece, the novel The Forbidden 
Forest. In order to understand the references - made by Eliade in his 
novel - to this ballad, Miorita should be first examined in the light of 
those particular aspects that the Historian of Religions put in evidence 
in his scientific approach. The most widespread variant of this creation 
is the one that the poet Vasile Alecsandri published in the magazine 
Bucovina, in 1850. The ballad is about three shepherds (from three 
different provinces of the country) gathered together at a pen. Two of 
them plan to kill the Moldavian shepherd, who surpasses them in many 
ways: he is rich, handsome and brave. But the Moldavian herder has got 
I Eliade. De la Zalmoxis .... p.238. 
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in his flock a sheep with oracular powers and human voice. She reveals 
to him his companions' plot. Facing the possibility of his death, the 
shepherd makes his testament, asking the ewe lamb to tell his 
murderers where and how to bury him and to let his mother know that 
he disappeared because he married a beautiful Queen, 'the World's 
Bride'. The wedding is projected to a cosmic level: Sun and Moon play 
the role of Godfather and Godmother, mountains are priests, trees and 
birds the invitees at the ceremony and the place of the candles is taken 
by the stars. 
Mircea Eliade rightly notices that the ballad represents in the 
Romanian culture, 'at the same time, a problem of folklore and history 
of popular spirituality and a central chapter in the history of ideas' 
(,reprezinta pentru cultura romaneasca, 1n acela;;i timp 0 problem~ de 
foldor ~i de istorie a spiritualitil~ii populare ~i un capitol central in istoria 
ideilor.'f In order to prove this, he quoted different interpretations 
given by folklorists (Constantin Brailoiu, Fochi), a sociologist (H.H. 
Stahl), a philosopher (Lucian Blaga), and finally expressed his own view 
on this archaic, pre-Christian ballad. All the researchers since Fochi3 
have adopted this one's division of the ballad into four main episodes: I) 
the epic, initial background; II) the oracular sheep; III) the 
shepherd's will (by word of mouth); IV) the old mother. From 
these divisions, the third sequence is common to a" the regions of the 
country and consequently is the sine qua non part of the ballad. It was 
also said that, probably, Miorita resulted from the transmutation of a 
primarily ritual behaviour into a poetical masterpiece, with a more 
elevated message4• Eliade comments on Brailoiu's conclusions and 
2Eliade, De la Zalmoxis ... , p.227. 
3See Eliade, ibid., p.241. 
-ISee H.H. Stahl and Constantin Br~iloiu in Eliade. ibid .. p. 223. 
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highlights the essentialness of two folkloric motifs of the ballad: I) 
Death assimilated to a Wedding (archaic theme with roots in 
prehistory) and 2) the substitution of the popular funerary 
elements by cosmic objectss. We do not intent to repeat those 
elements proving the archaism of Miorita and we content ourselves with 
mentioning Eliade's conclusion that the origins of this poem are to be 
found in the religious universe (the epic nucleus of the ballad is present 
in the Romanian ritualistic songst In an attempt at interpretation, the 
historian of religions focuses on the shepherd's attitude when faced with 
Death, an existential situation whose interpretation triggered a 
continuous debate among specialists?: 
In the universe of the folkloric values, the attitude of the shepherd expresses a 
more profound existential decision: 'you cannot defend yourself against destiny 
as you do against your enemies'; you can only impose a new significance on the 
ineluctable consequences of a destiny ready to come true.8 
(In universul valorilor folclorice, atitudinea p:istorului exprima 0 decizie 
existentiala mai profunda: 'nu te poti apara Impotriva destinului cum te aperi 
impotriva du~manului'; nu poti decat sa impui 0 noua semnificatie 
consecintelor ineluctabile ale unui destin gata s~ se'implineasca.) 
If destiny itself cannot be changed, its significance can, and becomes also 
liable to ultimately overturn and annul the destiny, on a transcendent 
level. The shepherd transforms his death into a symbolic cosmic 
wedding. He is aware that he will die anyway one day, whether he 
defends himself this time or not and 'the cosmological values of symbols 
5ibid., p.234. 
('ibid., p.242. 
'The resigned attitude of the herder was considered the expression of the Romanian 
soul par excellence. The debate between those who interpret the shepherd's attitude as 
pessimistic and those who adopt an optimistiC view to explain his behaviour still 
continues. 
xEliade, De la Zalmoxis ... , p.247. 
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enable him to leave behind the subjectivity of a situation and to 
recognise the objectivity of his personal experiences'9. 
It is our view that Miorita, like Zalmoxis, is part of a larger frame of 
Romanian eschatological myths which teach the immortality of the soul 
and the necessity of the sacrifice. In a way, the image of the 
Romanian shepherd is very close to the one of the Greek 
Iphigenia. Innocent, they are both faced with the blows of a fate 
condemning them through some oracular powers (the sheep in the 
ballad; the seer Calchas in the Greek myth) and they both are 
confronted with a dual existential situation: the young man turns his 
death into a cosmic wedding (in agreement with Romanian custom), 
while Iphigenia is told to prepare not for her sacrifice, but for the 
wedding with Achilles. We think that searching for an optimistic or 
pessimistic interpretation of the herder's attitude towards the 
eventuality of his death is wrong (for both directions of analysis are 
equally valid) and the ballad remains an opera aperta that allows study 
from different angles. 
In Eliade's novel The Forbidden Forest, the philosopher Biris adopts 
the same existential attitude as the young herder from Miorita. He is 
tortured to death by two of his former friends (the parallelism with the 
ballad is eVident), who became police agents, in order to reveal a 
suspected secret political message. While in a transitory state between 
life and death, Biris transmutes his situation into an eschatological trial. 
In our opinion the verses opening the ballad 'In a blossomed valley / 
Threshold of paradise' ('Pe-un picior de plai / Pe-o gur~ de rai. . .'), which 
are repeated by Biri~ in the novel, acquire the function of a mnemonic 
formula allowing the entrance into the Underworld. The agonising 
philosopher not only prepares himself for the ultimate passage, but 
l)EIiade, 'Methodological Remarks .. .', p.1 03. 
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discovers at the same time the mythical pattern of his situation: 'Oh 
God, they gathered to talk / And they started to plan / To kill at the 
sunset! My Moldavian shepherd / Because he is braver .. .' ('M:iri se 
vorbira / ~i se sf:1tuira. / Pe I-apus de soare / Ca s~ mi-I omoare / Pe cel 
moldovean / C:i-i mai ortoman ... )IO. He continues to recite verses even 
under torture, mocking his inquisitors, who wanted to find out a certain 
political message: 'All messages begin like this: "In a blossomed valley / 
Threshold of paradise .. ." But they can't be deciphered if you haven't got 
the key.' ('A~a incepe orice mesagiu: "Pe-un picior de plai, / pe-o gur:i de 
rai. .. " Dar nu poti s:i-I descifrezi dac:i n-ai cheia.') ". Those surrounding 
Biri~ think he is delirious. In fact he discovered a way of defeating his 
own destiny, as repeating a mythical archetype automatically involves 
the abolition of profane time (,myth makes man once more exist in a 
timeless period, which is in effect an illud tempus, a time of dawn and of 
"paradise", outside history."2). More precisely he annuls the profane 
history and enters that exemplary history towards which the archaic man 
used to turn in his crucial existential situations. By repeating an ancient 
paradigmatic situation, Biri~ transfigures the meaning of his situation, the 
same way the shepherd from Miorita converts his death sentence into 
'an enchanting and majestic wedding mystery, which in the end, allows 
him to triumph over his own destiny' ('fntr-un mister al tainei nuntii 
maiestuos ~i feeric care, in cele din urma, ii permite sa triumfe asupra 
propriului destin'.) 13. Eliade discovered the liturgical origins of Miorita in 
his research and utilised them in The Forbidden Forest. For Biri~, the 
ballad's verses take the place of a liturgy and a last confession. Not 
surprisingly, the researchers also asserted that certain lines from Miorita, 
IOYerses form Miorila. quoted by Eliade in Noaptea .... vol. II (1991). p.333. 
11 Eliade. Noaptea .... vol. II (1991). p.333. 
12Eliade. Patterns .... p.430. 
13Eliade. De la Zalmoxis .... p.248. 
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have originally had the function of a spell. 14 Thus Eliade employs them in 
the novel, where their magic powers exorcise Biriji' death, by imaginarily 
transporting him from his profane condition (torture) to the fairy like 
iIIud tempus of the Romanian ballad. In our view the episode of the novel 
is linked to Nae lonescu's ideas on religion, according to which pain can 
be turned into joy if it is taken as an initiatory phase towards the final 
liberation (we will discuss this topic in a separate chapter). 
Another parallelism between the ballad and Eliade's novel is the 
attention both heroes show towards their mothers (in the novel 
Coana Viorica is like an adoptive mother as she brought the orphan 
Biris up). They both want to conceal the truth (death, torture) from 
these women they love and ease their pain by either the image of a 
wedding (ballad) or by untruly blaming a fatal illness for causing death 
(novel): 
And please, don't let 
My dear mother know 
That at my wedding 
A star fell; ... '5 
(Iar la cea m~icu~ 
Set nu-i spui drngura, 
c:r la nunta mea 
A dizut 0 stea, ... ) 
(Miorita) 
Tell what happens to Coana Viorica as well, but don't tell her directly. Don't 
let her know in what state you saw me. Don't frighten her. Tell her that I died 
of tuberculosis like my mother. This is the way my mother died. of 
tuberculosis. I was sentenced to death long before .... '6 
(Sa-i spui ~i Coanei Viorica. dar sa nu-i spui a~a. S:l nu-i spui cum ~-ai .v1zut. S1 
n-o sperii. Sa-i spui c-a fost tuberculoza, ca ~i pe mama. A~a a munt ~I mama. 
de tuberculo~. Eu eram condamnat de mult...). 
(The Forbidden Forest) 
141t is Constantin Brailoiu 1 who discovered this feature of the verses. See Eliade. 
ibid .. p.235. 
15 As in other parts of the world. the fall of a star symbolises death in the Romanian 
popular tradition. 
I!)Eliade, Noaptea .... voLlI (1991). p.342. 
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There is another episode in Eliade's novel, in which in our view, he 
makes use of the concept of a mioritic attitude, that is the sublimation of 
an unfortunate destiny into the dialectic Death=Wedding. The 
Forbidden Forest ends with the death of Ileana and Stefan, united by a 
love that transforms their accident into a matrimonial ceremony (Stefan 
keeps calling her 'my bride' during their final conversation and they both 
accept their death as the only way they could realise their union). 
In his Diary, Eliade mentions his finding of a text from St Augustine 
(Sermo Suppositus, 120, 8) where Jesus' death is assimilated to a 
weddingl? The historian of religions wonders if this interpretation is 
Augustine's own creation or a general motif, in which case the 
symbolism of Miorita is liable to have Christian significations as well and 
consequently the wedding assimilated to a death cannot pOSSibly be a 
Pagan motif, superficially Christianised 18. 
The two meanings become one in the Romanian ballad as well: Death 
is in fact a cosmic Wedding of the soul with the universe. The extensive 
utilisation of this myth in Eliade's literary masterpiece The Forbidden 
Forest lies in its characteristic of expressing the ultimate Romanian 
mentality: 
Unconsciously. both the popular poets ... and the intellectuals ... felt a secret 
affinity between the shepherd's destiny and the one of the Romanian people. 
The Mioriticol hero succeeded in finding a meaning to his unhappiness. 
assuming it not as a personal 'historical' event, but as a sacramental mystery. 
Consequently he imposed a sense on the Absurd itself.l"e5j'0ndina by a nuptial 
fairy scene to unhappiness and death. '9 
l7'like a bridegroom ... Christ came on to the nuptial bed of the Cross. and climbin~ it. 
he consummated the marriage. And when he heard the sigh of the creature., he lOVingly 
offered himself to torture. to spear his bride. thus uniting himself forever with the 
woman.' In Eliade. lurnal..., vol. I, p.SSI. 
18ibid., p.SSI. 
lYEliade, De la Zalmoxis .... p.249. 
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(Jncon~tient, a~t poe~ii populari... cat ~i intelectualii... sim~eau 0 afinitate 
secreti 1ntre destinul pastorului ~i cel al poporului romln. Eroul mioritic a 
reu~it sa gaseasca un sens nefericirii lui asumandu-o (sic) nu ca pe un eveniment 
'istoric' personal. ci ca pe un mister sacramental. EI a impus deci un sens 
absurduJui1nsu~i. raspunt'and printr-o feerie nup~iala nefericirii ~i mor,tii.) 
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YOUTH WITHOUT OLD AGE AND 
Motto: 
LIFE WITHOUT DEATH 
All that comes into my memory from those times. all I could learn. 
and all I could forget as well. all I desired. I dreamt. remained inside 
me. not in my memory. but more profoundly. inside my Self .... 
I was told that it would have been enough for a small electrode to 
enter a region of my brain. for a great part of my past to return into 
my memory. up to the smallest details. And if this would happen to 
me ... 
(Mircea Eliade. Fragments of Diary. Chicago. 19 Nov., 1977) 
There is one myth that Mircea Eliade utilised more than any other myth 
in his literary writings: Youth without Old Age and Ufe without Death. This 
is in fact, the title of a Romanian fairy-tale (TinereJe (Ora bmr6nete ~i viat6 
fara de moarte'), collected by the typographer and writer Petre Ispirescu, 
in 1838'. It is not only for the richness of the myth itself that Eliade 
made use of it in his literary writings, but for the fact that this fairy-tale 
supports some of his own religious and philosophical theories as well: 
the necessity of a iourney and the return in order to reach the 
Self, the equivalence between forgetfulness and loss of Self, the 
definition of freedom (the ability to live in different spaces and 
different times). The historian of religions specified in one of his articles 
that 'In no other Romanian myth are the universal and the ethnic, the 
human and the fantastic interwoven in a more fascinating way.' ('In nici 
un alt mit romanesc nu se tmplete~te mai fascinat universalul cu etnicul, 
i Published for the first time in the newspaper Taranu/ Romon, 1862, nr 1 I, Bucharest. 
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umanul cu fantasticul.'f Although there are scholars who mentioned 
the link between this fairy-tale and Mircea Eliade's fiction, this aspect has 
not yet been tackled in depth. For the purpose of our study we shall 
make first a summary of the fairy-tale Youth without Old Age and Ufe 
without Death. 
The story goes that a king and a queen could not have children. They seek 
advice from an old man who gives them some special medicine. The queen 
becomes pregnant and everybody in the kingdom rejoices. But before the 
actual birth, the yet unborn child begins to cry loudly and he does not stop 
until his father promises him 'Youth without Old Age and Ufe without Death'. 
A boy was born and, as years passed by, he proved to be intelligent and wise. 
When Prince Charming was ftfteen, he asked his father for what he was 
promised and, at the king's answer that he could not possibly offer the boy 
such a thing, he makes up his mind to search himself for 'Youth without Old 
Age and Ufe without Death'. After successfully ftghting two monsters, he 
reaches the forest and the castle where 'Youth without Old Age and Ufe 
without Death' is. From the three fairies living there, Prince Charming marries 
the youngest and lives in a perpetual youth and happiness. But while hunting a 
rabbit, he entered The Weeping Valley (Rom. 'Valea Plangerii') where the 
fairies forbade him to go. Suddenly he feels homesick. Despite all the warnings 
(that his parents died hundreds of years ago, as the duration was different in 
his land) he decides to return home. Gradually, on his way back, the Prince 
grows older and older. Once in the ruined palace of his childhood, tears in his 
eyes, he descends to the basement. All he ftnds there is an ancient trunk. From 
inside it, Death rose and slapped the Prince's face, turning him into dust. 
Three pivotal motifs in Eliade's fictional writing could be also 
discovered in this myth: I. Journey = search for the Self; 2. 
Forgetfulness = loss of the Self; 3. Freedom = own choice of 
life, time, space. In order to attain Youth without Old Age and Ufe 
without Death, Prince Charming has to make a journey and pass 
through some initiatory trials, like fighting monsters, and acquire 
wisdom through love and marriage. In our view his ideal is, in fact, the 
2E\iade 'Mitul Generatiei Tinere' in Profetism .... vol. II. p.1 09. 
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finding of his own Self, and his return home shows that The Prince is 
finally able to assume his mortal condition. As Heinrich Zimmer pointed 
out, 'there is a strange and constant fact that it is only after a ... journey 
to a distant region, in a strange land, a new country, that the meaning of 
the inner voice guiding our search can be revealed to US.'3. Similar to 
Prince Charming, Dominic Matei, the main character from Eliade's 
novella 'Youth without Youth'4 has to go abroad and overcome 
different trials: he has to change his identity, escape his followers, and 
understand the meaning of real love. Again, like Prince Charming from 
the fairy-tale, Dominic Matei forgets about his 'home', about his original 
life and loses his Self (' "Forgetting" is equivalent, on the one hand, to 
"sleep" and, on the other, to loss of the self, .. .')5. The detail that the 
character from 'Youth without Youth' has a false passport, on a 
different identity, is significant, for he also feels 'foreign' to his Self: 
3Quoted by Eliade, Symbolism ... , p.94 
-+This is, in short, the content of the story: 
An old teacher, Dominic Matei, is struck by lightning in Bucharest. He does not die 
following the accident, and the medics establish that he is in fact in the process of a very 
curious rejuvenation (instead of 70 he looks like a 30 year old). Moreover he acquires 
an exceptional universal memory, able to store the entire information of all times. This 
uncommon condition put him in conflict with the authorities and he leaves the country, 
disguised and with a false passport. After being under medical observation for a while, 
he succeeds in concealing his traces. Dominic lives for a brief period with a woman who 
could recollect her previous life, but because she starts to suffer a very rapid process of 
senescence because of him, he separates from her. When Dominic reaches the age of 
100 years, he discovers an old photo album from his childhood and decides to return to 
Piatra-Neamt (his native city). Next day he is found frozen to death in front of his 
childhood home. His death looked suspect to the others as the body was dressed in too 
large clothes and, although looking very old, he had a Swiss passport belonging to a 32 
year old man. 
5E1iade, Myth and Reality, p.1 16. 
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... h~ had th~ impression that everything happening to him was not truly related 
~o him and It .was about something else. somebody else. 
Try to describe as precisely as you can and with as many details as possible 
:"hat you really want to say when you say: "somebody else" '. the Professor 
~~terrup~ed him o~ce. 'In what sense do you feel foreign? Hadn't you already 
Installed yourself In your new condition ?,6 
( ... i se p~rea c~ tot ce se 'intlmpla de la 0 vreme nu-I prive~te cu odevarat. d e 
yorba de altceva. de oltcinevo. 
'I~cearca.!.~ de~crii ~a)t "m:i precis ~i cu cat mai multe detalii ce vrei sa spui 
cand SPUI: oltanevo . II Intrerupse odatl profesorul. 'In ce sens te sim~i 
strain? Nu te-ai 'instalat' 'inca 111 noua dumitale situa~ie? ) 
The real Centre resides not in another place, another country, but 
inside the Self. The 'everlasting youth' of the character, like the 
everlasting life of the Wandering Jew, becomes equivalent to the loss of 
the real way, to an endless wandering into labyrinth of a 'foreign life'. 
The sacrilege of not having remembered is logically expiated by 
remembering with special intensity'?, and while the myth's hero remembers 
his parents' castle by entering The Weeeping Valley, the character from 
the novella recollects his real life only when he discovers an old album 
with photos (the first photo he sees is his childhood house from 
Romania). In order to express the intensity of Dominic's remembrance 
Eliade employs here one of the most poetical ideas of his entire fiction: 
the epiphany of the roses. In one of his conversations with his own 
Double, Dominic learns at some point, that he does not only have an 
extraordinary memory, but concepts become reality in that particular 
moment when he thinks of them. To prove this to himself, the former 
Latin teacher thinks of three roses and two brightly red roses appear 
suddenly, one in his hand and one on his knees. When his Double 
questions him where he wants the third rose to be put, Dominic 
6Eliade. Tinerete tart de tinerete' in In Curte .... pp.552-53. 
71n Eliade, Myth and Reality .... p.1 07. 
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postpones the answer. Only later in the story, when he opens his 
photo-album from Romania, the thought comes again: 
He remained undecided for some time, with the album in his hand. What about 
the last rose? he heard himself thinking. Where do you want me to put it ? 
Leave the album and show me where you want me to put the rose. The third 
rose ... 
Vexed. he began to laugh bitterly. 'I nevertheless am a free man', he said to 
himself .... With great care and emotion. he opened the album. A freshly picked 
up rose. mauve, as he had only once seen before. greeted him in the middle of 
the page. He took it happily. He couldn't believe that a rose alone could 
fragrance a whole room. Afterwards he put it next to him ... and fixed his 
gaze upon the first photo. It was pale, discoloured, foggy, but he recognised 
without difficulty his native home from Piatra-NeamJ:. 8 
(~mase dtva timp neho~~t, cu albumulln m~na. $i 01 treilea trandafir? se 
auzi gandind. Unde vrei sa-I pun ? Las:f albumul. ~i arata-mi unde vrei sa pun 
trandafirul. AI trei/ea trandafir .... 
Incepu sa rad~ amar. contrariat. 'Sunt totu~i. un om liber •.... Cu mare grija ~i 
emotie. deschise albumuL Un trandafir proaspat cules, mov. a~a cum nu mai 
vazuse declt 0 singurn data pan a atunci. 11 intampina in mijlocul paginii. II lua in 
m~n~, fericit. Nu putea crede eli un singur trandafir putea tmbcilsama 0 camern 
intreaga .... Apoi n a~e~ langa el.... ~i-si opri privirile asupra primei fotografii. 
Era palida. decolorat1. aburita. dar recunoscu ftra greutate casa parinteasca din 
Piatra NeamJ:.) 
The roses are epiphanies 'signalling' the path towards the Self. The fact 
that the last one was purple, and not red like the others, heralds the 
finding of Perfection, real Centre and ultimately, Death. As in the myth, 
'forgetting' means 'dying'. It is the lack of synchronicity between the 
type of duration in which the heroes (Prince Charming, Dominic Matei) 
live and the type of their beloved ones that highlights the identity 
between 'everlasting youth' and death. Only finally do they realise the 
simple truth that their desire to return is symbolically translated into a 
desire to die, as this is the only way to be reunited, on another 
existential level, with their Self (lost with the others' disappearance). 
The double symbolism is evident: 'that of Death which is the end of a 
8Eliade, 'Tinere~e tara de tinere~e' in In Curte ... , p.612. 
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temporal existence, and consequently; the end of Time - and the 
symbolism of the return to the germinal modality which precedes all 
form and all temporal existence.'9 In fact, neither character (either from 
myth of short-story) searches for Youth without Old Age and Ufe without 
Death, but for freedom, in the Eliadean sense of the word: the liberty 
to change not only geographical co-ordinates, cultures, environment, 
but times as well. This is what they cannot get. Prince Charming 
promises (to the fairies) to come back after seeing his parents' castle 
and Dominic Matei (from the novella) has the illusion of the choice (to 
return to his country or not). He believes he can choose between one 
condition (eternal youth) or another (old age and death), as the voice of 
his Double suggests: 
' ... you kept your freedom to accept or refuse this new condition. In the 
very instant in which ... you would wish to reintegrate the other condition, you 
are free to do so .. .' 
He breathed deeply. 'So, I am free !' he exclaimed after looking attentively 
around him. 'I am free ... But .. .' But he didn't dare to continue his thought. 'O 
(' ... li-ai p;(strat libertatea de a accepta sau refuza aceasta noua condipe. In clipa 
cand ... ai dori sa reintegrezi cealaltl condi1ie, esti liber s-o faci...' 
Respira aaanc.'Deci sunt iber !' exclama dupa ce privi cu atenpe1n jurullui. 
'Sunt fiber ... ~i totu~i...' Dar nu 1ndrazni sa-~i continue gandul.) 
The idea that Dominic did not dare to continue was the understanding 
that he acquired in fact 'half-freedom' and his liberty of choice is 
illusory. 
In our opinion the Romanian myth of Youth without Old Age and Ufe 
without Death is not an expression of the universal idea of attaining 
. I·ty th" but is about the need to change times and lives, Immorta I or you , 
9Eliade, Symbolism ... , p.1 O. 
IOEliade 'Tinerete fara de tinerete', in In Curte ... , p.573. 
JIThe h~ro obtains Youth without Old Age and Life without Death, but is not entirely 
happy with this condition. 
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to have different destinies (while preserving the Self) without the 
necessity of death as 'the roots of freedom must be sought in the 
depths of the psych~ and not in the conditions created by certain 
h· . I '12 I Istonca moments;... . t is obvious that Mircea Eliade's novella is 
written on the structure of the fairy-tale Youth without Old Age and Ufe 
without Death. The common elements are numerous: both characters 
are 'chosen' by the destiny because of their exceptional qualities (Prince 
Charming is outstandingly wise; Dominic Matei wanted to acquire 
universal knowledge in his adolescence), they fall in love with equally out 
of the ordinary women, they both undertake a long, initiatory journey. 
We have chosen to discuss only three aspects (journey = search of 
the Self; forgetfulness = loss of the Self; freedom = choice of 
time and space) because they are relevant for Eliade's scientific and 
literary writings. Apart from the novella 'Youth without Youth', the 
writer constantly used this myth in short stories, other novellas ('A 
General's Uniforms', 'Les trois graces', The Old Man and the 
Bureaucrats'), novels (The Forbidden Forest, Isabel and the Devil's 
Waters, The Return from Paradise), and articles (,About Youth and Old 
Age'). 
In 'Les trois graces' he experiments with the idea of 'half-youth' in a 
'profane' context. Three old women suffering from terminal cancer are 
treated by a researcher with his newly discovered serum. As a 
consequence they are not only cured, but undergo a phenomenon of 
rejuvenation. In a dialogue between the Professor's friends, they 
underline the exceptional status of those who are liable to attain youth: 
12Eliade. Symbolism .... p.4. 
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•... only the person who is threatened by the greatest danger, only that one 
~tands.' for .the moment, the chance to get youth without old age . .'. 
And life without death', he found himself adding, half joking. 13 
C··· numai :el care e amenin~t de cea mai grava primejdie, numai el are, 
deocamdata. ~ansa de a dobandi tinerefea tara de b:itr-anefe .. .' 
'~i viaPl farn de moarte', se trezi adaugand, pe jum~tate in gluma .. ) 
As a consequence of the treatment's interruption, the women are 
rejuvenated for half a year while re-becoming old for the remaining half. 
In this intermediate state we could detect a concentrated image of the 
human existential condition: youth-old age. Another woman who 
changes her ages in a spectacular way, is Marina, from 'The Old Man and 
the Bureaucrats'. If Dominic Matei ('Youth without Youth') enjoys his 
new condition primarily for his prodigious memory, the alternations in 
Marina's age allow her the love of a young man, called Darvari. Noticing 
the continuous metamorphosis of the woman, he assures her that he 
will continue to love her 'until beyond old age' ('p~na dincolo de 
batrane~e')'4. But after a passionate night. Darvari wakes up and seeing 
next to him a very old woman, runs away, scared. These 
transformations in Marina's appearance were part of a trial's initiatory 
scenario. As a magic woman herself she was not seeking an ordinary 
love (in which the physical aspect predominates), but the ultimate 
spiritual love, beyond biological age, life and death. In 'A General's 
Uniformr' Youth without Old Age is considered the appanage of the artistic 
condition and is envisaged as a curse. Growing old becomes impossible 
as long as the actor changes the ages, with the help of memory or 
imagination. leronim explains this to his uncle: 
13Eliade, 'Les trois graces'. In Curte .... p.32S. 
14Eliade, 'Pe Strada M1intuleasa'. in In Curte .... p.290. 
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'An ~rtist never ?rows old ... If God punished us with something, ~ e punished 
us with yo~th. without old age. I admit, the punishment is harsh, but what can 
we do ? This IS our fate .. .' 
'Youth without old age', repeated Antim smiling. 15 
('Un artist nu1mbatrane~te nicioda~ ... Da~ ne-a pedepsit ~i pe noi Dumnezeu 
cu ceva. ne-a pedepsit cu tinerete t.i~ de batr·~ne~e. Recunosc. pedeapsa e grea. 
dar ce putem face ? Asta ne-a fost ursita .. .' 
'Tinerete fara de b~trane~e', repe~ Antim iambind.) 
In The Forbidden Forest the myth of Youth without Old Age and Ufe 
without Death shapes - in a 'camouflaged' way - the destiny of the main 
character, ~tefan. Although married, he falls for another woman, Ileana'~ 
and searches for her twelve years, in different countries, while 
undergoing several initiatory trials. In a dialogue with another heroine, 
Miss Zissu, Stefan identifies his destiny with the one of the king's son, 
from the Romanian fairy-tale: 
'I do not want to grow old, to have my soul mineralised. and one day. die. I 
want to live for ever. young. like in our fairy-tale Youth without Old Age and Life 
without Death. I think I have this right to ask for my share of immortality .. .' 
'Immortality of the soul !>exclaimed. nearly sad. Miss Zissu. 'We are all 
immortals. But we have to die first !...'17 
('Nu vreau sa imb':ttranesc. sa rna mineralizez suflete~te. ~i fntr-o buna zi sa 
mor. Vreau sa t~iesc de-a pururi. etnar. ca In basmul nostru Tinerete fOro 
botrClneJe ~i viaJ~ fora de moarte. Cred ca am acest drept de a-mi cere partea 
mea de nemurire .. .' 'Nemurirea sufletului !' exclama aproape 7ntristata d-ra 
Zissu. 'T ofi suntem nemuritori. Dar trebuie s~ murim 'intai ! .. .') 
When he finally finds Ileana, the woman he really loves, ~tefan realises 
that in fact, he searched for his own liberation which could be 
accomplished only through their death, together. Playing the function of 
the native castle from the myth, Ileana represents the poliedronic image 
of : Death - Centre- Self - Home. 
15Eliade. 'Uniforme de General'. In Curte ... , E.448. 
1611eana is a name usually used for fairies in the Romanian myths. 
17Eliade. NoaEtea .... vol. II (1991). p.49. 
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In his early novel Isabel and the Devil's Waters, Eliade entitled the first 
chapter 'Youth without Old Age' and the last one ' And LOf 0 h 
.•• I e Wit out 
Death', suggesting a cyclical organisation of the writing, moulded on the 
structure of the Romanian myth. The similar pattern is evident: 
exceptional hero - initiatory journey - trials - love - death. In 
the beginning of the book, the main character, nicknamed 'the Doctor', 
has a dialogue with Fraulein Roth, a dialogue which opens a series of 
spiritual and physical adventures: 
have10lci 
''''!hy don't you know Romanian? I would---r-you a beautiful story: 
Ttnerete fara batranete ... That's all. I shan't translate the title for you. Let me 
write down in your book. .. these words only. You can look them up in the 
dictionary. But listen how suggestive they are: Ti-ne-re-te .. .' 
'Ti-neu-re-dze ... Doctor. you are sentimental."8 
('De ce nu ~tii romane~te ? Ti-a~ povesti 0 poveste frumoasa: Tinere~e tara 
batrane~e ... Adt. Nu-~i traduc titlul. Lasa-ma sa. scriu 1h carnetul d-taleooo numai 
aceste cuvinte. Le poti duta 1h dic~onar. Dar asculd ce mult spun: 
Ti-ne-re-~e .. .' 
'Ti-neu-re-tze ... Doctore, e~ti sentimental.') 
The hero's decision not to return from India to his country is 
symbolically equivalent to a death. His liberty resides in his power to 
choose and he remains there to dedicate his life to Isabel's child. His 
new found Self is represented by this child who, although destroying his 
spiritual life, continues him in abstracto. Between spiritual 
accomplishment ( = youth without old age) and the common 'eternal 
life' accessible to everyone through their offspring ( = life without 
death) the Doctor chooses the second: 'Briefly: refusing youth without 
old age, I pine for life without death, and I marry Isabel. Marriage being 
the transcendental link, - is immortal - in heaven. And upon the earth, I 
will live through my children, for ever.' (,Pe scurt: refuzand tinere>ea 
18Eliade, IsabeL, p.8. 
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far~ de b~trane~e, dnjesc via}a f~ra de moarte, ~i m~ casatoresc cu 
Isabel. Cas~toria fiind legatura transcedentala (sic), e nemuritoare in cer. 
lar pe pamant, voi trai prin fiii mei, in veacuri.')'9. 
Eliade took a totally different angle on the myth in the novel The 
Return from Paradise. The notion of Youth without Old Age becomes 
ground for existential questions. After participating in a street 
confrontation between left-wing workers and the police forces, the 
young, well-off Emilian expresses his feelings in a delirious monologue: 
... I feel I grow old ... 
And if you are old, you see life in a different way. An old man is an old man. it 
doesn't matter what you say .... my body still remains young and my spirit is 
young as well. But something enters me. something old ..... Because the main 
question is this: how can you feel something you are not, something which 
maybe. you won't ever become ... 2o 
( ... Simt cum imbatranesc ... 
~i daca es~i b'1tran, altfel ai s1 prive~ti via~ Un bamn e un bamn. orice ai 
spune .... trupul tot tanlir imi r'!imane. ~i spiritul tot tanar. Dar intra ceva in mine 
care e b~tran, ... 
Pentru d. toata intrebarea aicea s13: cum de se poate s!i te sim~i ceva care nu 
e~ti, ceva care, poate. n-ai sa devii niciodata ... ) 
The shooting encountered during the demonstration had released the 
trigger of Emilian's consciousness. Through a violent experience, he 
finds his Self. This character expresses Eliade's philosophy at the time: 
in order to attain real freedom, any experience should be encouraged 
up to its end. 
In his article 'The Myth of the Young Generation', Eliade wrote: 'To 
love, respect, believe in youth - is so natural a thing that it doesn't even 
have to be justified.' ('A iubi, a respecta, a crede in tinereJ:e - este un 
19ibid, p. 148. 
2oEJiade, Intoarcerea ... ( 1992), pp.281-82. 
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lucru atat de firesc incat nici nu mai trebuie justificat').2/. As youth is 'the 
eternal source of all human experience'22, the young journalist and 
essayist Eliade promotes the idea of a cultural spiritual rejuvenation, in 
conformity with the myth: 
Youth is the only stage of human life when the individual could really get in 
contact with myth. It does not matter how many of them achieve this contact 
in a concrete way, how many of them obtain the 'Youth without Old Age'. The 
fact that they endeavour and pine for this myth is the important thing. And in 
this burning with desire lies their chance to later fertilise history and culture.23 
(Tinere~ea e singura etap~ din viafa umana dind insul poate intr-adevar ob~ine 
contactul cu mitul. Nu intereseaza ca~i tineri realizean concret acest contact, 
cati dintre ei ob~in 'tinere~ea fcira bat~nete'. Interesea~ faptul di se st~duiesc 
~i ard pentru acest mit. ~i 1n aceasta ardere stau ~ansele lor de a fertiliza, mai 
tarziu, istoria ~i cultura.) 
In one of his essays from the volume Oceanography, Eliade finally 
reconciles the two biological states in an integrative vision of life. His 
ultimate idea of freedom is composed by their complementarity, a 
necessary equilibrium for escaping the terror of Time: 
If you know how to make from one hour, both youth and old age, then you 
will not be scared anymore by either of them. When neither mediocrity, nor 
perfection, neither error, nor certitude interest you any longer - then you have 
liberated yourself from these destinies, because you remain yourself only, 
without old age and without death. I often think of our fairy-tale 'Youth 
without Old Age and Life without Death'. Are not these myths representing 
the central drama of a civilisation ?24 
21 Eliade, 'Mitul Generatiei Tinere' in Profetism ... , vol. II, p.1 07. 
22ibid., p.1 I I. 
23ibid., p.113. 
24Eliade, Drumul..., p.55. 
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(Daca ~tii s~ faci dintr-un singur ceas ~i tinerete ~i batranefe, apoi nu mai ai nici 
o team:i, de nici una din ele. C~nd nici mediocritatea, nici perfe~iunea, nici 
eroarea, nici certitudinea nu te mai intereseaza - te-ai eliberat de aceste 
destine, pentru ca ai rnmas numai tu insu~i, f:i~ batrrtne~e ~i fa~ de moarte. M~ 
g.\ndesc adesea la acel basm al nostru cu 'tinere~e f!~ bat~ne~e ~i b:ltrane~e 
(sic) fara de moarte'. Oare miturile acestea nu reprezin~ drama central~ a unei 
civilizafii 1) 
Assessing Eliade's interpretations of the myth Youth without Old Age and 
Ufe without Death in his fiction, one can say that he 'played' with it in an 
almost mathematical way. In some writings the hero chooses to return 
home as in the myth (e.g. 'Youth without Youth'), in others he decides 
to remain in a foreign place (e.g. Isabel and the Devil's Waters), or 
there is a balance between the two worlds ('Les trois graces', The 
Return from Paradise, The Forbidden Forest). But the common 
denominator of these writings is that the characters under the sign of 
this myth finally find their own Self which is triggered by different 
symbols: a purple rose (,Youth without Youth'), a child (Isabel and 
the Devil's Waters), a gun (The Return from Paradise), a woman (The 
Forbidden Forest). All these symbols of the Self imply death under one 
form or another, but death as a synonym for freedom. It is our opinion 
that Eliade discovered in the Romanian myth Youth without Old Age and 
Ufe without Death a pattern for expressing, in varied ways, his 
remarkable concept of freedom. 
Motto: 
THEMES, SYMBOLS, IMAGES 
A PLANT CALLED 'MATRAGUNA' 
('DEADL Y NIGHTSHADE') 
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Good evening. deadly nightshade .... You who are the queen of the 
skies and storms. you who are the queen of flowers .... It is you 
whom I call and beg •... 
(Incantation discovered by Simeon Mangiuca. quoted by Mircea Eliade 
in De la Zalmoxis la Genghis-Han. p.21?) 
The botanical preoccupation of the adolescent Eliade crystallised later in 
his studies in the symbolism of the plant called deadly nightshade (or 
mandrake), whose Romanian variety is known by the popular name of 
matrc1guna (the scientific name is Atropa Belladonna). As the historian of 
religions remarked: 'From all the plants searched for because of their 
magical and medicinal virtues by the Romanian witches, young girls and 
women, there is no other one whose ritual of gathering has so many 
"dramatic" elements as the deadly nightshade.' ('Dintre toate plantele 
pe care vrajitoarele, fete ~i femei din Romania, Ie cauta pentru virtu~ile 
lor magice sau medicinale, nu exist~ nici una al carei ritual al culesului s~ 
comporte atatea elemente "dramatice" ca matraguna.') '. In his analysis 
of the mandrake, Eliade pointed out certain characteristics of the plant's 
symbolism which are relevant to our hermeneutic: I) the deadly 
nightshade is an erotic plant par excellence: it brings love, marriage 
and fecundity; 2) picking it up constitutes a ritual (remoteness, 
1 Eliade. De la Zalmoxis ...• p.206. 
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solitude and secret are essential; the scenario supposes a dance of 
naked girls around the plant); 3) its gathering is always associated 
with magical gestures and precautions (it has to be full moon, the 
plant is personified as 'Great Lady', 'Queen', 'Good Mother'); 4) 
matraguna has got dual power: its forces could be led towards Good 
or Evil I love or hatred; and finally 5) it is feared and respected 
because of its unique qualities which 'could multiply life or kill it'2. These 
elements scrutinised by the folklorist Eliade, could be encountered, in a 
'camouflaged' literary form, in his own novella: The Old Man and the 
Bureaucrats'. Oana, the giant girl, beautiful like a statue, performs the 
ritual of picking matraguna up for love and marriage. Describing this 
episode, Eliade respected the gathering schema from the popular 
tradition: 
It was moonlight. ... Oana stopped at the edge of a forest glade, she took her 
dress off and remained naked. She first knelt and searched for something 
-- --
among the weeds. Afterwards she raised up and started dancing, whirling in 
circle, singing and murmuring .... 'Matraguna ... , good lady, marry me in one 
month time! .. .'3 
(Era luna .... Oana s-a oprit la marginea unui luminis, ~i-a tras rochia de pe ea 
~i-a rnmas goal~. A tngenunchiat tndi ~i a diutat ceva intre buruieni, apoi s-a 
ridicat ~i a fnceput sa diintuiasc':t lnvartindu-se in cerc, cantand ~i murmurand .... 
'Matrngun'a. .. , doamn;i bun~ m~ri~-m~ intr-o luna!...') 
The main sequences of the genuine custom of· picking up deadly 
nightshade for erotic purposes could be discovered in the text: the 
presence of full moon, seclusion, nakedness (with magical 
implications), kneeling as a sign of respect, circular dance (Eliade 
showed that this is reminiscent of a ritual dance), incantations in 
2ibid., pp.22 1-22. 
3Eliade, 'Pe strada Mantuleasa' in In Curte ... , p.234. The underlining is mine. 
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which the plant is personified. But Eliade introduced in his novella an 
original element, of a fantastic nature: the apparition of the spirit of 
Mmroguna herself. In this episode, she reproves Oana for wanting to 
begin her sexual life too early. As the narrative is structured on the 
mythical, ritualistic scheme which envisages the double sided aspect 
of the plant (endowed with opposite powers: good or bad, love or 
death), the spirit of the plant is described as an old and threatening 
woman. She looks like a witch, is dressed in rags, but wears a necklace 
of golden coins4 (she is at the same time poor and rich), unplaited 
(symbol of magical nudity) and she has oracular powers: 
... suddenly an apparition rose from the weeds, looking like an old woman, 
dressed in rags, unplaited and wearing a necklace of golden coins, and she 
lunged threateningly at Oana: 'Hold on you, fool! the old woman shouted at 
her. Hold on, you are not even fourteen years old!' ... Oana kneeled and bent 
her head. 'Calm down, continued the old woman. I cannot absolve you from 
your fate. When you feel you cannot live anymore without marriage, go to 
the mountains, because it is from there that your husband will come ... .'5 
( ... dintre buruieni s-a ridicat 0 aratare ca un fel de femeie b~tr.in1 ftnbrnca~ fh 
zdrente, despleti~ ~i cu 0 salb~ de aur la gat, ~i s-a repezit amenin~toare spre 
Oana: 'Ho nebuno ! i-a strigat bnrana. Ho c:i n-ai Implinit Inca paisprezece 
ani !' ... Oana a c1zut fh genunchi ~i ~i-a plecat capul. 'Potole~te-te, a continuat 
batr.tna. Ca ce ~-a fost ursit, eu nu pot dezlega. and t;i-o fi ~i ti-o fi de mariti~, 
sa te urci la munte, c~ de-acolo ~i vine barbat.. .. .') 
The fantastic side is organically entwined with the ritualistic one, the 
first one ultimately becoming a consequence of the latter. Thus Eliade, 
preserved the original symbolism of mandrake as enhancing the eros. 
In the novella 'Miss Christina' the painter Egor admits that he is 
enchanted by the vampire Christina and he compares her attractiveness 
with Atropa Belladonna's forces: 
4The necklace of golden coins is worn by peasant and Gypsy women (both categories 
related to magic) while gold in itself symbolises an occult, superior condition. 
5Eliade, 'Pe Strada Mantuleasa' in In Curte ... , pp. 234-35. 
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'But now ,I love you', moaned Egor. 'At the beginning I didn't want to love you, 
I was afraid of you! But now I love you! What did you give me drink. 
Christina? What deadly nightshade do your lips yield ?! ... -6 
(,Dar acum te iubesc', gemu Egor. 'N-am vrut sa te iubesc la'inceput, mi-a fost 
frid de tine! Dar acum te iubesc ! Ce mi-ai dat sa beau, Christina? Ce 
matragun~ rode~te din buzele tale ?!. . .') 
The plant designates here femininity: Christina's kiss is like matraguna, a 
kind of sorcery, erotic and mortal at the same time. The deadly 
nightshade is, in Eliade's narrative, the emblem of the woman-sorceress, 
a charming and dangerous creature. In Nineteen Roses. Niculina. the 
actress, represents the archetypal Woman. The dialogue between her 
and leronim. the producer. highlights her attributes: 
'Who made my coffee today? This is to know what herbs you put in it: deadly 
nightshade or basil.' 
'I made it', confessed Niculina smilingly. 'But why are you asking? Can you feel 
the taste of matrifguna in it ?' 
'Oh! Circe, unsurpassed witch! exclaimed jokingly leronim, .. .'7 
(,Cine mi-a acut astazi cafeaua ? Ca sa ~tiu ce ierburi mi-afi pus: m:it~gun~ sau 
busuioc ?' 
'Eu am f:icut-o, marturisi Niculina zambind. Dar de ce rna fntrebi ? Se simte 
gustul m~tragunei ?' 
'Ah ! Circe, neintrecu~ vrajitoare ! exclama 'in glum:i leronim, .. .') 
In his early novel Work in Progress, Eliade transcribes from his Indian 
diary notes related to his studies of Atropa Belladonna in Asian botany 
and its fantastic interpretations. The plant's symbolic complexity shows 
its special status in the Oriental imagery: 'This plant, in Asian people's 
imagery. is worth a Taoist library. The symbol •... the fantastic aspect of 
mandrake interests me' (,Planta asta, Tn Inchipuirea asiaticilor. pre~uie~te 
cat 0 biblioteca taoist~. Simbolul .... fantastica matra:gunei ma 
6Eliade, Domni~oara ... , vol. \, p.122. 
7 Eliade, Nouasprezece ... , p. 84. 
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intereseaza'.)8. With irony, the writer uses the symbolic equivalence of 
deadly nightshade with 'femininity', in order to show his preference for 
studying the meanings of the female principle embodied in the plant, 
rather than becoming erotically involved with Ruth, a mediocre young 
girl: 
Ruth, my darling, you are the sweetest light-minded little woman, but you are 
not a woman. And this is what I need. And at this particular moment, not even 
that. Now I have an entire pharmacopoeia in my head and a crazy desire to 
decipher the deadly nightshade. I'm an abstract guy, believe me, Ruth ... 9 
(Ruth, draga mea, e~ti cea mai delicioas:! femeiu~c:i, dar nu e~ti 0 femeie. ~i mie 
asta fmi trebuie. lar acum nici atat. Acum am 0 intreaga farmacopeie In cap ~i 0 
pof~ nebun-:t s:t descifrez m~t~guna. Sunt un tip abstact, crede-ma Ruth ... ) 
Eliade employed the symbol of mandrake in his fiction, in a proper, 
ritualistic way ('The Old Man and the Bureaucrats'), in a 
metaphorical form to express eroticism and femininity ('Miss 
Christina', Nineteen Roses) and in an ironic way (Work in Progress). 
Nevertheless, behind all these first meanings the blueprint of the 
historian of religions could be discovered, as matraguna constitutes a 
symbol which proves his own theory of the 'circulation of the substance 
of life and sacred powers among the various bio-cosmic levels"o (e.g.: 
moon - woman- earth), a circulation that could be directed to either 
enrich or destroy Man. 
8Eliade, ~antier ... , pp.149-50. 
'libid., p.150. 
IOEliade, Patterns ... , p.315. 
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SANZIE.NE. OR MIDSUMMER DAY 
Su~denly, back in time; Calcutta 1929. Afterwards unexpectedly, I feel 
again, on the roof of my mouth, the hot and very bitter taste of ashes 
of Midsummer Night. 
(Mircea Eliade, lurnal vol.l, p.185) 
Before tackling the symbolism of Midsummer Day in Eliade's literature, 
we shall take a preliminary look at this motif in the Romanian 
mythology. The Sanziene' are fairies gifted with oracular powers who 
could trigger madness in people. They not only foretell the future, but 
bestow a different amount of luck on each mortal as well. The 
Midsummer's celebration takes place on St John the Baptist's Day (24th 
June, middle of the year) and the ritual appears to be organised under 
the sign of Diana, the selenic Goddess who spends most of the 
time in a forest. Eliade's novel, translated under the title of The 
Forbidden Forest (the original title in Romanian is: The Midsummer 
Night) has its structure organised around the motif of Sanziene. The plot 
of the book begins and ends on the 24th June, but between the first and 
the last date a period of 12 years elapses, suggesting the illusory quality 
of time (the cipher 12 suggests the duration of one year and thus the 
eternal 'beginning'). Like Diana - the selenic Goddess - Ileana (the main 
character of the novel) appears during the night in the forest of B:Ineasa 
lThe etymology ofthe word S(Jnziana remains controversial. While in Micul digionar 
enciclopedic it is considered to be derived from 'Sanctus Dies Johannes' , Eliade (in De 
la Zalmoxis la Genghis-Han) suggests the contraction of the syntagm 'Diana Sancta din 
Sarmizegetusa' into ~nziana «San(cta) Diana). 
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where she encounters a man, Stefan Viziru, with whom she falls in love. 
Their relationship begins on the mythical background of the Midsummer 
Night, when 'the skies open': 
Some sa,' that this night. exactly at midnight. the skies open. I do not quite 
understand how they could open. but that is what they say: that on 
Midsummer Night the skies open. But probably they open only for those who 
know how to look at them ... 2 
(Unii spun c~ 1n noaptea asta. exact la miezul noptii. se deschid cerurile. Nu 
prea'inteleg cum s-ar putea deschide, dar a~a se spune: di'in noaptea de 
Sanziene se deschid cerurile. Dar probabil c~ se deschid numai pentru cei care 
~tiu cum ~ Ie priveasc~ ... ) 
The image of Ileana is moulded on the pattern of two Romanian 
mythical characters: lana Sanziana I Diana ('a celestial selenic 
divinity')3 and Ileana Cosanzeana (a chthonic fairy of floral 
vegetation). Ileana takes from lana Sanziana I Diana: I) the selenian 
attribute: Stefan meets her during the night and Ileana represents a 
symbolic personification of the Midsummer Night itself (Rom. Sanziene is 
reminiscent of 'Sanziana'); 2) the link with vegetation: the first and 
the last encounter between the two protagonists take place in a forest; 
3) the miraculous powers of turning people mad (Stefan 
becomes, in a figurative way, a 'dianatic', possessed by Diana/Ileana and 
he searches for 12 years for her). From Ileana Cosanzeana, Ileana 
borrows the personality of'sapiential, supernatural virgin, initiated in the 
beneficent magic'4. If the image of the mythical Ileana Cos~nzeana is 
always associated with a fabulous horse in the popular imagination, 
Ileana from The Forbidden Forest is permanently linked by ~tefan with 
2Eliade. Noaptea .... vol. I. p.6. 
3Kernbach, Dictionar. ... p.548. 
4ibid .• p.244. 
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an imaginary car, a symbolic equivalent of the horse. In Stefan's mind, 
the vehicle takes different forms (an old cab engrossed in snow, under 
the diffused light of a street lamp, a car painted on a canvas.> etc.) and 
when it appears in reality, the automobile proves to be a a vehicle of 
Wedding-Death. Ileana Cosanzeana, from the Romanian folklore, is also 
a 'fairy who flies in a magic way' and 'lives in the nether world 
which could be reached through a dark tunnel at the edge of the 
world'.5 In other words she is an ethereal image of Death. The image of 
Ileana from Eliade's novel is also charged with eschatological 
significances. She is linked to the Midsummer Night which 
accomplishes the dual function of a beginning and an ending at the same 
time. By meeting Ileana, ~tefan begins a new life6 and embarks on a 
journey leading to his final liberation. For this he has to free himself 
from Maya, the cosmic illusion, which binds him to his family. Like her 
mythical counterpart (Ileana Cos~nzeana), Ileana is the one who leads 
him to the nether world, an equivalent of trari:endency. Death is 
identified with Love and this made us consider the book's plot as being 
organised on two superimposed circles: one starting on a 
Midsummer Night, in a wood just outside Bucharest; the other 
commencing on a Midsummer Night in the forest of Royaumone. The 
first circle has Love (the first meeting of Ileana and Stefan) as a 
departure point~ while the second sets off with Death (the last meeting 
of the two characters). Through superimposition, the two circles 
become one, thus suggesting the abolition of any rules or distinctions. 
Consequently we assist at a dissolution of the spatial dimension 
5ibid., p.244. 
6The protagonists meet on St John the Baptist's Day (=Midsummer Day) and the main 
signification of the baptism is death for the profane world and rebirth into the sacred 
one. 
7The eschatological significance ofthe word is evident Royaume(=Kingdom) / 
mont( =mountain). 
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(Romania = France; B~neasa = Royaumont), a disappearance of the 
temporal quality (the past turns into present through the 'eternal' 
characteristic of the Midsummer Night which, paradoxically being a date 
and its own negation, unites in a symbolic way the twelve year period), 
the identity of love with death and of sacred with profane 
(during the Midsummer Night the skies open and both dimensions: 
sacred / profane are present). The schema below exemplifies the two 
circles: 
In the short story 'Les trois graces' the symbolism of the Midsummer 
Day provides one of the many keys capable of decoding the plot. The 
medical doctor Aurelian Tataru arranges an encounter with two of his 
old friends, in Poiana Dornei, in June. Exactly on Midsummer's Day, he 
has a strange accident and dies. His last words were: 'Les trois graces', 
an allusion to the three female patients whom he attempted to cure of 
cancer. In fact T~taru invited his friends to let them know that he had 
found the secret of immortality, which presupposed death as a 
necessary stage. One of his friends tries to understand his last words: 
'Furthermore maybe he wanted to tell us that death is an 
accomplishment, a perfect integration of all the high capabilities which 
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were bestowed on us.' ('Si po ate a vrut sa spuna ca moartea este 0 
Implinire, 0 perfecta integrare a tuturor faculta~ilor inalte cu care am 
fost darui~i.')8. Dying during the summer solstice changes all meanings 
into a liberation, because in this particular time of the year the 'door' 
towards the sacred is opened. In Eufrosina - his rejuvenated female 
patient - Aurelian Tataru sees the image of Persephone herself, 
condemned to live half of the year in the world and half in the 
underworld (half a year young / half a year old). Without knowing it, she 
is the one who helps him acquire true freedom and immortality, by 
hastening his death. 
In the novella 'Dayan', Midsummer Day plays the same crucial role: it 
is a date in which mixed love and death are liable to equate the 'real 
freedom'. The writing is about a mathematician, Orobete Constantin, 
nicknamed Dayan, who, during one miraculous day, meets the 
Wandering Jew. The latter, who correspondents to the anima mundi, 
guides the young man through different realms of existence. As Dayan 
searches for the ultimate equation of existence, he realises in his 
discussions with Ahashverus that, in fact, his first revelation was his 
childhood discovery of the Wandering Jew's story: 
'The Wandering Jew?!' I exclaimed. 'I read it, long time ago, in my grandparents' 
village .. : 
'At Strandari', interrupted the old man, 'you read it hidden in the communal 
granary, and you finished it exactly on Midsummer Night; you ran through 
the last page, in the last minute when the letters printed on the worst paper 
before the First World War could still be deciphered .. :~ 
8E1iade, 'Les trois graces' in In Curte ... , p.303. 
9Eliade, 'Dayan' in La umbra ... , vol. Y, p.133. 
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('J'd I R~ ~, 11' I OVU dtacltor .. am exc/amat. 'Eu I-am citit. demult, 'in satlJl bun' 'I ' 
'L S d '. ICI or", 
a tr~n an. m-a intrerupt batranul. 'I-ai citit ascuns in harnbarul cornu I . 
I ' , h'" na. ~I 
-a., termmat c lar I,n seara de Sanziene. ai parcurs ultima pagina in ultirnele 
minute dnd se mal puteau descifra literele imprimate pe cea rnai proasta hlrf 
dinainte de primul ~zboi mondial....) Ie 
Midsummer Night represents time when miracles happen and 
revelations take place: its duration is sacred and equals the non-time in 
the profane world. Only then do mortals have the possibility of annulling 
their dimensions: direction, space and time, as well as acquiring 
freedom/immortality through love=death. The Wandering Jew becomes 
the emblem of the one who lives in a perpetual 'Midsummer Day', in a 
no-time / no-space condition and he confesses to Dayan: 'And when 
you'll be judged, all of you from these parts of the world, even if you are 
Christians, Jews, sceptics and non-believers, you'll all be judged 
according to what you understood from my story ... .' ('Iar c~nd ve~i fi 
judeca}i, to~i din aceste parti ale lumii, fie ca a~i fost cre~tini, evrei sau 
sceptici ~i necredincio~i, ve~i fi judeca~i prin ce-a~i fnteles din povestea 
mea ... :)10. The role played by Ileana in The Forbidden Forest, or by 
Eufrosina in 'Les trois graces', is taken in the novella 'Dayan' by 
Madonna Intelligenza, the symbol of universal Wisdom, a sublimated 
image of Virgin - Mother - Lover. Kept in a hospital for nervous diseases 
by the authorities, Dayan is conscious of the fact that his only chance 
left to attain freedom is to die on Midsummer's Day. Miracles are 
possible then and he could enter transcendency, as the 'prisons' man 
invented for himself (space-time- 5reed ) are abolished. The 
mathematician loses the notion of time, and he obsessively asks the 
others not the actual date, but how long is left until the summer 
solstice: 'I just want to know if we are before or after the summer 
solstice, Midsummer Night: ('Vreau doar sa ~tiu dac~ suntem fnainte sau 
IOibid., p.1411 
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dupa solsti}iul de var:i, de Sanziene.')"; 'So, there are three days left 
until the summer solstice, until Midsummer's Night, continued 
Orobete .... That is, exactly 12 years since I finished reading The 
Wandering Jew ... ('Deci, trei zile pana la solsti~iul de var~, pana la 
Sanziene, continua Orobete ... Adic~ exact 12 ani de cand am incheiat 
lectura jidovului rdtcicitor ... ')12. An equivalent of Midsummer Night is the 
image of the room with a door set aiar. Life is analogous to a room 
and during Midsummer Night, 'the door' is partially opened for those 
who understand and believe miracles. We could assert that, in fact, 
Midsummer Night brings forward a new soteriology. In our view, the 
symbolism of the room with a door set aiar could be integrated in 
the common series of Symplegades which present 'the paradoxical 
passage from one mode of being to another, such as transfer from this 
world to another world, from the Earth to Heaven or Hell, or passage 
from a profane mode of existence to a spiritual existence'.13 In this 
context it is essential for Dayan to discover the ultimate equation in 
order to perceive the miracle of Midsummer Night, when the 'door' of 
life is 'set ajar'. But as the sacred is powerful and dangerous, the full 
knowledge is given to the initiates only. Those who gain access to the 
sacred not only must be endowed with intelligence, but have to possess 
imagination as well: 'One can pass through a Symplegade insofar as one 
is able to act "spiritually", insofar as one proves that one possesses 
imagination and intelligence and, consequently, is capable of detaching 
oneself from immediate reality'14. Already initiated by Ahashverus, 
Dayan, the mathematician who reads poetry, awaits the Midsummer 
11 ibid., p. 166. 
12ibid., p.ll3. 
\3Mircea Eliade, 'Methodological Remarks on the Study of ReligiOUS Symbolism' in The 
History of Religion _ Essays in Methodology, ed. by Mircea Eliade and Joseph M. 
Kitagawa (Chicago and London, The University of Chicago Press. 1959), p.1 0 I. 
l~ibid .• p.1 0 I. 
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Night to start his definitive eschatological journey: 'I would prefer to 
reach the garden', he whispered. 'At this time, nobody is there. And it's 
Midsummer Night. Even in the heart of the capital, it remains what it 
was from the beginning: Midsummer Night...' ('A~ prefera sa ajung 1h 
gradina', ~opti. 'La ora asta nu mai e nimeni. ~i e noaptea de Sa:nziene. 
Chiar in inima Capitalei, ram~ne tot ce-a fost de la lnceput: noaptea de 
Sanziene .. .')ls. The concept of the Sacred's survival in an apparently 
Profane world epitomises the general theory lying at the basis of this 
narrative. 
The summer solstice and Midsummer Night preserved a special 
significance for the private life of Mircea Eliade himself. In his 
autobiographical writings he identifies his own destiny of being exiled l6 
with the symbolism of Midsummer Night, a wandering through the 
existential labyrinth in search of a breach granting liberation. The 
Romanian motif of SiJnziene evolves into the symbol of experience and 
continuity, of a personal quest for miracle in the contemporary, 
apparently 'desacralised' world: 
I suddenly remember that exactly twenty years ago, during those terrible hot 
days in Calcutta, I wrote the chapter The Dream of a Summer Night' from 
Isabel. The same solstitial dream, with another structure and taking place at 
different levels, stands at the centre of The Forbidden Forest Could it be a 
coincidence only? The myth and the symbol of the solstice continues to. 
obsess me for very many years. But I had forgotten that it followed me Since 
writing IsabeL 17 
15Eliade, 'Dayan' in La umbra ... , vol. V, p.141. 
l6'Passing by, around ten o'clock, in front of the Trocadero. t~e snow ,,:hich whitened 
the trees and covered the lawns, suddenly brought into my mind the wl~ters from my 
country. I continue to be sad, But I know nothing can be done. The destmy of the 
Midsummer Night.' Eliade, lurnaJ ... , voLl, p.242. 
l7ibid., p.IS3. 
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(Imi aduc aminte ca exact acum dou~zeci de ani, pe teribilele dllduri din 
Calcutta, scriam capitolul "Visul unei nop~i de va~" din Isabel. Acela~i vis 
solsti~ial, cu 0 al~ structura ~i dest.r~urandu-se pe alte niveluri se afla ~i 1h 
centrul NopPi de Sanziene. S~ fie oare numai 0 coinciden~ ? Mitul ~i simbolul 
solsti~iului m~ obsedeaza de foarte mul~i ani. Uitasem, fnsa, d rna urmarea de la 
Isabel ... ) 
A special 'date' with mythical implications, 24th June becomes the day 
when revelations and miracles happen: Love becomes Death and 
vice-versa, while Time-Space-Direction are abolished. By using the 
Romanian mythical motif of Sanziene in his fiction, Eliade obtained some 
of the most remarkable effects from his entire literature. Not only is his 
masterpiece entitled The Midsummer Night (The Forbidden Forest) but 
he admitted in his Autobiography a personal preference for this motif: 
The summer solstice and Midsummer Night preserve, in my view, all the 
charms and all the prestiges. Something happens - and this day appears to 
me not only the longest one, but purely and simply different from the one from 
yesterday or the one from tomorrow. IS 
(Solsti~iul de varn ~i noaptea de Sanziene ~i p~streaza, pentru mine, toate 
farmecele ~i toate pre~tigiile .. S~ fhtompla (eva ... - ~i ziua a.c~sta mi se par:.nu 
numai cea mai lun~, CI pur ~I slmplu, alta decat cea de len sau cea de maine.). 
18ibid., p.ISO. 
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CALU$ARI- A ROMANIAN CATHARTIC DANCE 
Motto: Whatever its origin, cllu~ul, in its attested forms from the last 
centuries, is known in Romania only and could be considered a 
creation of the Romanian folkloric culture. What characterises it, is 
not only the archaism, but also its open structure .... 
(Mircea Eliade, Istoria credin1elor ~i ideilor religioase, vol. III, p.224) 
Analysing the structure of a religious idea or a 'sketch of popular 
theology'] not only sheds light upon Eliade's literary creations, but at the 
same time changes their perspectives and meanings. This is the case 
with the symbolism of the calusar;2 (Romanian cathartic dancers) which 
is present in the last novel written by Mircea Eliade: Nineteen Roses. 
The historian of religions considered the calusar; 'a sort of secret SOciety 
(Mannerbund),3 and he pointed out a set of rules lying at the basis of 
this cathartic ritual. Utilising his descriptions (Histoire des croyances et 
des idees religieuses, Occultism, Witchcraft and Cultural Fashions) we 
have assembled a system of seven essential aspects of the ritual, which 
also playa key-role in Mircea Eliade's fiction. Calusar;; are a group of 
carefully selected young men who receive a highly sophisticated training. 
They have to I) learn dances, especially acrobatic ones that 
suggest the flight. The initiation takes place in 2) forests or 
deserted places, outside Villages. The clJ/u$ar; must 3) strictly 
I Eliade, Istoria ... , vol. III, p.225. 
2As Eliade showed, the name 'cl1lu~ari' comes from the Romanian term for 'horse' ('cal' 
< Lat. Caballus). 
3Eliade, Occultism ... , pp.80-81. 
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respect a set of rules: keep secrecy, obey the leader, remain 
silent for a specific period of time. The origin of the dance is 
military, as suggested by 4) the vows, wooden swords, clubs with 
which the cQ/u~ari are 'armed' and the symbolic flag they carry. The 
choreography consists of 5) performing dances which imitate, at 
the same time, 'fairies' flight (the patroness of the c(j/u~ari is the 
'Queen of Fairies' = Doamna Zane/or) and the gallop of horses. This 
way, ' ... the scenario actualised by the calusari consistently implies the 
merging of the opposite, though complementary, magico-religious ideas and 
techniques:4 0Ne are also inclined to see in this tendency a reintegration 
of primordial androgyny). The main function of these ritual dances is 6) 
to cure the victims of the fairies. Some 7) burlesque scenes take 
place between each of two choreographic sequences, and their leading 
role is played by 'The Mute'. Apart from this character, there are four 
other actors representing typologies: a Priest, a Turk or Kazakh, a 
Doctor and a Woman. During the pantomime all the actors try to 
make love to the Woman, one of the artists is killed and 
revived and the Woman becomes pregnant. Revising the 
constitutive elements we could assert that the seven characteristics of 
the ritual are: I) training for the performance of acrobatic I 
flying dances; 2) initiation in forests or deserted places; 3) 
respect for rules: secrecy, obedience towards leader, chastity, silence; 
4) military origin of the ritual; 5) choreography imitating the 
fairies' flight and the horses' gallop; 6) ritualistic function: curing 
the victims of the fairies; 7) burlesque scenes loaded with a precise 
symbolism. Having this scheme we shall attempt to 'open' one of the 
reading levels of Eliade's novel Nineteen Roses. Eugen Simion resumes 
the plot of the book: 
4ibid., p.84. 
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The technique of the novel follows. up to a point, the initiations of the central 
character (the writer Anghel D. Pandele). who. many decades ago. suffered a 
psychic traumatism and could not remember what happened one night. ... when 
he was accompanied by a young actress ... Psychic traumatism or magic art ? 
This is the interrogation around which a labyrinthine history is organized .... 5 
(T ehnica romanului urmeaza. p-anlt la un punct, initierile personajului central 
(scriitorul Anghel D. Pandele) care. cu multe decenii 'in urma. a suferit un 
traumatism psihic ~i nu-~i aminte~te ce s-a petrecutintr-o noapte .... pe dnd se 
afla inso~it de 0 tana~ actri~ ... Traumatism psihic sau act magic ? Este 
interoga):ia in jurul careia se concentreaza 0 istorie labirintidL .. ) 
A team of talented actors, under the leadership of leronim Thanase, 
perform the ritualistic function of the d1Iu~ari. In a camp situated in a 
deserted place (that is, outside the profane space) they organise 
secret shows: plays, archaic dances and songs. Pandele is invited there 
and he is cured of his amnesia. Like the cOlu~ari, leronim's group of 
actors reedit the original function of the art as healing ritual with 
religious implications. The artists keep the secrecy of the entire 
initiation process of training. Some do not even divulge their roles in the 
play to their colleagues. All the team obey leronim, and one of them 
respects a YOW of silence. Inviting his secretary (Eusebiu Damian) to 
join the camp, the writer Pandele sends one of the actors to collect him 
from the city. This man, foreign in appearance, is symbolically identical 
to 'The Mute' from the cQ/u~ari group: he is bound by a ritual of 
silence. Pandele introduces him over the phone to Eusebiu, by a direct 
analogy with 'The Mute' from catu~ari: 
5Eugen Simion. 'Postfata' in Eliade. La umbra ...• vol. V, p.243. 
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But Pandele ... was the one who asked me from the begl'nn' 'f I h 
C I . d mg I ever saw t e a usan ance. 
'I didn't, but 1 know the play. That is I saw photos, I read about Calusari. I 
even saw some dances at the cinema.' 
'So, you know', he impatiently interrupted me, 'that in every group there is a 
character who is not allowed to talk. . .' 
'I know. He's called "The Mute" , 
'Exactly, The Mute.'6 
(Dar Pandele ... m-a 7ntrebat el de la inceput dad am asistat vreodata la jocul 
Cllu~arilor. 
'~-am ~sistat, ~ar cu~osc locul. AdiGi, am vazut fotografii, am citit despre 
calu~an, am vazut chlar cateva dansuri la cinematograf.' 
'~tii, deei', m-a1'ntrerupt nerabd~tor, 'ea in fiecare ceata se afia un personaj care 
n-are voie s~ vorbeasca .. .' 
'~tiu. I se spune "Mutul" '. 
'Exact, Mutul.') 
The military elements of the ritual are 'camouflaged' in the novel 
under the form of plays with military subjects, treating Romanian 
historical events. In one of the representations, the formula 'torna, 
torna, fratre' (which appears in the first document preserved that 
attests the Latin origin of the Romanian people, VI century) is used with 
the function of a mantra triggering anamnesis. The actors repeat it in 
the voice of an ancient chorus and modify it into 'to rna, ritorna, fratre'. 
This way they project the spectators centuries back into the past, when 
the Romans withdrew their troops from the territory of Dacia 
(Romania today). Attending these shows, Pandele begins to recover 
from his amnesia and remembers that many years ago he made love 
(in a forester's house) with the so-called 'Euridice', the leading actress in 
a play he wrote. He also remembers that in the morning, before 
drinking some water, he saw at the window a blonde young woman 
who smiled and made him a sign to keep silent. She was clearly a fairy 
and her identity hints at the 'Queen of Fairies', the patroness of 
the calusari: she takes people's minds (the mysterious 'woman' from 
6Eliade, Nou~sprezece ... , p.55. 
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the novel provoked Pandele's loss of memory), she has no 'profane' 
identity (nobody knows who she is and how did she come in the forest) 
and asks for silence. As for Niculina, the actress with whom all the 
actors were in love, she could represent, in our opinion, the 
personification of 'the Woman', a character playing in the pantomimes 
accompanying the dances of cQ/u;ari. Her predecessor was 'Euridice', the 
mother of Laurian (Niculina's fiance) who became pregnant after the 
night spent with Pan dele, the writer. Following the hidden scenario of 
the ritual of cC1lu~ari in Nineteen Roses, the amnesia ('forgetting' = 
'dying') of Pandele is analogous to the death and revival of one of the 
mimes in the cathartic dance. The whole scenario of the c6lu~ari ritual is 
transformed by Eliade in his novel into an eschatology I initiation, a 
new technique to acquire Freedom. In the last episode, Laurian, Niculina 
and Pandele disappear in an old sledge pulled by horses (reminiscent of 
the combination of fairies' flight and the gallop of horses from the 
choreography of ca/us). The characters discovered a new soteriology, 
through spectacle, as art had ab origine a magic function. The ritual of 
the catu~ari is just one of the many superimposed levels of reading 
Nineteen Roses. The literary critic Eugen Simion wrote about a 
'continuous provocation' of Eliade's reader by the author. The reader 
begins to look for signs and myths everywhere, making room for the idea 
of a vast link between the acts of existence: 'No thing is alone in 
universe, no happenings without a link to another initial and sacred 
happening .. .' ('Nici un lucru nu este singur in univers, nici 0 fnr.amplare 
nu este fara legatura cu alta fndmplare, ini~iala, sacra .. .').? The fact that 
Eliade used the symbolism of the cOlu~ari in his very last novel, is 
significant. This archaic, pre-Christian scenario (which survived only in 
7Simion, ·Postfapl' .. .', p.249. 
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Romania)8 whose elements are dispersed throughout Nineteen Roses 
enhances in an evident way the quality of opera aperta of Eliade's writing. 
8Eliade, Occultism ... , p.84. 
Motto: 
INTERTWINING OF UNIVERSAL 
MYTHS AND MOTIFS 
THE ARTIST AND HIS REFLECTIONS: 
DIONYSUS-ORPHEUS 
Say, 'I am child of Earth and stormy Heaven; 
But my race is of Heaven (alone). This ye know yourselves. 
But I am parched with thirst and I perish. Give me quickly 
The cold water flowing forth from the lake of Memory.' 
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And of themselves they will give thee to drink of the holy spring, 
And thereafter among the other heroes thou shalt have lordship.' 
(Plate from Petelia, South Italy, fourth-third century B.C., in Mircea Eliade, Essential 
Sacred Writings From Around the World, p.358) 
It can be said that the images of Dionysus, Orpheus and the mysteries 
constitute certain reference points for the Eliadean oeuvre, both 
scholarly and fictional. There are multiple grounds accounting for 
Eliade's particular interest in these themes. One of the methods to 
investigate them is to analyse the religious elements he used in his 
literary writings. Before employing this approach in the present chapter, 
we shall take a general look at the Dionysiac religion and Orphism, 
aiming to show the link between them. Eliade utilized in his narratives, 
those particular elements common to both mythological figures, 
whereby Dionysus and Orpheus become two reflected images, liable to 
converge at times, up until their identification. 
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THE DIONYSIAN RELIGION 
According to Frazer the great preponderance of evidence points to 
Dionysus' Thracian origin I. The majority of researchers agree in 
considering Dionysus to be a Thracian god, introduced in Greece either 
directly from Thracia or from Phrygia2• There are many variants of the 
myth. The poet Nonnus3 wrote that Zeus visited Persephone under the 
form of a serpent and she gave birth to Zagreus-Dionysus. The babe 
mounted on his father's throne, mimicking the great god. But, while he 
was looking in a mirror, the Titans attacked him with knives. He tried to 
escape by taking various shapes (the likeness of Zeus, then Kronos, a 
young man, a lion, a horse, a serpent, a bull). In his final form he was 
caught and cut to pieces by the Titans. 
In other texts\ Dionysus is son of Zeus and Princess Semele. Jealous, 
Hera tempts Semele to ask Zeus to see his real form, as god. The 
Princess is then stricken by his lightning and gives birth prematurely, but 
Zeus attaches the child to his thigh and after a while, Dionysus is born. 
Sometimes allusions are made to Dionysus' descent into Hades to bring 
up his mother, Semele, from the dead.s 
A different version of the myth had the Titans approaching Dionysus 
a 
and winning his trust with the help of some toys and 'mirror. Caught 
after his multiple, successive metamorphoses, the child is torn to pieces 
and eaten by his enemies. His heart only is saved and Zeus swallows it. 
Afterwards he has a sexual relationship with Semele and Dionysus is 
Ijames Frazer. The Golden Bough - A study in magic and religion (Hertfordshire. 
Wordsworth Editions Ltd. 1993). p.387. 
2Eliade. Istoria .... vol. I. p.352. 
3Frazer. The Golden Bough .... pol88. 
4EI' d It' vol I p 352 and Morfologia Religiilor - Prolegomene (Bucharest. Ed. la e. S ona.... ... _ 
'Jurnalulliterar'. 1993). pp.68-69. 
5Frazer. The Golden Bough ... , p.389. 
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born again through her. (This particular variant forms the basis of 
Orphic theology.) 
There are some elements that should be retained: Dionysus is the 
son of Zeus, he is killed and born again, he has thaumaturgic 
powers and incarnates Gods, people, animals. As Mircea Eliade 
highlighted, not only was Dionysus the son of Zeus, but his appearance 
in the religious history of Greece had the value of a spiritual revolution.6 
Born of a mortal woman (Semele), Dionysus is a god and this fact 
symbolized to the ancient people the pOSSibility of acceding to a 
transcendent way of being. More than anything else Dionysus became 
the image of the 'initiated' par excellence (all the elements of 
initiation are present: double birth, superior condition, death and 
descent into the underworld, his powers to transform different 
conditions), who acquired, through knowledge, a superior level, and was 
raised from human status, to divinity. 
Dionysus was a deity of vegetation, the trees specific to him being the 
ones of an everlasting nature like: the pine tree, the fig tree or plants 
charged with sacredness such as the vine and corn. As god of vegetation 
and moon, he had 'a close connection... with suffering, death and 
resurrection, and with initiation.'7 The wine of Dionysiac orgies had a 
double function: to release the spirit from the cage of senses and to 
provoke that ecstasy normally accessible to Gods only. As Eliade 
showed, wine owed its potency to its corresponding celestial prototype: 
Sacred inebriation makes it possible to share - though fleetingly and imperfectly 
_ the divine mode of being; it achieves. in fact, the paradox of at once . 
possessing the fullness of existence and becoming; of being at once dynamiC 
and static.8 




In our opinion the wine also held the role of catalyst in creating the 
state of madness and frenzy that characterized those celebrating the 
Dionysus' cult. As the myth goes9, even after the god reaches manhood, 
Hera pursues him with hatred and causes him to go mad. He becomes a 
demented vagrant, but eventually, his sanity is restored by the mother 
goddess, Cybele. It is highly probable that those practising the cult of 
Dionysus assumed the temporary 'madness' of the god. (This stage 
towards a superior condition is strikingly similar to the 'madness' of the 
shamans who heal themselves, the curse in itself representing a sign of 
initiation.) The ultimate aim of the Dionysiac ecstasies was concentrated 
in a special feeling of freedom: 'you feel that you are no longer a man, 
no longer subject to laws, to prohibitions'.'o 
During the ritual, women and men were running to catch the 
sacrificial bull. They tore the flesh of the beast, eating the raw meat and 
trying to re-enact Dionysus' death by the Titans. In our view the 
omophagy helped them not only to re-live the mythical happening, but 
to acquire the characteristics of Dionysus (incarnated in a bull) as well. 
As a consequence they became prone to reincarnation, similar to the 
god. Eliade" saw in this episode a regression to a very archaic stage, 
even a pre-human one. He also puts forward the idea that the fall into 
the hunting animals' world could trigger an extremely creative 
psychological and spiritual shock. Eliade inferred that Dionysiac ecstasies 
were able to provoke a regression into a 'time' of pure zoology, that is 
project believers into a mythical Time, without beginning or end. 
9See Michael Jordan, Myths of the World - A Thematic Encyclopedia (London. Kyle 
Cathie, 1995), p.85. 
lOMircea Eliade, No Souvenirs - lournal, 1957-1969 (New York, Harper & Row 
Publishers, 1977), p.93. 
11 Eliade, lurnal. vol. I. p.359. 
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Another explanation of the ritual behaviour of those celebrating this 
cult is re-modelled in the Orphic beliefs. As Titans were the ancestors 
of mankind, people were thought of being intrinsically dual. They 
supposedly have a Titanic element, beastly, obscure, gUilty for Dionysus' 
killing and a Dionysian element, divine and radiant, transmitted through 
the body of the god eaten by the ancestors. 12 The central role Dionysus 
played in the Greek religious life is due in main part to the multiplicity 
and creativity of meanings that can be derived from this myth. This 
characteristic was made evident by Eliade: 
More that any other Greek gods. Dionysus amazes through ... the novelty of his 
epiphanies. by the variety of his transformations. He is. certainly. the only 
Greek god who ... amazes and attracts both the countrymen and the intellectual 
elites .... The drunkenness. the eroticism. the universal fertility. but also the 
experiences ... triggered by the periodical coming of the dead people. or by 
mania. by the immersion into animal inconscience or by the ecstasy of an 
enthousiasmos - all these fears and revelations spring from an unique source; the 
presence of god. 13 
(Mai mult dec~t alti zei greci Dionysos uime~te prin ... noutatea epifaniilor sale. 
prin varietatea transform:lrilor sale ... EI este. cu sigurantI. singurul zeu grec 
care ... uime~te ~i at rage a~t pe ~rani cat ~i elitele intelectuale .... Betia. 
erotismul, fertilitatea universala. dar ~i experien~ele ... provocate prin venirea 
periodic:i a mOrfilor. sau prin mania. prin scufundarea 1h incon~tienta animal~ 
ori prin extazul unui enthusiasmos - toate aceste spaime ~i revela~ii ~~nesc 
dintr-o singurn sursa; prezenla zeului.) 
THE ORPHIC MYSTERY 
The most important cult derived from the Dionysian religion was the 
Orphism. The latter was also defined as being a religious current whose 
doctrine, apart from having deep roots in the Dionysiac religion, 
12Eliade. Morfologia .... p.69. 
13Eliade. Istoria ...• vol. I. p.366. 
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belonged - according to tradition - to the mythical poet Orpheus. Not 
much is known about Orphism, but researchers agree on some points: 
rigorous moral code, a spiritualist vision of the existence, which is 
considered a metempsychotic cycle, and a mythological reversed 
succession of the cosmogonic stages'14. Eliade makes a clear 
distinction lS between (I) the myths and fabulous traditions linked with 
Orpheus and (2) the ideas, beliefs and customs considered 'Orphic' in 
essence. 
A highly paradoxical figure, Orpheus was considered by tradition a 
historical reality, a pre-Homeric poet and the prophet of Dionysus' cult. 
As Victor Kernbach '6 pointed out, some Greeks thought Orpheus was a 
theologian, legislator-poet, musician, traveller and soldier, while others 
believed he was just an invented character. The legend situates him in 
Thrace, 'a generation before Homer', but on ceramics he is represented 
in Greek clothing. '7 He had a complex personality, he was: king, healer 
and singer; he subdued animals of prey and Barbarians; he descended 
into the Underworld to bring Eurydice back to life and he was the 
alleged founder of the Mysteries. The episode of Orpheus' death is 
recorded in the fragments left from Aeschylus' lost drama, 'The 
Bassarids': 
Orpheus used to climb every morning on mount Pangaios, to worship the sun, 
identified with Apollon; irritated. Dionysus sent the Maenads against him. the 
cithara-player was torn to pieces and his limbs scattered. His head, thrown into 
the river Hebron. floated singing up to Lesbos. Gathered with piety. the head 
was afterwards used as an oracle. IS 
14Kembach. Dictionar .... p.442. The highlighting is mine. 
15Eliade. Istoria ... , vol. II, p.168. 
16Kembach. Dictionar .... p.445. 
17Eliade. Istoria ...• vol. II, p.168. 
18ibid .• p.168. 
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~Orf~~ urea in fieeare diminea~ pe muntele Pangaios. ea s~ se inehine soarelui. 
Identlfleat eu Apollon; iritat, Dionysos a trimis'i'lnpotriva lui menadele; 
citharedul a fost sfa$iat $i m~dularele sale 7mpra~tiate. Capul lui, a~rlit1n 
Hebron, a plutit c:anand pana la Lesbos. Cules eu evlavie, el a slujit apoi de 
oraeol.) 
After analysing the sources related to Orpheus, Mircea Eliade '9 
concludes that there are three ideas that predominate: I) Orpheus is 
a religious character of an archaic type; 2) his prehistory and 
'origin' are unknown, but they are not Mediterranean; 3) he is 
the founder of the Mysteries par excellence. Orpheus created 
Orphism by giving new dimensions and meanings to the Dionysiac 
Mysteries. It was asserted 20 that he borrowed many elements from the 
Dionysiac religion, that he dogmatized them and introduced the journey 
into the Underworld (which had to be undertaken by the initiates 
through ecstasy). 
In our opinion we have here a case of a remoulding of the Dionysian 
Mysteries into something more elaborate and metaphysical, through 
modifications in reverse and the emphasis on those very elements 
charged with an archaic, ritualistic significance. The episode of the child 
Dionysus being killed by the Titans could be equated to the more poetic 
descent of Orpheus to the Underworld; (the search for his lover, 
Eurydice is an element added a posteriorPI); the Dionysiac orgy became 
Orphic katharsis; the multiple metamorphosis of Dionysus trying to 
evade his followers was converted into an elaborate theology of 
transmigration and immortality of the soul. And because the real 
difference was made by the written texts, hieroi logoi (on purification, life 
after death and poetry) attributed to Orpheus, we can say that Orpheus 
19ibid., p. 170. 
2oEliade, Morfologia. .. , p.74. 
2I ibid., p.74. 
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introduced a consciousness of the ritual dimension of the Mysteries in 
the Greek society. It was not without signification that Dionysian 
inebriation was replaced by an ecstatic concentration. As Aristotle 
noticed22, a rnystes did not learn anything new (because he already had a 
knowledge of the myth), but he was making ritual gestures and was 
seeing sacred objects. 
The most elaborate part of Orphism was the eschatology based on 
the idea of the soul's immortality. Plato23 made specific allusions to this 
subject. The soul was considered closed in the body (soma) as in a grave 
(serna), as a punishment for a primordial gUilt. Consequently the 
incarnate existence resembled death and the real death was thought of 
as the beginning of real life. But before acceding to this 'real life', the 
soul was judged according to its deeds and only after some time was 
reincarnated. Mircea Eliade remarked 24 the analogy with the Indian 
conceptions after the Upanishads (the belief in the soul's indestructibility 
and its transmigration until the final liberation). But the practice of 
mortifications, ablutions and incantations was not considered sufficient 
to release the divine particle of the soul from its carnal cage and the 
Orphics put a great stress upon initiation, believed essential. According 
to their faith, the non-initiates were condemned to have an infinite 
number of reincarnations, while the initiates had to undergo only a 
limited succession of transmigrations. Nevertheless, even if the 'Orphic 
life' supposed certain behavioural rules, salvation was unattainable 
without an initiation consisting of 'revelations of cosmological and 
theosophical type'2S. At the centre of the initiation was the myth of 
22See Eliade. Na~teri .... p. 146. 
23Eliade, Istoria ... , vol. II, p.172. 
2~ibid .. p. 172. 
25ibid., p.I84. 
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Dionysus-Zagreus and the descent into the Underworld. The Orphics 
had to undertake the journey Orpheus had done before them. For this 
trial, they were prepared beforehand with magic passwords and 
behaviour patterns which annihilated the potential dangers. One of the 
perils for example was forgetfulness: the souls, in order to avoid 
reincarnation, were forbidden to drink from the waters of Lethe (which 
led them to forget their former life). Another danger was loss of 
orientation. (As in the profane life losing the way is the very symbol of 
death, this would mean a double death, that is losing immortality.) 
Golden leaves with directions for the journey to Persephone's fields 
were discovered in the Orphics' graves. They specify that the soul will 
meet two paths and it must take the one on the right. which will lead it 
towards the lake of Memory.26 Those succeeding in traversing the 
eschatological labyrinth were rewarded with divinity (as stands written 
on a tablet from Thurii, from around the fourth to third centuries B.C.): 
'Happy and blessed one, thou shalt be god instead of mortalm . 
Orphism (which appeared in Greece in the seventh to sixth centuries 
B.C.) was considered by Eliade 'the purest, the most sublimated and 
consummate mysticism of Antiquity'2B. It was also said that Orphism is 
indebted to the Dionysiac traditions at least in a indirect way.29 
26Eliade, Morfologia ... , p.7l. 
27Mircea Eliade, Essential Sacred Writings From Around the World (New York, 
HarperSanFrancisco, 1992), p.359. 
28Eliade, Morfologia ... , p.66. 
29Eliade, Istoria ... , vol. I, p.367. 
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DIONYSUS I ORPHEUS 
As we mentioned earlier, in our view, the link between Dionysianism 
and Orphism is strong to the point of becoming one, the latter 
appearing as a more elaborate form of the former. Even the images of 
Dionysus and Orpheus could be symbolically equated. They were both 
( I ) kings with a Thracian descent or connection; they (2) 
undertook a descent into the Underworld30 and their (3) death 
is similar I: Dionysus is torn into pieces by the Titans, Orpheus by the 
Menads. Also (4) Dionysus survives through his heart (re-born by 
Semele) and Orpheus survives (spiritually) through his head 
(floating in Hebron's waters the head still sings and is worshipped later 
as an oracle). They both (5) have connections with animals 
(Dionysus incarnated different animals, Orpheus subdues them) and (6) 
there is a resurrection involved. As the (7) concept of art plays a 
major role (dithyrambs, tragedy and satirical dramas developed from the 
Dionysiac rituals; Orpheus was an artist himself, (8) a narcissistic 
element is part of both figures (Dionysus is tempted by the Titans with 
a mirror, Orpheus' head floats in waters - a symbolical equivalent of the 
mirror). Moreover their (9) shamanic12 qualities also relates them. 
In his literary creation Eliade made use of elements from Dionysiac 
rituals and Orphic eschatology. He mixed the mythical figures of 
both Dionysus and Orpheus until he obtained texts condensed with 
mythological allusions within a syntax bearing an incantatorial dimension. 
30'When Dionysus withdraws his mother, Semele from the Underworld, Diodorus (IV, 
25, 4) remarks the analogy with the descent of Orpheus in search of Eurydice'. Eliade, 
Istoria ...• vol. II. p.169. 
3lSee also the theory according to which the death of Orpheus is interpreted as a 
Dionysiac ritual. ibid .. p.169. 
32For more information on shamanism of Dionysus and Orpheus see Eliade: Istoria ... 
vol. II. p. I 68; De la Zalmoxis .... pp.49. 50. 51,58; Occultism ... , p.39; Shamanism ... , pp. 
241, 368, 383, 488. 
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The understanding of Eliade's fiction resides not in putting the pieces of 
the puzzle together, but in discovering that each piece is part of a 
different puzzle that should be solved. One of Eliade's creations in this 
category is 'At Dionysus) Court', a short story whose reading equates an 
initiation into the Mysteries. One of its multiple explanations is given by 
the author himself in his autobiography: 
The basic 'symbolism' is evident ... : it is the inversion of the Orph~c myth. It is 
not Orpheus who descends in the underworld to fetch Eurydice back to life, 
but she, the woman (Leana), searches for him, finds and withdraws him from 
'the underworld' (that is, from the 'loss of himself, amnesia, the alienation into 
which Adrian - periodically - fell). But how many other 'meanings', only 
suggested in the novel. are attached to the well-known mythological 
scenario !33 
('Simbolismul' de baza e evident. .. : e inversiunea mitului orfic. Nu Orfeu 
coboara 1n infern ca s-o readud pe Euridice la viayt. ci ea, femeia (Leana),11 
cauta,11 gase~te ~i-I scoate din 'Infern' (adic:i, din 'pierderea de sine', amnezia, 
alienarea1n care sombra - periodic - Adrian). Dar dite alte 'sensuri', doar 
sugerate In nuvela, nu se adauga bine cunoscutului scenariu mitologic !) 
While Eliade's explanation remains valid, it may be held that at the basis 
of the short story lies not only the actual myth itself (the inverted 
version), but elements of the Orphic Mysteries as well. The fact that 'at 
Dionysus Court' an 'open text' allows plural interpretations, although 
the main grid is formed by Orpheus' mythology. The whole novella is 
based on a reciprocal search: of the poet Adrian for his lover Leana and 
hers for him. Their itineraries are reflected in a distorting mirror on a 
sacred - profane double plane. (This technique is also used by Eliade in 
his novel The Forbidden Forest which we will tackle later.) Leana looks 
for Adrian in the profane world (symbolised by restaurants), while his 
33Eliade, lurnal..., vol. I, p.590. 
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search (disguised in the form of an appointment he has to attend) 
consists of a journey into the labyrinth of the sacred world (represented 
by the meandering of a hotel' corridors). The text could be easily read 
as an initiation into the Orphic eschatology. Eliade re-shaped the Orphic 
Mystery in a literary, new form, making it 'accessible' to those people 
able to 'understand'.34 The main aspect of Orphism could be discovered 
'camouflaged' underneath the literary entanglement of sequences. But 
Eliade brings a fresh view as well of the Orphic ideas, the same way 
Orpheus himself revolutionized the Dionysiac religion. 
If Orpheus allegedly civilized Barbarians and tamed animals, his 
Eliadean equivalent, Adrian (in the novella 'At Dionysus' Court') tries to 
'civilize' people again, by raising their level of consciousness 
through the magic of art: 
'If the poetry doesn't succeed either, there is nothing else to do. I tried 
everything: religion, ethics, prophecy, revolution, science, technology. I 
employed all these methods, in turn or altogether, and none of them 
succeeded. I couldn't change the man. More precisely I couldn't transform him 
into a true person. From a certain point of view ... we, remained as we were 
when Orpheus hadn't yet come amongst us, amongst wolves, wild boars and 
Thracians ... .'35 
('Daca nici poezia nu reu~e~te , nu mai e nimic de facut. Am ftlcercat tot 
religie. morala, profetism. revolu~e. ~tiin~ tehnologie. Am Incercat. pe rand 
sau tmpreuna, toate aceste metode. ~i nici una n-a reu~it. N-am putut schimba 
omul. Mai precis. nu I-am putut transfoma In om adevarat. Dintr-un.anu~it 
punct de vedere ... am rimas a~a cum eram cand Orfeu fnca nu venlse prmtre 
noi. printre lupi. mistreti $i traci. .. .') 
As we saw before. in Orphism, an obscure primordial sin was held 
responsible for mankind's duality: Titanic (obscure, beastly) -
Dionysiac (radiant, divine). In Eliade' s short story 'At Dionysus' 
34'1 wonder what will be understood from this short story - and who will understand.' 
ibid., p.590. 
35Eliade. In Curte ... , p.515. 
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Court' the Titanic element is equivalent to opacity of spirit.! while 
the Dionysiac one means spiritual elevation. The real message of 
Orpheus resided in his attempt to raise people from a bestial state 
(encaged in the senses) to a divine condition. The dichotomy 
TitaniclDionysiac becomes in fact a Profane/Sacred one: 
... we wait for Orpheus, we wait for that poet-genius whose verb will compel 
man to open himself towards spirit; in other words, he will precipitate the 
mutation coveted by all the religions and philosophies of the world. 36 
( ... a~teptam pe Orpheu, a~teptam pe acel poet de geniu al carui verb va siti 
omul s:l se deschida catre spirit; cu alte cuvinte, va precipita mutapa pe care au 
ravnit-o toate religiile ~i toate filozofiile din lume.) 
Leana, an alter ego of Eurydice, is the one who spreads his poems, by 
putting them to music, making them known to the pUblic. The sacred 
verses preserve their initiatory function, but they are no longer 
perceived as such, but by their aesthetic beauty. Adrian, disappointed by 
people's opacity at the sacred, tells Leana: 
But this happened a long time ago, this was in the beginning. In the beginning of 
the beginning. And nobody understood. They did not understand that the 
poem was written under Orpheus' sign, that is was about Dionysus, and I was 
heralding the bliss without name in it, when we'll all be next to him, at his 
courts, of the king's, at the god's cOUrt. .. 3l 
(Dar asta a fost demult, asta a fost la'inceput. La Inceputu/fnceputului. Si nimeni 
n-a 1n~eles. N-au ln~eles d poemul era scris sub semnul lui Or~heu, c~ era . 
vorba de Dionysos, ~i vesteam acolo beatitudinea fa~ nume, cand vom fj to):1 
langa el, alaturi de el, la cur1ile lui, ale'imparatului, la cur~ile zeului .... ) 
There is expressed here the Orphic concept according to which the 
_________ ~in~it~ia~t~e~-~a~ft~e~r_s~u~c~c~e~e~d~in~g~i~n~t~h~e~e~s~ch~a~t:::::o~lo:3g~ic:::a::...l_=tr:....:i=al~-_i~s__=a~c_ce-lp_t_e_d_in_t_he_ 
36ibid., p.5 15. 
37ibid., p.526. 
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blissful realm of Dionysus. And as the Orphic ideology considered 
Dionysus the sovereign of the Universe, the mystes was supposed to 
become a god in his turn. 
Dionysus was not only a divinity of vulgar drunkenness, but also of 
mystical drunkenness, that is 'mystical ecstasy'.38 In the short story, 
Leana sings her archaic songs in open-air restaurants where people 
drink wine, late into the night. Often she herself drinks from the clients' 
glasses, in a ritual gesture, with a strange, ecstatic smile on her face. 
Orpheus was also supposed to be sometimes either a divinity of 
darkness or, on the contrary, a sort of liberator from darkness or 
ignorance, through the power of his magiC songs39. Those supporting 
this hypothesis referred to the celebration at night of the Orphic 
Mysteries as well. In Eliade's novella, Leana does not sing the initatiatory 
songs except after dawn. Talking about Adrian's verses she confesses to 
this one: 
'I had done as you taught me •.... I distributed them. I spread them. You told me 
to sing them at night.' 
'At night only'. Adrian interrupted her. 'To tame them. Because only at night 
can people. and only some of them. still be tamed.'40 
('Am facut cum m-ai lnva14t ..... Le-am 1mpal1it. Le-am risipit. Mi-ai spus s~ Ie 
cant noaptea.· 
'Numai noaptea·. 0 ihtrerupse Adrian. 'Ca sa-i imbranzim. Cad numai noaptea 
oamenii. ~i numai unii din ei. mai pot fi 1lnblanzip.') 
The Orphic belief in transmigration is also present in the texture of 
'At Dionysus' Court'. The characters Adrian-Leana search for each 
other during different lives as well. Leana explains to her friends: 'I have 
38Kernbach. Dictionar ...• p.143. 
39ibid .• p.445 . 
.t°Eliade. In Curte .... p.527. 
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been in love for a long time •.... I have always been in love. With the 
same person.' ( 'Sunt de mult 'indr~gostita •.... De cand m:f ~tiu sunt 
7ndr~gosti~. De acela~i.· ) or 'For my sins. '" I do not know him yet. 
although I know who he is and I love him' ('Pentru p:1catele mele, ... nu-I 
cunosc inca. de$i ~tiu cine este ~i-I iubesc').41 
But the most important Orphic scenario to which the novella 'At 
Dionysus' Court' is indebted is the paradigmatic eschatology. AI the 
major elements of OrphiC eschatology are woven into the text: the 
labyrinthian journey into the Underworld (symbolized by the 
hotel where Adrian has an 'appointment' with Death). the initiatic 
trials (thirst, amnesia. passwords). the presence of the dead souls 
(symbolized by people wearing masks). the mirrors (an equivalent of 
death. of the river Lethe and a centre of the Self). Even the OrphiC 
perception of death as a blessing (,Beautiful indeed is the Mystery 
given to us by the blessed gods: dead is no longer an evil for mortals. 
but a blessing·t2 found its equivalent in Leana's double identity: she is 
concomitantly 'Eurydice' and the Angel of Death. As we remarked in 
another chapter. Eliade identifies Woman with Death in many of his 
literary writings. in a supreme attempt to erase the negative meanings of 
the latter. As love is a sentiment as powerful as the fear of death. the 
author uses it as a counterbalance. in order to obtain the neutrality 
necessary for attaining complete Freedom. In the short story. Adrian 
understands and accepts his destiny: 'I told you. my love: I am not 
scared ... My guardian angel. you. my love. Leana. you will also be the 
Angel of Death ... ' ('Ti-am spus. iubirea mea: nu mi-e fridL. Tngerul meu 
pazitor. tu. iubirea mea. Leana. tot tu vei fi ~i Ingerul M0 r1ii. . .')43. Thus 
41 ibid., p.487. 
42Eliade, 'Inscriptions found at Eleusis', EssentiaL., p.300. 
~3Eliade, In Curte ... , p.528, 
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death signifies not an end, but a necessary passage, while love lasts if the 
specific trails are overcome. And if the myth Orpheus loses his wife by 
turning his head, Eliade gives the couple another chance to accede. not 
to life, but to immortality: 
'Adrian. Your Highness. don't look back again. she whispered. moving her lips 
close to his ear. Always look forward. otherwise we will get lost again. and 
who knows if we are destined to meet again .. : :14 
(,Adrian. maria-tao sa nu te rnai uiP 1ilapoi. ~opti apropiindu-~i buzele de urechea 
lui. S~ prive~ti tot inainte. ca iar ne pierdem. ~i cine ~tie dac:f ne va mai fi dat s~ 
ne regasim .. :.) 
Like the Orphics on their eschatological journey, Adrian is 
consummed with thirst45 . He also suffers from amnesia46 which is 
triggered indirectly by Leana47. The passwords are of a profane nature 
(e.g. the simple name of person with whom Adrian has the meeting) or 
of a sacred-eschatological kind, like the verses recited by Leana: 
44ibid .. p.529. 
On the winds I listen 
to the Orphic tumult 
when she tunes her string 
The green girl. called Una ... 48 
(Pe vanturi ascult 
Orficul tumult 
cand ~i-ardica struna 
Fata verde. Una ... ) 
45'An inscription found on an Orphic tablet (at Eleutherne) reads: "I burn. and I am 
consummed with thirst. .. " '. Eliade. Patterns .... p. I 98. 
46' ... when the initiation ritual was finished. the neophyte had lost his past m~mory. he 
had forgotten his old I. he was nobody else but Dionysus: Eliade. Morfologla .... p.81. 
47See Eliade. Jurnal. vol .1. p.591. 
48Eliade. In Curte ...• p.526. The verses are from the poem entided 'Cantilena' by Dan 
Botta. 
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The same verses are quoted in Eliade's early novel The Return from 
Paradise, a book also centred on the idea of death, seen as ecstatic 
liberation from the confinement of ordinary life. Torn between the 
physical love for two women and the need to accede to a more 
elevated way of being, Pavel Anicet envisages himself as a broken mirror 
(symbolic object in Orphism representing the Self). Death is considered 
an instrument of knowledge'49 and a step towards real freedom. One of 
Anicet's lovers, called Una, like the girl in the poem, is an equivalent of 
Eurydice/Death. 
The 'problem of death' remains the centre of the philosophical 
discussions among the young characters from The Hooligans. The 
'problem of freedom' is also intrinsically linked to it. Individual liberty is 
supposed to be an 'imperfect freedom', while 'collective freedom' is 
considered more 'grandiose' and 'euphoric'. War is presented in the 
novel as an alienating phenomenon which destroys the collective 
freedom. The adolescents' ideas are expressed cynically: 
'Right, you said "euphoric liberty" " added T omescu. 'A collective freedom, of 
the human specie5 .. Of course ... There is the Dionysiac freedom, a perfect and 
equally intoxicated flock, running at night through forests and valleys, to rip the 
sacred animal... Now that we became civilized, will the liberty of the human 
species be obtained in regiments perfectly and equally intoxicated, running at 
night through forests and valleys to tear to pieces the soldiers of euphoric 
freedom L,50 
('Bine ai spus "libertate euforidf' " adau~ T omescu. '0 libertate colect.iv~, a 
speciei umane ... Desigur ... Exista libertatea dionisiacl 0 turma perfect ~I egal 
intoxicata, aler~nd noaptea prin paduri ~i vai, ca sa sra~ie animalul sfant. .. Acu,:" 
d ne-am civilizat, libertatea speciei umane se va obpne 7n regimente .~~rfect ~.I. 
egal intoxicate, alergand noaptea prin paduri ~i vai, ca s~ sfa~ie solda~1I hbe~tll 
euforice L,) 
-l9Eliade, I ntoarcerea ... , p.238. 
50Eliade, Huliganii, .... p.162. 
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The idea of the 'collective freedom' is linked to the transcendental 
feeling of death. The masses' exaltations corresponded, in the young 
men's opinion to real experiences, like the crusades or the retreat of 
the people from the Barbarians' inroads: 
There were perfect 'collective freedoms', because people were possessed by 
the feeling of death. which they feared. or towards which they went happily. 
There was present a grandiose feeling there: death.51 
(Erau 'Iiberta~i colective' perfecte, pentru c:l oamenii erau staptnifi de 
sentimentul mo~ii. de care se temeau. sau catre carese Thdreptau cu bucurie. 
Era prezent acolo un sentiment grandios: moartea.) 
In his literary masterpiece The Forbidden Forest, Eliade employs 
ideas as similar to those found in the short story 'At Dionysus' Court': 
the two protagonists Stefan and Ileana search for each other in the 
labyrinth of the profane world, doubled by one of a sacred essence. Like 
Orpheus who loses Eurydice (by turning his head towards her), or 
similar to Adrian from 'At Dionysus' Court' who escapes Leana, Stefan 
also loses Ileana. Although they meet in Coimbra and make love in a 
hotel, Stefan, seized by an access of jealousy (in a symbolical way he 
'turns his head back', because he accuses her of a past engagement to 
another man) leaves Ileana, despite her warnings: 
'You will seek me to the confines of the earth and you will not find me again'. 
Ileana said suddenly in an unbelievable calm voice. 'You will walk on your knees 
, '52 
to the end of the world for me ... You will not find me any more .... 
('Ai sa rna cauti pana la sfar~itul p~m~ntului ~i n-ai s~ m:( g1se~ti', vorbi de~data 
Ileana cu 0 voce neinchipuit de calma. 'Ai sa umbli'in genunchi pana la capatul 
lumii dupa mine ... N-ai s~ mai m~ g:rse~ti L.') 
51 ibid .• p.163. 
52Eliade. Noaptea .... vol. II. p.95. 
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Despite her words they meet again but, as in 'At Dionysus' Court' their 
final encounter is but a prelude to death. Ileana takes the identity of an 
angel of death, she is the 'predestined' one who leads her lover to the 
other realm, by driving their car into an abyss. During their journey the 
hero confesses: 
loved 
'My bride', ~tefan continued quickly, as if he did not hear her any longer, 'I 
you the way you loved me, like a madman, like a ghost. without understanding 
what I was doing, without understanding what happened to us. w~.y were we 
predestined to love each other without loving each other, why were we 
predestined to search for each other without meeting .. .'.53 
('Mireasa mea', continucrStefan repede, ca ~i cum n-ar mai fi auzit-o, 'te-am 
iubit a~a cum m-ai iubit ~i tu, ca un nebun, ca un strigoi, ~ra"'scr"\'n~eleg ce se 
1n~mp~ cu noi, de ce am fost ursi~i set' ne iubim tara sa ne iubim. de ce am fost 
ursifi s~ ne dlu~m fara sa ne tntalnim .. .'.) 
The fact that they have an accident in the very moment when, according 
to tradition, the skies open (the Midsummer Night), shows that their 
death is more a transcendent process into a superior level of existence. 
Love annihilates death and projects the protagonists into a godlike 
beatitude, prolonging their togetherness ad inftnitum. The analogies 
between Stefan and Orpheus abound. Similar to Orpheus, Stefan is 
philosopher and artist. He enjoys painting, but it is the creative, mystical 
state which interests him, not the final oeuvre. 
The main character in Nineteen Roses as well is an artist: a writer. 
Pandele's long-forgotten play, entitled 'Orpheus and Eurydice' 
represents the spiritual centre of an initiatic labyrinth. He is amazed 
when a mysterious young man reminds him of it 
53 ibid., pAl 1-12. 
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'Bu.t. ho~ did y.ou ~ind out about Orpheus and Eurydice ?! it's the only play I've 
written In m~ h~e; It was never played and I didn't publish it anywhere, not even 
fragments of It In the magazines of the time.' 
'It .was a ~Iay in free ve~ses', Serdaru resumed, 'a play more religious than 
philosophical, although It had as a subtitle: "Introduction to the oldest 
metaphysics" '.54 
('Dar ~um ai a~at, domnule, de Orpheu s; Euridice ?! Este singura piesa pe care 
am sCrls-01n vlaf,a mea; nu s-a jucat nicioda~ ~ n-am publicat-o nic~ieri. n-am 
publicat nici m~car fragmente, In revistele timpului.' 
'Este 0 pies~ 'in versuri albe', relua Serdaru, '0 piesa mai mult religioasa decat 
filozofica, de~i avea ca sub-titlu: "Introducere la cea mai veche metafizid". '.) 
The play has an epiphanic value and by remembering it, Pandele has a 
symbolical revelation of his own past and his real, original path as a 
sacred writer, like Orpheus himself. Through the magical love the hero 
(Pandele) had for the actress playing Eurydice's role, he could glimpse 
the other realm, by entering a sacred dimension. Like the Orphics, he 
becomes amnesiac after a specific experience, unable to recollect the 
happenings. Gradually, with the help of a young couple, he undergoes a 
process of anamnesis (through art) and remembers the most important 
episode of his life: his encounter with Eurydice / Death, their love and 
separation. 
From the series of Eliade's literary writings following the pattern of 
the Orphic ideology, the short story 'Dayan' is closest to the paradigm 
of its eschatological initiation. The labyrinth of the Underworld, the two 
springs on the left and right hand Sides), the thirst, are all elements of 
OrphiC eschatology, in which Dayan is initiated by The Wandering Jew: 
'I feel somehow tired, and I feel very thirsty.' 
'And, as you can see, we are heading for two wells', said ~he ~Id man stretching 
his arm and shOWing them to him, not too far away, flOWing Silently among 
poplars and cypresses. 'But be very careful, he added. Don't drink at random 
and don't drink too much.'55 
54Eliade, Nouasprezece ... , p.18. 
55Eliade, 'Dayan', La Umbra ... , vol. V, p.145. 
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('Ml' simt cam obosit, ~i mi-e tare sete !' 
'~i, dup~ cum vezi, ne Indrep~m spre doua izvoare', spuse batr'anul tntinzand 
bra~ul ~i a~dndu-i-Ie, nu prea de parte, eur~nd deute Intre plopi ~i ehiparo~i. 
'Dar sa fii eu mare bagare de seama, adao~. Sa nu bei la fn~mplare ~i s~ nu bei 
prea mulf.) 
A 'degraded' version of the Orphic myth could be discovered even In 
the novella 'With the Gypsy Girls', Gavrilescu, a piano teacher, 
undergoes the initiatory stages of the Underworld path: he enters the 
maze of the GypSies' house, he becomes very thirsty etc. Although he 
fails the trials, he finally meets his 'Eurydice' in the form of his lover 
Hildegard, who leads him towards the final resting place. 
Analysing Eliade's literary creations, it can be said that he reshaped 
the myths of Dionysus and Orpheus, adapting them to his own system 
of thought comporting: the coexistence of the Sacred with the Profane 
and the annihilating effect of love upon death (both states envisaged as 
instruments of knowledge and potential triggers of immortality). 
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QUEST FOR PERFECTION: 
Motto: 
THE MYTH OF THE ANDROGYNE 
'I am the great He-She, 
I am he who did what seemed good to him, 
I took my space in the place of my will, 
Mine is the space of those who move along 
like those two serpentine circles.' 
(,Atum, a Bisexual High God' - Coffin Texts, 161, ff in Essential Sacred 
Writings From Around the World, p.25, ed., by Mircea Eliade) 
In order to understand the metaphysical meaning of the myth of the 
androgyne myth, one must rely on the concept - so widely spread in 
many traditions - of coincidentia oppositorum. As Mircea Eliade pointed 
out in The Two and the One l the identity of contraries was, for Nicolas of 
Cusa, 'the least imperfect definition of God'. Carl Gustav Jung 
considered coincidentia oppositorum the final aim of integral psychic 
activity (the individuation process supposes the perfect assimilation of 
both conscious and unconscious within the self).2 In Analytical 
Psychology's view the human being is made of particles of collective 
recollections and, in this sense, the idea of personal identity becomes 
questionable. From this stemmed, according to Jung, the need for a 
unified personality ('Only an unified personality can experience life, not 
that personality which is split up into partial aspects, that bundle of odds 
lMircea Eliade. Op.cit. (Bucharest, Ed. Humanitas. 1995), p.74. 
2The self is not only the centre. but also the whole circumference which embraces 
both conscious and unconscious; it is the centre of this totality, just as the ego is the 
centre of consciousness.' Carl Gustav jung, Dreams (London, Ark Paperback. 1991), 
p.IIS. 
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and ends which also calls itself "man".')3 This represents in our opinion 
one of the psychological leads underlying the myth of the androgyne and 
could be explanatory for the wide, universal area over which this myth 
is spread. (Androgynous divinities are present in the ancient Middle 
East, China, Indonesia, India, Africa, America, Melanesia, Australia, 
Polynesia., etc. ) 
In religion the union of opposites is a way of expressing 'the paradox of 
divine unity'4. As Mircea Eliade emphasized: 
All that is par excellence must be total. assuming coincidentia oppositorum at all 
levels and in all contexts. This is verified in the androgyny of gods and in the 
ritual of symbolic androgynization, in the cosmogonies which explain the 
World springing from a cosmogonic Egg or from a primordial totality in the 
shape of a sphere.s 
(Tot ce este prin excelen~ trebuie sa fie total. comportand coincidentia 
oppositorum la toate nivelurile ~i in toate contextele. Fapt verificat atat in 
androginia zeilor. cat ~i In ritualurile de androginizare simbolica. dar ~i in 
cosmogoniile care explica Lumea pornind de la un Ou cosmogonic sau de la 0 
totalitate primordiala de forma unei sfere.) 
Before seeking completeness in himself, man attributed it to Divinity. 
The latter is perfect, above all opposites. Unlike man, split into 
contradictory tendencies, God can be either good or bad, helpful or 
threatening while retaining his wholeness. He still preserves all 
attributes and it is circumstance only that shows one face of the same 
divine, perfect personality. Furthermore, the most important aspect of 
gods is that they, unless human, are endowed with many contradictory 
attributes at the same time (thUS annulling the idea of Time). 
Jibid., p.155. 
4Eliade, Patterns ... , p.419. 
5Eliade, Mefistofel ... ,p.1 0 I. 
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As we will see later, the initiation rituals of androgyny consist of the 
expression of Man's desire to acquire the divine, transcendental 
perfection and Freedom (in a sacred sense). The idea of both sexes 
more or less clearly expressed together comes, according to Eliade, 
from the very concept of all the attributes coexisting together: 
Divine androgyny is simply a primitive formula for the divine bi-unity; 
mythological and religious thought, before expressing this concept of divine 
two-in-oneness in metaphysical terms (esse and non esse). or theological terms 
(the revealed and unrevealed). expressed it first in the biological terms of 
bisexuality.6 
As man has always seen in Divinity an exemplary model, he also wanted 
to perfect himself to the point of abolishing all contraries. It could be 
said that the archaic mind had the intuition of a great Oneness and that 
the divisions (male/female, good/bad, one/more) were generally 
envisaged as being the causes of pain and suffering. Employing the 
Jungian terms, we could say that the primitive mind discovered the 
presence of animus and anima merged inside the Self. From this 
perspective, we can assert that the re-enacting of the androgynous 
image in different religious traditions helped the reconstruction of the 
psychic wholeness of the communities' members, usually strictly divided 
according to sex. Through conceptualizing gods as androgynous, human 
beings wanted to become, in a symbolical way, themselves androgynous. 
Thereby they would not only transcend their condition as humans, but 
also complete their own self with that missing part (called in 
Psychological Analysis anima or animus), that could guarantee their 
psychic equilibrium in a group governed by strict rules and taboos. No 
6Eliade. Patterns .... pp.420-21. 
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wonder that in a highly comparted sOciety like the Hindu one, the 
surpassing of the contraries becomes a leitmotif: 
By philosophical reflection and contemplation - as the Vedanta teaches us _ or 
through psycho-physiological techniques and meditation as Yoga recommends _ 
we could transcend the oppositions, even accomplish coinddentio oppositorum 
in our own body and in our spirie 
(Prin refleqie filozofic:i ~i contemplape - a~a cum ne rnva~ Vedanta - sau prin 
tehnici psihofiziologice ~i medita~ii - cum recomanda Yoga, - ajungem s:i 
transcendem opozipile. chiar sa realium coinddentio oppositorum rn propriul 
nostru corp ~i 1h propriul nostru spirit.) 
The Naasean sect envisaged Adam, the celestial Being, as an arsenothe/ys 
{'man-woman'}. The terrestrial Adam was also androgynous; this idea 
implying that the arsenothe/ys existed in each man as an expression of 
spiritual expression. The Logos was also considered as being 
androgynous.8 
Another important idea we shall emphasize in this introductory 
presentation is the difference between the androgyne and the common 
hermaphrodite. Mircea Eliade always insisted on this aspect, warning 
about the possible confusions. In his discussions with Claude 
Henri-Rocquet, published in the volume The Labyrinth's Trial, he 
highlights: 'In the hermaphrodite the two sexes coexist. ... While the 
androgyne represents the ideal of perfection; the two sexes are 
merged. It is another human type, another species .. .' ('In hermafrodit 
cele doua sexe coexist:! .... In timp ce androginul reprezinta idealul 
perfec~iunii: cele doua sexe sunt contopite. Este 0 alta specie umana, 0 
7 Eliade. Mefistofel ...• p.SS. 
8ibid .. p.97. 
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al~ specie··.'t In The Two and the One the historian of religions 
demonstrated that the androgyne represented 'a new type of humanity 
in which the sexes' fusion would have produced a new consciousness'lo 
, 
freed from any polarity. The anatomical hermaphrodite was considered 
in antiquity to be an aberration of Nature or a bad omen, and 
consequently was killed at birth. Only the ritual androgyne was a model 
as 'it did not imply the accumulation of anatomical organs but. in a 
symbolical way, the totality of magico-religious powers belonging to 
each of the two sexes.' ('implica nu cumulul organelor anatomice, ci, 'in 
mod simbolic, totalitatea puterilor magico-religioase aferente celor dou~ 
sexe.') ". This explains the fact that even divinities considered masculine 
or feminine par excellence are androgynous. Mircea Eliade already 
pinpointed the androgyny of figures like the Mother Goddess or a 
He-God. This idea triggers the need to carefully reconsider the 
particular assumptions that some gods and goddesses represent 
masculine or feminine principles. The whole concept is debatable, as 
these gods and goddesses seem to be, in our opinion, general symbolical 
concepts, the form only being male, female or androgynous and thus 
more accessible to human understanding. This view is supported by the 
fact that the majority of divinities are either androgynous or, later, 
represented by divine couples. Following this line of reasoning, Eliade's 
assumption that divinities have an intimate feminine or masculine 
structure l2 remains questionable. As we showed earlier, ancient man felt 
the need to borrow the divinity's attributes, thus conferring on the First 
9Mircea Eliade, Incercarea labirintului (Cluj-Napoca, Ed. Dacia, 1990), p.15. 
IOMircea Eliade, Op.cit., (Bucharest, Ed. Humanitas, 1995), p.93. 
llibid., p.93. 
12, ... androgyny becomes, finally, an attribute of divinity and it cannot tell us anything 
about the intimate structure of this divinity. A god, man par excellence, c~ul~ be . 
androgynous, as well as the Mother-Goddess.' Mircea Eliad~, .!..:.~~it::!:!.~!...!1 e~t~~r~n~el~r..!::e!!..:rn~to=a:!.,;rc=e,"-,-n. 
in Eseuri (Bucharest, Ed. Stiin~jfid, 1991), p.263. The underllnrng IS mrne. 
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Man (the mythical ancestor), god-like characteristics. This way he could 
bring the ineffable concepts close to his human nature. As Mircea Eliade 
underlines, 'The divine myth forms the paradigm for man's religious 
experience. a great many traditions hold that "primeval man", the 
ancestor, was a hermaphrodite .. .' .13 
Considered to be spherical - an image of wholeness and perfection _ 
the androgyne was integrated into a cosmic vision; (e.g. at the Naasean 
sect androgyny was a formula for cosmic totality, while Plato considered 
that the spherical shape and the movements of the Primeval man are 
similar to the planets' trajectories).'4 
Another essential aspect of the myth of the androgyne is its 
initiatory character. The myth was transmitted as a secret doctrine 
among initiates. (This was the case in at least three mystical traditions: 
Christian, Judaic, Islamic)'s. This enclosure in elitist communities 
protected its metaphysical meanings from vulgar interpretations. The 
secret character also evidences the importance of the myth in those 
societies. In alchemy for example, the myth of the androgyne played an 
essential role: one of the central symbols of Hermetism was Rebis, the 
cosmic androgyne. (The Philosophers' Stone itself - obtained by the 
union of the masculine and feminine principles - was also called Rebis or 
the 'Hermetic Androgyne').'6 We can also talk of a certain parallel 
between the function of cosmogonies and the myth of the 
androgyne. Just as in some re-enactings of cosmogonies where the 
world, before being re-created and ordered, has to be returned to 
chaos, so the human being, in order to assume his/her role in society 
\3Eliade, Patterns .... p,423. 
I--IFor more information see Eliade. Istoria .... vol. II. p.185; Mefistofel.... p.97. 
15Eliade, Mitul reintegrarii (1942), p.80. 
16For further information see Mircea Eliade, Cosmologie si alchimie babiloniana (Ia~i, Ed. 
Moldova, 1991), Mitul reinteg~rii (1942), p.82 and the study of Carl Gustav jung, 
'Individual dream symbolism in relation to Alchemy' in Dreams. 
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according to gender, has to revert to the non-differentiated Primeval 
Being (suggesting the fullness of potentiality). In this respect we consider 
this myth part of the regeneratio series of myths (e.g. the myth of the 
eternal return). 
In practical religious life, it can be said as a general view, that the 
myth of the androgyne tended to be expressed through what we call 
(I) a 'degraded' version (transvestism, practised among members of 
opposite sexes during certain ceremonies, orgies, feasts); and (2) a 
'sublimated' one, (alchemy or shamanism). Analysing the symbolical 
meaning of inter sexual transvestism, Eliade showed that it represented: 
... a modality to go out from one's self, '" and to find again the transhuman and 
transhistorical origins. the situation which preceded the formation of human 
society; a paradoxical situation ... in which one has to re-integrate oneself 
periodically in order to re-make the initial plenitude, the entire source 
of sacrality and power. 17 
( ... 0 modalitate de a ie~i din sine 1hsu~i, ... ~i de a regasi situapa de la 1'hceputuri, 
transuman~ ~i transistorica. acea situatie paradoxal:i, .. , 'in care trebuie sa te 
reintegrezi periodic, spre a reface ... plenitudinea initiala, sursa ne~tirbita a 
sacralid~ii ~i a puterii.) 
A 'sublimated' version of this myth can be encountered in 
shamanism. Among the Ngadju Dyak of Southern Borneo for example, 
the priest-shaman called basir has to be bisexual and impotent. Mircea 
Eliade explains l8 that this condition is necessary as the shamans 
'combine in their own person the feminine element (earth) and the 
masculine element (sky)' and are considered 'intermediaries between 
the two cosmological planes - earth and sky' by the members of their 
community. Consequently the historian of religions draws the 
17 Eliade. Mefistofel.. .. p. 106. 
18Eliade, Shamanism ... , p.352. 
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conclusion that this situation is a reminiscence of 'a ritual androgyny, a 
well known archaic formula for the divine biunity and the coincidentia 
oppositorum' . 
To conclude our brief introduction into the ideas surrounding the 
androgyne myth we highlight its essential aspects: (I) 
the concept of co;ncident;o oppos;torum which lies at the root of the 
myth; (2) the difference that should be established between the image 
of the androgyne and the vulgar hermaphrodite; (3) the two main 
forms: 'degraded' (e.g. orgies, transvestism) and 'sublimated' (e.g. 
alchemy, shamanism, Tantrism, Kabbalah), in which the myth expressed 
its perenniality. Eliade's religious studies of the myth of the androgyne 
help the researcher to understand his literary writings in a new light. 
Striving towards a primordial Unity represents a feature that 
heT'oes and 
characterizes many of his fictionsl though the desire to acquire 
wholeness of Being is religious by its intrinsic nature, the ways the 
protagonists choose to reach the same end, are different. From the 
multitude of paths taken by Eliade's characters in search of Unity, three 
are recurrent: I) asceticism and cerebrality; 2) Love as a starting point 
or and end; 3) Death and reintegration into Nature. 
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I. ASCETICISM AND CEREBRALITY 
One of the characteristics which the Naasean Gnostic sect believed to 
be inherent in an androgynous state was absolute asceticism. Mircea 
Eliade wrote that through asceticism 'the profane human condition could 
be annihilated; this meaning the actualisation of the primordial condition, 
non-differentiated, freed of any attribute and specificity.' ('se po ate 
suprima conditia umana profana; ceea ce inseamna actualizarea conditiei 
primordiale, nediferentiate, degajate de orice atribut si specificitate') 19. 
In the novel The Light Dying Away, Mircea Eliade introduces the idea of 
an interrelation between asceticism and the androgynous state, through 
the image of the book's main character: Cesare. His tragic condition is 
'to behave like humans after incinerating the last human nucleus inside 
him' ('a se comporta ca oamenii dupa ce si-a incinerat cel din urma 
nucleu uman in el'.)20 The plot of the book is organized around Cesare, 
a mythical hero, who - lost in a profane world - tries to return to his 
initial condition and understand it. In a provincial library, a group of 
three people: two men (Manoil, Dr Weinrich) and a woman (Melania) 
start a big fire through the power of a Tantric rite. In the meantime 
Cesare, the dull and erudite librarian who was studying Greek 
manuscripts, is caught in the blaze. The naked woman (Melania) 
implores Cesare to save her and he throws away his manuscripts to 
take her outside, through the flames. Following this choice, he is thrown 
out of his perfect world and his state of androgyny into the profane 
world. He starts losing his eyesight and, with it, his magic capacity to 
'ignore' things, an attribute noticed by his friend Haruni: 
19E1iade, Mitul reintegrarii, (1942), p. 87. 
2oEliade, Lumina ... , voLII, p.76. 
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You have a specific faculty: to ignore You ignore the env"lr " 
" " . onment, you Ignore t~e century. you Ignore sex - without effort, without conflict. purely and 
simply because your cerebral system is one of the beainnl"n 
" b' g ... you are more 
free from Innumerable and boring pleasures .... you are more free than us and 
you are born like this ... 21 • • •• 
(Ai 0 facul~te specific~: de a ignora. Ignori mediul. ignori veacul. ignori sexul _ 
fa:r.r efortun. Tarn conflict, pur ~i simplu pentru ca sistemul tau cerebral e eel al 
'inceputufui... e~ti mai liber de nenumarate ~i plictisitoare voluptiti .... e~ti ma; 
fiber dedt noi. ~i... te-ai n'ascut astfel.) 
Cesare is a symbolic embodiment of the perfect Man who realises the 
imperfection of the world into which he had 'fallen' (the fire equates to 
the 'Fall'). As a consequence he discovers the woman outside him 
(Melania), as opposed to the feminine principle inside him: 
She is always she, chaste and predestined. beyond touch. mine or anyone else's. 
I love her - but she is inside me. I live inside her. we are realities. we two, we 
are real as long as we are together; otherwise, isolated .... we are mad. 
illusions. shadows. Japanese shadows; projections of the others.22 
(Ea e 1'ntotdeauna ea, neprihaniu ~i ursit:1, dincolo de atingere. a mea sau a 
oricui. 0 iubesc - dar e 1'n mine. eu traiesc'in ea. suntem realitati, noi doi, 
suntem aievea adt timp cat suntem 'ihlpreuna; altminteri, izolap .... suntem 
nebuni. iluzii, umbre. Umbre japoneze; proiecfii ale celorlal~i.) 
Before experiencing the tragiC condition of the First Man (the splitting 
and the Fall), Cesare succeeded in annulling any dependence on the 
other sex by his androgynous mental state ( a synthesis of the masculine 
and feminine principles). Haruni (his name is reminiscent of Aruni, the 
Upanishadic philosopher), the Turkish mathematician, reveals his real 
nature: 'through your structural, organic, cold simplicity - you are a 
chosen-one. Do you understand me ? A chosen one, a man who could be 
free, who could act freely and disinterestedly, while we, the others, 
----------------------------------------------
21 ibid., vol. I, pp.89-90. 
22ibid., vol. II, p.20. 
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found in between two worlds... ('prin simplitatea ta structurala:, 
anorganica, rece - e~ti un ales. Ma 1n~elegi ?, un ales, un om care poate fi 
liber, care poate ac~iona liber ~i dezinteresat, 1n timp ce noi, ce~tialal~i, 
intre dou~ lumi...')23. It could be assumed that Cesare has the condition 
of a )Tvan mukta ('the liberated-one during life'), that is 'somebody who, 
living in the World, is not conditioned by the structures of the 
World, .... The )iVan mukta lives simultaneously in time and in eternity; 
his existence is paradoxical, in the sense that he represents a coincidentia 
oppositorum impossible to understand or imagine.' ('cineva care, traind in 
Lume, nu este condi~ionat de structurile Lumii. .. JiVan mukta tra.ie~te 
simultan 'in timp ~i in eternitate; existen~a lui este paradoxala, 'in sensu I 
c~ reprezinta 0 coincidentia oppositorum imposibil de tn~eles sau de 
imaginat.'f4. Cesare is born androgynous in XXth century, and Mircea 
Eliade makes use in this novel of one of his most important ideas as 
historian of religions: the apparition of the Sacred in a space considered 
profane and people's incapacity to understand and perceive it as Sacred. 
Cesare - as a measure of others' anomaly in sacred terms - becomes 
himself an anomaly in relation to the profane condition of the others. 
From the idea of the possible annulling of the common condition 
through asceticism, springs the obsession of Eliade's literary characters 
with chastity. In his early short story 'Maddalena', the painter Salust's 
pupil tries to acquire the bliss of wholeness together with Maddalena, 
through a sort of highly spiritualised eroticism, without consummating 
the act. But the young girl does not understand the function of the 
ritual, preferring instead a more profane love. Dav, the protagonist from 
The Return from Paradise, corroborates his intense intellectual activity 
with his virginity. This is reminiscent of the androgynous condition 
23ibid., vol. \, p.ss. 
24Eliade, Mefistofel..., p.S5. 
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which implies the attribute of auto-sufficiency. Common love is 
considered splitting and unbearable for a highly developed spirit. As one 
of the characters points out: 
Jesus, if He loves us so much, and if He felt all the misery of love, should teach 
us not to love any more. He should tell us, 'Be strangers to one another'. To 
remain strangers. neutral towards one another; only thus will we find happiness 
on earth !25 
(Iisus. dad ne iube~te atat de mult. dadt a simJ:it ~i el toata' mizeria dragostei. ar 
trebui s~ ne inve~e s~ nu mai iubim. 'FiJ:i unul cu altul ca streinii' a~a ar trebui s~ 
ne spun':l. S!l ~manem streini, neutri unul fa,ta de altul; numai a~a vom Intalni 
fericirea pe p~m~nt !) 
The more cerebral the character. the greater his incapacity to love. 
This is the case, for example, of Ciru Parten ie, 'the Great Man' from the 
novel The Forbidden Forest. In the short stories 'Youth Without Youth' 
and 'A Great Man' the same idea is enriched with special connotations: 
a mythical condition projects one out of time while Perfection implies 
the impossibility of a profane, limiting love. Dominic Matei, the character 
from 'Youth . Without Youth' suffers an accident which triggers 
hypermnesia. He is endowed with a perfect brain and with powers of 
rejuvenation, but when he lives together with a woman (Veronica), 
Dominic realizes that his special condition projects her into a different, 
regressive time. The idea underlying the text is that the sacred becomes 
dangerous for those who are not able or 'chosen' to accept it. The 
same is true for the hero of the short story 'A Great Man' who 
possesses a special gland which makes him reach gigantic dimensions, 
and which others (the common people) had lost since the Pleistocene 
period. He represents a type of Anthropos who 'stands for man's 
wholeness, that is, the conception of a unitary being who existed before 
25Eliade. Intoarcerea .... p. 1 12. 
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man and at the same time represents man's goal.'26. But the experience 
of the Sacred proves tragic for the character who, being a profoundly 
profane spirit, does not understand and refuses to accept his privileged 
condition. Like Dominic Matei from 'Youth without Youth', Cucoanes 
from 'A Great Man' has to separate from his lover. Acknowledging the 
impossibility of remaining together with his fiancee, he confesses to his 
friend: 'Nothing has changed, apparently, there has been no disaster, no 
death and yet we are now separated, we must separate, purely and 
simply, because it cannot be another way!. .. ('Nimic nu s-a schimbat, In 
aparen~, nici un dezastru, nici 0 moarte ~i totu~i acum suntem 
despaJ1ij:i, trebuie sa ne despartim, pur ~i simplu, pentru di nu se poate 
altfel !. .. )27 
The Sacred, as we emphasized earlier, is beyond common, profane 
love. This is why only a sacred love, raised to cosmic dimensions (as in 
Tantrism for example), could project the pair into the bliss of Totality. 
26Carl Gustav Jung, Dreams (London, Ark Paperbacks, 1991), p.236. 
27Mircea Eliade, 'Un om mare', Secretul...., vol. II, p.97. 
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2. LOVE AS A STARTING POINT OR AN END 
Love is one of the main ways through which Eliade's literary characters 
choose to accomplish the androgynous plenitude. The idea is developed 
predominantly in three novels: Marriage in Heaven, The Light Dying 
Away, The Forbidden Forest. Love in itself has a ritual function which 
restores the feeling of primordial androgyny: 
In the myth and rituals of the androgyne, man tries to return to the state of 
non differentiated 'totalness' of 'the ancestor'. Very many things derive from 
this, which are forgotten today, or without any meaning to the modern 
consciousness. Amongst others, from this it is derived the ritualistic value of 
love, through which man loses himself, merging into the other.28 
(In mitul ~i ritualele androginului, omul tnceara seT se ihtoard la starea 'totala', 
nediferen~iata, a 'stramo~ului'. De aid deriv~ foarte multe lucruri. ast.azi uitate 
sau fara nici un 1nteles pentru con~tiin~ moderna. Deriv:l'. intre altele, valoarea 
rituala a dragostei, prin care omul se pierde pe sine, contopindu-se cu cellUalt.) 
This particular meaning of love was employed by Eliade in the novel 
Marriage in Heaven. Real love should not be mistaken for the 
reproductive instinct, as the former is the re-enacting of the 'original' 
beatitude when Man was androgynous. The plot of Marriage in Heaven 
is simple and almost Boccaccian. Two men, a writer and a businessman, 
are invited to a mansion for a hunting-party. The night before the hunt 
they recount to each other the stories of their lives. When the morning 
comes they both realise that they loved, in turn, the same woman. The 
common factor which make them recognize their lover in other's story 
is not a chronological or casual detail, but the magiC quality of the 
woman. The relationship between her and Mavrodin (the writer), 
preserves sublimated nuances of androgyny: 
-----------------------------------------------
28Eliade, Mitul reinteg~rii (1942), p.99. 
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Bey~nd s.ensuality, beyond lust. a perfect rediscovery of your own self is 
possible In a~ e~brac~, as if you find - for the first time - another part of 
yours~lf, which closes you, completes you, revealing to you another 
expenence of the world, enriched with other, new dimensions .. Y 
~Dinco!o de vol~ptate, ~incol~ de rut. este cu putinf'lO regasire desavar~it!( In 
Imbratl~are, ca ~I cum al cupnnde - pentru 1hdia oara 0 alta parte din tine, 
care te i'ncheie', te completeaza, revelandu-fi alt.:i experientl a lumii, 1lnboga~ta 
cu alte, noi dimensiuni...) • 
Mavrodin experiences. through love. the bliss of an undivided. original 
state and he recollects the times when he had felt homologated to 
Divinity: 
In fact, the perfect knowledge of Ileana's body did not reveal to me something I 
possessed, something that belonged to me, but it revealed to me my own 
being, my marvellous being, perfect and free. In those fleeting instants, a great 
Man - cosmic and alive - was growing from the mystery and through Ileana's 
body.30 
(De fapt, cunoa~terea desav:ir~itt'a trupului lIeanei nu-mi revela ceva pe care11 
posedam, ceva care 1mi aparfinea, ci f'mi revela propria mea fiinli, f.tf>tura mea 
minunata, perfecta ~i libera. In clipele acelea fulgerate, un mare Om - cosmic ~i 
viu - cre~tea din taina ~i cu trupuilleanei.) 
During ecstasy the consciousness arises that man and woman are 
organically one. The idea is reminiscent of Indian mysticism. whose goal 
is to identify man with a divine pair. thus accomplishing androgyny.31 Life 
could be endless. and man dies just because he is alone. separated in 
two. Only through love can he still accede to the eternal autonomy of 
the mythical Man. We can also identify here the fundamental concept of 
the theosophical thinkers (Bohme. Gichtel) according to which the 
divine Virgin. Sophia. was initially inside the primordial Being and she 
29Eliade, Maitreyi..., p.212. 
30ibid., pp. 212-13. 
31Eliade, Mitul reintegrnrii, (1942), p.1 02. 
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later separated from Him. The title of the book itself (Marriage in 
Heaven) recalls Baader's theory that the aim of marriage as a sacred 
mystery is in fact the restoration of the celestial image of Being, and that 
the function of sexual love is 'to help man and woman to integrate, on 
an interior level, the complete human image, that is the original divine 
image.' ('sC:'i ajute barbatul ~i femeia s~ integreze 'in plan interior imaginea 
uman~ completa, adica imaginea divin~ originara.')32 
As opposed to this form of love, the protagonist (Cesare) from The 
Light Dying Away experiences, as we mentioned earlier, a completely 
spiritualised, ascetic form of love, which did not require the erotic act, 
but the primordial revelation that the woman is in fact, his own feminine 
aspect. Melania represents, as in myth or in ritual, 'the cosmological 
principle woman embodies'.33 Cesare has the intuition of their 
indissoluble unity, that without her female principle inside him, he would 
not have been what he was: an androgyne lost in the XXth the century. 
As with divine androgyny, the Cesare-Melania androgyny preserves a 
metaphysical value. 
The novel The Forbidden Forest could be situated half way between 
Marriage in Heaven (with its concept of attainment of the androgynous 
state through eros) and The Light Dying Away (androgyny obtained 
through sublimation into pure asceticism). The two protagonists (Stefan 
and Ileana) attempt to leave the profane space (they travel separately in 
different countries looking for each other) and profane time (they finally 
meet after twelve years, that is a full circle equivalent to a complete 
annulment of time). They also have to overcome the traps of the 
illusory profane world (he is married to another woman, she marries 
another man). In a sense they are the re-enactment of a divine couple 
-------------------------------------------
32Eliade, MefistofeJ..., p.94. 
33Eliade, Patterns ... , pA21. 
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and as Eliade puts it: 'Divine couples ... are most usually later apparitions 
or imperfect formulations of the primeval androgyny that characterizes 
all divinities:34 From this stems one of the recurring ideas of Eliade's 
characters: predestination in love. As this is a transcendental feeling 
(' ... even the essential act of love triggers an experience - of course, very 
blurred - of androgyny')35, it cannot be limited to the profane world and 
to one's power of choosing. 
Two other possible ways of attaining the androgynous state are: I) 
Tantra-Yoga techniques and 2) loving, at the same time, two 
beings of different sexes. The first method is employed by Dr 
Zerlendi, in Eliade's short story The Secret of Dr Honigberger·. Dr 
Zerlendi initiates himself in advanced Yoga techniques in order to reach 
the mythical place called Shambala. But he cannot accede to another 
level of existence until a certain unification of contrary currents 
(feminine and masculine) re-creates an androgynous state: 
In that instant I had the precise sensation that I was spherical. that I became an 
impenetrable bubble. perfectly impermeable. Plenary feeling of autonomy. of 
invulnerability. The myths about primitive man. conceived in the form of a 
sphere. derive from this experience of the unification of the currents.
36 
(In acea clipcr am avut senza~ia preciscr ccr sunt sferic. ca am devenit 0 bul~ 
impenetrabilcr. perfect impermeabila. Sentiment plenar de autonomie. de _ 
invulnerabilitate. Miturile referitoare la omul primitiv. co nee put sub forma de 
sfera. deriv~ din aceasta experien~ a unific~rii curentelor.) 
The scientific explanation of the process can be found in Mircea Eliade's 
book The Two and the One3? and consequently we do not dwell on this 
technique. The way of reaching an androgynous state through loving 
34ibid .• pA22. 
35Eliade. Mitul reintegririi, (1942), p.1 07. 
36Eliade, Secretul.. .• vol. II. p.37. 0 0 S" 0 
o °fi 0 f the two polar prinCIples: Iva 37'The final aim of the Tantric doctrine IS the Un! lcatlon 0 
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two beings of opposite sexes at the same time gained full expression in 
Eliade's novel Isabel and the Devil' Waters. The main character has a 
double relationship: with Isabel and with Tom. The characters embody, 
in a distilled way, the pure feminine (Isabel) and masculine (Tom) 
principles. But the experience fails. Introducing an erotic element into 
his relationships, 'the Doctor' (the main character) destroys both of 
them. 
The primeval Unity cannot be understood and expressed any longer 
in a profane society. The influence exerted by Balzac's novel Seraph ita 
upon the early literary writings of Eliade may account for the 
introduction of this theme in his fiction. He even tried to analyse in one 
of his books the androgynous condition as expressed by Balzac's 
character Seraphitus-Seraphita: 
... Seraphitus-Seraphita cannot leave this earth before experiencing love. Maybe 
this is the last and the most precious accomplishment to really love, in the 
Christian meaning, two beings of different sexes, and love them at the same 
time.38 
( ... Seraphitus-Seraphita nu poate pa~si acest p~m1nt 1nainte de a cunoa~t~ 
dragostea. Poate d aceasta este cea din urm:l ~i cea mai de pret desava~lre: a 
iubi real, adid 1h sens cre~tin, doull fapturi de sexe diferite, ~e iubi in acela~i 
timp.) a 
Love, in general, bears in Mircea Eliade's narratives the connotation of 
the 'miraculous'. Whether highly erotic or sublimated to abstraction, 
and Sakti _ in one's own body. When ~akti, who sleeps under the shape of a ~erpent 
(kundalini), ... is awaken by certain yogic techniques, she moves through a median 
kr d · es up to the top of the head channel (susumna) ~oes through many co as an ns . . . 
, . ' h h' Thaing of the diVine couple In (sahasrara), where iva lives - and unites Wit 1m. e mer b'.. ,,' EI' d 
h . . t a sort of androgyne . la e, the interior of one's own body transforms t e yogi In 0 
Op. cit., p.1 I I. 
38Eliade, Mitul reintegrarii (1942), p.73. 
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vulgarized or sanctified, love still preserves the quality of a beginning or 
an end in relation to an androgynous condition. 
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3. DEATH AND REINTEGRATION INTO NATURE 
Death becomes an important initiatic trial towards Perfection. Eliade 
made use of the Heideggerian idea39 that an existence becomes 
authentic when an individual comprehends the inevitability of death and 
realizes the 'freedom-unto-death' (Freiheit zum rode). Pavel Anicet, the 
character from The Return from Paradise prepares his suicide as the 
only possible path towards Unity, against the attrition of daily life: 'Hm, 
it is true that death has got this rare fascination of unity. You are alone 
there, and you are everything though, you are everywhere. Thirsty for 
unity, thirsty for death then !' ('Hm, e adevcrrat c~ moartea are aceast:i 
rar~ fascina~ie a unit!i~ii. E~ti singur acolo, ~i totusi e~ti totul, e~ti 
pretutindeni. Insetat de unitate, Insetat de moarte deci !'to. 
Death could also become an instrument of knowledge as it 
represents the state where man becomes finally complete, perfect, 
unseparated. In the short story 'Dayan' the Wandering Jew teaches 
Dayan the secret of Immortality: Death combined with Love. But only 
abstract, 'real love' could equate to immortality, that is love for 
Madonna Intelligenza. Hearing Dayan's answer that he only loved poetry 
and mathematics, the Wandering Jew replies: 'Maybe, the one and the 
other are nothing but the faces of the ineffable Madonna Intelligenza. Up 
until now, you could have not chosen better: Wisdom, who is at the 
same time the Eternal Woman and the woman you will love.' ('Poate ca, 
~i una ~i alta, nu sunt decat chipurile inefabilei Madonna Intelligenza. Pana 
acum, ai ales cum nu se putea mai bine: In}elepciunea, care e totodata 
~-----------------------------------------------
39Eliade, Occultism ... , p.46. 
4oEliade, Intoarcerea ... , p.77. 
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Femeia Eterna ~i femeia pe care ai s-o iube~ti.')41. The lines express 
precisely the theosophical idea of the primordial, divine Virgin, Sophia, 
who existed inside primeval Man and separated from him. Consequently 
Dayan is advised to reintegrate into his personality the occult woman 
with her double face: Wisdom (poetry, mathematics) and Love (the 
common love towards woman: when a man loves a woman, he desires 
in fact the celestial Virgin from the beginnings42. 
The other form of experiencing the perenni-: 1 of death is the 
regression into a preformal state, through a reintegration into the 
inorganic world. Through his return to primordiality, man becomes 
'undivided by attributes and polarities'43 and can be easily absorbed in 
Divinity. This is the case with Cucoanes, the giant in the short story 'A 
Great Man'. Once his dimensions change he is no longer able to live 
among other mortals and retires into the mountains, where he suffers a 
symbolical regress us into matter (he cannot speak or behave like a 
human anymore). In the short story The Snake' the couple 
Andronic-Dorina follows the three necessary initiatory steps to attain 
an androgynous state: death - rebirth - wedding. They 'die' to the 
profane world by crossing a river and, re-born into spirit, with 'a more 
god-like body'44, they reunite on a primordial island and melt into 
Nature. The same coincidence of Love with Death and the reintegration 
into the inorganic circuit is present in Eliade's literary masterpiece The 
Forbidden Forest. The main characters, Stefan and Ileana, symbolically 
reedit the primordial couple: he is a sky god (he has an obsession with 
St John's Night, when the skies open), she is a chthonian goddess ( a 
41Eliade, 'Dayan', La Umbra ... , vol. V, p.14S. 
42Eliade, Mefistofel..., p.95. 
43Eliade, Mitul reintegrnrii (1942), p.SS. 
44Eliade, 'Sarpele', Domni~oara".f vol. I, p.232. 
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deity of vegetation and of the Underworld). 
Because of the androgyny present in their texture, the love stories 
that appear in Eliade's fiction contain an ineffable characteristic: they 
remain unaccomplished in this world and they mingle with death in 
order to be prolonged in another dimension. Through asceticism, love 
or death the characters search for the ultimate level, the one organically 
linked with the paradisiacal nostalgia where the primordial Being 
enjoyed the attributes of Oneness. Talking about his novels, Eliade 
himself admitted that each of them 'is penetrated, more or less 
explicitly, by the Paradise Nostalgia, by the reintegration of the 
primordial unity, by "the exit from Time".' ('str~ate, mai mult sau mai 
putin explicit~, Nostalgia Paradisului, a reintegr~rii unitiI~ii primordiale, a 
"ie~irii din Timp" .'):5 
As with other myths, we can say that the writer Mircea Eliade 
enriched the meanings of the myth of the androgyne which he analysed 
as a historian of religions. And to do this he 'camouflaged' the myth in 
diverse contexts, usually by trapping his characters in this world's 
illusions. From there they try to find a way towards becoming again 
what they used to be: autonomous, perfect Beings. Some of them 
succeed, some do not, but the message of the myth itself remains 
encrypted there, in the very texture of Eliade's literary fiction. 
45Eliade, Memorii, vol. II, p.230. The underlining is mine. 
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JOURNEY TOWARDS CENTRE. 
Motto: 
THE LABYRINTH MOTIF 
The last events in Bhawanipore now seemed to me like a long 
wandering in a labyrinth. I felt that I should not be able to get out of 
that labyrinth until I should have returned to the ·center'. I must at all 
costs 'concentrate' myself. regain my true center. 
(Mircea Eliade. Autobiography. vol. I. p.I89) 
The labyrinth is one of the universal motifs which have captured over 
the years the interest of those involved in religions, philosophy, 
psychology, metaphysics and the arts. Rene Guenon I considered three 
aspects of its meanings essential: I) the function of permitting or 
forbidding access2 to a certain place; 2) the symbolic value as 
initiatory place; 3) the role of defence or protection (against 
hostile spirits, human enemies, non-initiates). The first characteristic of 
permitting or forbidding access to a certain place hints at the 
acceptance of the labyrinth as what we call 'an elaborate organization of 
the threshold'. The symbolism of the threshold was linked by the 
experts with the labyrinth, which is situated between life and death, the 
sacred and the profane, this world and another world, the multiple and 
the one. Entering a labyrinth - being an experience of a superior, 
transcendental quality - presupposes certain trials. The arbitrary 
function of a maze must also be remembered: the criterion according to 
which some are allowed to succeed in reaching its centre or entering 
1 Guenon. Fundamental Symbols .... pp.142-43. 
2 As formulated by Jackson Knight. 
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and leaving it unharmed is yet unknown. Even the fact that some heroes 
are endowed with supernatural qualities does not guarantee the never 
foreseeable and always arbitrary success. This stems from the idea of 
the abolition of all rules, characteristic not only for the labyrinth's 
enclosure, but for other sacred space in general. The sacred being 
dangerous, the maze cou Id act as a perpetual obstacle to those 
'unprepared' for the journey, while allowing entrance to those 
designated to accede to full initiation: 
The enclosure does not only imply and indeed signify the continued presence 
of a kratophany or hierophany within its bounds; it also serves the purpose of 
preserving profane man from the danger to which he would expose himself by 
entering it without due care. The sacred is always dangerous to anyone who 
comes into contact with it unprepared, without having gone through the 
'gesture of approach' that every religious act demands.3 
The 'dialectic of paradoxes', as Eliade named it, arises through what he 
expressed as concomitant accessibility and inaccessibility, unique and 
transcendent on the one hand and repeatable on the other.4 For Diel, 
the labyrinth signified the unconscious5, while Joseph L. Henderson 
considers it 'an entangling and confusing representation of the world of 
matriarchal consciousness'. The latter scholar showed that only those 
who are ready for an initiation 'into the mysterious world of the 
collective unconscious'6 can traverse it, as the descent into the 
unconscious is strewn with perils. The initiatory function of the labyrinth 
was accredited by the majority of the experts (Guenon, Diel, Durand, 
3Eliade, Patterns ...• pp. 370-71. 
4ibid .• p.384. 
5Quoted by J. E. Cirlot, Dictionary of Symbols (London, Routhledge & Kegan Paul, 
1971). p.173. 
6Henderson, 'Ancient Myths and Modern Man'. Man ... , ed. Jung, p.1 17. 
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Jung, Eliade, etc.). In our opinion a labyrinthic initiation is always 
twofold, consisting of: a) the 'journey' itself (in all forms: pilgrimage, 
descent, ascent, meditation, dance, etc.) which supposes a variety of 
trials and b) the discovery of a 'centre' (in its different acceptations: 
axis mundi, reward, illumination, Self, death). And more than any other 
symbol, it seems to us that the labyrinth corresponds to a certain need 
of archaic man to travel, to combine two different worlds at the same 
time (a familiar one, safe and sure, and an imaginary one, endowed with 
surprises, with unusual challenges). Thus the journey through the 
labyrinth, towards its centre becomes (I) a psychological initiation 
(the process of individuation; attainment of Wholeness, Self); (2) a 
philosophical one (life is a whole series of trials, a 'doubled labyrinth'?; 
(3) a metaphysical one (the cosmic symbolism attached to the maze) 
and (4) a mythical initiation (of which three types are most common: 
heroic, obstetric, cosmogonic). 
Before analysing these four types of initiation in Mircea Eliade's 
writings, the connection made by researchers between labyrinth and 
mandala, sand-paintings or other diagrams which appear in many 
religions and accomplish various functions should be emphasized. We 
can include here the diagrams used in Buddhist funerary ceremonies; 
the labyrinthic drawings made upon the ground in Melanesia, on 
the island of Malekula8 (both types indicating the way towards death's 
realm); Navajo sand-paintings9 (which symbolize the cosmogonic myth); 
the circular or elliptical labyrinths founds in prehistoric engravings 
7We can apply here the concept of Bachelard who used it in his .ana.lys~s of the imagi~ary 
universe of Keyserling (the image ofthe devoured earth circulating inSide the worm.ls 
synchronic to the worm's circulation inside the earth). Quoted by Durand, Structunle .... 
p.25? . . . b' h' h' If 
In this sense we can talk of a man traversing a labynnth while he IS a la ynnt In Imse. 
8Eliade. Nasteri..., p.80. 
9Eliade, Mitul eternei reintoarceri in Eseuri ... , p.68. 
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interpreted by Waldemar Fenn as diagrams of heaven, that is 'images of 
the apparent motions of the astral bodies'iO) or the mystical charts in 
mediaeval architecture (mosaics patterned on the ground which were 
considered a symbolic substitute for a pilgrimage to the Holy Land"). As 
Eliade noted, numerous mandalas have a clearly labyrinthic plan and they 
are also linked to the maze through their double function: 
... on the one hand, the insertion inside a mOI){lolo drawn on the ground is 
equivalent to an initiation; on the other hand, a mal)Qala 'protects' the disciple 
against any destructive force and helps him to concentrate. to find his own 
·centre'.12 
( ... pe de 0 parte, inserlia Tntr-o ma~cJala desena~ pe sol echivaleaza cu 0 
ini~ere; pe de alta, ma':lqala 71 'apara' pe discipol1mpotriva oridrei fOr1e 
destructive ~i 71 ajuta tn acela~i timp s~ se concentreze. s~-~i ~seasca propriul 
'centru'.) 
Gilbert Durand added the labyrinth's symbol to the series: mandala -
flower - house. According to him, a mandala could become 'a pocket 
sacred space' which 'combines the labyrinthic aspect with the facilitation 
of ubiquity'J3. In our view the mandala sublimates the space into a 
symbol able to remake its transcendent co-ordinates through a 
meditational expansion. But in general, the significance of mandala seems 
to correspond more the labyrinth's centre, rather than to the labyrinth 
itself (in Tibetan, 'mandala' means 'centre'J4). This is also the meaning 
that psychologists like Raymond de Becker ascribed to mandala by 
IOCirlot, Dictionary ... , p.173. 
"ibid., p.174. 
12Eliade. yoga .... p.195. 
I3Durand, Structurile ...• p.306. 
'4ibid., p.306. 
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integrating it in the symbolism of the Self or Wholeness (the first 
symbols of the Self were the wheel and the circle)ls. But the current 
interpretations consider mandala a 'chart of the Cosmos or model of 
the Universe' and the translation of the Sanskrit term made by 
Kernbach supports this (,mandala' = 'disk', 'circle', 'link', 'astral orbit')16. 
Apart from being a 'cosmogram' in Tucci's assertion, the mandala is also 
a 'psycho-cosmogram', the schema of the disintegration from One to 
Multiple and of the reintegration from Multiple to Oneil. In this sense 
the interpretation given by M. -L. von Franz Oung's disciple) is relevant. 
He records the conclusions of a Tibetan abbot (in a discussion with 
Jung) that 'the most impressive mandalas in Tibet are built up by 
imagination or directed fantasy, when the psychological balance of the 
group is disturbed or when a particular thought cannot be rendered 
because it is not yet contained in the sacred doctrine and must 
therefore be searched for'.18 In these remarks, M. -L von Franz 
recognizes two basic aspects of the mandala's symbolism: I) restorer 
of a previously existing order and 2) creator of something new, 
unique. We can say that von Franz applies in his interpretation the 
'dialectic of contraries', a dialectic which is also functional in the 
symbolical structure of the labyrinth. Another important aspect of 
mandala is its capacity to enhance concentration, making the one who 
meditates invulnerable to external stimuli. Eliade remarked 19 the analogy 
of mandalas with labyrinths that guard against 'bad spirits' or concrete 
enemies. The similarities between the mandala and the labyrinth could 
150e Becker, Interpretez. .. , p.13S. 
16Victor Kernbach, OiCSionar de mitologie generala: (Bucharest. Ed. Stiintifica si 
enciclopedica, 1989), p.324. 
17Kernbach, p.324. 
18M. _ L. von Franz, The process of individuation' in Man ... , ed. by Jung, p.247. 
19E1iade, Yoga ... , p.197. 
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be brought further, as the mandala helps the yogi to approach his own 
Self by (a) re-making and mastering the cosmical process (the mandala is 
an imago mundi) or by (b) rediscovering the mandala in his own body 
(starting from its iconographic 'support')20. 
The labyrinth's initiatory values we mentioned earlier 
(psychological, philosophical, metaphysical and mythical), could 
be discovered in Eliade's scientific and literary writings. The 
psychological initiation is based on the identity labyrinth -
centre/Self. As Eliade asserted21 , archaic people organised their ritual life 
around a centre. It was a response to the need for a reference point in 
absoluto, revealed either through a hierophany or established in a 
ritualistic way. The main function of the labyrinth was 'in the first and 
strictest senses of the word, to defend a "centre" '22 and it represented 
the access - through initiation - to the sacred par excellence, to 
immortality and absolute reality: 
The way is arduous and fraught with peril because it is. in fact. a rite for passing 
from the profane to the sacred, from the passing and illusory to reality and 
eternity. from death to life. from man to god. To reach the 'centre' is to 
• . .,. 23 
achieve a consecration. an Initiation. 
Discovering the centre of the labyrinth meant reaching the centre of 
being, of Self. That is why the 'centre' was homologated to the image of 
the 'house', the 'house' being a direct symbol of the Self. 
In the Eliadean novel The Light Dying Away, the main character 
identifies his life with an 'easy substitute' for the centre: a library. (The 
20ibid.,p.197. 
2lEliade, lurnal.... yol. I. p.343. 
22Eliade, Patterns ... , p.381. 
23ibid., p.382. 
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library bears the connotations of a maze in the literary imagination)24. 
Following the burning of the library (equivalent to an illumination at the 
sacred level and with the beginning of the hero's blindness on the 
profane one), Cesare starts an initiatory journey towards the sea. On 
his way, the librarian who lived only among books and manuscripts 
encounters different people, the temptation of glory and profane love, 
obstacles and dangers which he overcomes with stubbornness, 
continuing his path towards his real Self. As M. -L. von Franz wrote25, 
the process of individuation, that is the conscious coming-to-terms with 
one's own inner centre (psychic nucleus) or Self, begins in general with 
'a wounding of the personality and the suffering that accompanies it'. 
This is precisely the case with Cesare, suddenly finding himself in the 
maze of the profane life, which he always thought of in nearly mythical, 
chivalrous terms: 
'I predicted so many gates, so many padlocks, so many walls, so many roads', 
continued Cesare, enthusiastic and rhetorical. 'When I say "world", I do not 
mean precisely the city with electrical advertisements, bars and brothels. I 
envisage riddles or the epic, yes the epiC, and in a certain senses I left like a 
knight; my soul was then full of middle ages .. .'26 
(,Prevedeam atatea pOf1i, atatea ladte, adtea ziduri, atatea dru~ur~ continua 
fhflacarat ~i retoric Cesare. '<:and spun "Iume". nu 'in~eleg numalde~at ~ra~ul cu 
reclame electrice, baruri ~i bordeluri. Vad ghicitori sau epid, da eplCl1. ~I fntr-un 
anumit sens am plecat ca un cavaler: sufletul mi-era pe atunci plin de evul 
mediu ... ) 
The process of renouncing his old personality is painful, but finally 
Cesare succeeds in attaining his Self, symbolised by the image of the sea. 
In the short story 'The Old Man and the Bureaucrats', the main 
~-------------------------------~----
24See Jorge Luis Borges's short stories, Umberto Eco's, The Name of the Rose, etc. 
25M._L.von Franz, 'The process of individuation', Man .... ed. by Jung, p.169. 
26Eliade, Lumina ... , vol. I, (1991), p.1 09. 
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character Farama always gets lost: in the labyrinth of profane space and 
in that of his own Self. Farama, as a character endowed with sacrality, 
has more Self 'centres'. This explains why he seems to lose the thread 
of his stories, like a 'degraded' Theseus. 'Amnesia', 'hot weather' 
, 
'forgetfulness' are just 'signs' of the sacred's intermingling with the 
profane. 
The Rhilosophical type of initiation is based on the idea of the identity 
labyrinth-life. In his conversation with Claude Henri-Rocquet. Eliade 
expressed his view on the maze: 
... I think the labyrinth is the image of initiation par excellence ... On the other 
hand, I consider that any human existence is made from a series of initiatory 
trials; man makes himself through a succession of unconscious initiationsY 
( ... eu cred c:llabirintul este imaginea prin excelen~ a ini~ierii. .. Pe de al~ parte 
consider c~ orice existenJ,:a omeneasc~ este alcatui~ dintr-o serie de 1ncerc:iri 
ini~iatice; omul se face printr-un ~ir de iniperi incon~tiente). 
In addition, the metaphor of the title, The Labyrinth's Trial, represents 
for the historian of religions an exact expression of the human 
condition.28 What Eliade brings with this concept is his idea that there is 
always an exit from a labyrinth and this exit is of a transcendental 
nature. Time and space are abolished and the way 'out' becomes a 
synonym for freedom and ultimate reality. In his fiction, the characters 
are trapped in multiple labyrinths and gradually the function of the 
'centre' is taken by the transcendental opening, as a unique solution to 
life's continuous trials: 
27Mircea Eliade, Incercarea labirintului (Cluj-Napoca, Ed. Dacia, 1990), p.31. 
28ibid., p.3 J. 
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When man attains his own centre he becomes enr,oched hO 0 
, IS conSCiousness 
becomes larger and more profound, everything becomes clarifiled 0 °fi 0 
b IOf 0 • sign! Icant ~t I e continues: another labyrinth appears, another trials, other ty es of 
trials, on another level... 29 p 
(~nd omul 'i~i atinge c~ntrul se 1mbo~fe~te, con~tiinta 'i'i devine mai lar~ ~i 
~al profund~, ototul se hmpeze~te, devine semnificativ: dar viapt continu':l: se 
've~te alt lablrlnt, alte'incerdiri, alte feluri de fncercari, la alt nivel...) 
Caught in an existential maze, the characters from The Return from 
Paradise and The Hooligans try to find their 'centre' through adopting 
'hooliganism' (an existential philosophy whose main characteristic 
consisted in experiencing everything to the ultimate; even if that 
supposed suicide, or murder). Entangled in the existential labyrinth 
represented by the love of two women, Pavel Anicet (The Return from 
Paradise) kills himself in an act of protest against life's limits. Another 
character David Dragu approaches his existential maze (strewn with 
poverty, cheap eroticism, exhausting jobs) differently: he creates 
(writing books and articles). In The Hooligans (a continuation of The 
Return from Paradise), Petru Anicet represents the image of the failed 
artist who lives off a prostitute's earnings. He also tempts another girl 
to steal jewellery from her parents, indirectly causing the death of his 
own mother, who, ashamed, kills herself. It could be asserted that 
Eliade's characters, instead of trying to overcome the vicissitudes of the 
human condition, take a masochistic duty in increasing their own 
degradation to the final limit, where either the trials themselves are 
annihilated or the experiments destroy the heroes. Other protagonists, 
captive in the maze of existence, forget their 'true' identity and 'real' 
destiny, 'true' and 'real' here meaning 'sacred'. A transcendental exit is 
the only way of attaining the Self and it is always a certain experience 
--------------------------------------------
29ibid., po 157. 
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(love, revelation) that triggers the characters' search through the 
meandering path of space, time and memories. 
In the novel The Forbidden Forest, Stefan wanders through the 
labyrinth of the profane life, looking for a transmundane escape, a 
search that is transformed into his existential goal, while life in itself 
acquires the connotation of an eschatology. The way out of this maze 
becomes equivalent to illumination (he feels lost again when another 
labyrinth appears): 
'You know'. he suddenly started again. 'there. in the labyrinth. I felt enclosed 
from all sides ... I was feeling condemned for the rest of my life to spin blindly. 
in vain. inside this sphere. as in the darkness of a labyrinth. However. one day. 
nearly without noticing it. .. I arose again in the light, I got out of the 
I b . h '30 a ynnt ... 
(,Stii. reincepu el brusc. 'acolo. in labirint, rna simfeam inchis din toate par1ile ... 
Ma sim~eam condamnat pentru tot restul vietii s1 rna tn~rt, orbe~te. zadarnic. 
1'hlauntrul sferei acesteia, ca fh intunericul unui labirint. Sit totu~i. intr-o zit 
aproape f1r:t sa-mi dau seama ... am ie~it din nou la lumin~. am ie~it din 
labirint. . .') 
After getting out of the 'labyrinth-sphere', Stefan realizes that in fact 
there were many apertures in it. This image fits in with the historian of 
religions' idea31 that a transcendent space allows the existence of a 
mUltiplicity or infinity of 'centres': 
'Now. when I got out from the labyrinth'. Stefan started again with a more 
detached voice. 'I understood that that sphere which seemed endless and 
inaccessible was. in fact, broken in different places. But evidently. I was not 
realizing that it was broken. that one could have got out of those h.oles. th~3~ 
each opening was a window. One could always jump out, on the window ... 
--------------------------------------
30Eliade. Noaptea .... vol. I. (1991). p.254. 
31Eliade. Patterns .... p.379. 
32Eliade. Noaptea .... vol. I (1991), p.257. 
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('Acum, d am ie~it din labirint', reincepu ~tefan cu un glas mai deta~t, 'am 
7n~eles d sfera aceea care mi se parea nesfar~itl ~i inaccesibil:l era d fa 
....v.1 dOf 0 I 0 0 • e pt, 
spa, I..c1 n I ente ocun. Dar, eVident, nu-mi da:deam seama d era s __ " 
o I ~ 0 pal 1.4, Cd pr~n toate ~ce e spdrtun se putea ie~i, di fiecare spartura: era 0 fereast~. Puteai 
oncand s~n afa~, pe fereastra ... ') 
The same type of existential maze appears in Eliade's novel Nineteen 
Roses, and, as in The Forbidden Forest, it is a woman who brings the 
final revelation to the hero. In this book life becomes a labyrinth which 
at the same time 'admits' and 'forbids' entrance. Nineteen Roses is 
constructed from many labyrinths of which those centred on life, art 
and love are pivotal. But the ultimate sacred maze becomes 'open' for 
Pandele only, while remaining 'closed' for his young assistant, Eusebiu 
Damian. As a consequence, in the last initiatory trial, Pandele, the 
famous writer, disappears in a sledge drawn by horses on the snow (a 
symbol of death), while Damian is found later in the snow, half frozen. 
The facts follow the dialectic of the maze: The labyrinth, like any other 
trial of initiation, is a difficult trial in which not all are fitted to 
triumph.'33. Nineteen Roses introduces the idea of continuation 
between the two labyrinths (the 'sacred' and the 'profane'). The 
relationship between the spiritual master and his assistant - each in a 
different existential labyrinth after the former's disappearance - does 
remain a sort of 'feedback' relationship. From the sacred labyrinth ('the 
other realm'), flashing revelations (e.g. bunches of roses) are sent into 
the profane one, and the profane maze sends 'messages' into the sacred 
one. The labyrinths are interconnected in certain places like 
communicating vessels (the affectionate link between Pandele and his 
assistant continues). 
The third type of initiation, the metaphysical one, is based on twO 
identities: labyrinth/cosmos and labyrinth/underworld. The maze 
---------~==~==~~~~==~-----------
33Eliade, Patterns ... , p.381. 
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was considered by primitives, as we saw earlier, an image of the 
cosmos, a cosmogram; (from this springs the analogy they made 
between the labyrinth and the cosmogonic myth, which we will analyse 
later in the chapter. In many religions the Creator is envisaged as a 
'Primordial Weaver' or a 'Cosmic Spider'34. From this idea sprang the 
representation of cosmos under the form of a spider web. Maya, the 
Hindu concept of the world caught in a web of appearances, is part of 
this series. There is an obvious similarity between the organization of 
the labyrinth (always endowed with a 'centre') and the pattern of the 
cobweb which triggers the equivalence: cosmos = life = labyrinth = 
maya. This identity can be encountered in the literary works of Eliade: 
The Light Dying Away and The Forbidden Forest. A 
'claustration' -syndrome is attached to both labyrinth and spider's web 
(and ultimately to life). We could assert that the Eliadean characters 
suffer from 'life's claustrophobia'. The main hero's thoughts in The Light 
Dying Away express this idea of people entangled in the labyrinth of 
existence, in a web of illusions: 
And they wake up again, caught in the spider's web. An invisible web, but an 
internal one, inside the depths - never outside. And the spider weaves. When 
he stops his work, the cobweb thrills i~ the wind, the eyes are bl~rred: a~d 
outside, on the street, people appear hke shadows. And they begin again. 
(~i iarn~i se de~teapd, prin~i in panza de paianjen. 0 panza invizibila, dar . 
fnlauntru In adanc - niciodad in afara. Jar p~ianjenul fese. and se opre~te din 
lucru, pl~za se fhfioara lh vant, ochii vid tulbure, ~i fn afar.t, pe st~zi, oamenii 
par umbre. Si iar.r~i fncep.) 
34, ... the situation of the Primordial Weaver is analogous to the one of the Cosmic 
. .., . h S t tra spersonal principle (atman-Brahman), Spider' he IS aSSimilated either to t e un, 0 . 
or to ~ personal God. But, whatever his nature, or the form under which he ~anlfests 
" ". h' h means that he keeps tightened itself the Creator is in all contexts, a weaver, w IC , 
by hi~, through invi~ible threads or ropes, the Worlds and the beings he produces .... 
Eliade, Mefistofel..., p.166. 
35Eliade, Lumina ... , vol. II (1991), p.49. 
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But maya is made possible by the existence of time. Consequently the 
abolition of time triggers the abolition of a Great Illusion: life's labyrinth. 
Abolishing time means for Eliade the annulment of the profane 
perspective. Biris, the philosopher from The Forbidden Forest. 
comments on Narada's story to his friend Stefan from this particular 
standpoint: 
Vishnu wants only to show him that Maya, the cosmic illusion, is possible 
exclusively because of Time, that Maya could manifest itself because of the 
temporal duration. I thought this was your opinion as well; a long time ago you 
told me that existence in Time is illusory, insignificant, unreal. You were saying 
to me that the only escape is the exit from historical Time. Vishnu proves you 
right: he tells you clearly that Time is illusion, is Maya ... 36 
(Visnu vrea doar s~-i arate ca Maya, iluzia cosmica, e posibilct datori~ exclusiv 
Timpului, d Maya se poate manifesta gra~ie duratei temporate. Ori eu credeam 
ca aceasta e s) parerea ta; pe vremuri 7mi spuneai c~ existen1;a in Timp e 
iluzorie, nesemnificativi, ireala. Spuneai d singura scapare este ie~irea din 
Timpul istoric. Visnu jti da dreptate: 'ilji spune limpede di Timpul e iluzie, e 
Maya ... ) 
The same identity life = labyrinth = maya appears in the short story 
'Nights at Serampore' as well. A group of three friends: Van Manen, 
Bogdanof and the narrator get lost in a jungle and are caught in the 
revival of a 'scene' from XVlllth century. They not only witness the 
preliminaries of a murder, but enter into the event and consequently 
change it. Their power of intervention is explained by the general 
perception that all happenings, Time and History are but the facets of a 
Great Illusion and consequently they could be re-created and modified 
(through Tantric magic for example). And it is not mere chance that 
Eliade projects his characters in their new situation by making them first 
wander through the labyrinth of the jungle: 
----------------------------------
36Eliade, Noaptea. .. , vol. II, p.202. 
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I had always the impression that the car took a wrong turn and that we should 
already have had to get out, long before, into the wide road. I wasn't well 
aware of what happened: but i~ seemed to me that I couldn't recognize the 
landscape any longer. ThiS feeling, that we lost our way. didn't occur to me 
suddenly but in a gradual way. I couldn't recognize anything around me. It was 
as if we found ourselves in a totally different part of Bengal ..... 37 
(Aveam mereu impresia c:i ma~ina apucase pe un drum gre~it $i ccr ar fi trebuit 
de mult sa ie~im 1n ~oseaua cea mare. Nu-mi dedeam bine seama ce se 
inampl~, dar mi se parea c~ nu mai recunosc peisajul. Impresia asta ca 
raacisem drumul n-am primit-o bruse, ci se precizase in etape ... Nu 
recuno~team nimic din jurul meu. Parc~ ne-am fi gasit1h cu totul aid parte a 
Bengalului, .... ) 
Only in the next morning, exhausted after their adventure in the jungle, 
do they find out that their car did not in fact leave the bungalow and 
that Nilamvara's house, which they 'discovered' the previous night, 
disappeared long ago. The protagonists come to understand that they 
were caught in the labyrinth of a Tantric rite performed by the yogi 
Suren Bose. If yoga stands for a way of weaving a web of appearances, it 
could also express a way of salvation from the existential maze. In his 
autobiography Eliade states that in India he felt like a prisoner in a 
labyrinth and he had to struggle hard to concentrate and regain his true 
centre. In this respect yoga became a guide through the 'passions, 
temptations, and distractions' of lif~: 
The yogic meditations and techniques that I had studied with Dasgupta in the 
classic texts, ... had persuaded me once more that they were the result of an 
extraordinary knowledge of the human condition. Only somebody who truly 
. . d d· ct' f the one 'caught in the net knew the passions. temptations, an Istra Ions 0 . 
of existence' could have evolved all those psycho-physiological techniques that 
constituted yoga. 38 
37Eliade, 'Nopti la Serampore', Secretul ... , vol. II, p.65. 
38Mircea Eliade, Memorii, vol. I (Bucharest, Ed. Humanitas, 1991), p.207. 
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(Meditafiile ~i tehnicile yoghine pe care Ie studiasem cu D f':: 
. . ' asgupta .n textele 
claslce, '" m-au convtns fnd 0 da~ d' erau rezultatul unel' e t d' 
. . . . x raor mare cunoa~tert a condl~lel umane. Numai cineva care cunoscuse cu ad on 
pasiunile, ispitel~ ~i di.stra~iile c.elui 'prins Tn mrejele existen~ei' p;tus~:labora 
toate acele tehntci pSlhofiZlologlce care alcatuiesc yoga.) 
The second identity on which the metaphysical initiation is based is the 
one labyrinth - underworld. The academics agreed that in many 
traditions the maze was a symbolic representation of the underworld. 
Mircea Eliade wrote: 'Entering and successfully traversing a labyrinth, 
without being lost in its mazes, is tantamount to a descensus as infernos 
followed by a triumphant return to our world; thus constituting a 
successful initiation'39. (He also expresses this view in treatises like: 
Shamanism - Archaic techniques of ecstasy, p.51; Istoria credintelor si 
ideilor religioase vol. I, p.135, etc.) In his literary writings he used this 
idea in short stories as: 'Ivan', The Bridge', The Ditches', 'With the 
Gypsy Girls', 'Dayan', 'At Dionysus' Court'. The structure of these 
writings (with the exception of The Ditches') is based on a simple 
schema: certain characters get lost and they enter an unfamiliar 
labyrinthic space endowed with an initiatory value. The centre of the 
maze is always Death, but the function of this 'centre' is expressed as an 
accomplishment of the characters' unfulfilled desires. Consequently 
Death is camouflaged under the form of: a return Home ('Ivan', The 
Bridge'); a long-cherished love ('With the Gypsy Girls', 'At Dionysus' 
Court'); or an intellectual illumination ('Dayan'). 
In the short story 'Ivan', whose plot is set during the Second World 
War, a group of three Romanian soldiers are retreating from Ukraine, 
hiding in corn-fields in order to avoid the Russian army. Finding a dying 
., h' to the nearest village. When RUSSian soldier, they attempt to carry 1m 
39Eliade, Symbolism ... , p.165 .. 
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he dies, instead of rushing on towards their country, they stop to bury 
him. During this episode, the commander of the group, called Darie, 
gets hurt and the whole retreat turns into an eschatological journey 
towards the Great River. They lose their way and realize that they have 
returned to where they started from: that is, close to Ivan's tomb, 
which becomes a transcendental centre. Only in the last pages does the 
reader apprehend that Darie had been dead for some time. The 
structure is characteristic of Eliade's stories, which start with a profane 
journey, followed by a zone where the profane and sacred mingle, to 
end with detachment from the sacred world and death. The schema is 
linear (in other writings) or circular (as in 'Ivan'): 
* I PROFANE H MIXED ZONE H SACRED H DEATH ~ 
SACRED 
ponds to the ending point, The starting point, the death of Ivan, corres 
th yare enemies, on a the death of Darie. If in a profane space e 
h f the same cosmic identity. transcendental level they are bot part 0 
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Darie tells this to the dying Ivan, in a philosophical way: 'I understood 
that it is not necessary to go somewhere, because you are already there'. 
('Am inteles ca nu e nevoie sa te duci undeva, pentru ca esti deja 
acolo.')40 
In the short story 'The Bridge' the labyrinth is the world itself which 
must be traversed by an old dying woman and a girl. The old woman did 
not want to die in just any place, and expressed the wish 'to return 
home, to die in her country, to be buried there, in their earth' ('sa se 
intoarca acasa, sa moara la ea in tara, sa fie inmormantata acolo, in 
pamantul lor'.)41 In order to help her, a young girl leads the woman on 
the 'way', guided by a 'map' and a 'book'. Obviously the book is the 
Bible, as one of the characters suggests: 
Yes, this book - I do not know its title, I do not know who had written it - this 
book had in fact a simple subject. it was about home, about the return home -
to your house, I want to say, wherever that may be:12 
(Da, cartea aceasta - nu ~tiu ce titlu avea, nu ~tiu cine 0 scrisese - cartea 
aceasta avea 'ih fond un subiect simplu. Era vorba despre casa, despre 
'intoarcerea acas:i - la tine acascr, vreau sa spun, oriunde s-ar fi indmplat sa fi 
avut casa.) 
Their journey is an initiatory one, as the 'map' indicates the crossing of 
restaurants, banks, schools, hospitals. The frame-story of the old woman 
includes many other stories, all of them centred on the idea of life as 
labyrinth and game: 
40Eliade, 'Ivan', In Curte ... , p.370. 
41 ibid., p.I84. 
42ibid., p. 184. 
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You pass from a garden into another one, from a forest into another, but until 
you get out from the mill the game is the same, you always meet other 
couples, other groups, and if you delay too long or forget one of the game's 
rules, you get lost. .. 43 
(Treci dintr-o gradin~1'ntr-alta, dintr-o p:idure1ntr-alta, dar pana ce nu ie~i din 
moara jocul e acel~i, indlne~ti mereu alte perechi, alte grupuri, ~i daccr'lnurzii 
prea multsauuiti una din regulile jocului, te ratacesti...) 
In the story 'The Ditches' the labyrinth is represented by the 
ditches/trenches themselves, dug by a group of countrymen in search of 
a hidden treasure. They hold the belief that the oldest man in the village 
cannot die until a certain 'treasure' is disinterred. Eliade found in this 
writing the labyrinth's perfect formula: situated between two worlds, 
the trenches being neither in this world nor in the underworld. His 
masterpiece in the genre, 'With the Gypsy Girls', is entirely organized 
on the symmetrical structure of a labyrinth, the profane-sacred 
transition being nearly imperceptible: 
I PRO FAN EH SAC REDI--l PROFANEHSACRED I 
Not only is the syntactic structure of the novella meandering itself, but 
the main character, the piano teacher Gavrilescu, gets lost in the 
Gypsies' house, a real initiatory maze. Every room constitutes a sort of 
mini-labyrinth made of curtains, mirrors, folding screens: 
.Uibid., p. 194. 
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It looked as if it was not the same room anymore, but he still recognized the 
screens, asymetrically put among armchairs, divans or mirrors, those folding 
screens which had impressed him as he entered ... Some of them, very tall, 
nearly touching the ceiling, could have between mistaken for walls ... Others. 
mysteriously lit, looked like windows, half covered in curtains. opened towards 
interior corridors. Other screens, multicoloured and curiously painted, or 
covered in shawls and embroideries which fell in waves on the carpets. mixing 
up with them, were forming ... alcoves of different shapes and sizes.44 
(Parca nu mai era aceea~i 1hc~pere, ~i totu~i rE:cuno~tea, a~ezate simetric 
printre fotolii, divane sau oglinzi, paravanele care-I impresionasert de cum 
intrase. Unele foarte 1halte, aproape atingand tavanul, s-ar fi confundat cu 
pere~ii... Altele, misterios luminate p:freau a fi ferestre, pe jumatate acoperite 
cu perdele, deschizandu-se spre coridoare interioare. Alte paravane, multicolor 
~i curios pictate, sau acoperite cu ~aluri ~i broderii care cadeau 7n falduri pe 
covoare, confund~ndu-se cu ele alcatuiau, s-ar fi spus prin felul cum erau 
a~ezate, alcovuri de diferite forme ~i marimi.) 
The apparently profane closed space acquires a labyrinthic initiatory 
value (see also the room with antiques of lancu Antim in The Forbidden 
Forest and the garret in 'A General's Uniforms'). But Gavrilescu keeps 
making mistakes in all the trials he is subjected to: he always takes 
wrong turns and he is not able to guess the 'real Gypsy' among the 
three girls, letting himself be guided by appearances. Consequently he is 
punished and his access to the 'centre', to sacredness and real 
understanding is forbidden. Even his death is like a dream (although the 
woman he loved in the profane world accompanies him in a supreme 
fulfilment of his destiny). 
The opposite of Gavrilescu (from 'With the Gypsy Girls') is Dayan 
(from 'Dayan'). This character is a 'chosen one', initiated by the 
Wandering Jew - the traveller par excellence - and he accedes to the 
'centre'. The hero is led by the mythical personage in a journey in time. 
At a certain point Ahashverus addresses Dayan: 
44Eliade, 'La tiganci', In Curte ... , p.24. 
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But let us get out of this labyrinth ... As you can see: houses which existed once 
~nd burnt down or were demolished were replaced by other houses. planned 
In another way. so that sometimes we are suddenly in a boulevard or in a 
garden.45 
(Dar s;i ie~im din labirintul ~sta ... Dupa cum vezi: case care au fost Candva ~i au 
ars, sau au fost cr.1ramate, ~i pe locul lor s-au ridicat alte case, dar altfel planuite. 
a~a c:{ uneori ne trezim pe un bulevard sau 1ntr-o gradina.) 
During this tour, guided by the one condemned to an eternal journey in 
the labyrinth of an endless life, the mathematician Dayan acquires 
universal wisdom and finds the answer to the ultimate equation which 
integrates the binome Matter - Energy in the system Space - Time (that 
is, Time could be compressed not only forwards, but backwards as 
well). At the end of the novella, Dayan leaves his guide and goes 
towards his own 'centre'. Asked by Ahashverus if he knows the way, he 
answers: 'I know it,... . And I know the place too. It's not far... ('tl 
cunosc, .... Si cunosc si locul. Nu e departe· . .'t6• 
In the short story 'At Dionysus' Court', a poet (Adrian) and a singer 
(Leana), search for each other in the eschatological labyrinth of a hotel. 
(The hotel, with its floors, exhibitions, circular places, mirrors and 
corridors, camouflages the sacred under profane appearances.) The 
maze acquires a vertical dimension as well, the elevator having the role 
to 'project' people at different levels. The centre of the labyrinth is 
represented by the 'rotunda' with mirrors. Adrian loses his way and 
suffers from amnesia. He can no longer remember whom he has to 
meet and where, but, guided by a strange force within himself he 
reaches the 'centre'. Seeing Leana, he understands that it is she for 
whom he was looking and that she is in fact the Angel of Death. They 
re-edit the mythical couple Orpheus-Eurydice and overcome - through 
45Eliade, 'Dayan', La Umbra ... , vol. Y, p.138. 
46ibid., p.183. 
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art and mythology - the disequilibrium and anguish of the modern world 
(equated to the Underworld), which has lost its sacred dimension. The 
idea is also expressed in Eliade's scientific book, Myths, Dreams and 
Mysteries: 
... the modern world is in the situation of a man swallowed by a monster and 
who struggles in the darkness of its stomach, or a man lost in the jungle, or 
lost in a labyrinth which also symbolizes the Underworld - and he is anguished, 
he thinks he is already dead or going to die and he does not see around him 
any exit but darkness, Death, Nothingness.47 
... lumea moderna se afla 7n situa~a unui om 7nghipt de un monstru ~i care se 
zbate 1n 1htunericul pantecului acestuia, sau pierdut in jungl~, sau rnt.:{cit Thtr-un 
labirint care simbolizeaza ~i el Infernul - ~i este angoasat, se crede deja mort sau 
pe punctul d, muri ~i nu vede 1'h jurul lui nici 0 ie~ire decat fntuneric, Moarte. 
Neant.) 
The fourth type or initiation into the labyrinth is the mythical one. 
In Eliade's fiction, it can be said that three types of myths linked with the 
maze are recurrent: I) the heroic; 2) the obstetric and 3) the 
cosmogonic. The labyrinth is hard to access, as it symbolizes absolute 
reality and sacred power. As Mircea Eliade wrote: 'Symbols of this sort 
are situated in a "centre"; in other words they are always closely 
guarded and to get them is equivalent to ... a "heroic" or "mystical" 
conquest of immortality.'48. Amongst the mythical figures re-edited by 
Eliade's literary characters are: Christ, Ulysses, Theseus/Ariadne, 
Orpheus/Eurydice. 
In the novel The Light Dying Away the main hero Cesare, through his 
periplus towards the sea and his own Self, goes back in time, until he 
reaches the myth: 'The way was endless and Cesare's thoughts were 
jumping the years' ditches with a prodigious elasticity and freshness.' 
47E1iade, Mituri, vise 1i mistere in Eseuri..., p.159. 
48Eliade, Patterns ... , pp.380-81 
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('Drumul era nesfar~it ~i gandurile lui Cesare s~reau ~anturile anilor cu 0 
prodigioas!1 elasticitate ~i fragezime.')49. He acquires some of Christ's 
attributes: he gives the impression that he walks on the water, and his 
whole attitude and gestures are reminiscent of Jesus. Mr George, the 
journalist, understood that Cesare is a prisoner in labyrinths of multiple 
worlds, as the Son of God was: 'He keeps silent though. Even if he is 
insulted and sorrowful, he does not protest, but he does not resign 
either. I guess he is in a permanent resurrection, but he never uncovers 
himself.' ('~i totu~i tace. De~i e insultat ~i obidit, nu protesteaza, dar nu 
se resemneaza. 1\ ghicesc in permanenta resurec~ie, ~i totusi nu se 
descopera niciodata.')5o. In the end, after Manoil (Cesare's negative 
double) commits suicide, Cesare becomes aware that he is punished to 
relive Cain's destiny. Blind, he is condemned to an eternal wandering 
through darkness, through the labyrinth of his own Self, equivalent to a 
perpetual nightmare. In Eliade's discussions with the architect Claude 
Henri-Rocquet, the latter observed that in Eliade's Autobiography two 
images appear to be emblematic for his life: the labyrinth and Ulysses, 
two 'double images'. The historian of religions admitted that for him 
Ulysses represented: 
'" not only the modern man's prototype, but also that of the man linked to the 
future, because he is the type of the hunted traveller. His journey is a journey 
towards the centre, towards Ithaca, in other words towards his own self. He 
was a good navigator, but destiny - better expressed, the initiatory trials fro~ 
which he has to emerge triumphant - constrain him to endlessly postpone hiS 
return home ... 51 
49Eliade, Lumina ... , vol. I (1991), p.25. 
50ibid., vol. II, p.1 05. 
5lEliade, Incercarea ... , p.85. 
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(.~ proto.tipul omului, nu numai modern, dar ~i al omului legat de viitor, pentru 
ca este tlpul cal3torului haituit. CaJatoria sa este 0 c~latorie spre centru, spre 
Ith~c~, cu ~Ite cuvinte, spre sine insu~i. EI era un bun navigator, dar destinul _ 
mal bme ZIS 1ncerc~rile ini~iatice din care trebuie sa ias~ biruitor -11 constrange 
mereu sa-~i amlne intoarcerea acasa ... ) 
In his novel The Forbidden Forest, the main character, Stefan, an alter 
ego of Eliade himself, assumes the condition of a mythical hero. The 
trials he undergoes have an evident initiatory value; he is chased, 
tempted, bewitched, many times lost in the labyrinth of the profane 
space, but every happening reveals a different meaning of existence and 
another form_of freedom to him. (The same way Camus discovered in 
Sisyphus a conqueror of freedom, so too we can consider Ulysses a 
maritime Wandering Jew 'chosen' by gods and 'condemned' to spiritual 
enlightenment by his eternal navigation.) One of Stefan's trials is his 
encounter with the charming Miss Zissu. Perceiving the fact that this 
love affair is yet another temptation he has to overcome, Stefan 
'transposes' it in mythological terms: 
... You are one of these two semi-divine beings: Calypso or Circe. And I, in 
this moment, I am one of the infinite variants of Ulysses, one of those millions 
of heroes who repeat, from Homer onwards, a more or less dramatic Odyssey 
on their way towards home .... 52 
( ... E~ti una din aceste dou~ fiinfe semi-divine: Calypso sau Circe. lar eu, in 
acest moment, sunt una din infinitele variante ale lui Ulysse, unul din acele 
milioane de eroi care repetr, de la Homer'ihcoace, 0 mai mult sau mai pu~n 
dramatica odisee fh drumullor spre casa .... ) 
He finally attains his own 'centre', through his joint death with Ileana, his 
symbolic Penelope. There are many Eliadean narratives in which the 
author makes this equivalence between a loved, 'predestined' woman 
52Eliade, Noaptea ... , vol. II (1991), p.56. 
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and death. She becomes the messenger of death par excellence because 
love only could be so powerful as to annihilate death's negative meaning. 
In one of his theories Eliade asserts that myths bear truths eternally 
valid for people of all times (a 'desacralized society is only apparently 
'profane', as the 'sacred' did not disappear, but was disguised). The 
significance of myths and their messages becomes universal: 
The supreme rite of initiation is to enter a labyrinth and return from it, and yet 
every life, even the least eventful, can be taken as the journey through a 
labyrinth. The sufferings and trials undergone by Ulysses were fabulous, and yet 
any man's return home has the value of Ulysses' return to Ithaca.53 
What Eliade points out here is that any 'real' existence reproduces in 
fact the Odyssey, that is the periplus towards Ithaca, towards the 
centre.54 
The same ideas are linked with the image of Theseus. As Eliade55 
emphasized, many episodes from Theseus' saga can indeed be equated 
with initiatory trials. His ritualistic entrance into the sea at the Nereids' 
castle, his entering into the labyrinth, and his fight with the monster and 
the elopement with Ariadne could all be translated in initiatory terms. In 
addition the experts highlighted the crucial role of Ariadne in the maze's 
trial, as the woman's image and that of the labyrinth are strongly 
linked56• Tom Chetwynd wrote: 
53Eliade, Patterns ... , p.382. 
54Eliade, lurnal..., vol. I, p.56. 
55Eliade, Nasteri..., pp.143-44. 
56The symbolical similitude between the female genital apparatus and the labyrinth can 
also be taken into consideration. 
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The maze is tricky as nature herself. and it is typical that a feminine figure. the 
feminine forces in life - nearer to nature. and nearer to the unconscious _ can 
outwit it by a very simple device ... The feminine powers - whether is an actual 
woman or discovered within the man - are the subtle guide through the 
regions of the unconscious.57 
In his fiction Eliade also used the initiatory meanings of this myth. The 
hero (Adrian) from 'At Dionysus' Court' is lost in the maze of a hotel, 
and he has the constant feeling that he either has a clue ('caught a 
thread' in the Romanian translation) of the events, or that his 'thread', 
that is, his guidance, is temporarily lost. Eliade mixes various myths and 
motifs in the same story, and a great part of his literature's quality 
resides in the skill with which he does this. As a result the same couple 
could Simultaneously impersonate other mythical couples: 
Orpheus/Eurydice, Adrian/Leana, Theseus/Ariadne. What Eliade 
suggests through this literary technique is that the myths constitute a 
pattern for certain situations which keep repeating themselves in 
different contexts. The basic idea could be expressed by 'the same play, 
different actors' or the mise-en-scene concept. The amnesiac Adrian 
explains to an old man that he is guided by a 'thread' which breaks from 
time to time: 
Because somewhere, I don't know when ... the thread broke. And when the lady 
from the elevator brought the laureate painter and the exhibition window 
from the Catalan hall into discussion I nearly caught the thread again. but 
something happened and it broke again.58 
(Pentru dl undeva. nu ~tiu c~nd .... s-a ruP! firul. Si cand doamna din ascensor a 
adus vorba de pictorul laureat ~i de vitrina de langa sala catalana, eram gata-gata 
s~ prind din nou firul. dar s-a intamplat ceva ~i iar s-a rupt.) 
57T om Chetwynd, Dictionary of Symbols (London. AquarianfThornsons. 1993). p.256. 
58Eliade, In Curte ... , p.SII. 
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There is a certain mythological continuity between the myth of Theseus 
and the one of Dionysus/Orpheus, as Ariadne plays a part in both of 
them (Theseus escapes with Ariadne and sails away towards the island 
of Naxos, but he abandons her while she sleeps . It is DionysusS9 who 
discovers her, falls in love and weds her.) 
The labyrinth initiation also supposes an obstetrical experience 
for the one entering it. The symbolic identity between the structure of 
the female sexual organs and the maze is obvious. It can be said that the 
labyrinth constitutes every man's pre-natal initiation at a subconscious 
level (the centre could also be assimilated to the umbilicus). The 
relationship: umbilicus - centre of the world - axis mundi had already 
been demonstrated by Eliade. We can thus assert that the trial of the 
labyrinth represents the first psychological test of mankind. It is 
probable that the rites of passage and funerary rites of archaic man 
were based on precisely this amniotic experience: 
... the labyrinth corresponded to the body of Mother-Earth. To enter a 
labyrinth or a cavern was eqUivalent to a mystical return into Mother's bosom 
- a purpose of both initiation rituals and funerary rituals. Jackson Knight's 
researches showed how it was with great difficulty that this symbolism of the 
labyrinth equated to the body of a telluric Goddess disappeared.60 
( ... labirintul era omologat cu trupul Pimantului-Mama. A p~trunde'l'ntr-un 
labirint sau'ihtr-o caverna echivala cu 0 reintoarcere mistica 7h sanul Mamei -
scop urmarit adt de riturile de inipere cat ~i de riturile funerare. Cercetarile 
lui Jackson Knight au arntat c~t de greu a dispcrrut acest simbolism al labirintului 
valorizat ca trupul unei zei~e telurice.) 
The 'obstetric initiation' derived from the Magna Mater (Great Mother) 
myth can be found in Eliade's novel The Forbidden Forest. The principal 
character envisages his existential labyrinth in the form of a sphere and 
59The link between Orpheus and Dionysus will be tackled in a special chapter. 
6°Eliade, Mituri, vise si mistere, in Eseuri..., p.260. 
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links the image of his lover with a cellar (equivalent to both 'cavern' and 
'labyrinth') and a forest (another symbol for the maze). 
Moreover, the labyrinth can be interpreted as an initiation into the 
cosmogonic myth. The maze is the very symbol of a new world's 
restoration: a sublimated depiction of the appearance of the world by 
springing from a 'centre'. As Mircea Eliade demonstrated in his scholarly 
writings, 'the creation of the world is the exemplar for all 
constructions'61. In his fiction some labyrinths, through which his heroes 
wander, bear a certain resemblance to primordial times, when the 
world came into being. In the novel The Light Dying Away the 
existential labyrinth of Cesare, who is nearly blind, starts with a 
re-creation of the world: 
Darkness, not full and thick, but unfolding like the rolls of shadows. now similar 
to a cage's lattice, then like a strange tapestry of large serpents, gathered 
together, moving their rings. It was difficult to understand. difficult to find 
sunrise and sunset in those depths of black oil and violet-blue milk, animated 
like a legion of larvae.62 
(Intuneric, nu plin ~i gros, ci des~~urat ca suluri de umbre, acum asemenea 
zabrelelor de cu~cli, acum ca un tapet straniu de ~erpi la~i. stran~i unul fh altul ~i 
mi~candu-se din inele. Era greu s~ se lamureasd. greu ~ afle ~aritul ~i apusul 
'in acea albie de pacura ~i de lapte vana:t, 1hsuflefi~ ca 0 legiune de larve.) 
The theme of the search for 'beginnings', for the mythical time, appears 
in the short story 'The Ditches'. The whole village searches deep down 
for a buried 'treasure', for a 'centre'. As we pointed out earlier, the 
'ditches' accomplish the function of a double labyrinth (there are two 
levels - 'upper' and 'lower', a system which we shall call mangrovic 
because of its similarity to the structure of the mangroves, whose roots 
61Eliade, Patterns ... , p.379. 
62Eliade, Lumina ... , vol. 1 (1991). p.28. 
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are visible and suggest an upside down image if the upper part of the 
tree). This sort of labyrinth is special in the way that instead of having a 
centre to act as axis mundi, it is the whole labyrinth - through its very 
structure - which gains the function of axis mundi. 
An 'easy substitute' for the labyrinth (Eliade highlights the need man 
feels to realize archetypes even at the lowest levels of immediate 
existence, and calls these new forms 'easy substitutes'6'is the mirror in 
the short story 'A General's Uniforms'. The prodigious child, leronim 
Thanase, enters the 'green cave of the mirror' and discovers a new, 
magic world while still keeping contact with the other world, the 
profane one. The mirror's landscape is a primordial one: 
He had started to walk in front of the mirror. endlessly discovering other 
hollows and other rocks and lianas with unwitnessed flowers. and. amongst 
them. the incredible silhouettes of the guests. with champagne glasses (tall as a 
boot or large as a bucket) in their hands .... 64 
(Incepuse s~ se plimbe prin fa~ oglinzii. descoperind necontenit alte scorburi ~i 
alte sund. ~i liane cu flori nemaiintalnite.~i.printreele.siluetele neverosimile 
ale invita~ilor. cu paharele de ~ampanie (inalte cat 0 cizma sau largi cat ~Ieata) 
in man~ .... ) 
leronim finds a mythical world with submarine caves and strange 
mythological creatures, known to him only. He starts improvising verses 
about this sacred world and dances. Here we come upon a pivotal idea: 
the link between labyrinth and dance. Dance was performed in 
archaic societies in order to obtain food, as a homage to death or 
to ensure order in the Cosmos65. The choreographic rhythms are 
sacred and they could become rituals in themselves. Theseus danced in 
63ibid .• pp.384-85. 
64Eliade. 'Uniforme de General'. In Curte ...• p.442. 
65See Eliade. Mitul eternei re'intoarceri in Eseuri.. .. p.31. 
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the Minotaur's labyrinth, and Eliade talks about 'Iabyrinthic steps' 
reproduced in rituals. In our opinion not only does dance symbolizes 
the labyrinth, but the structure of the labyrinth itself produces a 
choreography. In Eliade's novella, leronim dances in the mirror (as we 
saw, an 'easy substitute' for the maze): 
... he had improvised, without noticing, verse after verse, as the melody 
demanded and as the always different movements of dance forced him, when 
slow, majestic, almost liturgical. when abrupt, savage. irreverent. 66 
( ... improvizase. ~ra s~-~i dea seama. vers dup~ verSt a~a cum TI cerea melodia ~i 
'fI sileau mi~ccrrile de dans, mereu altele. cand lente. majestuoase, aproape 
Iiturgice. cind abrupte. s~lbatece, ireverenpoase.) 
Eliade's writings are initiatory, and as the labyrinth is the very symbol of 
initiation, a more or less camouflaged image of the maze could be 
detected in all of them. But there is also present in his fiction a certain 
'maliciousness'67 of an author who enjoys making not only his characters 
wander, but the readers as well. Thus if in his books the happenings are 
labyrinthian, so is their presentation (several narratives intersect in one 
piece, the chronological rule is abolished and there is an interplay 
between several types of space). Apart from this Eliade introduced a 
new vision of 'labyrinth in labyrinth' which we can call 'superimposed 
labyrinths'. These are formed from a sacred labyrinth 
camouflaged/doubled by a profane one. As we saw earlier, Eliade found 
66Eliade. 'Uniforme de General'. In Curte ...• p.443. 
671n his dialogue with Claude-Henri Rocquet, Eliade admits his 'literary maliciousness': 
C.H.R. There is something malicious in the pleasure with which you try to make your 
interlocutor wander, is there not ?' 
M.E. 'It is probably linked with a certain pedagogy; an entirely transparent "story" 
should not be given to the reader.' 
C.H.R. 'Pedagogy and pleasure of the labyrinth ?' 
M.E. 'It is,at the same time., an initiatory trial.' 
Eliade. Incercarea .... pAl. 
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in the image of the labyrinth an existential symbol and interpreted his 
own difficult moments in life as initiation trials in the 'maze'. Through 
mythical knowledge Eliade discovers a way of attaining inner equilibrium 
and of acquiring a superior consciousness: 
Each of us will have something from Ulysses. we search for ourselves like him. 
hoping to reach home and afterwards. no doubt, by finding again the country. 
the house. we rediscover ourselves. But, as in the Labyrinth. in any pilgrimage 
there is a risk of getting lost. If you succeed in leaving the Labyrinth, in finding 
our house again, then you become another being .... 68 
(Fiecare dintre noi va avea ceva din Ulise. ca ~i el. c-:iudndu-ne. spe~nd sa 
ajungem, ~i apoi, fc'(ra: fndoiala. re~sind patria. caminul. ne regasim pe noi in~ine. 
Dar. ca ~i 'in Labirit. 'in orice peregrinare exista riscul de a te pierde. Dac:l 




Thus the labyrinth's main functions are: I) permitting and forbidding 
access to a certain place; 2) initiation; 3) defence or protection. The first 
characteristic could be placed under Eliade's term of 'dialectic of 
contraries'. The second one, the initiatory feature, presents itself, in 
our opinion, as mainly twofold: as a journey in itself (pilgrimage, descent, 
ascent, meditation, dance), or else the accent is put on the discovery of 
a centre (axis mundi, reward, illumination, Self, Death). The third 
property of defence or protection also develops on two plans of 
reference: against real enemies or against bad spirits, maleficent 
influences. 
The initiatory function of the labyrinth is our view mainly: I) 
psychological (a process of individuation, attainment of Wholeness, 
Self); 2) philosophical (the concept of 'superimposed labyrinth': life in 
itself is a labyrinth from birth to death, when one loses endlessly his/her 
self from a psychological point of view; the trials of daily life); 3) 
metaphysical (the cosmic and eschatologic symbolism attached to the 
maze); 4) mythical (three types of recurrent myths: heroic, obstetric 
and cosmogonic). 
The structure of the labyrinths in Eliadean fiction is either linear 
(profane - mixed zone - sacred - death; profane - sacred - profane -
sacred) or circular (profane - mixed zone - sacred - death). Eliade also 
introduced in his literary writings the labyrinth in the labyrinth, usually ~ 
sacred in a profane one. 
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ELIADEAN CONCEPTS 
THE HERMENEUTIC SACRED I PROFANE 
Motto: The existence ~f ho~o .re/;~osus, especially the primitive, is 'open' to 
the World; durmg his lifetime, the religious man is never alone, 
because a part of the world lives inside him. 
(Mircea Eliade, Sacrul si profanul, p.143) 
I. THEORIES 
Starting from the idea that archaic man considered only the sacred as 
'real' and exemplary, Eliade made attempts to discover how this 
particular way of thinking was preserved in modern man's conceptions. 
He draws the conclusion that the total 'profanization' of the latter is 
apparent, and what has changed is the angle from which the sacred is 
perceived. The world 'speaks' to man and the archaic kratophanies 
(manifestations of power), hierophanies (manifestations of the holy) or 
theophanies (manifestations of God) are 'camouflaged' in symbols. The 
sacred undermines the so-called absolute 'institutionalization' of 
rationalism, in the same way that the subconscious undermines 
consciousness. Wilson Hudson pointed out that 'a symbol can acquire 
new meanings as time passes and its cultural context changes, but it will 
always carry a meaning which transcends cultures and historical 
moments'.' Consequently we could say that modern man has a 
distinctive advantage. While still perceiving the ancient meaning at a 
IHudson, 'Eliade's Contributions .. .', in Tire Shrinker ... pp. 2' 9·24. 
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subconscious level, he can create his own world, by enriching the 
symbols with personal meanings. In this sense we propose the term 
personal hierophanies for those hierophanies unique to each individual. 
historically determined by his life span, but bearing an universal 
dimension through their external existential meaning. Eliade had written 
about a differently qualitative space (,There are still privileged 
places, ... : the native land, the place of first love, a street or a corner 
from the first foreign city seen in adolescence')2 or a differently 
qualitative time (e.g. when one listens to Bach's music, when 
somebody is in love), but in our opinion the personal hierophanies 
could be as fleeting as a gesture (e.g. a father's hand on his son's head 
like a priest's benediction), a certain smell (e.g. the fragrance of basil or 
the wooden benches in a church), a particular nuance or colour and so 
forth. Having all these 'personal hierophanies' at his disposal, modern 
man can construct different worlds. In this acceptation we can talk of a 
tripartite division of contemporary man's existential dimensions: 
historical (=profane), universal (= sacred) and 'personal' (=personal 
mythology). 
Returning to Mircea Eliade's scientific research, we should highlight 
his pivotal idea of the continuity of the sacred (in a 'degraded' form) in 
today's world: 
Indeed, in a desacralized world such as ours, the 'sacred' is present and active 
chiefly in imaginary universes. But imaginary experienc~s are part of ~e total 
human being. This means that nostalgia for initi~t~ry trials a~d sc~narlos, 
nostalgia deciphered in so many literary and artistic .works (mcludm~ the 
cinema), reveals modern man's longing for a renovotJo capable of radically 
changing his existence.3 
I . ., b' . trad:r sau un col~ din 2'Mai exista locuri privilegiate, ... : ~inutul natal, locu prlmel IU IrI, 0 s 
primul o,"¥ str1in vazut fn tinere~e.' Eliade, Sacrul..., pp.23-24. 
d· f R I" vol I (New York/London, 3Mircea Eliade, Foreword, The Encyclope la ~ e Igl~n,. I 
MacMillan Publishing Company/Collier MacMillan Pubhshers, 1987), p.x . 
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So the profane is no longer perceived as such but as d· . d £ 
, a IsgUise .orm of 
the sacred. Talking about homo religiosus Eliade emph· h f h 
' aSlzes t e act t at 
his duration has an additional cosmic significance, a transhuman 
structure and consequently his life could be considered 'an open 
existence'.4 Nevertheless, modern man can still discover a mythical 
cipher during his day-to-day life and can transform ordinary happenings 
into spiritual acts. 
Eliade's dialectic Sacred I Profane has been analysed by many 
scholars. Douglas Allen studied its three aspects: I) the separation of 
the hierophanic object and the sacred-profane distinction; 2) the 
paradoxical relationship between the sacred and the profane; 
3) the evaluation and choice implied in the dialectic.s What interests 
us here is the third point of Douglas Allen's interpretation. The scholar 
stressed6 the fact that, caught in the dialectic of hierophanies, homo 
religiosus becomes involved in an 'existential crisis'. While he 
experiences a hierophany, he has to evaluate two orders of being and 
make a choice. We do not agree with Douglas Allen's interpretation? of 
Eliade's view that homo reJigiosus, while 'choosing' the sacred, evaluates 
his 'ordinary' mode of existence negatively. From our point of view 
'ordinary' life represents, for a religiOUS man, a rather impersonal and 
unimportant pretext for discovering the meaningful, sacred way of 
being. Only when he succeeds in interweaving the two worlds does his 
double level of existence become meaningful. Another academic 
explanation of Eliade's Sacred I Profane hermeneutic is given by 
Norman J. Girardot. The researcher showed that 'it is precisely the 
mystery of the accidental nature of essence in the human experience of 
4Eliade. Sacrul.... p.143. 
500uglas Allen. 'Mircea Eliade's Phenomenological Analysis of Religious Experience', in 
lournal of Religion, 1972. vol.52. pp. I 70-86. 
6ibid .• pp.170-86. 
7ibid .• pp,170-86. 
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the world that has meaning for Eliade.'8 In our opinion this formula 
defines best the main quality of the 'hierophanies'. Eliade sought to 
discover a 'creative hermeneutics' based on religion and capable of 
finding hidden coherences, grammar and narrativity in human history.9 
History is one of the causes of modern man's alienation and it is religion 
which offers a more meaningful interpretation of life. Ultimately the 
latter could become a soteriology if people are prepared to find the 
hidden, sacred messages, underneath the banal experiences of secular 
life. The knowledge of the history of religions form the basis of an 
'educated imagination'lo. This could help man to rediscover the true 
meaning of existence, underneath the trivial quotidian experiences. As 
Girardot explained: 'Knowing myths and stories, then, helps us to 
remember and recover part of our essential humanity' I I. This Eliadean 
idea was also analysed by Adriana Bergerl2 who considered myth and 
literature instruments of knowledge revealing the world's sacrality. For 
Eliade, the world reveals itself through symbolical images, through 
'signs'. These 'signs' are similar to the scattered letters of a lost text, 
which - collected with patience - uncover, interwoven in the pattern of 
profane life, a totally different meaning of the world. But the 'signs' 
never disclose the entire sacred design. The reason why the sacred 
manifests itself in an incomplete manner is that the profane no longer 
has the power to transform itself completely into the sacred. As 
8Norman J. Girardot, 'Imagining Eliade: A Fondness for Squirrels', Imagination and 
Meaning - The Scholarly and literary Worlds of Mircea Eliade, ed. by Norman J. 
Girardot and Maclinscott Ricketts (New York. The Seabury Press, 1982), p.2. The 
underlining is mine. 
9ibid., p.3. 
]OTerm borrowed by Girardot from Northrop Frye (the latter's book The Educated 
Imagination). 
]]Girardot, 'Imagining Eliade .. .', Imagination ... , p.13. 
12Serger, 'Eliade's Double Approach .. .', Religious ... , pp.9-12. 
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Stephen Reno underlined The profane never becomes the sacred'l) 
The 'signs' are in fact symbols which act mainly at the unconscious level 
of the areligious man of modern society. Through his work, Eliade 
attempts to make these symbols surge into the 'profane' man's 
consciousness. With this aim he makes use of religion (that is 'real' 
knowledge) as an essential tool. We can say that his hermeneutic 
promotes a form of integratorylpersonalized analysis which employs depth 
psychology and religion to deepen the understanding of life. Everybody, 
having a system of meanings at his disposal, can interpret not only 
his/her own existential dimensions, but can correlate them to the 
others' and ultimately, integrate their life into a cosmical perspective. 
This is analogous to mathematical formulas able to solve different 
problems. Eliade undertook the task of demonstrating how the 
'formulas' (symbols, techniques of salvation) work in different contexts 
and how they could be employed in a personal existential equation: 
... the symbol not only 'opens' the world, but helps the religious man to reach 
the universal. Due to symbols, man goes out of his particular state and 'opens 
himself towards the general and universal. Symbols awake individual 
experience and transform it into spiritual action, into metaphysical mastery of 
the World. 14 
( ... simbolul nu numai ca 'deschide' lumea, dar II ~i ajud pe omul religi~S sI ~ . 
ajunga la universal. Datorita simbolurilor, omul iese din starea s~ pa~cu~a~ ~I 
'se deschide' spre general ~i universal. Simbolurile trezesc ex~enen~ IOdlvidual3 
~i 0 preschimba In act spiritual, 1h st.a:panire metafizica a Lumll.) 
Eliade compares lS techniques like those of psychoanalysis with the 
initiatic descent into Hell, or finds that any human existence is made of a 
13Stephen J. Reno, 'Eliade's Progressional View of Hierophanies' in Religious Studies, 
1972, vol. 8, pp. I 53-60. 
14Eliade, Sacrul..., p.18S. 
15ibid., pp. 181-82. 
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web of trials and encompasses the repeated experience of 'death' and 
'revival'. From a religious perspective, he discovers, existence is based 
on or could become an initiation. Eliade also asserts that modern man 
still has at his disposal 'an entire hidden mythology' and several 
'degraded ritualisms"6. Some of the 'techniques' allowing the 
contemporary man an exit from profane time could take multiple forms: 
psychoanalytical sessions (which trigger the process of anamnesis), 
reading (which accomplishes a mythological function by being a 
substitute for recitations of myths in archaic sOciety or for oral 
literature), watching a film, day dreaming, listening to music, 
viewing an art gallery, visiting a foreign country. And indeed 'any 
human experience could be transfigured and lived on another, 
transhuman level' ('orice experienta umana poate fi transfigurata si traita 
pe un alt plan, transuman').17 The paradoxical dialectic of 
hierophanies is based on this very possibility whereby any object can 
become something else, while remaining the very same object, eternal 
and ephemeral at the same time. Even if the disappearance of a 
conscious religious perspective is equated by Eliade '8 with a 'new Fall', 
this does not imply that man is not still carrying the subconscious 
memory of the transcendent world. 
16ibid., p.178. 
17 ibid., p. 148. 
18ibid., p. 185. 
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2. THE TWO QUALITIES OF SPACE AND TIME 
In examining the mechanisms of the Sacred and Profane, Eliade puts 
forward the concept of the double quality of Space and Time. 
According to him '9, the religious man perceives space in a 
non-homogenous way (it has breaches, some portions of space are 
qualitatively different from others). Consequently a sacred space _ 
'powerful', significative coexists with some other spaces: 
non-consecrated, without structure or consistency, which Eliade calls 
'amorphous'. 'Any sacred space implies a hierophany, an outburst of the 
sacred'20 and this is the decisive factor in its qualitative metamorphosis. 
In tackling the problem of sacred space, Eliade dwelt on the importance 
of the Centre of the World as a vital opening in profane space, which 
allows the religious man to communicate with transcendency. Without 
this point of reference, the archaic man felt as disorientated as a 
modern man without the Greenwich meridian. 
Time also assumes a double, profane and sacred quality. The 
difference between them is the one between 'an evanescent duration 
and a "series of eternities", periodically retrievable during the feasts 
which form the sacred calendar.' (' 0 duratl' evanescenta ~i un "~ir de 
ve~nicii" periodic recuperabile fn timpul sarbatorilor, care aldituiesc 
calendarul sacru.')21. 
Analysing Eliade's writings, Adriana Berger correlates their meanings 
with the different qualities of Time employed, finding three obvious 
levels of reading: 
19ibid., p.2 I. 
2oibid., p.2S. 
21 ibid., p.92. 
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... an apparently profane meaning (corresponding to the I t-
. f " . apparent y prodne 
time 0 the narration In literary writings and to the pheno I' I 
d " . h h meno oglca escnptlon I.n t e t eoretical writings). a mythical meaning (corresponding to 
the ~reat T~":,e of myt~ of both fictional and theoretical writings). and a 
mystical, religious meaning (corresponding to the No T'lme of th . d 
'" . . e mystics an 
the religious In both fictional and theoretical writings.22 
For Eliade the religious man (contrary to the non-religious one) refuses 
to live in 'history' only and seeks to attain sacred Time which, in his 
conception, is the only 'real' and relevant Time. According to the 
scholar, the mythical, sacred Time is a paradigm for existential, historical 
time. This is the reason for which the religious man considers himself a 
product of History, like the profane man, with the difference that it is 
sacred, mythical History that interests him and not human history, 
which is relevant for the secular man only: 
The personal memory does not count the only important thing is the 
rememorization of the mythical event, the only one with a creative role. Only 
primordial myth can preserve real history, the history of the human condition. 
and only here can the principles and paradigms of any conduct be searched for 
and found.23 
(Memoria personala nu intrn'in joc: unicullucru important este rememorarea 
evenimentului mitic. singurul cu rol creator. Doar mitul primordial poate pastra 
istoria adevarara, istoria condifiei umane, ~i doar aici trebuie cautate ~i ~site 
principiile ~i paradigmele oricarui comportament.) 
In this context the very concept of 'memory' has to be carefully 
considered because what a modern man understands by 'memory' is 
distinct from the archaic meaning. Eliade already pointed out
24 
the 
difference between memory (mnemne) and recollection (anamnesis). 
For the archaic man, not forgetting what the gods had done in illo 
22Serger. 'Eliade's Double Approach .. :. ReligiOus .... pp.9-12. The underlining is mine. 
23Eliade, Sacrul.. .. p.90. 
24Eliade, Myth ... , p.119. 
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tempore is far more important than remembering the acts of his daily, 
profane life. Furthermore, forgetting the contents of the 'collective 
memory' (tradition) was equivalent to a 'sin', a disaster, or a 
retrogression into the 'natural' state.25 This explains why for Eliade 
'awakening' is synonymous to indifference towards history, especially 
contemporary history. In this context only myths - as patterns of human 
behaviour - are essential: 
Only the events that occurred in the past of fable are worth knowing; for, by 
learning them, one becomes conscious of one's true nature - and awakens ... 26 
25ibid., p.12S. 
26ibid., p. I 34. 
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3. TIME AND SPACE IN LITERATURE 
Literature, in Eliade's view, remains one of the modern man's 
soteriological paths. It takes the place of initiation in archaic societies 
and triggers the exit from the profane duration and space. As Adriana 
Berger remarked 'the essence of Eliade's work resides in his desire to 
return to art - which is in the process of degradation - its true 
dimension, which is ritualistic and sacred'27. But Eliade is not the only 
one to link myth and novel: Levi-Strauss had written about the presence 
in the contemporary novel of 'residus deformalises du mythe'.28 Eliade's 
fiction though is original because it does not hide mythical structures in 
the narrative, but portrays the profane world as it is, trying to help the 
rediscovery of life's lost sacrality. The literary critic Eugen Simion 
commented on this aspect: 
Life is a sum of myths and archetypes which are not seen. The creator of 
literature must offer the reader, in a discreet way, a code and an itinerary to 
enable him to understand and orient himself in the world of signs that 
surrounds him.29 
The language of Eliade's literature supposes an 'initiated' reader. With 
this understanding Eugen Simion employed Gilbert Durand's term of 
'lecture mytho-critique' or Simone Vierne's designation of 'lecture 
initiatique'30. Meanwhile Adriana Berger refers to Eliade's oeuvre as 
belonging to the category Fedeli d'amore-type, as he makes use of a 
secret language that establishes a plurality of correspondences 'whose 
27Berger, 'Eliade's Double Approach ... , Religious ... , pp.9-12. . 
28Eugen Simion, 'The Mythical Dignity of Narration', Imagination and Meanmg .... p.136. 
29ibid., p.136. 
30ibid., p. 136. 
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function is the abolition of profane reality and the creation of a new and 
sacred state'3'. In our opinion, one can discover in Eliade's literary 
writings what we shall call a palimpsest-technique, as the stratum of the 
profane interpretation incompletely covers the sacred level. We can 
also assert that he made use of 'intentional language' (or 'crepuscular 
language'), where important words have multiple meanings, as in the 
sacred mediaeval literature of certain sects (e.g. Sahajayana, Vajravana, 
Tantra).32 
Returning to the main theme of Eliade's fiction: the continuity of the 
sacred in an apparently de-sacralized world, we have to underline the 
fact that he not only points out the hidden myths or symbols with 
mythical charge, but, to use Matei Ca:linescu's expression, he 
'remythologizes'33 the world. In order to do that, the writer assembles a 
system of I) hierophanies, 2) theophanies, 3) kratophanies and 
what I called 4) chronophanies (manifestations of sacred Time) and 5) 
diastimophanies (manifestation of the Sacred Space) which are 
intelligible only to the 'chosen' ones. 
In the short story 'Stone Diviner' Eliade used a typical example 
(stone) to illustrate the presence of hierophanies. The main hero, 
Emanuel ('God's one') meets, on a beach, a former sailor (see the 
mythical significance of the 'sailor', e.g. Ulysses) who used to work as a 
guardian to the lighthouse (=Wisdom). The sailor, called Beldiman, is 
the great-grandson of Hagi Anton ('Hagi'=saint; Anton=Saint Anton), 
and has the power of divination with the help of stones. Beldiman not 
only predicts many events, but helps Emanuel to recollect happenings 
31Berger, 'Eliade's Double Approach .. .', Religious ... , pp.9-12. 
32For more information in 'intentional language' see Mircea Eliade's study in Erotica 
mistica in Bengal (Bucharest. Ed. 'Jurnalulliterar', 1994), pp.121-34. 
33Matei Calinescu, ' "The Function of the Unreal": Reflect~ons on Mircea Eliade's Short 
Fiction', Imagination and Meaning ... , p.156. 
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from a former life. The stones are bearers of 'messages' about people's 
destinies. Nothing is random. The sacred lives next to us, but the forms 
through which it manifests itself are so common, ordinary, that it is no 
longer accessible, except to certain people (like Beldiman): 
I understand from their shape, or according to certain edges. and the edges' 
direction, and the colours of the stone, because in one part the stone is 
darker, in others bright, coloured. striped. And then, I read the stones and I 
understand what will happen to the man who sat next to them, or, sometimes, 
directly upon them. Because •... people never sit at random. Everybody sits as it 
was written.34 
(In~eleg dup~ forma lor, sau dup:! anumite col~uri, ~i direqia col~urilor. ~i 
culorile pietrei, c:rei,1htr-o parte e mai tntunecad. 'In altele e luminoas~. 
colorat:r, v:1rgad. ~i atunei citesc 1'h pietre ~ fhte1eg ce-I a~teap~ pe omul care 
s-a ~ezat I~nga ele, sau, uneori, de-a dreptul pe ele. Pentru d, ... niciodata 
omul nu se a~an la fntamplare. Fiecare se a~a~ dupa cum'ii e scris.) 
This idea of certain stones' signification as 'fitting vehicles of the sacred' 
was amply developed by Eliade in his scholarly book Patterns in 
Comparative Religion, where he explains the criteria used in the 
'worship of stones'. It is precisely because of a specific shape, because 
of their size or because they are bound up with rituals that some 
stones are venerated. In Eliade's vision there are two essential elements 
of the hierophanies: I) a thing becomes sacred in so far as it 
embodies something other than itself and 2) a hierophany 
implies a choice, a separation of the thing manifesting the sacred from 
everything else around it.35 The classical Eliadean examples of basic 
hierophanies are: the stone and the tree. 
The tree as a hierophany or kratophany appears in nearly all of his 
literary writings (e.g. Maitreyi, 'Miss Christina', 'The Snake', 'Nights at 
34Eliade, 'Ghieitor in pie~re'. In Curte ... , p.76. 
35Eliade, Patterns .. , p. 13. 
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Serampore', 'Youth without Youth', The Forbidden Forest, 'With the 
Gypsy Girls'). If in Maitreyi a tree is worshipped, in 'The Snake' and 
'With the Gypsy Girls', it represents another realm, with different 
essential rules. In 'Miss Christina' and 'Nights at Serampore' the wood 
concentrates kratophanies, the frightful power of the divine, while in 
'Youth without Youth' we can clearly distinguish the theophanic 
(representation of God) function of the tree. Moreover we have to 
assert that there is no Eliadean writing where the binomial appearance 
of tree-wood does not imply a hierophany. Another essential basic 
hierophany, the sky, is present in Eliade's novel The Forbidden Forest.36 
It cannot be stressed enough that it is the choice of certain 
characters that transforms a familiar environment into 'something else'. 
But before tackling the 'choice' -dilemma, let us remark in passing (next 
to simple hierophanies like: stone, tree, sky) two examples of typical 
kratophanies and theophanies in Eliade's fiction. Kratophanies 
represent the sacred power which, sometimes, could become 
frightening. In the story 'Youth without Youth' the main character, 
Dominic Matei, is struck by lightning, a manifestation of power which 
triggers not only a process of regeneration of his entire being, but the 
development of a 'collective memory' through a process of universal 
anamnesis. A kratophany can also take 'monstruous' forms, in 
comparison with profane standards. Cucoane~, the character from 'A 
Great Man' suffers a strange process of growth (he has a gland that 
disappeared from human development since the Pleistocene Age) which 
transforms him into a 'macro-anthropos', a degraded version of the first 
giants, the semi-divine beings who inhabited the earth. This exit from 
3~he attaining of perfect Freedom is realised in the novel by a sort of 'unity of 
contraries'. There are two spatial levels: sky-wood; two essential dimensions: 
love-death; two sexes: ~tefan-lleana; two halves of the year (St John's Night divides the 
year in two). 
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'normal' standards brings him distress (similar to Oana - the giant 
woman from The Old Man and the Bureaucrats'). He is expelled from 
sOciety and only Nature can accommodate his new existential rhythms. 
Two exemplary theophanies in Eliade's narrative could be 
encountered in stories like: 'A Fourteen-year-old Photo' and The 
Snake'. The first one is a literary form of Eliade's scientific idea of the 
'unrecognizability of the sacred'. The main hero, Dr Martin, pretended 
to work miracles through the power of concentration. During one of 
his sessions, he not only cured a woman of asthma (simply by looking at 
her photo), but rejuvenated her to look as she did in that particular 
photo. In fact we have here a degraded version of the biblical stories 
about the healings performed by Christ. Like the Son of God, Dr Martin 
is punished by the incredulous, profane people. He is jailed and 
considered a charlatan. Released, he no longer attempts to make use of 
the 'belief-theme. Only those accepting God and the power of His 
miracles (like Dumitru, the husband of the rejuvenated woman) could 
be cured. Eliade's message is clear: solely those 'open' to the existence 
of the sacred submerged in the profane could be redeemed. But not 
everyone can recognize miracles. As Dr Martin says: 
Even as he is, Dumitru, with his naive, idolatrous and vain belief, is closer to the 
re~1 God than all of us. And he will also be the first one to see Him. when the 
real God will show His face again, not in a church, nor in universities, but 
through revealing Himself unexpectedly. here. amongst us. maybe in a street, 
maybe in a bar, and we will not recognize Him and we will not bear witness for 
Him .... 37 
(A~a cum e Dumitru. cu credin? lui naiv~. idolatra ~ vanl. e ~ai a~r~ape de 
Dumnezeul adevarat declt noi toti. ~i tot el are s~-I vada cel dmtal, cand 
Dumnezeul adevarati~i va arata din nou fap. nu'in biseric-:i. nici 'ill universiti~i. 
d se va arata pe nea$teptate. deodata. aid printre noi ... poa~e. pe stradl poate 
1htr-un bar. dar noi nu-I yom recunoa~te ~i nu yom martunsl pentru EI...) 
37Eliade. '0 fotografie veche de 14 ani'. In Curte ...• p.72. 
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The novella 'The Snake' is also based on a theophany. Just as Dr Martin 
from 'A Fourteen-year-old Photo', assumed a double identity (he used 
to different names: Martin and Dugay), the main character from 'The 
Snake' has a double identity: a profane one (Andronic - the young 
sportsman and aviator) and a sacred one (as the King of Serpents). A 
disguised supernatural being, Andronic accomplishes an initiatory role 
for the group of people he meets on his way. He 'teaches' these 
'profane' companions to immerse themselves in nature and imagination, 
in order to find the source of the redemptive power of the sacred. 
Serpents have their language, as do trees, birds, the 'always-in-Iove 
flowers' and Man should re-Iearn to communicate with nature as before, 
when he was in Paradise. Again the paradisical motif is exploited in the 
final image of the island38 where the two lovers meet and regain their 
Adamic innocence. 
As a conclusion about the sacred's structure, it had to be said that 
the whole Eliadean literature bears a 'reseau' (network) of epiphanies. 
The examples are far too numerous to do justice to all of them. For this 
reason we only choose a few, to illustrate the three main categories: 
hierophanies, theophanies and kratophanies. 
Another essential aspect of the sacred in the whole of Eliade's fiction 
is what Norman J. Girardot called 'the accidental nature of essence'. In 
some of his books this is expressed indirectly, while in others, it is 
direct. The short story 'Twelve Thousand Head of Cattle' is about a 
man who experiences an event from the past (the bombardment of an 
air-raid shelter) without realizing that he is no longer living in the 
present. Returning to his 'normal' time, he makes a bet with people in a 
pub that he is able to show them the house and shelter that others 
38The island represents here a neutral territory between: land-Dorina-feminine principle 
and water-Andronic-male principle. 
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claimed had disappeared some weeks before. He is puzzled to find out 
that he was wrong. As 'the essence' has an accidental nature, those 
experiencing the sacred are left with the choice of either I) learning a 
lesson or 2) ignoring or dismissing the happening. lancu Gore, the 
character from the story, adopts the second variant, choosing disbelief. 
but, as the ending suggests, he is irretrievably caught in between a 
sacred dimension and a profane one. The 'others' cannot see what he 
witnesses and this is an aspect we will tackle further, in connection with 
the concept of 'educated imagination'. 
Returning to the fleeting character of the sacred ( = the 'real', the 
essence) we have to emphasize that this aspect was also expressed in 
the Eliadean oeuvre by the metaphor of the encounter with a magic 
Woman. She bears all the signs of transcendency and reveals the secrets 
of another realm to the hero. This image of the magic Woman appeared 
first in the novella 'Miss Christina' and in the novel Marriage in Heaven, 
finding its sublimated versions in two late novels: The Forbidden Forest 
and Nineteen Roses. In the first two writings, the heroine shares with 
the male protagonist such a profound and destructive love that it 
surpasses the boundaries of normality and enters the realm of complete 
ecstasy, freedom, madness. Egor, the main character of 'Miss Christina', 
while loving the young girl Sanda on a profane level, becomes attracted 
by the unbound seductive powers of Miss Christina, a vampire who 
presents herself with the ambivalence and femininity of a symbol of the 
Anima. During her fleeting appearances, Christina makes Egor cross his 
existential, ordinary boundaries and offers him inimitable experiences 
(e.g. meeting the Devil's principle inside himself, understanding the 
ephemeral nature of all profane things and degrees of voluptuousness he 
never experienced with the placid Sanda). It is Christina, and not Sanda 
(Egor's innocent fiancee), who triggers a surge of the most hidden layers 
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of the hero's subconscious, where the sacred, old beliefs and 
superstitions persist. He 'kills' (in a ritualistic way) the vampire, in the 
name of a profane ideal, but while destroying Christina, he realizes that 
in fact, he 'kills' his own being. The text could also be interpreted as an 
allegory of the contemporary man who, while destroying the sacred. 
destroys his inner Self, where the best part of him lays: any potential, 
superhuman freedom, any madness and any godliness. 
In the novel Marriage in Heaven, Ileana - the magic Woman - IS 
endowed with an astral power of seduction. After nearly driving Hasnas 
mad, she leaves Mavrodin with the memories of an union outside any 
normal criteria. An 'educated reading' reveals the ecstatic Tantra 
experiences, where the state of androgyny is accomplished. As in any 
initiation the protagonist experiences both a 'death' and a 'revival': 
In the beginning I had the revelation of wedding and death in a frighteningly 
concrete way. because we both used to remain unconscious. for a long time. 
united even when our bodies were inertly lying. broken by a beatitude which 
was no longer theirs and which we could not keep except in a supreme 
exhaustion. in death ... 39 
(La fnceput revelapa nun~ii ~ a mOrj:ii am avut-o fhspaiman~tor de concreto 
dci ~maneam amandoi firet sim~ire. vreme 'ihdelungata. uni~i chiar atunci c~nd 
trupurile noastre zaceau inerte. farihlate de 0 beatitudine care nu mai era a lor 
~i pe care nu 0 puteam pastra decat 7htr-o istovire suprema.1n moarte ... ) 
In 'Miss Christina' and Marriage in Heaven, love and death become 
one, with an accent on the initiatory function of the former, while in 
The Forbidden Forest and Nineteen Roses, the same formula applies 
with the distinction that love becomes sublimated, more spiritual, and 
the emphasis is put upon the initiatory function of death. In The 
Forbidden Forest, Ileana is 'bearer of sacred' and the hero, ~tefan, after 
39Eliade. Nunta in Cer in Maitreyi.... p.213. 
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many wanderings, understands that his destiny is irretrievably linked to 
hers. Ileana's surname (revealed only towards the book's ending) Sideri, 
suggests the Latin 'sidus-eris', meaning 'star', 'heavenly body'. She is the 
woman-fairy who bewitches the protagonist. Stefan, with transcendent 
powers. The hero meets her during Midsummer Night. while strolling 
alone in a wood near Bucharest. In Romanian folklore40 a man is 
forbidden to wander in the forest during Midsummer Night. as the sight 
of the fairies could provoke madness. That is preCisely what happens to 
Stefan: he becomes mad, but his 'madness'/Iove has a transcendent 
value. Realizing the truth, he confesses to Ileana: 
I am in love with you and sometimes I feel this love does not let me live. I walk 
like a crazy man. I speak to myself... . But this love could reveal something to 
me. Maybe I met you and I fell for you in order to be taught something. Teach 
me. then !41 
(Sunt 1ndragostit de d-ta ~i uneori simt cum iubirea aceasta nu rna las~ sl 
traiesc. Umblu ca un nauc, vorbesc singur ... Dar iubirea aceasta ar putea sa-mi 
revele ceva. Poate te-am Inulnit ~i m-am fndragostit de d-ta ca s~ rna inve~i 
ceva. Invaf1-ma atunci !) 
Ultimately, Ileana is a fairy, a star, and Death itself who takes the form 
of a supreme initiation. 
The similar lightning-bold apparition of 'Eurydice' in Nineteen Roses 
has an initiatory value. She reveals the realm of the dead to Pandele. 
through love. But death means here an exit from time, means freedom. 
Yet because the sacred is frightening, the hero Pandele suffers an attack 
of amnesia. Another woman 'cures' him with the aid and power of art. 
In Eliadean fiction not only objects or happenings could become 
epiphanies, but people as well are bearers of myths and epiphanic 'signs'. 
~OSee also our chapter treating the Midsummer Night symbolism. 
41 Eliade, Noaptea .... vol. I, (1991) p.60. 
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And in order to understand and be able to recognize the camouflaged 
forms of the Sacred, an 'educated imagination' (a term pertaining to 
Norman J. Girardot) is needed. At a primary level, Eliade's fiction opens 
itself to two basic interpretations, both of which are valid: a sacred and 
a profane one. The reader has the choice: he can prefer either view, 
according to his own degree of acceptance of the sacred. This is the 
case with numerous writings like: 'The Snake', 'The Old Man and the 
Bureaucrats', 'With the Gypsy Girls', 'A General's Uniforms', 'Dayan', 
'Stone Diviner', 'Youth without Youth' and Nineteen Roses. What 
allows this double interpretation is precisely the fleeting and incomplete 
character of the sacred's revelations. 
One of Eliade's pillars, on which he bases his theory of the sacred -
profane is his interpretation of Time. According to his theory, the 
religious man experiences a Time qualitatively different from that of the 
profane man: 
For the religious man, Time is neither homogeneous, nor continuous. There 
are intervals of sacred Time, for example the feasts' time .. and, on the other 
hand, there is the profane Time, the usual temporal duration, in which acts 
without religious Significance are inscribed.42 
(Timpul nu este nici omogen ~i nici continuu pentru omul religios. Exisd 
intervale de Timp sacru, ca de pilda timpul sarbatorilor ... ~i, pe de alta parte, 
Timpul profan, durata temporala' obi~nuita, 7n care se 1'hscriu actele lipsite de 
semnificape religioasa.) 
But while he asserted that Time is neither homogeneous, nor 
continuous for the religious man, we notice that the same is true for the 
profane man. The main difference would be, in our opinion, that for a 
religious man, sacred Time and not the quotidian temporal duration, is 
all important and 'real', while for a secular man, it is profane time which 
42Eliade, Sacrul.... p.61. 
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counts. We could say that the first category considers profane time 
non-significant, while the second one dismisses sacred Time as 
'non-rear, or unusual. The distinctions lie, in fact, in two different 
perceptions of 'reality'. 
According to Eliade43 a mythical event has the qualitative function of 
the eternal present and consequently determines the profane duration 
of historical events. Several studies were written on this theory about 
mythical Time; about its 'irreversible' flow, its Parmenidian quality 
(always equal to itself). What should be noted here is another Eliadean 
observation that 'religious participation in a feast implies the exit from 
the "usual" temporal duration and the reintegration into the mythical 
Time made actual by that feast' (,Participarea religioasa la 0 sarbatoare 
implica ie~irea din durata temporal~ "obi~nuita" ~i reintegrarea in Timpul 
mitic actualizat de acea s~rb~toare.'t4. 
The arts represented for Eliade the ideal way to escape the alienation 
of historical time. In his youth he was a fine player of the piano and 
during his entire life he wrote art-criticism. But of all the arts, literature 
is closest to myth, being a 'degraded' version of the recitatio of myths in 
religious rituals. In Eliade's opinion, fiction confronts the reader with an 
imaginary time and with different rhythms: 
More strongly than in any of the other arts. in literature we feel a revolt 
against historical time. the desire to attain to other temporal rhythms than that 
in which we are condemned to live and work. 45 
Following his scientific ideas, Eliade incorporated in his literary work 
different dimensions of time, developing a real skill in 'encrypting' the 
-Bibid .. p.78. 
44 ibid .. p.61. 
45Eliade, Myth .... p. 193. 
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sacred, mythical Time into the profane duration of his characters' lives. 
Matei Calinescu highlighted the fact that the quality of Eliade's fiction 
resides in the 'growing awareness that the world of primordial time and 
the world of linear time can and do express themselves through a 
strikingly similar language.'46 Consequently, he continues, the problem is 
not one of causation, but one of recognition. While acknowledging the 
similarity of expression of the two types of time (which could be 
identical from a profane perspective and totally different from a sacred 
one), we have to admit that the issue is far more complex. For example, 
Eliade himself confessed47 about his novel The Forbidden Forest that 
although the novel is a fresco of the Romanian society its centre of 
gravity lies in the different conceptions of time assumed by the 
characters. The narrative has its temporal rhythms and in the beginning, 
Eliade utilised48 'fantastic time' (the meeting in the forest), to skip 
towards 'psychological time' and further, to slide into 'historical 
time'. The ending of the novel is faithful to Eliade's concept of mythical 
Time's cyclicity. The end re-projects Stefan (the main character) into 
'the fantastic time' of childhood, which was more like a presentiment at 
the beginning of The Forbidden Forest. 
In the Eliadean literary works, at least five types of what we called 
chronophanies are employed. First is (I) the irruption of sacred 
time into the profane duration. This phenomenon is perceived by 
only a few characters, who re-Iive a certain moment from the past, 
while being certain that they are still in the present. The stories: 'Nights 
at Serampore' and 'Twelve Thousand Head of Cattle' are paradigmatic 
for this first category of chronophanies. In the first story, the three main 
46Calinescu, ' "The Function of the Unreal" .. .'. Imagination and Meaning .... p.150. 
47Eliade, lurnal..., vol. I, p.193. 
48ibid., p.193. 
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characters are projected one hundred and fifty years back, while they 
are driven in a car through Serampore forest. Stopped in the middle of 
the forest. they reach the house of Nilamvara Dasa, an aristocrat who 
lived in XVllith century. After this episode the three characters learn 
that they had entered another dimension of time, as a consequence 
occult powers unleashed by Suren Bose, a Tantric yogi. One of the 
heroes tries to explain to Swami Shivananda: 
I think that somebody endowed with powerful occult powers can withdraw 
you from the present, annul your actual condition and project you anywhere in 
the universe.49 
(Cred c:i cineva inzestrat cu puternice virtu~i oculte te poate scoate din 
prezent, i~i poate anula condiJ.ia ta actual~ ~i te poate proiecta oriunde m 
univers.) 
The conclusion is obvious: in a world of appearances, no event is 
consistent, no historical happening is 'real'. Consequently a play of 
appearances could be created with the same material, and history could 
be changed. 
In 'Twelve Thousand Head of Cattle' the merchant lancu Gore is 
caught in an event that happened forty days earlier. In an air-raid shelter 
he listens to other persons' conversation without knowing that all those 
people died and the shelter was destroyed in a bombardment which had 
really happened previously. lancu Gore is a typically profane man, 
obsessed with the 'normal' dimensions of time (he checks his gold watch 
all the time, and his name in Romanian contains the words: 'year' and 
'hours' - lancu; Gore). Even after having proof that he experienced an 
event he continues to be incredulous. Through this character Mircea 
-l9Eliade. 'Nopti la Serampore·. Secretul.... vol. II. p.SS. 
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Eliade expresses the modern views of the desacralized man, ruled by 
the clock. 
A second category of chronophanies consists of a perfect (II) 
intertwining of profane time with mythical time, (in its pure 
acceptation ). Two novellas are relevant here: The Snake' and The Old 
man and the Bureaucrats'. The mythical Time of the beginnings is 
merged into profane time. The text is doubled and thus the reading 
becomes dual: profane/sacred. As Eugen Simion wrote, 'in an ordinary 
history there exists a "myth-history", and in the themes running 
through ... a multitude of "my themes" are concealed'50. This is especially 
the case with 'The Old Man and the Bureaucrats' where all the stories 
of the labyrinthic 'confession' made by the teacher Farama are 
'myth-histories' broken in fragments and then amalgamated. Following 
the entire 'myth-history' means 'initiation' and, as in any other initiation, 
the reader has to undergo certain trials in order to acquire the 'code'. 
This is one of the reasons for the stories' fragmentation. Another one 
lies in the flash-like character of the sacred itself, which penetrates the 
profane and disappears in order to reappear again where it is least 
expected. 
A third class of chronophanies appears in those writings where, 
alienated by the 'terror of History', (III) the characters search for 
an exit from Time. As people are condemned to live in History, in a 
predetermined dimension of Time, as in a jail, leaving time becomes 
equivalent with acquiring real Freedom. This is the main theme of: The 
Forbidden Forest, Nineteen Roses, 'Dayan', 'In the Shadow of a Lily'. 
Valentin Iconaru, a character from 'In the Shadow of a Lily', pointed out 
that 'the whole world lives in exile, but only a few people know that. . .'.51 
50Simion, 'The Mythical Dignity .. .', Imagination and Meaning .... P.137. 
51 Eliade. La Umbra. ..• yol. Y, p. 198. 
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Stefan, the hero from The Forbidden Forest expresses his nostalgia for 
'an existence without breaches': 
M~ybe I had~ lik~ o~hers, a nostalgia for an existence without breaches. Only a 
samt could live m time and concomitantly outside time, in eternity. Only such 
an existence, plenary, round ... 52 
(Poate c~ aveam ~i eu, ca to?, nostalgia unei existen~e f~r:I. rupturi. Numai un 
stant poate trai in timp ~i totodat:a1'h afara timpului, Tn eternitate. Numai 0 
asemenea existen~ plena~, rotund~ ... ) 
The fourth grouping of chronophanies represent (IV) an 
irruption of the sacred into the profane, triggered by the 
approach of a character's death. The heroes pass from the profane 
into the sacred, from life into death, from an initiatic historical labyrinth 
into a religious one. This intermediary state between two ways of being 
was depicted in writings like: 'With the Gypsy Girls', 'At Dionysus' 
Court', 'Ivan', 'A General's Uniforms'. 
Finally, the fifth category of chronophanies is represented by 
certain (V) experiments with Time. These experiments are made 
through yoga practices ('The Secret of Dr Honigberger'), medical 
knowledge ('Les trois graces'), miracles ('A Fourteen-year-old Photo') 
or 'accidents' ('Youth without Youth'). In the short story 'Dayan', the 
Wandering Jew teaches the protagonist the main characteristic of time, 
that is, flexibility: 
Let Time gather between us. If you really have mathematical geniUS, as I 
hear, you will also understand this property of Time to concentrate and 
expand according to circumstances. 53 
52Eliade, Noaptea .... vol. \I (1991), ppA04-05. 
53Eliade, 'Dayan', La Umbra ... , vol. V, p.136. 
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(~ set se adun~ Ti!"pul i~~e noi. Dad ai ihtr-adevar geniu matematic, ~ 
cum se spune, al s~ m~elegl ~I acesta' virtute a Timpului de a se concentra ~i 
dilata dupcr1mpreju~ri.) 
An important point about Eliade's way of manoeuvring Time in his 
fiction was put forward by Adriana Berger who noticed that Eliade's 
entire literary work is organized around four holy events: St John's Day, 
Christmas, New Year and Easter. She stressed that 'it is not only a 
sacred Christian time which develops around the cycle of creation, 
revelation and redemption; it is also a festive time, a tempus (estorum, 
reenacted by the movement of the sun and the moon .. .'54. 
Apart from the different dimensions of Time, Eliade employed in his 
fiction what we might term diastimophanies (from Greek: 'dL~(7'l: ?f~ J 
= 'space'), that is different qualities of Space. His heroes move out of 
profane space, in a search for the Centre though a labyrinth full of 
'signs'. Once the Centre is attained, the character can leave Time and 
unite with transcendency. Among the writings centered on the idea of 
'the religious experience of non-homogeneous space'55 and the search 
for the Centre, the most representative are the novels The Forbidden 
Forest, Nineteen Roses and the short story 'In the Shadow of a Lily'. If, 
in the short story, the Centre is a highway, near a forest, in both novels 
the Centre is in a forest. We will not dwell on the significance of the 
forest/wood, we only note the symbolism of the tree as cosmic image 
and axis mundi uniting the three levels: underworld - earth - heaven. 
54 Berger, 'Eliade's Double Approach ... , Religious ... , pp.9-12. 
55Eliade, Sacrul ...• p.21. 
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4. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF FORGETFULNESS 
If time and space are all-important for the analysis of Eliade's dialectic 
sacred/profane, so is the element of forgetfulness, which he employs 
with different meanings in the narrative. Usually 'forgetfulness' is 
synonymous with 'profane', while 'anamnesis' triggers a recollection of 
the sacred. 
In his last novel, Nineteen Roses, Eliade builds up his plot on a central 
episode from the Indian mythological folklore: the amnesia of 
Matsyendranath. This epic nucleus was segmented by Eliade56 into 
several elements: I) a spiritual Master fallsin love with a queen; 2) there 
is physical love that immediately provokes the state of amnesia in the 
Master; 3) he is sought out by a dancing girl (=his diSCiple) and, through 
a series of symbols (dance movements, secret signs, mysterious 
language), is helped to recover his memory, that is, consciousness of his 
identity; 4) the Master's 'forgetfulness' is assimilated with death, and his 
'awakening' or anamnesis is a prerequisite for immortality. For those 
who have a knowledge of this mythical fragment, the novel Nineteen 
Roses is already decoded. Niculina, the heroine, is nobody else but 'a 
disguised' disciple, an 'initiate' who tries (through dancing and rituals) to 
provoke the process of anamnesis in Master Pandele's memory. 
Following the mythical pattern, this one 'forgot' his true vocation as a 
consequence to an encounter with a woman nicknamed 'Eurydice' (with 
whom he has experienced physical love). In the end, after Pandele's 
awakening from his profane status, he disappears in a sledge (a synonym 
for freedom and immortality). The same paradigm underlines the novella 
'At Dionysus' Court', where the hero, Adrian, is amnesiac and Leana 
56Eliade, Myth ... , p. I 15. 
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helps him to remember his true identity (he is Orpheus) and enter the 
realm of death which signifies immortality. 
The Forbidden Forest is structured around the same ideas. Stefan, 
the main character, is aware that he forgets the 'essential', that is the 
fleeting instances of the sacred, that punctuate his life. The search for 
Ileana is in fact a process of anamnesis which lasts twelve years (or a 
single mythical year, or day). In the labyrinth of profane life, he often 
forgets his real centre (symbolized by Ileana), but 'signs' from the sacred 
world guide him towards a final encounter with her - a prelude to an 
eternal existential dimension. 
Dayan, from the novella with the same name, is guided through a 
process of remembering 'essential' things, by the Wandering Jew. They 
both start a journey in Time, where profane memory is dismissed. The 
Wandering Jew advises Dayan: 
'Make and effort an forget the rest', the old man urged him. 'Remember the 
essential only. Of what you sometime understood as being essential.'S7 
('Fa un efort ~i uirli restul',71 indemnI batranul. 'Adu-~i aminte doar esen~ialul. 
De ce-ai 1h~eles candva ca este esenpalul.') 
Other heroes like Farama (The Old Man and the Bureaucrats') or 
Gavrilescu ('With the Gypsy Girls') also lose this memory of banal 
happenings, remembering only those events with a mythical kernel. 
Eliade uses 'forgetfulness' as a tool, to break up the continuous 
manifestation of the sacred into sequences, in the characters' 
consciousness. 'Forgetfulness' became equivalent to 'blindness'. It is the 
paradoxical status of 'forgetfulness' that enhances the labyrinthine 
quality of Eliade's literary writings. To conclude, we can assert that the 
57Eliade, 'Dayan', La Umbra .. , vol. V, p.147. 
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fiction of the author Eliade is constructed according to the rules set up 
by Eliade the scholar: a world where the sacred sends its sparks 
through the alienating network of the profane. 
Mottos: 
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A SPIRITUAL GUIDE: NAE IONESCU 
'" God nee~s man's free act of love. in order that everything may 
r~turn to Him. So that the tragedy of man. from whom God turned 
HIs face. corresponds to the even more frightening/of God. from 
whom man turned his face ~-__ _ 
. 1 
-tr"ddecy 
(Nae lonescu, 'T ristia', Roza Yanturilor. ppAI9-20) 
The weakness of our faith makes us powerless; the lack of belief 
paralyses us, and lack of belief is the sin. So. we sin. all of us. because 
~e do no~ trust that we could intervene in Creation. And refusing to 
Intervene In Creation. we let God alone. 
(Mircea Eliade. in Alexandru Mircea. 'Un Doliu Romanesc ~r1 
M~n(.liere·. limite Nr 48-49. Nov. 1986. Paris, pp.29-31) 
As Maclinscott Ricketts wrote, ' ... the professor of philosophy who 
itnrressed Eliade most from the start, and the one who was to have the 
greatest influence on the shaping of Eliade's thought was Nae lonescu'l. 
As the impact that Nae lonescu had upon Eliade's future theories was 
not tackled extensively2, it is precisely this aspect that forms the subject 
of this chapter. In his biography on Eliade, MacLinscott Ricketts made an 
erudite presentation of Nae lonescu's personality and work. Keeping 
this in mind, we will only dwell on those aspects that are directly linked 
to Eliade's oeuvre, both scientific and literary. 
1 Ricketts, Mircea Eliade ... , vol. /, p.9/. 
2To the best of my know/edge only Rickettshas drawli parallels between the two. as 
we will show later. 
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Reading £1 iade 's writings, it is impossible not to think of Ionescu. 
It also became a truism in Romanian culture to affirm that this 
philosopher-journalist-mystic had a controversial, highly paradoxical 
personality. His interests were widespread: philosophy, mathematics, 
languages (including ancient Greek and Latin), history, economy, politics, 
religions, arts, 'modern' trends (feminism, psychoanalysis, new sects). 
bn'Pd~ace. 
Nae lonescu was considered not only 'the Romanian intellectual of the 
noblest race' ('cel mai de ras~ intelectual roman')3, but, according to 
those who knew him, he was a Teacher par excellence, both charismatic 
and sophisticated. Eliade himself, who was his closest disciple and 
collaborator, wrote about his 'Socratic technique' of teaching and about 
the influence he exerted on the generation of intellectuals formed 
during 1922-1930. Those studying that period in Romania's history can 
clearly perceive that Nae lonescu, like Nicolae lorga, was one of the 
brains who not only formed high calibre intellectuals, by helping them to 
choose their own paths, but was behind the political scene of the time. 
Editing some of lonescu's articles, Eliade referred to this aspect of his 
mentor's activity: 
Rarely has an epoch borrowed more willingly, and so na~urally, the ideas. 
suggestions, formulas and slogans of a single man, who did not even take the 
.. trouble to call them to account. 
(Rareori 0 epod a'imprumutat cu mai multa bucuri~,. ~i mai firesc, .ide~. ~u~estii. 
formule ~i lozinci _ dela un singur om, care macar nlCI nu s-a ostenlt sa ~Ina 
socoteaJ:i de ele.) 
-'Constantin Papanace, in Nae lonescu. Fenomenul Legionar (Bucharest. Ed. Antet XX 
Press, 1993). p.61. V '1 
4M' EI' d . <::'1 un Cuvant al Editorului' in Nae lonescu. Roza antun or Ircea la e. ... 'II 
(Bucharest, Ed. Roza vanturilor. 1990), pA22. 
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The originality of lonescu was also acknowledged in an interview given 
by Petre Tutea, a famous Romanian philosopher: 'Nae lonescu could be 
compared to nobody in his time. He was himself.' ('Nae lonescu nu se 
m~sura 1h vremea lui cu nimeni. Era el insu~i.'t As lecturer in Logic and 
Metaphysics, as a journalist and a promoter of religion, lonescu acted as 
a 'lighthouse' for society. In the University's au/a, he challenged his 
students 'to think for themselves' and not take other philosophers' ideas 
for granted; in the newspaper he edited (Cuvantul), he 'rena I ,'sed' 
governmental decisions, making public not only their mechanisms, but 
the politicians' mistakes too; and finally, as a religious man, he 
discovered in Orthodoxy the very essence of the Romanian soul. 
Breaking norms, challenging thinking, his original observations re-shaped, 
at the time, the Romanian elite's mentality. We will analyse further 
some of lonescu's precepts that, after a process of sublimation, 
crystallized into major Eliadean concepts. 
. M (Bucharest. Funda~ia Anastasia - Ed. Arta 
5Petre Tu~ea, Intre Dumnezeu SI Neamul eu 
Grafid., 1992), p.305. 
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I. SCIENTIFIC IDEAS AND LITERARY PATHS 
'THE TERROR OF HISTORY' 
While a prisoner with Mircea Eliade at Miercurea-Ciuc .. in a political 
cam Nih Id & ,rn Mdt· 1939. p, ae onescu e conlerences on different subjectsfln the fourth 
of these lectures, entitled 'The Nation', he underlined the relativity of 
History: 
History is a necessary reality, but also a changing one, because the facts that 
form it change. This means that everything that happens in history, that is in 
time and space, is relative. Consequently events are relative as well. in the 
sense that they do not represent a meaning in themselves, they are not 
produced according to a certain law.6 
(Istoria este 0 realitate necesa~, dar ~i schimb:ltoare, deoarece ~i faptele care 
o constituie se schimbit. Asta fhseamn':1 C~ tot ce se1n~mpl~ til istorie, adic:i 1n 
timp ~i spatiu, este relativ. Atunci ~i 'ih~mpl~rile sunt relative, 'in 1n~elesul ca nu 
reprezinta un sens'ih sine, nu se produc dup~ 0 lege anumi~.) 
lonescu's stress on the idea that happenings change in relation to Time 
could have triggered Eliade's first thoughts on what he came to call 'the 
terror of History'. But while Eliade's teacher saw in any historical 
moment a fragment of time that people are obliged to assume, because 
they are 'linked' to it (Every historical moment has its form of life, and 
people are linked to it... Every historical moment represents a historical 
formula, compulsory for those who participate j n it'r, the historian of 
6lonescu. 'Natiunea' Fenomenul.... p.32. it.lies 
C'Fiecare moment istoric f~i are forma lui de via~, iar oamenii sunt lega~j. de eaJ Fiecare 
moment istoric reprezinta 0 formula istorica, obligatorie pentru oamenll care partlclpa 
la ea'. lonescu, 'Romania Legionara nu este un Fapt Simplu, ci Complex', Fenomenul.... 
pp.33-34. Autltor ~ ;-t,a lies . 
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religions sees this position of Man inside History as a curs~. the 
fragment of Time in which people are condemned to live, becomes for 
Eliade a symbol of incarceration, and ultimately real freedom turns out 
to be equivalent to leaving Time through religion, love or death. For 
Eliade, abolition of History also meant the establishment of the illud 
tempus, the mythical Time of the Beginnings: 
The capacity of man to be free and a creator through belief. had it been used. 
could have led to the 'abolition' of history and to the establishing of 'that time' 
prophesized by Isaiah.8 
(Capacitatea omului de a fi liber ~i creator prin credin~, dad' ar fi folosita, ar 
duce Ia. .. 'abolirea' istoriei 1i la instaurarea 'timpului aceluia' prorocit de lsaia.) 
Nevertheless the idea that history is relative, that people are 
closed in their fragment of Time is common to both mentor and 
disciple. 
THE 'DEGRADATION' OF THE SACRED AND ITS 
CAMOUFLAGE IN THE PROFANE 
The 'degradation' of the sacred and its camouflage in the profane are 
two pivotal Eliadean concepts, which we discussed earlier, in a special 
chapter ('The Hermeneutic Sacred IProfane'). In this respect. two of 
Nae lonescu's articles might have played a role in the development of 
Eliade's notions. 
, I· R "" fira Mangaiere', Limite, Nr 8Mircea Eliade, in Alexandru Mircea, Un Do IU omanesc 
48-49, Paris, Nov. 1986, p.30. 
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In 'The Easter of Thinking and Other Types of Easter', Nae lonescu 
proceeds to the 'operation' of de-sacralization of th d e sacre . a process 
that Eliade will undertake later but in reverse I . 
, . onescu tries to 
concentrate on relating the meaning of the Easter feast to its profane 
co-ordinates, in order to explain the complexity of religious feeling, as a 
part of a 'spiritual landscape': 
What is Christ ? A hero of a moral conviction. What is Easter ? The 
celebration of the remembrance of a juridical process between two sorts of 
ethics, in which, over the centuries, the victim's ethics was victorious.9 
(Ce e Christos ? Un erou al unei convingeri morale. Ce e Pa~tele ? Pra'znuirea 
amintirii unui proces juridic1'ntre doua morale. 1'h care peste veacuri a'ilwins 
cea a victimei.) 
While Nae lonescu attempted to show the essential function of the 
transcendent feeling that enveloped common happenings, Eliade 
developed the idea and discovered the dialectic sacred / profane and the 
new perspective this brings. Through an inverted procedure, Eliade 
detected the ineffable inside common occurrences of life, and 
consequently discovered that the sacred resides within the profane, 
while Nae lonescu revealed the structure of the profane within the 
sacred. Whichever the path, they both reached the same Christological 
conclusion: 'miracles are within anybody's reach; you have only to 
understand yourself, and ask from yourself ('minunile sunt la'indemlna 
oricui; numai sa stii a te in~elege, ~i a cere de la tine')'o. 
In a new departure, Eliade writes about 'seeing', about the ability to 
'perceive' the hidden sacred of the 'profane' world, as a road towards 
one's Self, while lonescu employs more the idea of sacralization of the 
9lonescu, Op. cit., Roza ... , p.70. 
IOlonescu, 1uxta Crucem', Roza ... , pA02. 
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profane, through one's Self. But the main way to reach the Self, through 
pain and love, is common to both thinkers. Eliade applied these 
concepts in his literary writings as well, particularly in the novels: The 
Forbidden Forest, Nineteen Roses and the novella 'Dayan'. The heroes 
undergo journeys towards themselves and finally attain their Real 
Centre. 
The mystical paths are various and Nae lonescu, borrowing from 
Evelyn Underhill", talked to his students about three important ways to 
cognition: I) the pilgrimage path; 2) the ascetic saintly path and 3) 
the divine marriage path. In his fiction, Eliade was to utilize this 
theory, and some of his writings could be strictly framed in each of 
these three categories, while others make use of more that one way of 
cognition. The pilgrimage path is present in the novels: Maitreyi. The 
Forbidden Forest, Isabel and the Devil's Waters; and in stories like: 
'Youth without Youth', 'The Old Man and the Bureaucrats'. The heroes 
of these writings are 'pilgrims', they have to travel long distances, in 
order to reach Understanding and become 'initiated' in the mysteries of 
life. For the second category, represented by the symbolical figure of 
the 'saint', four of Eliade's characters are typical: Cesare from the Light 
Dying Away, David Dragu from The Return from Paradise, Irina from 
The Forbidden Forest and 'Dayan' from the novella with the same 
name. All these characters seek enlightenment through asceticism and 
an austere life that exceeds the limit of their biology. The third 
category, represented by the image of the 'bridegroom' who attains 
illumination through love and divine marriage, appears in Marriage in 
Heaven, The Forbidden Forest. Nineteen Roses, 'The Snake' and 
'Dayan'. From all these ways of illumination, Nae lonescu favoured the 
idea of 'love as an instrument of cognition', as opposed to love as an 
llSee Ricketts, Mircea Eliade ... , vol. I, p.1 08. 
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'instrument of creation' and of love as h· I 
an et Ica ideal. Love is the 
process of somebody uniting with the obJ·ect 
of his love, so the 
identification of the b· . h h su Ject Wit t e object is the best way to attain 
knowledge since 'you do not see that wh· h . . . IC IS, you see that which you 
are'.12 
The American researcher MacLinscott Ricketts was the first to 
remark I 3 that Eliade's ideas concerning love should be understood 
through Nae lonescu's philosophy. 
THE THEORY OF THE CENTRE-, 
THE LABYRINTH AND ULYSSES 
The theory of the Centre in Eliade's scientific works highlights the 
Centre's characteristic of 'belonging' to a certain culture, tribe etc. It is 
a particular Centre, chosen by a particular community, to represent the 
focal point of their religious life. The Centre can be anywhere, as long as 
it is sanctified by the beliefs of a group of people. Every culture had its 
metaphysical guidance relating to a particular Centre (a mountain, a 
pole, a temple). In man's need for a spiritual orientatio resides the 
concept of a multiplicity or a infinity of Centres. As Eliade showed in his 
studies, a nomadic tribe leaving a place has to consecrate a new Centre 
in the new location, in order to establish their spiritual 'belonging' to 
that place, and in a symbolic reverse way, to make the territory 'theirs'. 
12Nae lonescu in Ricketts, Mircea Eliade ...• vol. I. p. I 08. 
13Ricketts, Mircea Eliade ...• vol. I. p.1 09. 
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This idea could be found in nuce in one of Nae lonescu's lectures, called 
'The Nation': 
If a nation realizes God on earth. I am not interested except in the God I 
myself live, and not the one experienced by the Hungarians. the French etc.: in 
Naples nearly every street has its Madonna. something belonging to the 
street; this shows the necessity of localization. of individualization. 
nationalization of God. 14 
(Daca nafia realizeaza pe Dumnezeu pe pa~nt, pe mine nu m~ intereseaza 
dec~t Dumnezeul pe care-I traiesc eu ~ nu ungurii. francezii. etc: In Napoli 
aproape fiecare strad~ are Madona ei, ceva al strazii; aceasta inseamna 
necesitatea localizarii, individuali~rii, nationali~rii lui Dumnezeu.) 
Also Nae lonescu stressed the fact that in history there are specific 
periods in which man is closer to God. Similarly, the 'quality' of certain 
places may be more endowed with sacred powers than others. 15 
This observation could have been a starting point for Eliade's 
philosophy of the non-homogeneity of space and time (there is a 
'rear/sacred territory and a 'non-real' / profane one, as well as a time 
with the same co-ordinates). Eliade introduced this schema in many of 
his literary works, the most representative being 'A Fourteen-year-Old 
Photo' and The Forbidden Forest. The historian of religions has also 
written about the difficulty of reaching the Centre, as a characteristic of 
initiation: 
The way that leads to the centre is 'a difficult journey' ... and this is true at all 
levels of the real: ... the pilgrimage to saintly places; heroic expeditions fraught 
with dangers ... ; the difficulties of him who searches the way towards himself, 
towards the 'centre' of his being, etc. 16 
1410nescu, Fenomenul..., p.55. 
15· ... there are in history periods in which the human soul is closer to God (as again 
there are places on earth, where ... God particularly shows Himself) .. .'. lonescu, 'Sufletul 
Mistic', Roza ... , pp.22-23. 
16Eliade, Mitul eternei re'tntoarceri in Eseuri.. .. p.23. The underlining is mine. 
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(Drumul care duce spre centru este 'un drum dificil' ... ~i aceasta se verific~ la 
toa~e nivelurile realului: ... pelerinajul la locurile sfinte ... ; peregrinarile pline de 
perICol ale expedifiilor eroice ... ; ra~cirile prin labirint; dificulta~ile celui care 
cau~ drumul catre sine, dftre 'centrul' fiin~ei sale etc.) 
This belief that difficulty and pain could become joy, if they are 
understood as an initiatic necessity, was one of the views that stood at 
the core of Nae lonescu's system of thought. And it was to be one of 
Eliade's lifelong credos too. Eliade applies it in his commentaries to the 
Romanian ballad Miorita. The approaching death of the hero, envisaged 
as a Cosmic Wedding, is seen by the historian of religions, as a perfect 
valorization of mystical jubilation at communion with God. In other 
scientific studies too, Eliade wrote about sacrifice/pain and their last 
threshold, death, as a supreme initiation. 
In the article 'Juxta Crucem', lonescu wrote'?: 'From the crucifixion 
onwards, people know that neither pain, nor joy as such, are decisive 
for our holiness or happiness; but the attitude which our spiritual 
personality adopts in front of them.' ('De la rastignire, lumea ~tie ca nu 
durerea sau bucuria ca atare sunt hotaditoare pentru suferin~ sau 
fericirea noastr~; ci atitudinea pe care personalitatea noastr~ spiritual:t 0 
p~strem 'in fa~ lor.'). Nae lonescu held this position from a stricly 
Christian point of view'S, while Eliade raised it to the rank of a 
paradigmatic attitude for all instances of life/labyrinth. This is one of the 
reasons why this theory appears camouflaged in the majority of Eliade's 
literary writings. In the masterpiece The Forbidden Forest, one of the 
characters, called Biris, while tortured to reveal political secrets, adopts 
the Romanian shepherd's attitude, from the ballad Miorq.a'9, and accepts 
17lonescu, Op.cit., Roza ... , pAO I. 
18'Christianity accepts pain as a reality, it does not deny, but ENDOWS IT WITH 
VALUE. .. So that pain itself can become a source of endless joy, if it fulfils a function and 
receives a meaning in our effort towards salvation.' ibid., pAO I. 
IWe analysed this episode in the chapter dedicated to the ballad. 
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the pain he is going through as a threshold before the ecstasy and 
supreme knowledge of death. 
Even in his autobiographical writings, Eliade wrote about the 
sufferings of his personal life as an initiatic trial towards his own Centre. 
in his discussions with Claude Henri-Rocquet, Eliade did not randomly 
choose Ulysses as his emblematic figure. In his Autobiography the 
scholar notes a phrase from Ortega (Ideas y creencias), which reminded 
him of his student years and of his mentor: 'No creo que haya imagen 
mas adecuada de la vida que esta del naufragio'. He commented: 
... the same image obsessed Nae lonescu in the last years of his life and in his 
last lectures. And not in the sense of a catastrophic event. but as a generally 
human condition: man is. from the beginning. a fallen being; he fights to stay 
alive. to last and. especially. to save himself spiritually.20 
( ... aceea~i imagine obseda pe Nae lonescu in ultimii sai ani ~i in ultimele sale 
cursuri. ~i nu 1'h sensu I de eveniment catastrofic. ci de condi1:ie general uman~: 
omul e. de Ia'tnceput, 0 faptura clzuta; lupti ca Q se menpn~ 'in via? Q 
dureze ~i. mai ales. s~ se salveze spiritual.) 
NAE IONESCU'S ELITISM AND 
ELlADE'S THEORY OF CREATIVE ELITES 
In one of his famous articles, 'Culture and Democracy', Nae lonescu 
raises the problem of an incompatibility between real culture (created 
by elites) and democracy, which supposes an education of the masses, a 
pseudo-culture. lonescu21 envisages learning as a process of personal 
sublimation and 'deepening', that is a process of differentiation, of 
20Eliade. lurnal.... vol. I. p.2S. 
21lonescu. Op. cit.. Roza ...• p.370. 
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singularization. Consequently, educated people cannot accept the 
authority and rule of the masses, of a democracy: 
Do you imagine a cultured man. endlessly hunted by problems, always inventive 
and searching, consenting to join the ranks and obey the decision - according 
to the numerical criterion of the majority 122 
(Vamchipuiti dvs un om cult, vecinic framantat de probleme, vecinic inventiv ~i 
iscoditor, consim~ind sa intre in ~duri ~i s~ se supun~ hotl~rii - dup~ criterii 
numerice - a maojrit:!l~ii (sic) 1) 
The subject is part of a larger framework of the European thought at 
the time, influenced by the elitist views of the two Italian sociologists: 
Gaetano Mosca and Vilfredo Pareto. Although in other writings lonescu 
makes an apology for the collectivity and affirms that 'no developed man 
could praise the personality as an ideal', as 'all the real powers of life are 
supra-individual' and only they give sense and direction to events23, the 
article 'Culture and Democracy' stresses the aristocratic essence of 
knowledge. 
From this elitism, promoted by Nae lonescu in order to support the 
idea of an enlightened dictatorship, Eliade retained the main point, the 
elitist condition of the creator. From this position he derived his theory 
of 'creative elites', referring strido sensu to the elites of his generation, 
as opposed to the older promotion of intellectuals. If Nae lonescu 
considered his 'politics' as 'a revolution from the top, downwards'24, 
Eliade sustained primacy of the spiritual drive and wrote about the 
'mental revolution'25 that his generation triggered in the Romanian 
public. He also highlighted that, not only in politics, but in 
22ibid .• p.370. 
2310nescu, 'Keyserling·. Roza ... , p.390. 
24lonescu, 'Problema Politicii Noastre de Stat', Roza .... p.288. 
25Eliade, 'Generatia in Pulbere', Profetism ...• vol. I. p.131. 
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spiritual/cultural matters, the real revolution is always driven from the 
top, challenging his readers with the true significance of the word 
'revolution': 
A real revolution is driven from the top. downwards; never from the bottom, 
upwards. God made a revolution when He created the world; He revolted 
against chaos. against non-being .... This is revolution. Jesus was a revolutionary 
as well. But He descended from on high. Always from on high. The real French 
revolution was made by the elite, the metaphysicians and the moralists, well 
before 1789. Again from the top. downwards.26 
(Adev~rata revolutie se face de sus ih jos; niciodata de jos 1'h sus. Revolutie a 
facut Dumnezeu creind lumea; s-a revoltat 1lnpotriva haosului. nefiin~ei; '" . 
Asta e revolu~ie. ~i lisus, tot revolu~ionar a fost. Dar s-a coborat de sus. 
Intotdeauna de sus. Adevarata revolu~ie franceza" a f.icut-o elita, metafizicienii ~i 
morali~tii, mult'i'hainte de 1789. Tot de sus 1'h jos.) 
THE MULTIPLE WORLDS 
Analysing Nae lonescu's philosophy, MacLinscott Ricketts27 remarks on 
his theory about the three planes of reality: I) scientific, 2) philosophical 
and 3) religious; each of them calling for a different method of cognition 
(There are several planes of existence, and for each of these realms we 
must have special means of investigation'f8• Also, in one of his articles 
'Theologians' Time' Nae lonescu showed that 'Nothing could be falser 
in the process of knowledge than the pretension or even the tendency 
to reduce all reality to what could be seen or measured.' ('Nimic mai 
26Eliade, Intoarcerea ... (1992), p.193. 
27Ricketts, Mircea Eliade .... pp.98-99. 
28lonescu. in Ricketts, Mircea Eliade .... p.99. 
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fals in procesul cunoa~terii deca:t pretentia sau macar tendin}a de a 
reduce toata realitatea la ceeea ce se vede sau se poate masura.'}.29 
This viewpoint of Nae lonescu concerning the multiple worlds 
'behaving differently towards the Absolute'30 led to the central 
Eliadean principle that: 
Works of art. like 'religious data'. have a mode of being that is peculiar to 
themselves; they exist on their own plane of reference, in their particular universe. 
The fact that this universe is not the physical universe of immediate experience 
does not imply their nonreality.31 
The best synthesis of this concept in the Eliadean literary oeuvre is his 
novella 'Dayan'. A genius in the scientific realm, the main character of 
the story undergoes an initiatic journey into the philosophical and 
religious realms to discover his true Self and once he has done so, the 
'ultimate equation' (the integration of the system Matter-Energy into 
Space-Time). Dayan also unites, in a symbolic way, the three types of 
mystical paths we mentioned earlier: the pilgrimage, the ascetic way 
and the divine marriage. Through pain and mystical love, he acquires 
the secret of the Absolute. In our opinion, one of the interpretations of 
this novella could be based on a 'skeleton' formed by Nae lonescu's 
philosophical ideas. This perspective enriches the meanings of the text, 
which remains a masterpiece of Eliade's thought. 
29lonescu. op. cit.. Roza ...• p.3Ia. 
30lonescu. 'Inviere', Roza ... , p.61. 
31Eliade, The Quest .. , p.6. 
SUPRA-INDIVIDUALITY OF LIFE AND 
MYSTICAL SOLIDARITY WITH ALL CREATURES 
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Nae lonescu was an advocate of the supra-individuality of life's 
powers, the supra-individuality that gives direction and meaning to all 
happenings. This belief crystallized, in Eliade's work, in the notion of 
'predestination', a leitmotif of his fiction. Eliade's characters strive to 
understand the Reason behind every event in their life and, because of 
their inability to perceive the whole pattern of their destiny, they feel 
lost in the existential maze. Those who could 'see' certain 'signs', which 
act like fragments in a puzzle, stand a chance of gaining access to the 
whole pattern of events. As understanding is analogous to creation32, 
they ultimately reach the status of Creator: creators of their own life, in 
the mystical sense of immersing in transcendency. So, they not only 
become masters of their destiny, but they are one with God, and all the 
secrets of the Universe come to be accessible to them. The whole 
initiatory process to which Eliade subjects his characters is in fact a path 
from profane to sacred, from the status of Man to God. The notion of 
'predestination' is recurrent in the majority of his literary oeuvre ('Miss 
Christina', 'The Snake', 'At Dionysus' Court, 'A General's Uniforms', 
The Forbidden Forest Nineteen Roses,etc.). 
From this gradual integration of man into transcendency results the 
mystical solidarity with all creatures of nature. This is another 
pivotal view in Eliade's fiction and was expressed before by Nae lonescu 
in his writing 'Keyserling': 'The conscience of real freedom has its 
correlation in the feeling of solidarity with all creatures'.33 
32An idea Nae lonescu borrowed from Dilthey. See Ricketts. Mircea Eliade .... p.1 05. 
33lonescu, Op. cit., Roza ... , p.390. 
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Starting with his early story 'The Snake' and finishing with his last 
one, 'In the Shadow of a Lily', the paradisiacal communion with God is 
expressed by Eliade through the emblematic communion with all beings. 
The young entomologist Valentin (an alter ego of the writer himself), 
from 'In the Shadow of a Lily', is a 'bearer of messages' from the sacred 
realm, into the profane world: 
... he, Valentin, had caught a blue lizard, he kept it in his palm, and he did not 
tire of admiring it. And all of a sudden he hears him talking" as if to himself: 
'When we are all in Paradise, in the shadow of a lily, I will understand what this 
lizard tells me now .. .'3o\ 
( ... el, Valentin, prinsese 0 ~oparla albastra, 0 t;inea in palma, ~ nu se mai s':itura 
admirand-o. ~i deodata'i1 au de vorbind, mai mult pentru sine: 'Clnd vom fi cu 
totii'll1 Rai, la umbra unui crin, 0 sa tn~eleg ce-mi spune acum ~oparla asta .. .') 
Eliade supported the view that nature with its creatures could act as 
catalysts towards understanding the other realm and help man 'to be 
amazed by the splendour of his own existence'.35 
THE UNIFICATION OF CHURCHES 
AND RELIGION AS A NEW HUMANISM 
In an article written in 1926 'Ad Maturandum Christianae Unitatis 
Bonum'36, Nae lonescu brings into discussion the possibility of 
34Eliade, La Umbra ... , vol. V, p.192. 
35ibid., pp.202-03. 
36lonescu, Op. Cit., Roza. .. , pp.202-03. 
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unification between the Christian Churches (Catholic, Protestant, 
Orthodox)37. 
Over the years, Mircea Eliade raised the problem (favourably this 
time) not only of Unification of Christian religions, but of all the sacred 
phenomena of the world's religions, in order to understand Man and 
develop what he called 'a new Humanism': 
... homo religiosus represents the 'total man'; hence, the science of religions 
must become a total discipline in the sense that it must use. integrate, and 
articulate the results obtained by the various methods of approaching a 
religious phenomenon.38 
Although both, teacher and pupil, were concerned with the same 
problem of unification between religions, they treated the subject in 
different manners. While lonescu just commented upon it, as a 
possibility, for the restricted area of Christianity, it was Eliade's 
undertaking to make it universal ('For the sacred is a universal 
dimension')39. Eliade was also the one who shaped the concept of a 
discipline which he considered best qualified to open the way to a 
philosophical anthropology: the history of religions. 
37He advocated the Orthodox cause as being the religion which best preserved the 
Christian tradition in its authentic form. 
38Eliade. The Quest .... p.8. 
39ibid., p.8. 
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2. POINTS OF CONTACT 
Nae lonescu was considered 'an awakener of consciousness'4o, who, in 
the pure Socratic tradition, not only taught his students 'to think', but 
had challenged them with his original ideas. His method was to seed 
ideas in the minds of his students, who could develop them according to 
their own spiritual path. As one of his pupils, Mihail Sebastian wrote: 
'There are, I think, very few young people who were not marked by 
Nae lonescu's writings and teachings' (Sunt, cred, putini tineri pe care 
scrisul si vorba lui Nae lonescu sa nu-i fi marcat')41. Each of Nae 
lonescu's disciples (among them were: Emil Cioran, Petre Tu~ea, Mircea 
Vulcanescu, Petre Comarnescu, Mihail Sebastian, Constantin Noica, Mi~u 
Polihroniade), through a continuous process of sublimating their 
mentor's theories, arrived at a personal creative formula. Eliade 
followed his own way as well. Although some of lonescu's ideas are still 
visible in Eliade's oeuvre, it was the task of the latter to polish them, in 
order to reveal their full tight. We give a further two examples of 
lonescu's 'spiritual creeds' which were transformed into philosophical 
metaphors in Eliade's fiction. 
One of lonescu's convictions was that Divinity could be understood 
better through what he called 'the technique of stirring up' was 
considered by lonescu, the best catalyst of 'understanding'. Quoted by 
Eliade in his early novel, Gaudeamus, lonescu says: The most direct 
techniques of stirring, of agitation is loss of time: Take a sheet of paper 
and block it off by scribbling till night comes .. .' ('Cea mai indica~ tehnic:1 
40ln Ricketts, Mircea Eliade .... vol. I. p.95. 
41Quoted by Gabriel Stanescu. 'Cazul Nae lonescu sau Triumful Spiritului Socratic in 
Cultura Romaneasca', Cuvantul Romanesc, Ontario. Year 23. No 252. October. 1997. 
pp.IO-11. 
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de tulburare, de nelini~tire este pierderea timpului: la 0 foaie ~i 
mazgale,ste-o cu creionul pana: seara .. .'),H. It is difficult not to recognize 
in these lines the explanation of an apparently absurd episode of Eliade's 
novel The Forbidden Forest, in which the main hero ($tefan Viziru) 
keeps adding colours, at random, on a canvas. It becomes clear that 
Stefan employs lonescu's 'stirring up technique', that is he tries to waste 
his profane time, in order to enter the timeless dimension of 
transcendency: 
He should have told her that his painting can't be seen. in fact, because it 
doesn't exist in reality. All that existed was a canvas upon which he endlessly 
added colours, without any artistic design. but only because this game 
bewildered him and allowed him to find again. somewhere, very deep in his 
being. another sort of Time, another type of existence ... 43 
(At fi trebuit sa-i spun'li d pictura lui cu adevarat nu se poate vedea, pentru d, 
de fapt, nu exista. Nu exista decat 0 singur1: pinn pe care el adauga necontenit 
culori, f={~ nici 0 preocupare artistid, ci numai pentru d jocul acesta 11 
fermeca, 'ii fngaduia sa regaseasca, undeva, foarte aaanc 1h fiinta lui, un altfel de 
Timp, 0 altfel de existen~) 
Another point of contact between the two thinkers is the actor, one 
of the essential symbols that Eliade employs in his fiction. In an interview 
he gave to a Romanian poet, Eliade said about Nae lonescu: 'He taught 
us to decipher expressions of true thought in stage plays, to consider 
the theater the avant garde of philosophy .. .'44. It is precisely this function 
of 'carriers' of philosophical ideas and metaphysical truths that the 
artists perform in Eliade's literary oeuvre. 
42Quoted by Sergiu Tofun in Mircea Eliade - Destinul unei profetii (G~lap. Ed. Alter Ego Cristian 
& Ed. Algorithm. 1996). pp.65-66. I eliminated the italics and bold setting. 
43Eliade, Noaptea ... , vol. I (1971), p.21 O. 




'" he taught us to see things 'differently': he taught us to feel spring by 
looking at people, not the trees. 
(Mircea Eliade. Interview) 
In this chapter we attempted to show the extent to which Nae 
lonescu's concepts were influential in Eliade's formative years and how 
they continued to form a blueprint for the path he took later in life. 
Many other Eliadean central concepts contain in nuce, lonescu's ideas. 
MacLinscott Ricketts magisterially proved this in his monograph, when 
he analysed the acceptations Eliade gave to : patterns and archetypes, 
'history' and history of religions, alchemy, symbolism"etc. 
Mentor and disCiple held certain views in common. Eliade learned 
from Nae lonescu, but one should not underestimate the fact that their 
works bear a certain 'similar touch', mainly because their personalities 
were similar. Probably, lonescu would not have chosen Eliade as his 
main pupil if he had not seen the complementary reflection of his own 
psyche in him. 
Motto: 
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SCHOLAR VERSUS WRITER 
If I would write one day and interpretation ... of my books. 0 could 
show that. .. there is a fundamental unity of all my writings ... 
(Mircea Eliade. Autobiography. vol. I. pp.432-33) 
As Seymour Cain highlighted, 'For anyone who finds illuminating the 
notion that literature (art) and scholarship (science) are collaborators in 
the attainment of knowledge, Mircea Eliade provides an example par 
excellence of the co-working of the two modes.' lOver the years the 
apparent dichotomy of Eliade's oeuvre was the subkect of academic 
debates that reached extremes. Seymour Cain demonstrated that these 
was not d ",iolon d ·.)nres dnd {,~ 
sort of interpretations are both erroneus: Eliade's fictionlwas no un 
savant malgre lui either2. This position was also taken by other scholars 
like: Normn J. Girardot, Matei C~linescu, Eugen Simion, Adriana Berger, 
to name but a few. They envisaged Eliade's oeuvre as an organiC whole. 
Matei Calinescu for example underlines this general view: 
... the two apparently independent lines of acitivity that Eliade had pursued 
uninterruptedly since the late 1920s as a scholar and as a fiction writer have so 
many points in common and are so mutually illuminating. that they oUght to be 
given equal attention by anyone who wishes to apprehend Eliade's personality 
as a whole'. 3 
lSeymour Cain, 'Poetry and Truth: the Double V~cation in Eliade's Journals and Other 
Autobiographical Writings, Imagination and Meanmg ... , p.1 00. 
2ibid., p.92. 
3Calinescu, ' "THe Function of the Unreal" .. .', Imagination and Meaning .... p.139. 
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While academicians had PUblishe1heoretical studies and articles on the 
subject, the need of actually showing over the texts the realtionship 
between Eliade's scientific books and the literary ones arose. Along with 
proposing a 'tool' for a new hermeneutic of Eliade's works, this is 
precisely what te current thesis is trying to do. But before expressing 
our view we will show several opinions of the academia on this matter. 
Researchers mainly tried to 'reconcile' the double activity of Mircea 
Eliade by finding a common ground for both aspects and acknowledging 
(along with Eliade himself) the role of the imaginative in the world of 
learning. It was said that the historian of religions seeks: 
'" general patterns of meaning. spiritual realities that are to be discerned in the 
facticity of historical and ethnological documents through the shaping 
imagination of the inquiring interpreter. Knowledge ... is not a matter of 
photographic verisimilitude of logical analysis. but of poiesis. of a making and 
shaping that in certain ways is analogous to that of the writer or artist.4 
Interpreters like Adriana Berger even saw in Eliade's activity as scholar 
and writer a consequence of his integrative vision of the world, a 
'desir1or unity' within the coincidentia oppositorum ('it is a matter of 
reconciling two apparently conflicting aspects, the letters and the 
sciences, within the coincidentia oppositorum, which is 'one of the most 
archaic manners by which the paradox of the divine reality expressed 
itself.')5 Others, like Norman J. Girardot showed that Eliade's yin and 
yang of history and fiction represent 'his attempts to recapture for 
himself and others exiled in modern history the more meaningful 
rhythm of a religious interpretation of human experience'6. To sum up, 
novel and myth were considered as 'articulated successions of images 
4Cain. 'Poetry and Truth· ...• p.98. 
5Berger. 'Eliade's Double Approach .. .'. pp.9-12. 
6Girardot. 'Imagining Eliade ... ,' p.9. 
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and symbols' in a narrative structure common to both'l, and 
consequently the idea of a real dichotomy between religion and fiction 
was rejected. Eliade himself pointed out the literary value of the 
historian of religions' material and the characteristic of the 
'unrecognizability of the sacred' or the creation of parallel, imaginary 
universes, both of which are inherent to myth and fiction. He 
acknowledged the fact that the 'epic literature' (novel, novella, short 
story) is not liable to di~pear as 'the literary imagination prolongs the 
mythologic creativity and the oneiric experience'.8 An interesting 
position was taken by the literary critic Eugen Simion who distinguished 
in Eliade's work two categories of books: the ones starting from the 
sacred and moving towards the profane (from myth to scientific 
interpretation) and those starting from profane events and continuing by 
suggesting the permanence of sacred events (literary works).9 Simion 
interprets Eliade's fiction as a 'redeeming force': 
The activity of the common man is, without his knowing it, freighted with old 
rituals. Archetypes preside over his monotonous existence. Without saying so 
directly, Mircea Eliade thinks, basically of literature as a redeeming force .... It 
puts man again in connection with the great universe and gives him back his 
cosmic vocation. 10 
After this brief review of the main opinions on Eliade's activity as 
scholar and writer we can admit that religion and fiction have a 
common ground, the same way mathematics is - as Frye showed - 'the 
purest example of the constructive imagination at work' II. While 
7Matei Calinescu, 'Imagination and Meaning: Aesthetic Attitudes and Ideas in Mircea 
Eliade's Thought', Journal of Religion, 1977, vo1.57, pp.I-15. 
8Eliade, lurnal..., vol. II, p.2SS. 
9Simion, 'The Mythical Dignity .. :, p.133. 
IOibid., p.136. 
IIQuoted by Cain in 'Poetry and Truth .. :, p.99. 
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agreeing with the current views that express the inevitable influence of 
the scientific concepts of Eliade upon his fiction - a position which we 
try to evidence in other ways in the present thesis - our view opposes 
the idea (unrealistic and consequently still unproved) according to which 
Eliade's literary imagination was a key factor in the writing of his 
scientific works. By way of analogy we could at most suppose that the 
role played by the former in his research is the one of the falling apple 
in Newton's theory of gravitational law. It was said that 'Eliade's "myth 
of the eternal return" or "Cosmic Tree" cannot be verified simply by 
returning to an appraisal of the documentary materials'12, but Eliade 
himself emphaSized many times that he searched for the understanding 
of the coherent, ultimate, meaning of certain phenomena and symbols 
and tried to 'decode' their true significance in their context, which is 
lost in the contemporary SOciety. Writing about his tendency to search 
for the spiritual side, for the symbolistic and internal coherence of the 
religious phenomena, Eliade underlined its reasons: ' ... it is not because I 
would deny or minimize the other aspects - material, economic, 
historical, etc. - but because these seem evident to me, while the 
spiritual side "must be read in filigree". And again, already so much was 
written about the exterior aspects, often paraSitic, of the religious 
phenomenon .. .'13. Conscious mentality changed, and Eliade undertakes 
to withdraw those archaic meanings that still lay deep down modern 
man's unconscious and, while making them conscious, understand their 
logiC. For this to be carried out, not only strict comparative work and 
documentary information is needed (and, in this respect, Eliade 
excelled), but also insght and intuition. As Adrian Marino noticed, 
Eliade's encounter with the mentality of the traditional cultures (where 
12Cain, 'Poetry and Truth .. .', p.98. 
I3Quoted by Adrian Marino in Hermeneutica lui Mircea Eliade (Cluj-Napoca, Ed. Dacia, 
1980), p.1 00. 
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all the human acts are doubled by a 'symbolic' meaning that transfigures 
them) has the character of an anamnesis. '4 Those researchers who 
promote the absolute primacy of the document do not fulfil their 
reader's expectations and in a way give 'half the facts' (by not explaining 
the meanings into context and their archaic symbolic significations).'s 
And as our contemporaries remain 'opaque' even to, let us say 
G6ngora's'6 poems without a glossary of terms, Eliade's attempt to 
make archaic universes intelligible is all the more relevant. 
14Marino Hermeneutica .... p.43. . . 
• I . t tionality done by Manno In J5See also the excellent analysis of the textua In en . 
~ermeneutica... . S . h lyric poet, wrote in an entirely novel style. which his 
I Gongora y Argotte. p~nJ.s • 
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